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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

In developing and writing this thesis, I draw heavily from my direct 

experience in the field within industry, as a consultant to major European 

and American companies and as a lecturer in academic and professional 
Institutions on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Many of my ideas were originally conceived and developed at IBM United 
Kingdom Limited and I owe much to a business environment that 

encouraged original thinking in an -uncharted field and supported the 

practical experiments that I was'able to carry out tb support my theories. 
In particular, I am deeply indebted to John Hargreaves, then Director of 
Public Affairs at IBM, and the co-; author of my book "Business Survival 

and Social ý Change" -for his vision and commitment, for the freshness of 
his ideas and his ability to communicate them, for his timeless work in 

persuading other senior executives in British industry' to participate in 

new, - often controversial, programs, and for his support, as Chairman of 

my consulting firm, while I was trying to get the firm off the ground. 

The consulting firm, originally Matrix now called InterMatrix, has 

provided the principal vehicle for the continuing development and 
implementation of my ideas. The firm could not have been successful 
without the immense contribution of my senior partners, Geoffrey Morris 

and Richard van den Bergh, each of whom has also helped me a great 
deal in the development of new and creative solutions to some of the 

complex problems involved in the field. , Geoffrey Morris In particular, 
with whom I have worked closely since 1968, first at IBM and since at 
InterMatrix, has acted as my friend, mentor and kindly devil's advocate 
throughout and has contributed significantly to my research. I am also 
indebted to those client companies who made an act of faith and gave me 
the kind of assignment which permitted in-depth, practical application to 

my theories. In particular, I have to mention National Westminster Bank, 

with whom I have been working since 1974 on all aspects of their national 
and international corporate responsibility policies, plans and programmes. 



I need to mention, too, all those involved in helping to -start up and 
maintain the Corporate Responsibility Centre. Trying to establish a new 
non-profit organization, . 

in. 
- what was considered an esoteric field of 

management, at a time of recurring recessions following the Arab-Israeli 
War of 1973, was difficult and time-consuming. Without the individuals 

who accepted my invitation to join the Steering, Committee and the 
companies putting in. seed money, the project would have failed. 
Professor John Stopford, now Academic Dean at London Business School, 

made a major contribution as Chairman of the Centre. And the work of 
my assistants at the Centre, first Nancy Treverton, and then Katherine 
Baughman, was very valuable in the compilation of my bibliography. 

Thanks are also due to Dr. Alden Lank at., the Centre d'Etudes 
Industrielles in Geneva,, Sir James Lindsay (formerly) at the 
Administrative Staff College in Henley, Dr. John Stopford at London 
Business School, Dr. Klaus Schwab at the European Management Forum in 
Davos, Ray Hoewing at the Public Affairs Council in Washington and 
numerous Directors of company management development programmes, for 

giving' me the- opportunity to present my ideas to some excellent 
graduates, mid-career managers and senior executives. 

Not least of, the acknowledgements go to John Gooch, my supervisor at 
Brunel whose understanding, guidance and patience over the years have 

provided the-essential motivation for me to carry out the required work; 

to Mrs. Penny Reid who patiently typed and retyped the first draft of 
the thesis; and to my wife, Mary Dauman, who has consistently pressured 

me to complete the thesis and has patiently spent many invaluable hours 

reading and correcting prods. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis marks the culmination of research work started in 1969. 

The bulk of the work was completed in 1974 and a first draft of the 

thesis was submitted . in November 1974. A significant part of the 

material, plus some additions, was published - in 1975 in a book 

entitled "Business Survival and Social Change" (co-authored with 
John Hargreaves --then a Director of IBM United Kingdom Limited). 

Then followed a major piece of work to compile., a comprehensive 
bibliography which involved, inter-, alla, developing a new 
classification system for the whole subject area of corporate social 
responsibility. The classification was carried out in conjunction with 
the Librarian at London Business School and the newly-formed 
Corporate Responsibility Centre which I founded, established and of 

which I was Director at the time. 

At the time of its completion and submission, in June 1978, the 

bibliography represented, I believe, the most comprehensive work of 

its kind in the, world. It consisted, of two-volumes listing-the, key 

books, articles, speeches and company documents on all aspects of 

corporate social responsibility, spanning over 10 years. Although 

many of the articles may have been classified,, before under various 

functional headings, -, I believe this was the- first time- the whole 

subject had been pulled together under an Integrated classification 

system. In -addition to its contribution to knowledge in an academic 

sense, the bibliography has been used extensively. by staff in 

companies and researchers wishing, through the Corporate 

Responsibility Centre, to enhance their knowledge of the history of 

and current thinking on corporate'social responsibility. 

The third aspect of the thesis, which has taken several years, has 

been the start-up and development of several organizations and 

programs, the continued survival and success of which have 

provided the visible support for the basic hypothesis underlying my 

work of the past 12 years. 



This basic hypothesis is that the role of business ais an institution 

and of Individual companies has to be extended to include and 
understanding -of, ' commitment to, and involvement in solving the 

problems facing the community as a whole, as local, national and 
international level, I not as an act of altruism or social conscience, - 
but as an integral part of meeting the traditional business goal of 
profitable survival. An important corollorary of the hypothesis is 

that only by integrating corporate social responsibility into the 

mainstream of its thinking and behaviour (as'opposed to leaving it as 
a 'In ice-to- have" activity carried our separately on the side) will 
programs be developed -which areý effective from the viewpoints of 
both the company and the wider society. 

One of the'crucial implications of this hypothesis is that in order to 
integrate corporate social responsibility into the mainstream, 
companies have to develop internal systems that treat this new 
dimension with the same professionalism as more traditional functions 

such as'marketing or finance. 

Ideas on how such systems might be developed form an important 

part of the thesis. 1ý 

When I first started developing these ideas, there were very few 

operative systems and programmes in companies which coincided with 

my thesis. ' A few companies had started thinking about these 

matters in the United States but not to the point-of developing the 

systematic approach required. On the Continent -and in Britain, 

there was next to nothing*. 

I am not saying there was no corporate social responsibility activity. 
Indeed there was a lot in the US following the 1968 urban riots; but 
most of this was unplanned and responsive without any real 
philosophy behind it, which is why so many of the programs failed. 
And, in the UK, most of the activity, e. g. in local communities, was 
based on the 'paternalistic' model or from the viewpoint, of 'giving 
something back to society'; , there is nothing wrong with this, but it 
is only a very small aspect of what I am trying to prove is 
necessary and it very rarely resulted in programs which were part 
of mainline corporate activity. 

INTRODUCTION -2- 
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It seemed to me, therefore, that in order to push the ideas forward 

and to test their validity, action was required on several fronts. in 

particular, I saw the need for four main initiatives: 

(1) Companies developing their own Internal objectives, strategies 

- and systems and implementing programmes, consistent with the 

basic hypothesis. I 

(2) An independent consulting capability, in order to help 

companies do this in what,. after all, was a new, field with little 
history and proven experience. 

(3) Companies getting together to develop and fund jointly new 
corporate responsibility programmes consistent with the basic 
hypothesis. 

(4) Companies getting together to develop the beginnings of a 

professional association for people involved in corporate social 

- responsibility which, like similar associations for marketing, 
finance, etc., could provide information,, a forum to. exchange 
Ideas, general advice and could start developing certain 

professional standards. 

On the basis that my hypothesis could only be tested through the 

detailed study of their practical application rather than in an 

artificial "laboratory" experiment, I spent most of my professional 

and spare time during the 1970's on the four Initiatives described 

above. It has taken the best part of a decade to assess the success 

or otherwise of this work. In many cases, a project has taken 

three, four or even five years to go from the concept stage to 

maturity. 

Thus, whereas the core of the thesis, the development of the 

essential concepts, was completed In 1974,1 have needed the time 

since to develop and implement the four initiatives. 

INTRODUCTION -3- 



in line with the above, the thesis consists of three main sections, 

namely Section I-A description of my work on the four initiatives; 

Section 11 - the basic thesis, which is essentially unchanged from., 

the first draft submitted in November 1974; Section III - the 
bibliography, which has already been submitted (and which, 
therefore, I have not considered necessary to re-submit at this 
time). 

I should point out that (1) quite a lot of work has been done in 

academic institutions and companies (particularly in the USA) since 
1974, although not as much as I would have ýxpected or hoped for; 

and (2) there have been many developments in the external 

environment which, although forecasted in the early 1970's, have 

only made an impact recently. 
. 

Nevertheless, in going through the 

core thesis in detail, I find that, apart from some details which 

would need updating, everything I said in 1973/74 is as valid in 

1981. Indeed, in the light of the Conservative Government's 

declared, principles in the UK and the similar but more emphatically 
declared principles of the Reagan Administration in the US, I would 

argue that my rationale and conclusions are even more valid in 1981. 

/ 
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B. OBJECTIVES AND CONTENTS OF RESEARCH 

The subject of social responsibility is not jost contemp- 
orary: it is insistent. "Socia Iac coup tabi lity" , "the respn. nsibi 1r; 

of business" , "the unacceptable face of ccapitalism" , 
these arid many other expressions have becoi,,,. c in-plhrascs that are used 

widely in speeches by businessm2n, politicians, trade union 
leadars and by other people in our society i-,, ho &re looking; 

for evidence of change. Not a d-ay go6s by i.. rithý out a nui-. ber 

of specific allusions to the topic now generally referred 
to as "social responsibility". Alongside Lnounting attacks' 

on many of th*e leading. institutions in our society, there, is 

a growing awareness within these institutions that a response 
is needed -a response not just to criticism, oimm of wiiich 

are ill-founded and inaccurate, but also to -, the genuine 

cc, i om., demands of a rapidly changing social, political and c 

envi idiii-i-ent. 

Thisthesisis- about corporate social responsibili. ty. Its ideas are 

aimed a. senior executives of all organisations engac!,: -., d in 

. Scple way in thle provision of goods and services, whetNer 
they are in the public or private sector, in top manager. r. ent 
or in the leadership of trades unicns. 

My - Objec-'Cive is to define social respensibility in a -, ay 
that has meaning and relevance for those who are running out- inst-itutions. 

In no way do I attempt to- dispute accepted business 

objectives: rat, ger I am ccncerned with exploring a new 
dimension' of business. I aim to introduce activities 

that are new to business and, by reason and ekanople, place 
the in ai th 

' 
in the context of marketing, thus malking marketing 

and business strategy in Nneral more relevant To the 

con teiriporarl,, scene. I seek to show a means whereby 
or ganisations can divert att. ontion from exhortation and 
c; jannel their energles int 4`0 r to pr, ýctical program. -n2s 
a cti on. My belief is, that the changing environment 



dcmznds such action and 62juands it now. 

I have spoken of criticis ms and clearly a large proportion 

of these are aimed at business - not only at individual 

companies but at business in general. Surveys in the USA 

in recent years have demonstrated that, without doubt, 

the ima-ga of business has datcroorated rapidly and continue to deteriorate 

A !: urve. Y in Britain (1) shows that a large nuriber of, 'tOp 
ist here trend, ex, business leaders feel strongly that similar t 

also. . Other surveys have conlirmed these feeiings are prevalent 

all over the western world(ý)And, 
while in the 1960's the criticisms tended to be limited to a small 
number of articulate minorities, often with a political bias, this is 

no longer the case. Attacks come from all quarters, including 

groups which may previously have been considered as "friends" 
busincss and large sections of moderate public opinion. 

6 
In addition to this change for the worse, there is a skond 
trend which is of growing concern to businessmen everyt-dhere. 
They are less and less able to influence those variables which 

are of increasing importance to their success or even 

survival. It is a truism to say that business is dependent 

on the external social, economic and political environment of 

which it is part. This has alwayý, been true. le. 1hat is 
Ehanging is the strength of these environmental variabjes 
in determining a business's abi*lity to meet its objectives. 
I see an evident tendency for objectives not to be mat, 

not necessarily because of any particular internal deficiencies, 
but more because of problems in the external environment 
itself. The global monetary situation; national labour 
disputes; energy shortages; major difficulties in urban 
management; the grenving alienation of large secto. -s of 
the community; inefficient government; these are only a 
few examples of variables having an important effect. on 
bus iness, without business itself having too much to say in 

the riat*te r. And, of course, the nuaber of variables and 
their affects increase with the size of the company. 

To 1973174, when the core thesis was compldted, but also since 
(1) "The Director" November 1973 
(2) Management Centre Europe, European Survey on Social Responsibility (1974) 

PRCA Survey on Social Responsibility, 1974. 
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Thus i see not only a climate of opinion, but alsb a 

general external environment becoming increasingly 

hostile to business and making the prospect of many 

companies meting their objectives more an d more bleak. 

This hostility is not limited to business. We are not-i 

witnessing attacks on public sector institutions in bloth 

local and central governm. nt,. on the trades unions and on 
the universities and, indeed, on the existing order 

everywhere. For non-business institutions, even though 

the manifest' criticism§ may be somewhat different, the 

overall problemls essentially the same. Today, all 
institutions are finding it more difficult to meet the 

changing expectations and growing needs of the people 

they serve. 

j, 
I believe that, unless the fundamental problems behind 

these criticisms are resolved, the institutional framework 

as we know it today will be in real danger of breaking 
down without the time to evolve viable alternate forms. 

For individual companies and private enterprise in general 
t he dangers are twofold. First, under mounting pressure, 

governments will continue to introduce and enforce, 
as they are currently doing, even more constraining 
legislation which w* ill make i. t increasingly difficult for 

companies to conduct their business effectively and profit- 
ably. The second danger is that the social infrastructure, 

on which business depends, will continue to deteriorate. 

'This, too, will constrafn companies' ability to meet 

objectives. 

For 6e public sector, the dangers are again twofold., 
The first is that, as governr, -, nts take furthet responsi- 
bilities upon themselves, the resulting organisational 
structures will be top-heavy bureaucracies unable to 

manage the complexity or ever-mul ti plying problems. 
The second dangar is that pressures, already apparent 

Lors, will ý. nount to by-pass the-don-ocratic in some sec, 
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pr6cess, perceived to be unresponsive, and to attempt 
unilateral solutions -a situation that can only lead to 
instability 'and, ultimately, *to anarchy. 

For the trades unions, the dangers are, first, that 
the members they are designed to serve will grow restless 
with inadequate response to their real needs and will 
also seek unilateral and unofficial solutions, a situation 
we are already witnessing. Secondly, ' the wider connunity, 
by whose mandate unions exisi at all, will become 
impatient and will demand action in the short-term which 
is likely to be detrimental to longer-term interests. 

In summary, we have reached the situation in industriali'sed 

countries when debate*and statements of int-ent, however, 

worthwhile, are simply not enough. The only route that 
can be followed fs a carefully planned series of action 
programmes, based on realistic assessmepts of ctirrent and 
future environmental trends and directed at carefully defined 

objectives. Only concerted and relevant action will help 
improve the overall envisronrrzint. Only by being seen t -o 
be relevant and act Ave can business, governr,,, cnt, the unions 
as well as other major institutions hope to improve their 
images. 

Thbre we re many books published in the early 1970's, 

. 
principally, in the-USA but allso some in Europe, 

discussing the pri6ciples of . corporate responsibility. 
In the main, these. books have concentrated on theory, 

asking the questions "should business becorre -involved in 

ma tters of social and community concern? " "Would not 
such involvement run counter to traditional profit 
objectives? " There is no. shortage of analyses of the role 
of. business, changes in distribution of power and the 

growing interdependence betuden business and other sectors 
in society. 

Now, after years of questionning, conferences, 

sei--dnars and articles, all continuing the analy.,; is, 

re-examining, reassessing and raising similar qucstions, 
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an important aspect of my basic hypothesis is 
that the debate is over. To many 
busincssme. n, a whole sequence of events , the energy 
crisis probably being the most persuasive, have provided 
conclusive evidence that business has no choice but to 
become involved, not because of a sudden change in 
business values, but rather because traditional objectives, 
indeed survival itself, are threatened. 

And so, for all companies, social responsibility must 
cease to be a fringe activity entered into as an altruistic 
or public relations gesture, and become an integral part 
of mainstream, corpordte strategy assumingý equal 
importance with other key activities such as marketing,.. 
personnel, finance, Research and Development and manufacturing. Attentio 
in this area is part of a company's survival kit. The 
materialist may ignore what he calls altruism; -he cynic 
ma-y refer to conscience money; sanity may just recognise 
that the indirect costs of running a business today 
have changed and that their payment is neither impractical 

nor made from guilt but is simply a sensible way to secure 
a reasonable expectancy from the future. 

Thus the focus of the debate has changed from the 
theoretical question of "why social responsibility" to 

practical considerations of how busincss should respond 
to the new demands upon it and what precisely needs to 
be dona both by individual cQnpanies and by business 

as a'whole. 
There is an urgent need, therefore, for research leading to 

a framework of definitions, concepts, systems and programmes which 
translates theory into practice and offers to businessmen, 

'first, a sound "business" case, based on the concepts 
t. o which they are accustomed; second, practical guides 
t6 the planning, managenent and ajeasurerent of social 
rosponsibility prograrn; 2s and, third, case studies 
demonstrating what hc: ts already been done and the validity of the theory. 

I 
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The dim. of this thesis is to contribute to 
the satisfaction of this need. It focusses, in the 

main, riot on those areas of social responsibility which. 
ý'am already wall aCCeDted and Dractised bv leadinq 
companies, such as personnel and communications policies, 
and on which there already exists a large volume of academic 
and practical research, but on the area of greatest 
controversy and least clarity. 
This area concerns business cependence on and involvement 
with those contemporary problems affecting society as a 
whole. I call this area "public and social affairs". 
It is not a substitute for, nor separate from, those 
Practices whichare already accepted; rather are they*all - 
interdependent and must be practiced together. 
The Core Thesis (Section II) is planned in five parts. After a 
synopsis describing the main elements, Part I is 
a summary of the debate so far * and translates general 
theories of social respoi-M fbility into a "business" 

case. In particular, I focus on public and social affairs 
and relate this directly to marketing and corporate 
strategy. I examine the implications of corporate 
involvement in public and social affairs and suggest 

principles and criteria for such involvement. 

In Part 2 1. examine, again i'n summary, the social, 
economic, political, ecological and technological 
trends and changes which make up the overall 
environnr-ntal context within which any organisation 
must operate*. I specify the. need for, continuous 
monitoring and eva. luation of the total environment and 
suggest techniques by which this can be ca*rri ' ed out. 
This must be the necessary first step before 

embarking on any programme of public and social affairs. 
Without it, we are working in the dark. 

In*Part 3, Iý look in detail at the objectives, planning 
and managamoant of public and. social affairs. within the context 
o, a company's whole interface with the environment, including 
its traditional external relations. Leaning 1heavily on experience 
and proven techniqL, 05, I suggest various structures depending 
on the size and nature of Idie organisation. I- da-scribe a 
project planning systen, and discuss the allocation of financial 

and hui,.,, an resources. 

to 1973/74 when this Section was completed 
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In Pa rt 41 take up the whole question of social audit. 
This is a relatively new term for business organisations 
and one that is still open to many interpretations. 
By social audit, I mean the measureme'nt and evaluation 
of an organisation's social performance. I see a 
real need for this new discipline to take its place 
alongside the existing audits of technological, 
financial and management' performance. I suggest in 
this chapter, a structure for measuring social 
performance and develop criteria for its evaluation 'and 

validation. 

Finally, ' in Part 5,1 'examine pUbliC and so . cial affairs programmes in 
an effort to answer the question, "What practically 
can and should be done?. " i also assess "who does 

what", identifying the nced for action by indust -ry , 
government, unions,, the universities, and schools, 

-individual employees, and so on. 'I include a speciai 
section with case histories of su I ccessful public and social 
affairs projects. 

Throughout the core thesis, I try to relate the principles of what 
I disciiss to the activities of tMO. specimen organisations 
which I? have called the XY and Z corpan ies., and --which 

represent (1) a medium-size multinational public company and (2) 

a small private company respectively. 

My hope and a key objective ot tne research is 
that those responsible for decisions in our 
society will be able to take the book deriving from my thesis 
and use it in the formulation of ideas and the development of 
structures, management systems and progranries. A second 
hope is that those organisations, particularll,, in business, 
who have rejected involvxrent in public and social affairs 
on the grounds that the concepts were too theoretical Fnd 
confused, will be infIL-3nced to take action by my practical 
approach. My third hope is that students of the subject will be able to ut, 
this thesis as a bridae between theory and the realities of business life 
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Again, let us be clear that profound changes are 
taking place which are challenging cherished ideas 
in business and other sections of the conrrunity. 
These changes will come, whether by reform from 
within or by more forcible pressure from without. 
The race is between those who seek revolutionary change 
in the world and those who, seeing the same things 
that need to be put right,,,, nevertheless believe that 
the, safer and better way is to develop now concepts. 
from within existing structures. History offers, little 
evidence that forcible, change has ever resulted in 

g., ater happiness and prosperity. But one thing is 
certain and that is that, if reform does not come, 
then the al ternati ve wi 11 be i ne. vi tabl e and uncomfort 
able. The underlying motivation behind my research is to provide 
principles which, when put into practice, will increase the chances 
of successlof the reformist route. 

.N 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This thesis is about corporate responsibility. In particular, it is about 

the formulation, of (a) a philosophy of corporate responsibility 

applicable to contemporary business - in the conditions of the last 

quarter of this -century; (b) a consistent set of prtnciples on which 

companies can base their policies; (c) a consistent* set of systematic 

procedures for determining, implementing and measuring corporate 

responsibility strategies, plans and piogrammes. 

The research for the core thesis consisted 'of , two principal 

components, namely: 

Research leading to the formulation of the underlying 

philosophyt principles and hypotheses. 

Research leading to the formulation of Practical procedures for 

the application of the philosophy and principles by corporate 

management. 

There was then some additional work following the submission of the 

core thesis: 

(3) Research leading to the demonstration of the practical 

applicability of the philosophy, principles and procedures. 

Research leading to hypotheses 

The research was carried outp over some three years, in a number of 

steps: 

Analysis of business environment: ' In order to develop a 

philosophy relevant to the 'current and fvturc business 
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environment, rather than to a historical situation,, I used a 

series of analyses from the "futures" work in which I. was 
involved at IBM. This work involved a variety of long-range 

forecasting techniques, including Delphi and scenario building, 

to determine the most likely external environment for business 

from 1970 to the year 2000 and alternative paths to these 

future pictures from today's situation. It included technological 

forecasts, socio-political forecasts, socio-economic' forecasts 

and tried to deal with most of the key issues likely to face 

business in the period. This led to a series of seminars, and 
discussions with various groups in Britain, including politicians, 

academics, civil servants, church leaders, trade unionists and 

other "opinion leaders", as well as other businessmen, about 
these key issues and their implications for business and society. 
A distillation of these studies and discussions provided the basic 

overall context for institutional development to the end of the 

century and a set of needs for the development of new 

relationships between business and society, if social ' and 

political disintegration was to be avoided, both nationally'and 
internationally. I made the value judgement that such 
disintegration was undesirable and that progressive, 

evolutionary change was preferable. 

1.2 Review of literature: Aý fairly exhaustive review -of the 

published literature on corporate responsibility, in both Europe 

and the U. S. v unfortunately brought limited insights. Most of 
the books, seminar proceedings and articles available, even 
those written comparatively recently (1965-72), dealt with 
(a) business and society relations in terms of principles 

applicable to the 1960s and before, not to the 1970s and beyond; 

and (b) business and society issues - analysis of the questions 

and problems but not coming up with any answers sustainable in 

practice. There were a few exceptions, notably the work of the 
late Professor Ray Bauer at Harvard and of Dr. Plark Abt. But, 
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for the most part, the exceptions were American and directed 

at a somewhat different business environment. In the period of 

my review, British contributions were in fact conspicuous by 

their absence, a state of affairs no doubt compounded by the 

fact that there was virtually no major academic research 

programme of any kind on the subject in this country at the 

time except for some related work by Dr. Beesley at London 

Business School and the beginnings of Dr. McMillan's work at 
Henley. This situation was confirmed by the Social Science 

Research Council in the early 1970s as part of a detailed report 
by an SSRC Committee chaired by Professor Charles Carter. - - 

The literature of maximum use came in fact from two very 
different sources. The first was a series of articles and 

speeches written by senior executives in a few major 
international companies, such as IBM, Shell, General Electric, 

Xerox - who were beginning to see the need for change. The 

second were the basic texts of leading economic philosophers, 

ranging from Adam Smith to Milton Friedman, - whose 

comprehensive analyses, while originally formulated for 

different times, provide some of the foundations for an 

adaptive theory for the 1970s. 

1.3 Observation of corporate results: Detailed reading of the annual 

reports of major companies over- several years, coupled with 
discussions with senior executives made - it increasingly clear 

that corporate results, share prices and, in some cases, survival 
itself were more and more subject to external environmental 
factors which company after company claimed were "factors 

beyond our control". Everything and everybody - strikes, 
inflation, government policies, education, politicians - were 
blamed for poor results; everybody, that is, except management 

itself. This did not seem to be a tenable philosophy, 

particularly when my forecasts showed clearly ýhat changes in 

the external environment would be greater and more frequent. 
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1.4 Interviews, seminars, discussions: As the philosophy and 
derivative principles developed, I tested out their viability and 

consistency through a wide range of meetings with business 

managers, civil servants, politicians, academics, friends and 

philosophers. This included some individual interviews but, 

more often, I discussed the ideas at seminars and informal 

discussion groups. Meetings held in St. George's House and 

sponsored by the Anglo-German Foundation in Britain, seminars 

at the Centre d'Etudes Industrielles in Geneva and workshops 
held by the Public Affairs Council in Washington and the 
Committee for Economic Development in New York, were 

among the most useful. My purpose was not to achieve 

consensus; indeed this was never likely, nor did it happen; but 

rather to ensure that my ideas were tested against a variety of 
ideas and arguments current at the time. 

The distillation of these inputs and discussions led to the basic "three 

circle" philosophy of corporate responsibility and the resultant 
principles for the "third circle", i. e. public and social affairs, the 

main theme of the thesis. 

(Z) Research leading to procedures 

2.1 Review of literature: Finding literature on relevant theoretical 

principles was difficult enough. Finding published material on 

systematic procedures for 'managing corporate responsibility 

proved to be almost impossible. Indeed, the only directly 

relevant material I found related to planning corporate 
involvement in urban affairs programmes in the U. S. 

One of the main problems was that most private sector planning 

and management procedures dealt with inputs and outputs 
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which were directly quantifiable. In addition, corporate 

responsibility, as I had defined it, was concerned with the long- 

term environment while, in reality, most detailed procedures 

were developed for short-term planning horizons. And finally, 

of course, since corporate responsibility had not been accepted 

as an integral part of management, the necessary procedures 
for its planning and systemic integration into decision-making 

simply had not been developed, either by companies or i the 

business schools, although some schools in the U. S., such, as at 
Harvard and Berkeley, were starting. 

It occurred to me, however, that other activities had -some 

similar features - i. e. they were long-term and dealt with non- 

quantifiable input and output variables. In particular, I looked 

at (a) public sector planning and (b) scientific research planning 

and project selection, on both'of which subjects the literature 

of the late 1960s and early 1970s was very valuable. 

2.2 Adapting other techniques: The project planning and 

measurement techniques which I developed as part of this thesis 

are an adaptation of several techniques. In particular, they 

combine elements of the MBO system in the private sector with 

the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) used 

widely in the public sector. 

As described in Chapter 12 of the, core -thesisp PPBS is 

concerned with how to choose between a, range of-projects, 

each of which has different characteristicsp each of which has 

benefits which are not directly quantif iablep v within a total 

budget which is fixed annually. In government, the budget is 

determined by the level of taxation. In corporate 

responsibility, the budget reflects the level of investment 

agreed for this activity by top management. 
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The parallel with the public sector is also appropriate because 

both are concerned with the overall social, economic and 

political environments. Both are concerned with creating a 

climate in which existing systems and organisations can 

continue to meet long-term objectives, despite conflicting 

short-term demands. 

By talking in detail with a number of government bodies that 

had adopted PPBS, including the GLC and the Ministry of 
Education in the U. K. and several Departments of the U. S. 

Federal Government, I was able to obtain a good idea of the 

strengths and weaknesses of PPBS and what aspects might be 

most applicable in the private sector. 

Other emerging public and private sector techniques, 

particularly qualitative, long-term strategic planning, had 

, direct applicability. I obtained most of my information on 

these from the companies starting to use them, e. g. G. E. in the 

U. S. and Shell in this country. Iý 

2.3 Pilot test: While developing the procedures, I was particularly 

fortunate to be in a position to try them out in real time in a 

real situation. (As Corporate Affairs Planning Manager for 

IBM UK, I was indeed responsible for implementing such 

procedures). Thus for three years, the procedures for strategic 

planning, - project , planning, implementation, organisation, 

measurement and control, as developed in the thesis, were 
tried, tested, refined and tested again until, by the end of the 

third year, the system - while still needing a lot of 
improvement - was generally agreed to be working 

satisfactorily. 
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Research demonstrating APplicability 

The research described in (1) and (2) above led to the development of 
the core thesis, which is the major part of my work. It also led to the 

publication of a book "Business Survival and Social Change", which 

was published in 1975 and which I co-authored with John Hargreaves, 

then Director of Public Affairs at IBM. My own contribution was to 

take the general philosophy we developed together and relate it to 

the mainstream of business theory, and then develop the detailed 

principles and procedures and 'the theoretical and applied research 
behind them, i. e. all the basic elements of the core thesis. In fact, 

the write-up of the core thesis in Volume 2 includes also a number of 
the general and descriptive chapters written by John Hargreaves and 

myself; they are left in as complements to the thesis material, 
thereby, I believe, making the core thesis more readable. 

It is perhaps relevant, in evaluating the contribution of this thesis, to 

note that my book was "Book of the Month" in Spring 1976 at the 
Harvard Business School library and was recommended reading for 

several years at a number of Business Schools, including London, 

Harvard and Berkeley. 

Since the submission of the core thesis in 1975, my research has been 
based on personal involvement in applying the principles and 
procedures in a variety of ways, described in Section I. This direct 

practical experiencep while not in the form of a formal research 
programme, has, I hope, demonstratedt with a wide range of varied 
examples, the validity and applicability of the core thesis. 
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Biblio&rraph 

It is also worth mentioning the bibliography in Volumes 3 and 4. This 

was gathered during eight years of research from 1969. A major task 

and perhaps a unique contribution in its own right was the 
development of the classification system. This I did in conjunction 

with the Corporate Responsibility Centre of which I was then 

Director and Dr. Vernon, Librarian at London Business School. In 

addition, the bibliography is selective in that only those items which I 

felt would be of greatest potential interest to a student of corporate 

responsibility were included. 



D. SECTION I- ACTIVITIES IN SUPPORT OF HYPOTHESES 

In the Introduction, I suggested that, in order for the concepts 
developed in this thesis to be widely accepted and converted into 

practical reality, a number of parallel initiatives needed to take place. 
One was the development by companies of their own management systems 

and action programmes. Another was the evolution of research and 

consulting services to assist companies and extend the concepts. Others 

were some significant multi-company projects demonstrating my public and 

social affairs principles in action. And another was a professional 

organization to act as a focal point for this new dimension in management. 

Since 1969, while developing this thesis and in the years since, I have 

been deeply involved in a wide range of activities under each of these 

categories. This Section of the thesis summarizes some of the more 

significanti.. 

Under single-company systems and programm s, I describe briefly some of 
the projects I helped design and im-1-- 'ýrst while working for IBM in 

the United Kingdom in 1969-73, and then as a consultant to National- 

Westminster Bank (1974-81 and continuing). 

Under research and consulting services, I describe the evolution of my 

own consulting companies, The InterMatrix Group, -which is the activity 

on which I have spent most of my professional time since 1973. 

Under companý multi-company projects, I mention: 

oee'. ARC (Action Resource Centre) 

..... ABSA (Association for Business Sponsorship of Arts) 

..... RPO (Royal Philharmonic Orchestra) 

..... LEA (London Enterprise Agency) 

..... Trident 

..... Cavendish Leisure Research 

..... European Architectural Heritage Year 



I also mentioned a major Europe-wide research project, involving some 25 

major companies, to develop the "social audit". 

And under the category of a professional organization I mention the 

Corporate Responsibility Centre, which Ffounded personally-and of which 
I was the first Director (part-time). ' 
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(A) COMPANY SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMES 

1. IBM 

In 1968,1 joined IBM United Kingdom Limited as Assistant to the 

Director of Public Affairs. The Director, who was on the IBM UK 

Board, was responsible for all aspects of "public policy" and I 
believe his was the first Board appointment of its kind (in 1966) in 

Europe and one of the first In the world. - One of the main 

responsibilities in my job was to develop -corporate responsibility 

policies and programmes. Then, in January- 1970,1 was made 
Manager of Planning for a new Division, External Affairs, which has 

responsibility for all IBM UK's relati6nships with the external 

environment, except for sales. 

As Manager of, Planning, my responsibilities included:, 

formulating a sustainable long-term corporate responsibility 
philosophy, consistent with overall corporate objectives, and 
developing . related objectives, policies, operational strategies 
and programmes 

developing a management system, for external affairs, including 

planning and control mechanisms I 

developing a system for environmental analysis, relating 

particularly to social and political issues 

integrating social and political issues Into the company's 

strategic plan 

developing specific corporate responsibility projects 

I was also given direct responsibility for implementing many of the 

projects which I developed, including several international projects, 

which I implemented on behalf of the whole corporation. 
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The projects were of two types. The first, described here, were 

projects IBM implemented by itself. The second typp, described in 

Section C, were projects which, although created by my colleagues 

and myself at IBM, were implemented by several ý companies in a 

cooperative effort. 

In the period 1969 - 1973,1 was involved in company projects 

relating to science, education, privacy, voluntary organizations, 

central government, local government, sport, impact of technology on 

society, physical environment, idustrial policy, Britain and EEC, 

refugees, art, urban problems, youth, handicapped -- indeed nearly 

every major aspect of "public-and social affairs" as I have defined it 

in this thesis. In each case, the principal goal was a contribution 

to the overall environment, of which the company was part in an 

effort to help create -external conditions consistent with the 

long-term interests of the company. The four projects described 

below are good examples of the application of the concepts in my 

thesis. 

1.1 Research Park at Peterlee 

In 1968, In a detailed analysis of some of major issues facing 

Britain, two of the problems I identified were (1) the separation 
of business, government and academia in the world of -science 
and technology, with the result, that (a) there was duplication 

of, effort, (b) there was -no, synergy and (c) theý trend in 

academic research was toward less rather than more relevance 
to the needs of society; this in turn led to great waste in a 

major resource, which Britain needed badly to restructure itself 

for the world of the 1970s and beyond; and (2) the growing 

gap between the rich and poor parts of the country and the 

difficulty development regions were having in attracting new 
industry. This resulted not only in misery and 'social malaise 
but, again, a waste of national resources. 
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Borrowing from the experience In the US, where the North 
Carolina Research Triangle was started by IBM and was a'major 

success, my colleagues and I proposed the formation of a 
Research Park in one of the development areas. The concept 

was a simple one -- (1) persuade a handful of high technology 

companies each to set up a small, research centre in a Research 

Park close to a major university; (2) bring a government 

research ý facility; (3) create common services, -, e. g. computing; 
(4) create the educationaFand cultural infrastructure to service 
the scientists. The result would be (1) a critical mass of 

scientists, from business, academia and government, working 

close together in a creative environment encouraging cooperation 

and synergy; and (2) a focal point In later years for industrial 

development as companies became willing to locate factorles, near 
their research facilities because of -the new environment. 

The idea required an- imaginative local , government Chief 
Executive and were found one in the then new-Chairman of the 
Peterlee Development Corporation, who agreed - to an experiment 

and provided the Corporation's full support. IBM UK was the 

first company to loca te a research centre in Peterlee and was 
leading promoter of the Research Park to other companies. 

In choosing what research mission to put into our research 

centre, we responded to a third major problem In Britain, which 

was the inadequate use of computers In social applications, such 

as health, education and local government; -We, therefore, -ý, 
decided that the development of such applications would, be the 

centre's primary mission and that each project would be done on 

a joint-project basisýwlth the relevant government authority and 

with academic researchers on fellowships. 

The planning and funding for the project was justified directly 

by the project evaluation system I developed and which is 

described in Chapters 9,11 and 12 of the thesis. 
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It was unusual, to put it mildly, for research centre to be 
developed and managed by a company's External Affairs 

Division. But, according to the projýct selection criteria I had 

developed, the centre represented the best way. for the 

company to meet its public and social affairs objectives; and so 

we cut other, more traditional external affairs programmes to 
fund the centre. Interestingly, there was no chance, at the 

time, that such a centre would have been funded by any other 

part of the company, e. g. the Research Division or the 

Marketing Division. 

It is difficult to measure the results, of the Research Park 

exercise. . But there are indicators of success that can be 

used. (1) -As a result of several creative initiatives, of which 
the Park was a major one in the early years, the Peterlee 
Development Corporation has been one of the most successful in 
Britain in attracting investment, and developing the town; (2) 

hundreds of academic and government scientists passed through 
the IBM research centre, working on projects and creating 
dialogue; (3) most of the applications developed at-the centre 
we put to use by local and central government, with direct 

benefit to the community. The education, health, 

transportation and local government management applications, in 

particular, made major contributions. From IBM's, point of 
view, it is impossible to quantify the benefits, but it Is clear 
that the project created enormous goodwill (not the primary 
objective but a welcome spin-off) and, In later years, led to 
increased IBM sales, In areas not previously considered as 
targets (another welcome spin-off). And in -terms of 
contributing to (1), increasing cooperation In research, (2) 

helping with Industrial development and (3) using the computer 
to help solve social problems, I believe we achieved all three 
for a. relatively low cost. 
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What is equally interesting and important to one of the points in 
my thesis is that, in other countries where IBM started 
research centres but with marketing or research objectives 
rather than public and social affairs objectives, the centres 
generally proved to be less successful. 

1.2 IBM/LTA Club of the Year 

On a much smaller scale, I developed a project in 1970 to try to 

contribute to the solution of the growing problem of lack of 
facilities for young people to use in their leisure time. At the 

same time, in assessing the declining standards of sport in the 

country, relative to other countries, It was clear that there was 

a very high drop out rate of young people at school-learning 
age, again mainly because of the lack of facilities. 

Using my contacts in the tennis world, I designed a project 
with the Lawn Tennis Association to encourage the more than 
2,500 clubs throughout the country to improve their facilities, 
particularly for teenagers. The project was an annual 
competition, sponsored by IBM and run by me and a 
representative of the LTA, to find the clubs which had done 

most in a year to improve their facilities. Although only 13 
clubs won cash prizes, the idea was to provide an incentive for 
hundreds of clubs to make the effort. The criteria for judging 

were derived directly from the issues outlined above. 

One result was that over the 5 years the competition was run, 
hundreds of clubs did enter the competition and many had 

indeed made major improvements in terms of providing leisure- 

time opportunities to teenagers. More important, perhaps, in 

that it demonstrates the catalytic effect of a well-designed 

public and social affairs project, was that the competition led to 

two long-term LTA initiatives which are now having a sustained 

effect on British tennis clubs. The first was the publication of 
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a Club's , manual, which is now updated annually, and is 
invaluable -to -Club managers in running their Clups . But, more 
important was the formation, for the first time in the LTA's 
history, of . an LTA Clubs Committee, which now the permanent 
official Committee responsible -for the health , of clubs and 
promotion of improved facilities. -To-me, these are significant 
indicators of success. 

1.3 UN Environment Programme 

,I 
The first major world environmental conference, organized by 
the newly formed United - Nations Environmental agency, ý was 
held in Stockholm in 1972. It brought, together all the world's 
governments to discuss hundreds of proposals and come up with 
a majorýglobal programme aimed'at protecting and improving the 

physical environment. 

Using the arguments in the thesis, I persuaded IBM corporate 
headquarters that (1) , It was in IBM's long-term interest to 

support the objectives of the programme and (2) as a company, 
we should contribute In any way we could. "-'As a result, I was 
asked to take a small IBM team to the Conference. 

There were several major- problems at the Conference which I 

tried to tackle, albeit in a limited way. The first was that 

although many of the Issues and proposals related directly to 

the activities' of multinational companies, there was very little 

understanding among delegates of the objectives, structure and 

activities of these companies - with a result that a lot of the 

debate made little sense. The second was that most of the 

proposals to help solve Ahe world's environmental problems 

involved the use of computers; this was fine except -that many 

of the specific recommendations, called for computer applications 

that had not yet been inventedl 
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I set ýmyself the task, therefore, was to talk with as many 
delegations as would listen, and trying to !: reate greater 
awareness of the realities of multinational companies and of 
computer applications. The goal was to get these delegations to 
change the wording of the various proposals and resolutions to 
reflect what was reasonable and feasible. 

There, were two main results of this initiative. The first was 
that three of the more important delegations did introduce, and 

successfully, new wording 1, had helped draft. -The second was 
that, after making my report, I persuaded IBM to investigate in 

depth the possibility of developing some. of the new applications 
the Environmental Programme required to be successful. 

One could argue that these were. not significant successes. The 

point here is that no one company, can solve, the world's social 
problems. But an effort by hundreds-, of companiest each 
making their own small contribution, can, make"a major impact. 
And, further, - the catalytic effect, of a small project cannot be 

underestimated. From those small beginnings, IBM, and many 
other companies, now have major programmes of cooperation 

with the UN and other international agencies., 

1.4 Management in Voluntary organizations 

, Another major problem my group at, IBM, identified was that the 

non-profit voluntary organizations, -which are such an important 

element In filling the, gap In social need provision left by, the 

government, were -being run by people who were more 

concerned with the problems -of the needy than with good 

management. - We were concerned, therefore, that (1) such 

organizations were-not being as effective as society needed them 

to be and (2), money we might contribute- would not be 

effectively spent. 
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My proposed solution was, again, the provision of a catalyst for 
long-term benefit. Instead of giving money, wq would'make a 
bigger contribution by providing one of the resources we had 

which was really very good, Le., management training. And 

so, my colleagues and I devised a programme with two 
components. The first was to develop a management course for 
heads of voluntary organizations, run by our management 
training specialists. The first such course attracted some 20 

participants and was considered very ' successful. '-- The 

programme has been repeated several times since, again very 
successfully. The second component was to encourage skilled 
managers, financial experts and project managers from inside 

the company to spend a few hours per week working with 
voluntary organizations and lending their expertise and 
practical experience. The Important element here was the 
development of a company policy which allowed, individuals to 

carry out such activities in company time. , This policy has 

proved popular with both company personnel and - the *receiving 

organizations and works well in most cases. 

Again, an important aspect is the catalytic effect. - Not only is 

IBM doing a lot more along these lines, many other companies 
are now following suit. 

I am convinced that one of the main reasons these projects, and 

there are other examples, have been successful -is the philosophy 

behind them. They are seen-as Amportant to the long-term of the 

business. They, therefore, command top management commitment, 

use good people and are'subject to rigorous planning and control. 

This is the essence of the argument in this thesis. 

The management system for external affairs, later called "corporate 

affairs", which I developed for IBM UK was essentially as described 

in the thesis. It was tried and implemented and it worked. To the 

best of my knowledge, IBM UK was the first company in Europe, if 
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not the world, to have a workable system, by which I mean a 
comprehensive system through which all corporate affairs strategic 
and operating plans were formulated, projects evaluated and selected 
and the division's performance measured againsAl. agreed objectives 
and targets. 

A small indicator of success was that IBM companies in other 
countries started to introduce the system and, indeed, my colleagues 

and I were asked to prepare the corporate affairs planning 

guidelines for the whole of IBM World Trade Corporation, then 

responsible for all IBM activities outside the USA. 

2. NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK. 

In 1973, by forming a Board Social Policy Committee, chaired by the 
Chairman of the Bank, National Westminster took the first step in 
institutionalizing its commitment to corporate responsibility. At the 

same time, I was asked by the Bank to advise them on setting up a 
systematic approach to deal with the social and political environment 
and to develop effective corporate responsibility policies, plans and 
programmes. I am still retained by the Bank in this capacity and,. 
over the last, -8 years, my colleagues and I have been Involved in 

gradually introducing to National Westminster most of the ideas 
described in this thesis. These include: 

a social and political intelligence system, working alongside the 

major economic intelligence system, providing early warning on 
issues and trends and their implications for the Bank. This is, 

now institutionalized as a regular part of Bank routine. 

aý corporate affairs planning system, relating corporate affairs 

goals to overall Bank goals 

a programme of community audits, leading to carefully planned, 
local community projects throughout the country (see below) 
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an international code of conduct used by top management in 
determining Bank behaviour overseas 

a Bank corporate responsibility policy, approved by the Board 

criteria for evaluation and selection of corporate responsibility 

projects 

public and social affairs projects aimed at improving many 
different aspects of the social, political and economic 

environment in Britain, at national and local level. 

In developing its public and social affairs projects, the Social Policy 

Committee has accepted the principles 
&scrlbed in this thesis and, 

with my help, has developed appropriate planning, evaluation, 

selection and measurement criteria. A few of the initiatives in which 
I have been involved serve as good examples. 

The first, and in a sense most important, is the Bank's corporate 

responsibility policy which I developed and was approved In late 

1975. As can be seen from the text In Appendix A. 1, it is a far 

reaching statement deriving directly from the concepts in this thesis. 

The second is the development of the community audit using many 

of the Ideas introduced in Part 4 of the thesis, on social auditing, I 

carried out pilot community audits for the Bank in three cities, 

Nottingham, Norwich and Sheffield. The results, shown in Appendix 

A. 2, led to a proposed action plan, many aspects of which were 
implemented successfully by the Bank In subsequent years. An 

important derivative was the production of a community audit manual 

(see Appendix A. 3) which the Bank has been using ever since to 

carry out its own audits in other cities. 

The long-term impact on local communities of the Bank's projects 

cannot be measured. What is clear is that, through systematic 
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planning and procedures, Bank resources are being deployed i more 
cost-effectively and- the projects selected are aimed at priorities in 

the communities involved. 

The third is a programme aimed at helping small businesses. I was 
discussing with the Bank the importance of the small business 

sector, and the rationale-for a public and social affairs effort to help 

small businesses as far back as 1975, a long time before the current 
debate. As can be seen in Appendix A. 4, my arguments derived 

directly from those in this thesis. A number of my ideas in 

Appendix A. 4 formed the basis of the Bank's small business 

programme. 

And the fourth is a project, which has now been running 
successfully for over 5 years, called Project Respond which, as can 
be. seen in Appendix A. 5, is a project for schools designed to assist 
in developing the awareness of pupils of the environment, social 
needs and community living within their immediate surroundings and 
their own ability to resolve problems. The objective, clearly, is to 
help to grow a generation sensitive to these issues and with ideas on 

what needs to be done. 

These projects, all from one company, and representing only a few 

examples from a major programme of the Bank's activities (see also 
Chapter 21 of Section 11), demonstrate what can be done providing 

there is commitment and the rationale coincides with overall corporate 

goals. 

OTHER COMPANIES 

Since completing the core thesis,, there have been numerous examples 

of corporate involvement in public and social affairs all over the 

world. Most, still today, involve American companies since the 

philosophy I describe in this thesis is considerably more prevalent in 

the US than in Europe. 
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What is encouraging is the number of public and social affairs 
projects being carried out by multinational companies in host 

countries. Some examples of -this International ýcorporate citizenship 

are shown in Appendix A. 6. 
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B) RESEARCH AND CONSULTING SERVICES 

I believe that the best supporting evidence for the, validity of my 
hypothesis and the related management principles and techniques 
described in this thesis is represented by the evolution of the 
research and consulting organization which I founded In 1973 and 
have been running ever since as its Chief Executive., 

The original operation, Matrix, was started in 1973 -as a Division of 
Young & Rubicam, the huge international communications companyl 
specializing in advertising and public relations. Matrix's mission, 

which has remained unchanged, was to help. -companies understand 
their relationship - with the external environment and adopt 

appropriate policies, plans, practices, programmes and management 

systems to respond effectively to that environment. My Internal 

developmental goal was to develop all the techniques required, 

expanding on those described in the thesis, to ensure that-this new 
dimension of management was treated with, the same professionalism 

as other crucial functions. 

I set three important tests, both for Ahe - hypothesis and the 
business. These were (1) could my business survive as a commercial 
enterprise, thereby confirming the emerging market need- which ýI 
saw as one key indicator in confirming the validity of the analysis? 
(2) would our services be used by Boards of Directors, line 

managers and planners, thereby confirming the acceptance of 
corporate social responsibility In general and public and social affairs 
in particular as integral to the mainstream of corporate activity? (3) 

would our recommendations on policies, plans and programmes be 

acted on, and with what results? This was really a corollary of (2). 

In 1973,. there, were only very few companies taking a professional 

approach to corporate responsibility. (That is not to say that 

companies did not have programmes. Many, of course, did. But 
the great majority of these programmes were carried out either as 
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gestures of altruism or 'as -extensions of public* relations programmes 
with the objective of improving the company's "image". There is 
nothing wrong with altruism or PR as reasons for certain activities. 
But this is not what this thesis or Matrix Is all about). As a 
result, in the early years, most of my work was with staff groups, 
mainly in "public affairs" departments -- doing Interesting work in 
line with, Matrix's goals, but with people who were usually on the 
periphery of the company and without the internal mechanisms to 
relate this work to the mainstream. There was a shortage of 
resources, too, since whatever the philosophy of the staff group, 
management judged it according to traditional criteria i. e. an 
important but non-essential operating expense rather than an 
essential investment in the future. 

The first significant development in Matrix's evolution was when I 
took the decision to take Matrix out of Y&R and set it up as an 
independent private company, with its own shareholders, etc. There 
were several reasons but one of the most Important 'was that my 
clients and prospects were beginning to recognize the basic 
distinctions between "public and social affairs", as defined in this 
thesis, and traditional communications activities represented by Y& 
R and told me that it was confusing and even detrimental to be 

operating under the same roof. The Matrix concept was seen as new 
and different. 

And so, in November 1975 my co-founder and I set up Matrix 

Corporate Affairs Consultants Ltd., the first company In what is now 
the InterMatrix Group. 

When this new company started, it had four clients and a committed 
fed income of only some M500 per month. Three years, later, Lt had 

over 30 clients and managed a fee income in excess of 00,000 per 
month. 
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At this stage, the international character of Matrix's business and 
its growth rate led to geographic diversification. In, 1978,1979 and 
1980 my partners and I set up companies in Switzerland, the United 

States and Italy, bringing in new capital and new partners with 

numerous associates and, in other companies, forming the InterMatrix 

Group. 

Then in March 1981, we formed ImterMatrix Regional Services to deal 

specifically with an emerging market for InterMatrix's services In 

Japan and the Middle East. 

The group achieved gross revenues of (US dollars) $300,000 in 1978, 
$450,000 in 1979, $620,000 in 1980.1981 revenue will be about 
$800,000 and, in 1982 we plan to pass the $1 million mark. 

The Three Tests 

(1) The business has stood the test of time, has survived 
commercially and has grown. The main constraint gn growth 
and profitability has not been competition from other consultants 
but creating the acceptance that something new and different 

needs to be done. However, Whereas in the early years, 
Matrix was one of the v ery few consulting companies 
specializing in public and social affairs (as defined In this 
thesis), indeed I believe we were for some time the only such 
company in Europe, the last 2-3 years has seen a rapid 
increase in the number of competitors, particularly in the USA. 

This increasing demand for services is an additional indicator of 
growing acceptance of the concepts. 

(2) in some ways, the second test is the most crucial. Are the 

concepts not only being accepted but integrated Into mainstream 

corporate activity? 
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The biggest change in InterMatrix's business dver the last 3-4 
years and accelerating rapidly in the last two has been in the 
management function with which we work within client 
organizations. Whereas, as mentioned above, at the beginning 
my colleagues and I worked mostly with public affairs staffs on 
the periphery of the organization, nearly all our recent work is 
with senior line management, corporate planners and staff 
functions, such as marketing, personnel, finance, which have 
the resources and authority to instigate real change in the 
organization. This development, of course, grows the market 
enormously and is the main reason for the surge in the number 
of competitors. 

The result is that I am now seeing, in a growing number of 
companies, (see client list in Table 2 of Appendix I-B), the 
direct application of the concepts in this thesis to corporate 
strategy and management decisions. Just a few recent examples 
will justify this crucial conclusion: 

(a) For several major multinational companies, InterMatrix is 
helping build into their strategic plans, the impacts of 
social and political trends worldwide -- not as an 
interesting "academic" exercise, but tied Into every other 
aspect of the plant -with corresponding strategies. Thus, 
the crucial links between public and social affairs and the 

more traditional economic, market and competitive analyses 
are recognized and being acted on. For most of these 

companies, despite their widely- recognized sophistication in 

strategic planning, this Is the first time these new 

variables are being incorporated in a systematic and 

professional fashion --- and directly using many of the 

concepts developed in the thesis. 
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(b) For several companies planning new 'investments in 
developing countries (specifically Nigeria, Indonesia, 
Mexico and Brazil), in addition to more traditional country 
assessment, at my suggestion we have worked on 
incorporating public and social affairs analysis into the 
investment decisions and operational recommendations. In 

all cases, this analysis has altered the nature of the 
decision -- not whether or not to invest -- but how the 
investment should be made, related costs, staffing, 
relationships with the host country, etc. 

I 

(c) With one very large company we are working on developin 
,g 

criteria for assessing country managers in terms of how 

effective they are in planning for and managing public and 
social affairs in the country for which they are 

responsible. In a real sense, this is the ultimate test of 
how seriously the company is taking public and social 

affairs. in considering overall rating, this company 

assigns as much as 25% to "dealing with the external social 

and political environment", within which public and social 

affairs is a major component. I 

(d) As a result of our advice on the social and political impact 

of alternative strategies, a large American firm radically 

changed its planned approach to closing one of its 

factories in Belgium. This was the first time this company 
had considered many crucial social factors and, in previous 

shutdowns, it had experienced serious problems which 

were avoided this time. 

(e) Through the use of fairly sophisticated early warning 

systems on social and political trends, which I helped set 

up, a major company has managed, through involving Itself 

in the public policy process In several countries and in the 

EEC in Brussels, to help several governments achieve their 
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policy objectives without constraining legislation, which 

would certainly have been implemented 
* 

without the 

company's intervention and would have cost the company 

millions of pounds. 

Several points used to be made about these examples. The 

first is that, in each case, they represented the first time the 

company had added the public and social affairs dimension to a 

major business decision. The second, is that top management 
has been involved in each case. And the third Is that the 

techniques elaborated In my thesis have been applied and seem 

to work. 

(3) The examples above lead directly into my third test, i. e. 
whether real action Is taken and with what results. 

As described in the rest of this Section 1,1 have been involved 

since 1969 in a wide variety of public and social programmes, 
resulting directly from my analyses and recommendations, and 
involving a single company, or groups of companies. What is 

significant, however, as for test (2), is the acceleration in the 

last 2-3 years in the use of may recommendations leading to 

specific programmes -- this Is obviously clearly related to 

senior management acceptance of the importance of the changing 

external environment and their direct involvement in the 

programmes. 

There. are two main types of programme which apply here. The 

first is the internal system setup to deal continuously with 

social and political issues. The second are the specific 

strategies and projects designed to deal with specific issues. 

With systems, the number of which is Increasing rapidly, 

particularly in American companies, results so far have been 

mixed, in that they have been adopted much more easily and 
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are used much more effectively In some companies than in 
others. In every case, (a) the degree of Chief Executive or 
Managing Director commitment and (b) how extremely all key 
line and staff functions are involved right from the start, are 
the crucial variables. In every case, too, It is far too early to 
judge the effectiveness or long-term viability of the system. 
From my own experience (which stretches back to 1969), 1 
judge that it takes anywhere between 5 and 7 years for a new 
management system to be fully institutionalized. Only a very 
few of the ones I know have been going for more than three 

years. For many of the specific projects, it is also too early to 

evaluate the results, since they are . designed as long-term 
investments and have only recently been started. For projects 
such as (b), (d) and (e) described above, although in each 
case there seems to be all-round satisfaction with the result, it 
is difficult to be specific; one of the main effects of actions 
taken was to preveni a constraining change in the environment 

and, as with insurance or a lawyer's advice, it is impossible to 

prove a negative. on the other 'hand, several projects, such 

as those described In other parts of this Section, have been 

going enough time to be evaluated. 
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MULTI-COMPANY PROJECTS 

One of the core arguments throughout my thesis is, that a vital 

element of a company's responsibilities is its need to contribute to 

the health of society as a whole. Since a change in the external 

environment in a community affects all the companigs who form part 

of that community, it is not only reasonable but desirable that 

companies band together in joint public and social affairs efforts to 

address the problems, rather than acting alone. This rationale and its 

implications are described in Chapter 5 of the core thesis. 

In addition, since I am concerned with shared responsibility in a total, 

community effort, the partnership has to involve the public or 

voluntary sectors, which have the mandate to deal with these 

problems. The criteria for business involvement in public and social 

affairs are described in Chapter 19 of the core thesis. 

Two key tests of the validity of the argument and derivative criteria 

are (1) their acceptance - among Ahe various institutions; and 
(2), closely related, the formation and successful implementation of 

specific projects directly applying the criteria and involving the 

institutions. 

In Chapter ZI of the core thesis are described a few case histories 

illustrating public and social affairs activities at the time of core 

thesis completion i. e. 1974/75. Most were in the U. S. A few in 

Britain were new initiatives. 

I believe it fair to say that, with only one or two exceptions, every 

significant multi-company public affairs project in Britain, started in 

the period 1969-73, was initiated by or had the heavy involvement of 

a small group of executives at IBM, including myself. 
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By and large, progress has been slow. Some of the projects took 

several years to reach the point where they could be considered a 
success. Some project ideas, initially formulated in 1969-71, were 
not converted into practical reality until 5-10 years later. And some 
still remain as proposals. The main reason, it seems, is that, in 
Britain, the concept of public and social affairs flaw in the face of 
several traditional behaviour patterns. The first, was that public 

policy and social problems have been seen as the exclusive preserve 

of public sector and voluntary organisations; the view in these 

organisations was that business should pay, through taxes and 
donations, but should not be directly involved. Indeedq any attempt 

at involvement was seen with intense suspicion by politicians, civil 

servants, local authorities and voluntary organisations. This was 

particularly true in the early years, when, after all, there was 
virtually no experience of cooperation. 

The second tradition broken by public and social affairs proposals was 
the corollary of the first, in that business had no history or 

experience in the proposed involvement, had little understanding of 
the public and voluntary sector and, indeed, viewed the sector with 
distrust. 

Nor was there any tradition among companies towards working 
together in a common effort aimed at a community goal. 

One of the most difficult barriers to overcome, and this remains true 

today, was resistance to the argument that public and social affairs is 

a long-term investment in the company's own future. Actually, it is 

not resistance to the argument per se that is the main problem but 

persuading British management, with its very short-term orientation 
in terms of goals and rewards, to do anything at all. 

Nevertheless, despite these barriers and despite the negative 

economic climate which has generally reduced corpocate resources 
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available for investment, numerous projects have started"and are 

successful. And the success of projects, such as the Action Resource 

Centre and Trident (see below), has done a great deal to change 

attitudes and provide the catalyst and inspiration for a range of new 

projects started more recently. 

A few examples follow of projects in existence today, the original 
idea for which was conceived by a few colleagues and myself. Some I 

helped translate into reality; others were born later. 

1. Action Resource Centre (ARC) 

ARC was developed in the early 1970s by John Hargreaves (Director 

of Public Affairs at1BM UK) and myself, drawing directly from the 

theory developed in this thesis. Indeed, one initial objective of -ARC 

was to prove that the theory was viable in practice. 

I was heavily involved in every aspect of ARC's creation, its 

experimental phase and subsequent development as a viable, 
independent organisation. Indeed, ARC's'logo, which I developed, is 

derived directly from the "third circle" theory described in Chapters 

3 and 4 of the core thesis. ARC's way of working and criteria for 

project selection derive directly from Chapters 5,19 and ZO. It has 

been "sold" to companies, from the start, using public and social 

affairs arguments. 

The basic structure of ARC is described in Chapter 21 but it has gone 

a long way since that description was written for the core thesis. 

When it started, in 1973, it had taken a year or more to obtain the 

support'of no more than one dozen companies. Now (see Appendix 

C-1.1), over -150 companies provide ARC with financial support' and 

over 100 are currently involved in ARC, projects. Starting in London, 

there are now regional ARC centres all over the country, bringing 
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together local business, local government and local voluntary 

organisations. The concept of secondment, i-e-providing the 

resource of experienced company personnel to work on community 

problems, has been accepted - by all sectors of society -as a valid 

and valuable corporate contribution. Companies have also noted the 

other benefits of secondment, e. g. to the seconded employees 

themselves. (see Appendix C. 1.2). 

In the last few years, ARC has concentrated its efforts on one of 
Britain's greatest problems, i. e. creating permanent jobs in local 

communities. Some examples of its activities are described in three 

recent Newsletters, included as Appendix C. 1.3. 

I believe that the durability, growth and success of ARC, including 

the effective countering of a lot of opposition in the early years, is 

one of , the more important pieces of evidence in support of my 

hypothesis. 

2. Project Trident -j 

Trident is another project initiated by IBM UK and a handful of other 

companies in 1972, and its early experience is also described in 

Chapter 21 of the core thesis. 

Again, as with ARCp Trident was set up using the principles and 

criteria of public and social affairs. Againp it was first set up as an 

experiment and, in the early years, found limited support. Again, the 

principles won though andp with a major effort from its staff and 

advisors, Trident is now fully established and successful. 

While ARC was set up, deliberately, with a broad mandate in terms 

of the project areas it tackled - the focus being on sccondment - 
Trident was set up to tackle a very specific national problem - the 

ill-preparedness of children leaving school for the "real" world of 

work 
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and community. Its aim, therefore, was and remains - "the 

advancement of the education of young people aged fourteen and 
upwards by helping them discover and develop their individual 

potential, and to foster their maturity, by providing opportunities for 

self-development, personal service and work experience". ', 

After a small beginning in Hampshire, ' involving half-. a-dozen schools 

and a handful of companies, Trident has grown to the, point that, in 

1980,17,000 pupils from 460 schools in 22 towns all over the country 

were involved in job opportunities with 3,600 employers (See 

Appendix C. 2.1 - Trident Annual Report). 

Further details of Trident projects are described in Appendix C. Z. Z. 

Trident, like ARC, has long since outgrown its original creators. 
IBM, although heavily involved in the first few years of each project, 
became just one of dozens of participating companies once the 

projects were off the ground. And. very deliberately, my colleagues 

and I dropped out of the limelight; because, in order really to prove 

our point, the projects had to succeed as true multi-company'projccts 

without any single firm dominating. This they have clearly done. 

3. Business Sponsorship of the Arts 

In the early 1970s, it became clear that the arts in Britain were 

severely underfinanced compared with arts in other major Western 

countries., Using the public and social affairs principles, I argued the 

need for business to become the new patron of the arts, taking over 
from the wealthy individual patron, in order to maintain and expand 

the cultural heritage an which the growth of society depends. -I 

argued further that this required companies to act not only 
individually but collectively. 
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3.1 Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. As a member of the Executive 
Committee of the RPO Association, I was asked, in 1972, to run 
the Development Committee with the objective to raise money 
for the Orchestra from industry and commerce. As a first step, 

with the help of the Orchestra Board, I wrote a book 
"Developing a partnership between Business and the Arts - The 

Case for Sponsorship", which was distributed widely. 
(Appendix C. 3.1 is a summary, of the book). The book, which 

argues the case for sponsorship along public and social affairs 

principles, formed the basis of our approach to companies. * In 

the first year of our development drive, our approach found five 

major sponsors for the Orchestra, plus many others providing 
limited but very valuable support. 

3.2 ABSA. My first attempts in 1971, to set up a central 

clearinghouse for corporate sponsorship of the arts, failed. Too 

few companies at the time recognised the value of working 
together. Generally speaking, nearly all - arts sponsorship was 
for publicity reasons and companies feared that collective 

efforts. would dilute their visibility. The public and social, 

affairs argument was not accepted, -except 
by a small handful 

of companies. 

My second attempt, in 1973, also failed but, by this time, there 

was growing support, and a couple of yers later came the 

beginnings of the Association for Business Sponsorship of the 

Arts, formed by a group of companies, with IBM UK playing a 

major role. I 

Again, as with ARC -and Trident, the initial period was 

characterised by some resistance and suspicion. Again, as with 
ARC and Trident, ASBA is now an established feature of the 

British arts scene, playing an invaluable role in providing 

support. (See Appendix C. 3.2). Again, from small beginnings 
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with a handful of companies, today several hundred companies 

are involved. 

4. London Enterprise Agency (LEA) 

A group of nine major British companies combined. in April 1979 to 

launch the LEA with the aim of (1) helping to promote the growth of 

small' businesses; (2) contributing to - inner city regeneration; and 
(3) acting as a focal point for providing assistance from large 

companies to small businesses. 
- 

The LEA's first annual report is 

shown as Appendix C. 4. 

One of the leading companies from the beginning was IBM UK and, 

while I can take no credit at all for the LEA as it is currently set up, 
it -is worth mentioning, because the original idea was formulated in 

1971-72, at the time my colleagues and I were developing public and 

social affairs priorities for IBM. We argued that, in a competitive 

economy, big business needed a healthy'small business sector to 

provide necessary services, innovation and new jobs. We argued 
further (see Appendix A. 4) that the environment in Britain for small 
businesses was poor and deteriorating and that big business'had a 

vested long-term interest in contributing to the improvement of this 

environment. My first proposal was that IBM should be involved on 
three fronts, namely (a) setting up'a small venture capital fund, for 

high-technology entrepreneurial projects; (b) acting as an "uncle", to 

selected small businesses in IBM locations, providing managerial'and 

other support; and (c) taking the initiative to set up a multi-company 

effort to do (a) and (b) on a national scale. At the time, the company 

was reluctant to go it alone - it was already the main'catalyst for 

several projects; and the concept of big business supporting the small 

seemed totally alien to most other British companies, although it was 
increasingly accepted in the USA. 
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It took another seven years for politicians and businessmen to realise 
the role of small business. With this realisation have come a rush of 
initiatives, of which the LEA was one of the first. It seems to be 

successful but, after two years only, it is too early to judge. 

5. Cavendish Leisure Research 

In the summer of 1978,1 discussed with Sir Anthony Burney (then 

Chairman of Debenhams) the application of the principles of public 

and social affairs to the provision of leisure facilities in Britain. We 

agreed that there was a sustained and growing demand for active 
leisure. At the same time, nearly all facilities, apart from non- 

profit private clubs, were provided by local authorities. The result! 

was subsidised leisure, poorly delivered, with the private sector 
barely involved. We therefore agreed that business had a 

responsibility to become involved and, in a cooperative effort with 
local communities, help satisfy the growing need. We also agreed 
that, if our ideas were valid, the effort should succeed on a 

commercial basis. 

Accordingly, we initiated a new multi-company concept - Cavendish 

Leisure Research Ltd. - which is described in Appendix C. 5. 

Bringing together several disparate companies, plus the local 

authorities, architects and bankers that need to be involved in any 

major project, has proved time-consuming. The current status is that 

four major projects are being negotiated, each involving private 

sector-public sector cooperation. Although it is too early to judge 

the success of the venture, what is encouraging is the widespread 

acceptance and support for the principles on which it is based. 
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European Architectural Heritage Year (EAHY) 

As described in Chapter 21 of the core thesis, in 1974/75 EAHY was 
initiated by the Council of Europe to awaken interest in and preserve 

and enhance the common architectural heritage. At first, only 
governmental and voluntary organisations were involved in the 

programme of activities. However, at the initiative of Rank Xerox, 

an International Business Committee was formed to coordinate the 

role of business and commerce in the campaign. My role, as advisor 
to the Chairman of Rank Xerox, was to write the terms of reference, 
develop the arguments to encourage business involvement and to 

prepare the plans. -- 

As a result of the initiative, Business Committees were formed In 

every major country in Europe and hundreds of companies became 

involved. One of the most active and successful national committees 

was that in the UK, chaired by Peter Parker, and whose objectives 
derive directly from my public and social affairs principles. One 

major indicator of its success is that the British Committee 

continued after EAHY and now is a permanent feature of business' 

contribution to the enhancement of the physical environment in 

Britain. 

Social Audit 

In Part 4 of the core thesis, I introduce the concept of the social 

audit and argue that, in order for real progress to ýe made in the 

development of this vital management tool, a lot of in-company 

experimentation was required. These chapters were written in 1974 

and, at the same time, I formulated a multi-company research 

project to provide this experimentation (see Appendix C. 7.1). 
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It was difficult to obtain the support either of British business or 
British academic circles. Fortunately, however, I was able to develop 

a joint project with the Battelle Institute in Frankfurt which was also 
on the point of launching a multi-company project with similar 

objectives. The result was a two-year programme, which cost in 

excess of EZOO, 000 and which was sponsored by twenty-five major 

companies in Europe, covering most industrial and service sectors. 

It is not the role of this thesis to go ito the results of this research 

programme, since it covered all aspects of non-financial 

measurement and reporting and is complex enough for a thesis in 

itself. A summary of some of the highlights is shown in Appendix 

C. 7.2. This focusses on the "state of the art" and I include it to show 
the very high level of social audit activity in Europe, most of which 

started around 1976. It is also interesting that companies, although 
initially resistant to the idea of cooperation, reallsed that not only 

was the project valuable to them, they had a corporate responsibility 
to develop this field further. 
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(D) TOWARDS A PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATION 

I have argued that if corporate responsibility is as important a 
function to the profitable survival of companies as is marketing or 
finance, then it needs to be institutonalised, not just inside companies 
but also in terms of developing a-"profession". The first step, it 

seemed to me, was to set up a central organisation which could act as 

a focal point for all aspects of corporate responsibility. 

And so, after several months of preparation, November 1976 saw the 

launch of a pilot project called the Corporate Responsibility 

Clearinghouse, of which I was the founder and part-time Director. 

As a result of this experiment, backed by a handful of companies, I 

then took the project further and, with an eminent Council, set up a 
fully operational organisation, called the Corporate Responsbility 

Centre (CRC). (see Appendix D. I) 

The CRC is based on the definition and principles of corporate 

responsibility as described in this thesis. Its objectives, which have 

remained the same till today, are: 

To encourage and facilitate the exchange of information on all 

aspects of corporate responsibility; 

To provide a focal point for discussion on key issues relating to 

corporate responsibility; 

(3) To assist companies in reviewing their present and future 

efforts in corporate responsibility; 

(4) To assist academics, researchers, government officials and 

others not in the business sector in their appreciation of and 

work in corporate responsibility. 
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After a slow start, the Centre has developed step-by-step to meet 
each of these objectives. Appendix D. 2, the report of the current 
Development Director, describes the progress that has been made. 
There are now twenty five permanent corporate members and many 
more companies that participate in specific events. The CRC's 

continually expanding data base and its seminar programme are being 

used by more and more companies as an integral part of professional 
training and there are now proposals to produce a professional 
journal. 

There is still a long way to go before the CRC can call itself a 

professional organisation; but I believe a good start has been made. 
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July 1981 
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Action 
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C-1.3 ARC News - July 1981 
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Report 1979-80 

C. 2.2 Project Trident - an explanation 
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E. SECTION 11 

THE CORE THESIS 

NOTE: Most of the research for this thesis was carried out 
in 1969-74, and the first draft was submitted in 

November, 1974. 
, 

This submission contains few 

changes to that first draft. 



SYN0PSIS 

PART I- THE BU-SI14ESS CASE FOR SOCIAL RESP014SIB4TLITY 

I. An Historical Perspective 

The Protestant Ethic ýand Lais-Sez-faire; the second generatioil 

,. kncj enlighten-ad self-interest; the post World 'War II period; 

in-terdoper. dence and involvermnt; new indirect costs of business-, 

social goals, and business management; the changing balance of 

pov! dr; the new social contract. 

2. The Debate 

A survey of the polarisation of thinking betoween those %,., ho see 

social responsibility to be a deflection fror the prime role of 

business and those who feel company giving and social service to 

Avity to marketing be coi-ýrect but who have not related this act 

objectives. 'I'lie resolution of týe debatz. 

De'-nit`cn ao' Clc-, Ssificatir)n of Social Rosornsibi 

The rised for definittion; classilication; Levý., l 1: bas; c 
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ne§ponsibil i ties; level 2: organisational responsibilities ; criteria 

for Level 2 action; Level 3: societal responsibilities; distinctions 

between Levels 1,2 and 3; defining social responsibility; social 

responsibility: an integral part of corporate strategy; total 

responsibility; public and social affairs. 

4. Public and Social Affairs:. the Business Case 

The circles of government concern; the 'profit motive; co rporate 

strategy, marketing and control ; the changing nature 
. 
9f the market 

place; partnership or else .... ; explosion of kna-iledge; chanCed 

value systems; the marketing cycle; revenue minus costs equals 

profits; Company demand; response to change; industry demand; 

share price; business demand, review of the investment mix; features 

of Stage 1. response; a new allocation of resources; self- 

determination or abdication?; 

5. The Implications of Corporate Involvement in Public and Social Affairs 

Business and thq statutory authorities; implications of social 

involvement; the feasibiliiy of business effort 

PART 2- THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

6. The Backcloth - underlying trends 

The acceleration of change; an age of technology; total 

"revolution"; a distribution society; the ecological crisis; 

the shrinking world; the multinational corporation; conservation 

and waste; inflation; limits to gravith; interdependence; the 

irrmlications for business 
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Environmental AnalXs. 
_is 

The need and difficulty; the need to manage change; difficulties 

of the qualitative approach; the credibility of the analysis; 

the authorship and structure of the analysis; an intelligence 

desk; sensitivity analysis; the technique in practice; suppofting 

material; a typical report; the effect of 'the repcrt; tables for 

the XY Company 

PART 3- THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR PUBLIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

Foreword: The XY Company Chairman's statement; profile of the XY 

and Z companies; introduction to the management system 

8. Strategic Planninq for Corporate Affairs 

The importance of the plan; 'Time-frame; Flexibility; Contingency; 

Commitment; Planning Responsibility; The Strategic Plan; Mission; - 
Environment; Objectives; Key Strategies; Resources; Key Issues; 

XY Company Corporate Affairs Strategic Plan. 

9. Objectives for Corporate Affairs 

Relation to corporate goals; principles in the stratogic pl?, n;. 

primary cbjectives; the XY-company objectives; the Z Company 

objectives. 
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10. The Organisation 

Requirements for the organisational structure; staff and line 

responsibilities; the small, medium andIarge company; the 

international company; differing needs in different countries; 

the use of non-executive directors; advisory councils'; consultants, 

corporate affairs organisation; specimen job descriptions. 

11. Resource Allocation. 

Guidelines to investment; which budget?; small and big comp . anies 

12. Corporate Affairs Project Planning 

Introduction; the planning problem; the planning system; introductirn 

to CAPERS; CAPERS; primary objectives; secondary objectives; rating 

of secondary objectives or indicators; project nominations; 

limitations on project selection; scoring the projects; resource 

constraints; project listing; cut-off point; management judgements; 

re-running the model; conclusions 

13. '-P-eople Requiremnts 

What skills are necessary?; what sort of people to choose?; 

training for public and social affairs; pro-'*essional training; 

project management; the industrial statesman; the traditional picture; 

the. need for industrial statesmen; the incomplete manager; appraisal. 

14. Corporatc Affairs: Hints for a SUCCI? S-S-fLil Operation 

Tnarcdionts for success and failure in corporate affairs. 
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PART 4 SOCIAL MEASHREPENT ANf) -'; PrTAI minn- 
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: 11.1 1:. 4", . 
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CHAPI. rrR 1 

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The purpose of this chapter is not to repeat the work, 

contained in an imnense bibliography, that. has already been 

carried out, much of which is included in Section III of this thesis. 

For the moment, the need is simply to sketch some of the 

developments in thinking and behaviour that have led to the position 
in which we find ourselves today. 

During recent years, a number of activities have appeared 

particularly in large corporations, with names that suggest 

some enlargement of traditional tasks. Some of these names are 
"external relations, "urban affairs", 'corporate affairs" 

and "public affairs". Their definition varies from one 

organisation to another but they all have similar reasoning 

behind them and, in many organisations, Board me; iubers have 

been appointed to assume responsibility for these activities. 

The new titles 
* 
represent a further stage in the evolution of 

industrial thinking since the Industrial Revolution began 

to transform the Wqstern world. They come at a time when 

the problems of society have become so complex, yet so 

relevant to the condu ct of business, that no organisation can 

afford to ignore them but must join with other forces in society 

in order to find solutions. 

The'Protestant Ethic and Laissez Faire 

At the start of the ninetecnth century, in those countries beccming 

industrialised, the activities of the business ccrumunitv 

were mainly spuarated froni the remainder of society. A 

laissez-fairc dccit-rinn, cften bacjl%,, 2d by tha r2701, Cstant ctI. -4-41c 

of self-help, paid lit'-tic attention to thct n-2ods of the 

community. Loadershin terOled to stay within Ithe traditional 

arcas o: r the Caurch And LI! 4-! 11r, -az-ist ocraC7. 
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A gap in the quality of'parception existed between the captains 

of industry and leadership in other fields which has by no 

means disappeared. The drive for profit and growth was 

unrestrained and the legacy of social inequity, marred 

industrial relations, human indignity and the spoliation of 

the countryside are not only well known but their effects 

linger today. Although John Donne had written more than a century 

earlier that "no man is an Island Intire of Itselfe", there 

was little evidence of this thinking in our "dark satanic nills". 

Not, least of the pressures today come from the desceridants- 

of those who were explLted and who feel týat Just recompense 

is due from, the descendants of those who, they claim, established 

a hierarchy of authority which still exists. 

The Second Generation and Enlightened Self-Interest 

As the nineteenth century developed, so did a closer relationship 

between business and the community in Britain. The precursor of 

the movement for social justice was probably Robert Owen. Disraeli's 

book "Two Nations"; the first herald of the Welfare State which came 
with the legislation by Disraeli's government on f actory hours and 

housing; and the activities of Sidney and Beatrice Webb; and also the 

jAberal Party's insurance programme in the first decade of the 

twentieth tentury; all these were signs that there were people, both 

industrialists and in government, who were concerned with the result 

of the workings of the Protestant ethic. 

BY the beginning of the twentieth century# many industrialists 

were now second and third generation and had the time, power 

and even the necessary quantum of guilt to act. Many of these 

industrialists had been absorbed into the ranks. of the 

traditional ruling classes. There was some awakening to human 

rights and a growing recognition that people and land were assets 

to be preserved rather than just commodities to be used. 
There were signs of a more enlightened, even paternalist, 

attitude which' bore fruit in new amenities at work and recreation 

and the use of company money for buildings, trusts, foundations 
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and scholarships. on the whole, this phase of thinking was 

centred around the relationship between employer and employee 
but it extended also to the immediate community around a 

factory and included the patronage of welfare or chari table 

activities in neighbouring districts. 

The impetus for these improvements which may well haVe nprung fror".. 

conscience, veered later unquestionably towards enlightened 

self-interest. The opinion of local people began to matter 

and so it was more natural for industries to support com;, runity 

activities. Future recruits were to be found in universities 

and so encouragement was given to the education of those who 

might one day serve the interests of the corporation. If the 

product of a firm was potentially harmful, there was an 

added reason for presenting another face to the world. Th-en, 

as power and money began to reside more in industry than in the 

hands of private philanthropists, there was even some sense of 
business adopting the role that had been the province of other 
patrons in the past. The, growth of the public relations industry 

and the concern of business to influence and promote an 

acceptable image were coincident with this era. 

it is fashionable 'to decry paternalism. Certainly it broughi 

with it the feeling that employees could belong body and soul 

to those that employýd them; a feeling that, as people became 

better educated# produced an inevitable reaciion. Nevertheless, 

where it existed, and where a keen sense of responsibility for 

the welfare and dignity of one's employees exists today, it 

seems vastly preferable to the unconcern on the part of management 

that is still all too apparent. 

A further opportunity to advance thinking in this f ield came at 

the end oi the tirst V'or. 'd War. in the event, it was not 

taken. Paradoxically, this has put the clo*ck of progress both 

forward and backward. rorward, because government and 

business had come to recognise the dependence of the national 

cconomy cn the acti-, c coc-peration of tho factory workcr. 
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commitment to the Left after the Bolshevik Revolution, management 

became afraid of the enhanced role that could now be played by 

the worker and clamped down on any extension of his 

responsibilities. It was an age that turned, curiously, 

towards an admiration of national socialism and to gestures 

that smacked more of "broad and circuses" than of any deep felt 

concern for the worker and his ýonditio'ns. To the mrstivations 

mentioned earlier, was the new and patent one of fear and the 

problems of society which might have been tackled then were left 

until later. 

The rost Volorld War 11 Period 

Many of the problems now facing Britain have, in a sense, 

been postponed from the time just prior to the Second World 

War and are being faced now. Britain, the leader in the 

Industrial Revolution is now leading in the experience of 

industrial civil war. others may have to face this experience 

as well, and behind the depressing and sometimes inexplicablc 

driftings of the British nation, a new relationship is being 

worked out, so far with little violence, between the different 

sections. of society. The possibility is of a bri6ge between 

nineteenth century capitalism and the State Capitalism, of the 

USSR; of a social democracy that all parts of the nation have 

helped to create. 

The reconstruction. needs after the end of the last war 

'left little time for social experiment. Industrial growth 

had pride of place and social responsibility came second, if at 

all. The worker and society were protected by social 

legislation rather than by enlightened business management, 

flow, while legislation continues without interruption, the 

demand for reform in business practice is such that, if only 

to preempt the more foolish and maladroit essays of 

government in areas where it has little competence, the onus 

is on business to -.., iake the first move. 

It 
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Interdependence and Involvement 

Today another phase of thinking has become evident and it 

occurs as a more educated and better led generation begins 

to react against the authority and power structures of the 

past. The new phase may be described by the current term 

"involvenient". on both sides of the Atlantic events ýave occurred 

which are causing business leaders to recogniseýthe inter- 

dependence of the system of which they are-part. 

In America, after the rýetroit riots, hasty steps were taken 

by many large corporations to prevent a further deterioration 

in the environment. Some of them, though well meaning, were 

not necessarily the best steps because business still had to 

learn the lesson ihat it does not have the mandate or skill 
to define problems and courses of action in the social field. 

All it can do, as I explain in detail in Chapter 5, is to 

help in the identification and analysis of problems and altcrnate 

solutions and then to define the expertise that it can put a-L the 

disposal of those whose job it is to take action. Nevertheless, 

though the immediate and urgent concern with gocial responsibility 

may have been self-generated, defensive, reactive or even out of 

good will, the concern has come to stay. The motives are 

being examined; there is some reappraisal being undertaken 

by those who led the first moves, but all this is related more 

to method than to Principle. 

I 
In Britain as well as elsewhere in Europe#' the approach is 

more cautious. It'has also taken longer to gain momentum. 

This is perhaps characteristic of much that is happening 

today for, in contrast to 200 years ago, when the Industrial 

Revolution spread westwards across the Atlantic, the curreni 

phase seems to involve an eastward move, with the crossing 

taking from three to five'years. Nevertheless, pres3ures 

aze mounting in Europe from government, workers and cozLmunity 

groups fcr business to fulfil its vider obligations. The DO. C; t 

World I. -lar II convalescence pe-'riod through the 1950's and then the 

next decade, which saw the revolution of sc 
I 
ience and technology 

and the gro,, rth of giant industry, have le,. I, in the 197o's, to a new 
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For this reason, it is misleading to talk about "business" 

and society". Business is part of society and a major force 

within it. The aims and standards of business cannot be 

allowed to diverge from those of the society as a whole. 

New Indirect Costs of Business 

The legal obligations and responsibi-iities of business, 

whether to its shareholders and creditors or to its employees, 

are limited though they are likely to be enlarged through. 

legislation. The popular, though not genqrally accurate 

picture of the purpose of business, namely, to maximize short 

term profits, is one to which few serious business managers 

would subscribe without considerable reservation. On the 

other hand, the measures that have to be taken to remain 
in business, and remain profitable in the long term, have 

clearly changed. 

Let there be no doubt that any business can only survive in the 

long-term if it is providing a real service, satisfying a 

need or want, providing satisfactory employment and creating 

wealth. This must be its prime purpose. In order to meet this 

purpose, it must satisfy the interests of all who have a stake 
in 'the busineps and these interests will include those of the 

community at all levels. Within this context, profit 

becomes simply a zffeasurement or a reward for successfully 

achieving the prime purpose. 

If an enterprise sets out to make a profit and then fails to 

survive an appreciable length of time, it is of little use 

to anyone. It cannot even be taxed. The failure of, for 

example, Penn Central 'Railroad was a failure to satisfy eitjýer 

edonomic or social responsibility. The result was not only 
distressing to the shareholders: it was thoroughly ahti-social 

all round and business management certainly shared in the blame. 

An enterprise must do well in order that it can do good: otherwise 

discussion on further responsibility becomes irrelevant. 
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On the other hand, the goal of r*emaining in business and thus 

of long term profitabilityas opposed to the "fast buck") 

will not be achieved unless management takes into account the 

social and other pressures that have to be considered before 

an optiml, rq use of resources can be made. This is a subject 
to which I return in Chapter 4 but, just as business 

organisations have failed in the past because they dd not 

accept the costs of good personnel policies, adequate 

management development and competent budgetary control, so it is 

my contention that failure to accept the need to invdst in- 

corporate responsibility to the community will likewise lead 

to failure. The only thing to add here is that, as with.. 
the other examples, it-will by then be too late. 

Social Goals and Business Management 

Many business leaders have made statements in recent years which 
indicate their awareness of the new respcnsibilities. Here 

are a few. "In the future, a corporation will be judged as 

much by its social usefulness as by its ability to make a 

profit". (1) "The time may well be at hand when a business that 
hopes to survive and prosper will have no less a need for 

spcial and environmental research and planning than it has 

in the past foi technical insights and expanding technical 

efficiency". (2) The chairman of the Board of the Xerox 

Corporation has doubted whether business can "realise its 

full promise in the future without making social goals as 

essential to its decisions as economic ones" ýnd Professor 

Kenneth Andrews of the Harvard Business School refers to the 

corporation today as "a social system". 

These voices are American but they are echoed in other lands. 

I' 
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"The tendency is for the pressure to increase. And I think 

it's our job, and our duty as citizens, to forestall and prevent, 

and to warn. I don't think we can, in fairness to the community, 

just let things go until we get caught". (3) 

"With the'political and social environment changing fastei now, 

it is no longer enough for a company to do what is immediataly 

profitable, expedient or usual: a policy or particular action 

must also be right, in the sense that it can be convincijigly 

defended before reasonabla men". (4) 

"It is only by complete integration of responsibilities towards 

society in the management of affairs and enterprise and by 

responsibility towards personnel, added to responsibility for 

production, that enterprises can guarantee that they will not 

find themselves confined in a ghetto". (5) 

The thinking is thus clearly spreading that management today 

must include in its objectives its discharge of responsibility 

to the community just as, in the paste it has accepted its 

responsibilities to its shareholders, customers and employees. 

7te Changing Balance of Power 

-The pressure for business to conform to new standards comes 

at a time when power i"s moving visibly, not only to the Left, 

but also away from the elected bodies to the inýtitutions. The 

prevalence of minority governments, the rise in power and 

sometimes militancy, 'of the trades unions and the emergence of 

consumer spokesmen like Ralpli Nader in the States all indicate 
: 
that governments respond increasingly to articulate private 

interests rather than govern in the loosely described and 

inaccurately stated 'public interest'. The mood that business 

should be more open, more "democratic" and operating in step 

with the real needs of sociýty is apparent. ' 
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Many of the criticisms of business by external groups who should 
know better are confused and based often on wilful ignorance of 
how and why business operates. Certainly there is a failure to realiso 
that, in business as elsewhere, people are people and that there 

is no monopoly of charity, conscience or honesty to be found an 
tlic streetýcorner and in the behaviour of those who have-cho3en 

to opt out of the system. 

Nevcrtheless, -'if business is to survive in anything like. the 

form we know it today, it-has to do three things. First, it must 

take far more conscious steps to be sensitive to the new ideas 

that are forming around it. Second, iý must act, and be se'; r. to 

act, in ways that will prove that the criticisms levelled at it 

are without basis. Third, it must l7earn to articulate its. message 

with a clarity and a cohesion at least equal to that of the voiccs 

of those who c--iticise it. 

The Now Social Contract 

libere is nothing final about private enterprise nor even the miked 

economy of the West.. The success of each generation throws up 

the challenge of the next. Public permission for. business to 

continue has to be earned and constantly renewed. 

corporate 
The rationale forlsocial responsibility still needs to be developed. 

'While the current mood to give and accept social responsibility 

ýs still right and necessary, there is a debate on motives. And 

this is the point for, so long as Social responsibility is thought 

of in the narrow terms of company giving and outside normal 

business objectiveg, -a conflict ensues and, as a result, in a difficult 

year, it is company giving that is postponed. The conflict leads, in 

turn, -to suggestions for action that, at the best, appear ahead of 

their time and, at the worst, lead to a hardening of attitudes on 

the part of those who firmly believe that their role is simply to make 

profit rather than undertake tasks that are apparently out-side thelL Lvrmi. 

of reference. Only by a rationale that can reconcile this conflict 

can the latter category be shown that their role remains 

their the saire but the terms of reference have changbd and so . 

ccnclupions ore wrong. 
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Business today has to move side by side with the rest of society. 

Free enterprise has to add the dimension of social enterprise in 

which the long term interests of all are also the long term 

interests of each section. This is the form of the new social 

contract in which business has to play a leading part. 



Notes 

(1) Mr. V. Learson, then President, IBM Corporation 
(2) Mr. Ben S. Oliver, then President, AT&T 
(3) Mr. Gerrit Wagner, then Managing Director, Royal Dutch Shell 
(4) Sir Reay Geddes, then Chairman, Dunlop Holdings Ltd. 
(5) Dr. Ernst H. Plesser, Director, Deutsche Bank 
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THE DEBATE 

The main theme of this thesis is that a new and prominent 
place must be found within the activities of business for 
involvement in public and social affairs. These 

.. 
can be defined as "activities contributing to Ithe dejelopment 

of the community as a whole at local, national, and international 
level, depending on the size of the organisation". 

Already we are witnessing a rapid increase in such involvemnent. 

Several organisations, particularly in the USA, although less 

so in Europe, have already introduced extensive and ambitious 

programmes. What causes concern, however, is that, without a 
body of theory that relates this involvement to the mainstream 

of busincss and which includes techniques for evaluation and 

measurement, this new activity may well go in the wrong direction, 

against the best interests of business itself and against those 

of society. 

Until now, thinking on this subject has been neither clear 
nor uniform. A, %, -titudes tend to polarise: right decisions 

are being made for the wrong reasons and, at the time, 

right reasoning is leading to questionable conclusions. 
There are those who belieye sincerely that the interests 

of their companies and their-country are best served by 

removing from their concentration on figures and facts any 

element of morality, ethics and social responsibility. 
Others, believing that the one task of a corporation is to 

make a profit, consider the cost of corporate, social goals 

amounts, in effect, to a hidden tax on workers, customers 

and shareholders. 

At the other extreme * there are equal ly sincere people who 
believe 'Chat, if anyone can solve society's problems, it is 
business. A Fortune survey carried out a few years ago of 
three hundred top Aml-rican executives frc-m among the country's 
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leading five hundred industries and principal banks found 
that only ten per cent of respondents clung t6 the historically 

orthodox vi & that the sole business of business is to maximise 
profits. 

Additional confusion is caused in defining social responsi- 
bility because conditions vary in different countries. 
Much of the debate on social responsibility in the UK centres 
round industrial relations, even though this is but one facet 

of the subject. In Germany, attention is focussed on workers 

participation. In Sweden, it is widely assumed that the responsi- 
bility of the state for social and welfare matters is all-- 

embracing while, in Frýance, the main charitable, or voluntary, 
organisation is the Catholic Church, 

Different questions are raised ig the private and public sectors. 
The measurement of efficiency in terms of profit applies, in 

the main, to private enterprise and will only apply to the 

public sector where it is not a subsidised service and where 
the efficiency factor is separated from the social factor. 

The yardstick of'service, on the other hand, applies to both 

sectors though, in the case of the public sector, (for 

example, the provision of a medical service) service will be 

demanded irrespective of whether it is profitable. 

For a nunber of reasons, therefore, the debate I eads to 

irrelevancy and, indeed, the fashionable term "social 

responsibility", even though At is used in this book, is 

incomplete. An article in an issue of "International 

Management" (1) asks the question, "What is the purpose of 

a public company? Should it make an effort to become involved 

in projects that are desirable on social grounds, irrespective 

of the financial pay off? " Such a question is an utter 
deflection of thinking on this matter. 

The total responsibility of a public company must include 
its involvement in all activities that are germaine to its 
long-term purpose. In a sense, the arguments for or against 
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consci*drice as a factor are irrelevant. Consc. ien. ce is tfie 

quality and not the objective of what is done. It may turn 

out, and probably will, that what is moral is also good 
business and thus a conclusion is reached v., hich those with 
conscience may have come to by a shorter route. But 
"management by conscience'l, although pleasing to the ears of 
moraliýts, does little to help decide precisely what n. eeds 
to be done' and in what priority order. The important. point 
is that it is always the mainstream and not the periphery 
of business with which management has to be concerned. There 

can be no question of social objectives -replacing business. 

ones but rather of theIr taking their place legitimately within 
the business equation. Without a rationale for company. 
involvement which is beyond mere company giving, patronage 
and the enhancement of the company image ar e not enough. 

I 

Two statements give a clue to a possible rationale -a theme 

which anyhow will be expanded later. The first is by 
Mr TJ Watson Jr (2) who writes prophetically in his book, 
"A Business and its Beliefs": "more and more there seems to 
be entering into relationships between governme'nt. ' industry 

and labour a fourth force - the force of the public. Anyone 

particularly interested in some segment of the economy must 
Ancreasingly recognise the force of public, or national, 
interest. Ultimately we are all held accountable to it. 
We exist at its tolerance. We are bound by its la,.,., s. 
In planning for the future of our own particular in6erest, we 
must recognise the rights and requirements of the public and 
the. 'millions of individuals who make it Up. ". 

The second is by the economist, Milton Friedman, writing in 

the New Yo, rk Times Sunday. Magazine, "In a free enterprise, 
private property system, a corporate executive is an 
employee of the awners of the business. He has direct 

responsibility to his employers. That responsibility is 
to conduct the business in accordance with their desires 

which generally will be to make as much money as possible 
while conforming to the basic rules of society, both those 
embodied in laa and those embodied in ethical custom". (3) 
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thoug. h-,. at first sight, this latter quotation might imply 

a narrower view of the rol. e of business than othbrs, 
including perhaps Mr Watson, might wish, and although there 
is the added implication that the owners of the business 
know what is good for them in the long, teým, Friedman's 

statement is correct. Those who Kave'a stake in the business, 

not only the shareholders but others as well, have as t. heir 

first . expectancy that it should remain in business api be 

profitable. It could be argyed that Friedman then reaches 
the wrong conclusions. In fact, the maximisation of profits 
in the short-term is unlikely to be the, way in which. this 

. 
objective is achieved but what is important is that'any -ý 
activity conducted by the business should be in line with this 

objective. Indeed, Watson's ration'ale is today-a necessary 

pre-requisite for the . results demanded by Friedman. 

The following episode illustrates the point. In 1974, 
training scheme was being proposed in London for a numbýr of 
teenage West Indians. A key point in this social - 
exercise was that business management and instruction should 
be included in a cooperative effort. Some insurance executives 
were approached to enlist their help in providing somee 
part-time instructors in white-collar skills. They expressed 
a personal interest but did not at once see how it affected 
their compani. es. They were then asked,. "If, in five years 
times, we have a Detroit situation in'London because of the 

alienation of maný thousinds. of people. like this, and there* 
is loss of life and property, who pays? You do! So what 
about some preventive n--dicinq? " They got the m-essage! 
It was a case of insurance for insurance. (4) 

"1 - 
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The co. n. cept that business must "conform to the basic rulcs 

, of society" is an obvious one today, and the ýppearance of 

a double value system is one of the causes of alienation. 
Society's tethical custom -change and are open to misinter- 
pretation. Practices which were acceptabýe in the climate 
of two hundred years ago are intolerable by today's standards. 
Three factors,, in particular, are bringing new pressures on 
busine. ss to conform to these rules of society and thus *earn 

the right to stay in business. 

The first. is the rise of militancy by, consumers and otherý 
pressure groups. Second, and directly con. nected to the ffrst, 
is the challenge to the free enterprise system. - The third, 

reflecting the mood of the first two, is the changing direction 

of institutional shareholders. 

Britain has not yet produced a publicist of the stature of 
Ralph Nader, but the magazine "Which", founded in 1967, now (5) 

has a circulation of over 650,000 - far more than that of 
The Times. The consumer militant, whether-his cause is food, 

appliances or housing is regarded with apprehension by those - 

who might appear to be disregarding the rules of failing to 

satisfy a genuine public need. Businessmen cannot, and 
ihould not want to, ignore the drift of public opinion. 

Pressure groups are a featu re of an age of new technology 

where it becomes possible for a small group, through the 

weapons of war or the communication of -ideas, to wield a 

power out of all proportion, to its numbers. The-voices of 

organisations like Amnesty, the World Council of Churches 

and Friends of the Earth echo feelings that are held by 

milli ' 
ons. The more extreire forms of pressure group, such 

as the IMG and International Socialists, or those who produce, through 

theiý Counter Information Services organisation scurrilous 

and tendentious masquerades of the annual reports of large 

corporations, may tend to impose their own sectional feelings 

but are none the less effective. On the whole, these pressure 

groups are not c-aly a factor to be lived with: they can also often 
be constructive. The only intolerable situation arises when 

some such group defines i. ts (7. qn, subjective set of values and 
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then pr-ýsumes to impose these on others of whose activities 
and motives it has but a scant knowledge. 

The free enterprise system therefore faces new challenges. 
The techniques and methods of production, -pioneered by roe 
enterprise, have revolutionised the world. It has proved to be 
an efficient system for decentralised resource allocation and 
for liberating the resources of the individual, certainly in 

contrast to the results acýieved by 6entralised planning. But 
its very success has tended io blunt the radicalism of th. e 
men who operate the system and make it barder both to accept 
that future success will depend on continuing to do what they 
did before and that, in some great industries, 'the future may 
be one of zero growth anyhow, where-growth is defined solely 
in current, material terms. 

The institutional shareholdeý is*moving in intere, st'ing ways, 
though still within fairly narrow limits. The belated i -eaction 
to the plight of the thalidomide children a reaction fanned 
by the press - led to forms of pressure that no firm could 
resist, even to the boycotting of its products and the drop in 
the value of its shares. Institutions like the Church 
Commissioners in England and Yale University in America have 

e'xamined their portfolios with a view to placing their holdings 
bnly in socially responsible companies. Business organisations 
operating in. South Africa similarly have institutional wathhdogs 
for their, activities. These moves, described in more detail'in 
Part IV, are acts of pressurý; but it is' also good business to 

accept that a firm's social awareness is as much a factor in its 

continuing success as its financial and salet policies. 

In face of all these pressures, business on both sides of the 
Atlantic is reassessing its responsibilities. As employees 
of. those who own a business, but also as employers of people 
and providers for customers, managers can only exercise their 

proper duties by ensuring that their activities do not lose 

16o continue in business. Gheir co .. pany the franchise t If 

.k 
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external factors of a new kind are now of immediate importance 

to the future of a business, then management has a. mandate to 

extend its horizons and invest in new fields of activity. 
And no, &'-. only has it a responsibility to preserve the ability 
of its own firm to continue; it also has a. duty to help preserve 
the system on which it depends. 

There is a growing recognition, that this is so and tKat not only 
must business become involved in the Wairs of the community 
for the sake of its own future but it also becomes, inevitably, 

one of the-bastions of liberal democracy which, with all 
its faults, seems to many to be better than the many alterýate 

systems with which they are being presented. But charity is not 

enough nor can business involvement in public and-sOcial*affairs 
be relegated to a charities committee. The philosophy of, 

so to speak, givi. ng on Monday and firing people on Tuesday, 

because Monday is the day for charity and Tuesday is business 

as usugal, is untenable. lotal responsibility means the discharge 

of responsibilities towards all stakeholders in the, business (6), 

as part of the business of business. 

The debate is. to a great degree, resolved. It is how corporate 
responsibility can be discharged and hc%y it can be placed as 
an integral part of business that is the main subject for 

attention now. The resolution of these questions will 
determine not only the future of business, but also the whole 
institutional framework in our Western society. 

"I.. " - 

N 



Notes 

(1) "International Management", April 1972 

(2) Then Chairman, IBM Corporation, 1963 

(3) New York Times Magazine, 13 September 1971 

(4) Unfortunately, of course, despite the activities of organisations such 

as Action Resrouce Centre (see Chapter 21), too little was done, too 

late. The resulting riots, which are increasing In intensity, are the 

inevitable result. 

(5) In 1973/74 

(6) The notion of the "stakeholder" used here is defined as any 
individual, group, organisation or community having an interest in, 

or affected by, any activity of the company. For most companies, 

stakeholders Include employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers, 

creditors, trades unions, governments and the communities in which 

they operate. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

The fl(, cd_lilor Definition 

One of the greatest problem. for the students and proponents 
of social responsibility is the definition of the 
term itself. In numerous discus sions with'business executives, 
politicians and pressmen around the world, it almost seems 
as if there exists a situation of one zaan: one definition. This 

confusion is confirmed by recent studies and opinion surveys 
in Gritain and North America. For some businessmen social 
responsibility means "delivering the goods and making a 
profit". For others, the term simply implies sticking rigidly 
to the letter of thp law. For others, and this seems to be 

particularly true in. the UK, social responsibility is equated 
directly with good industrial relations. Still others look 

at social responsibility as "doing good" or making 
charit-, ble donations. "Responsibility to the community", 
ucleaning up pollution", "behaving like a good citidzen", 
are just a few examples of what the term social 
responsibility conjures up in people's minds. 

BUSinessmen still tend to look at social 

responsibility as a fringe activity;. something they feel 
ihey have to engage irt because -it is in vogue rather than 
because it is serious or important*to the business. What 

-is equally alarming is that a great many politicians, 
journalists, academics and other opinion forming groups 

regard the subject with a similar degree of cynicism 

and phrases such as "gilding the unacceptable face of 

capitalism" are not uncommon. 

This is why a major cause for 'Uhis cynicism and. resulting 
inaction is the definition problem. A wool ly, iI 1-def i red 
zMMO-0 ^f C4,11, Cf cxecutivc- 

burd-zried . -iUh weighty decision. s is hardly ldk-ely to ciflist 
his syn-pathies for Icrg. 



What is reqUired, 6erefore, is a much closer look aýt the 
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business organisation, its objectives, needs, relationships and 
impacts aný*the development of a definition of social responsibility 

which is directly. ýelevant to this analysis. 

Classi fi cation 

One approach to this problem is to start by classifying 
social responsibility into three distinct, though interrelated, 

levels. 

In deriving this classification, At is useful to think in 

terms of what might be termed "environmental impact", 

an unfortunate bit of jargon which is best explained with 

an analogy. 

The impact of a business organisation in the total 

environment is similar. to- that of a stone dropped in a pond. 
The ripples go outward. The nuiber and the size of the ripples 

which can be represented diagrammatically by a series of concentric 

circles, (See Table 1 on page 3- 13) depend on the size of the stone, how 
hard it has been thrown and the interaction with other ripples 
from other stones thrown into the same pond. 

Level 1- Basic Respomibilities 

r, The first ripple or circle, corresponds to the first level in the 

suggested classification. This level relates to the basic 

esponsibilities any company generated by the very fact 

of that company's existinqe. Týe company has to pay its 

taxes'. obey the letter 'of the law, observe basic legal 

2 standards for employees and satisfy its shareholders. It 

st also have honourable dealings with its suppli'ers, 

customers and creditors. If these responsibilities are 

not fulfilled then, cle*arly, it will not take, long for the 

company to be in serious trouble -. either from the law, or 
from the disciplines of the market place. In fact, it could 

well be argued that activity at this -First level should not 
be looked at as 'social responsibility' at all. Not to 

observe a first level rule is merely *irresponsible. 

Level 2- Organisational Responsibility N 

Most companies today, however, either through their size or 
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moýe widely. . and have to look further in both scope and 
time than is suggested at Level l.. In terms of the stonb 
in the pond analogy, there is a second ripple, or circle which 
corresponds to the second level in the classification. 
This level relates to the organisational responsibilities, 
of the company to meet the changing needs of all its C 
stakeholders * and to minimise the negative effects on those 

stakeholders of all activities of the organisation. It is' 

at this second level where the bulk of thinking on social 

responsibility is concentrated today. 

Quite obviously, pollution from a chemical plant, for 

example, may well affect a wide range of people in the 
community, I 

outside the plant, most of whom are in no way, 
associated with the company. If, there exists good-legislation, 
the community is protected. But if legislation is 
inadequate, 

-and 
it does not stop people being harmed, then 

social responsibilty and indeed sound business practice 
demand that the company goes beyond the law. 

Or, in the case of computers, there is the danger of the 
invasion of privacy of individuals on a large scale through 
the misuse, of data banks. Even without legislation, the 
computer manufacturer has a responsibility to understand 
the matter and act to minimise the impact of product misuse. 

At the second level, the company's organisational 
responsibilities are principally to 

The notion of the 'stakeholder' used here is, again, 

defined as any individual, group, organisation or 
community who has an interest in, or may be affected by, 

any acti. vity of the company. For most companies stake- 
holders include employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers, 
creditors, trades unions, governments and the communities 
In its which -%'Ahey operat- 
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(a) pay heed to the spirit , rather than just the 
letter, and act in anticipation of 
'impending legislation, new regulations and hibher 

standards 

(b) respond to current attitudes, needs and values of 
all stakeholders and anticipate and respond to expected 
cýanges. 

And so, enlightened second level action in, say, the case 
of oil pollution from tankers, might well be for tanker 

owners to set up a fund to clear up oil slicks from 

beaches, in addition to spending more money on safer tankers. 
In the privacy example, second level action might be to 

conduct extensive additional research and developmen't on 
data security and to fund educational programmes for "' 

data bank users and the general public. Mini ng'companies- 
will act to ensure they do not spoil the countryside. 
Chemical companies will not dump waste in a river. 
Pharmaceutical companies will spend more on pretesting drugs. ' 

Advertising agencies will examine the social side-cffects of 
their campaigns. Merchant banks will take into account the 

protection of employees in a merger situation. Arid companies 
will introduce more effective employee participation schemes 

P 
not for defensive reasons reacting to political pressures, but 
because-the values and needs of their employees have changed 
and it is simply a better way of doing business. 

In today's world, all these are necessary actions; notjust for 

altruistic reasons but because not to meet these responsibilities 
is short-sighted. The current interest in the second level 

is therefore healthy but, although this interest is an indicator 

that such actions should be the norm, they are in fact not so. There are 

many unconverted to whom the message must be preachea. 

Criteria for Level 2 action 

Whereas criteria for responsible action at the fýrst level 

are relatively easy to datermine, this is more 
difficult at the seccnd level, since the degree of responsi- 
bility is a function of the values and attitudes, of society 
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at any given time. . These values and attitudes are constantly 
changing. *. A suggested method for determining the so'cond level 

criteria is included in the Chapters on Social Audit. 

If, h* owever, _the longer-term view is taken, business history 
from the ancient Greeks to today has demonstrated that 
any company can only survive if it conforms to the value 
system in which it operates. In most cases, the 
successful companies have been *those who have 
successfully anticipated changes in values and have adjusted 
to them. 

Action or inaction at the second level creates the 
attitudes, legislation and conditions in which the company 
Was to operate in the medium and long-term. Therefore, the 
case for second level responsibility is quite clearly a 
sound business on. e. 

Level 3- Societal Responsibilities 

FInally, there is the third level in the classification, 
corresponding to the third and outer circles arising from the 
stone thrown in the pond. This level relates to the societal 
responsibilities of the company and represents the stage 
when the interaction between business and other forces in 

society is so strong, that individual companies are 
inevitably involved in what is-happening in society as a whole. 

S. ocietal responsibilities are therefore defined as those 
investments in, and contributions to, the wider community 
esigned to help create the healthy overall environment 
he company requires in order to survive and operate 

effectively. 

Týe rationale and bu3iness case for responsibility at the third 
level are explained in detail in Chapter 4. In brief summary, 
any company today is dependent on 

It 
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total environment in which it operates. The healthier t. his 

envi ronment., th e better the chances of success for 'the company. 
The company must be aware of the effect of the wider 
community on its organisation and activities and needs to 

consider the political, social, economic, technological, 

ecological and cultural foundations on which the whole of 
society is built and their inter-relationships. Thus 

a company ni. ight be 
' 
concerned with financial contributions. td 

certain community organisations, or the education not only 
of its employees but of the wider- population. Or, it may be 

concerned with loaning skilled manpavier to help improve 
the effe. ctiveness of local government. Business becomes 
involved, in essence, in removing the ills and wastage 
constraining the healthy developi-iient of society as a 
whole. 

Although it may appear at first that the area between the 

second and third levels is blurred, there is a 
fundamental distinction. Actions taken at the first 

and second levels are company oriented. They 

relate to the direct impact of the company on individuals and 

groups in society. Actions taken at the third level are 

society oriented and relate to the impact 

of external societal issues on the company. 
The. Jarger, the more international, the company, 
the more of these issues it has to. take into account, and 

pact. Vnderstanding this distinction the greater is their im 
is crucial; it is so important that it is repeated on 

several occasions in other chapters. 

The example of noise pollution in a factory is a simple 

case which illustrates the difference in the three, levels. 

Distinctions between Levels 1,2 and 3 

Suppose that the legal requirement for noise in the factory 

is that noise should not ekceed 90 decibals at 100 ft from 

the source o, noise. Then, according to the classification, 
level 1 responsibility is to meet this legal limit, and no 

more. 
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Haviever, 'suppose further that scientific and medical tests in 

. recent years. have demonstrated to the satisfaction oi most 

experts that 90 db is too high a limit and that the 

maximum safe level is in fact 80 db. In the classification, 
level 2 responsibility for the company is to move towards 

this lovier limit and the ultimate level 2 criterion 

would be 80 db. Why? For two main reasons. The first is §imply 
that one iý wasting valuable human assets if employees 

work in an environment in which they are slowly growing deaf 

i4hatever tile law says. But second, although the law is 

always behind, equally it nearly always catches up. If 

90 db is unsafe, then it is highly likely that new 
legislation'will reduce the level below 90 db, perhaps 

even dot-in to 80 db. To wait until legislation is actually 

passed and then have to convert all equipnr-nt in large 

scale revamps is usually a very expensive operation to do all 

at once. Indeed therq are examples in the US 

of companies having to close down factories simply because 

they could not afford to meet the demands of new pollution 

legisla-Ition. Much better, surely, is to anticipate future 

legislation and change the equipment in a planned way 

so that, on the day the legislation is passed, the conversion 
As complete - at a lower cost and without any upheavals. 

Now suppose that the factory is in an industrial complex 

surrounded by other factories which*make a large amount of 

noise and suppose also'that this noise affects the whole 

community including, of course, factory employees at home 

a. nd on thei'r way to aný from work. One could say "due to 

factors beyond our control, our factory workers aýe coming to 

work with their hearing impaired and are therefore less 

productive'- what a shame. " Or, one could say that according 

to level 3 in the classification, the company does have a 

responsibility to contribute to the improvement of the 

overall environment, in its min interests, and that it should 

seek to work with the local authority and the other factories 

in reducing noise levels throughout the industri. al complox. 

t 
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In SUMIdary., at level Ia company sticks to the letter of 
the law on pollution. At level 2, it takes steps to 

reduce all its oWn pollution to scientifically safe levels. 
And at level 3 it takes steps to reduce other people's 
pollution. In general terms, these levels correspond 
respectively to responsibilities associated with short, 
medium and long-tenit success even though it is difficult 
to make completely rigid rules,. since there are always 
interactions between activities at all three levels. 

This example serves as an illustration of the proposed 
classification for social rbsponsibility. A summary is 

shown in Table I on page 3.13.1 have used this 
j classification in my work for several years and have 

found it helpful in clarifying what is often a muddy area 
of debate. Indeed, reference to the classification is made 
throughout the thesis. 

This classificationaind the analysis behind it lead to 

certain important conclusions. 

The first is that it is now possible to define social 

responsibility in a practical way which relates directly 

to the issues and problems facing the company of today 

and to the classification discussed above. 

Two definitions are sugýested, *both closely interrelated. 

Defining s_ocial 
_rcsp*bnsibility 

e first is that any organisation has a responsibility for 

planning and managing i'ts relationships with all those 
involved or affected by its activities. I 

N 
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or with those who, in turni can affect the ability 6f 

the organisation to operate effectively and achieve 
objectives. For a company with extensive operations-at 
home and overseas, these relationships refer'of course 
to those with shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, 
creditors, trades union, local communities, national 
governm, nts. and their agencies, opinion formers, 
international bodies, etc. Although to some this 

, definition may appear to say nothing new, it is important 

, to note that reference is made to all stakeholders, ' not 
just some of them. Recent evidence seems to make it clear that; 

whatever many companies say they do, responsibi-li ties to 

all stakeholders have not been disclia'rged effectively. 

For relationships to be meaningful, this. demands response 
and, the response must. be dynamic, sensitive to 'changing 

trends and attitudes. And so a second definition of social 
responsibility is simply that the sociall responsibility of 
any organisation is the planned and managed response of that 

orgenisation'to social and political change. Indeed this 
theme of the management of change is fundamental to any 
practical discussion on social responsibility. 

In defining social responsibility in this way, I am'. 
not, running away from moral or ethical 

-considerations. It isjust thýt, if the discussion 

centres around social conscience and morality, which is 

quite often the case, this does not really help management 
decide precisely-what needs to be done. The management of 

social, change has implicitly, to deal with questions of 

changing values and standards, but there is a need to marry 
these questions with other issues and relate'them to the 

specific needs of each individual company. 

In considering responsibilities in the third circle in particular, 
there is a tendency to talk in terms of 'social duty'. 'moral 

obligation'-and 'corporate conscience'. The description 

given above derronstrates that scdetal responsibilities need 
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to be analysed as part of any company's survival kit. Looked 

at in this way, a ccmpany is much more likely actual-ly to- 

make the-necessary investments and to optimise the use of 
resources. If management starts off with the notion that 
it should engage in 'good deeds', for moral or-conscience 
reasons, then any social programme it chooses is acceptable. 
If, however it starts off with the notion that it needs to 

promote a healthy external environment in order to survive, 
-then it still has to engage in "good deeds' but the ones 
chosen are more likely tb conform*to the priority needs 
of, society. This makes them better for everyone concerned. 

-ion to the shareholders or the unions or The justifical. 
the inland revenue is quite clear. It is in the interests of 
the company to make these investments. 

Again, if one-looks at external pressures on a company, the 

suggested approach should encourage a less emotional or 
reactive and more business-like response to external groups 
with a much clearer and closer identification of Ithe messages 
coninunicated with the real long-term needs of the company. 

Societal responsibility - an integral part ofcorporate strategy 

This -1 eads directly to the second conclusion from the 

classification. Social responsibility, defined and 

classified as aboýe, is. not a fringe activity*touching 
on one or two functions in, an orgdnisation. ý It is 

a. whole new way of thinkipg and acting which has to be built 
into every single, thing the organisation does. WhetherAt 

s in the R&D function, manufacturing, -finance, 
a. rke"L. ing, personnel, distribution or in'public 

relations, a company today muSt look closely at the effect 

of, all jts activities and decis ions on. 211 its relationships 
with L11 its stakeholders and it must at least try to manage 
change. 

Total-responsibilit7 

From this analysis it would appear that the term 'social ' 

responsibility is not altogether adequate in describing what 
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is involved.. 'Total' responsibility would in fact be, a more 
accurate description. Since, however, 
'social responsibility' is the term in current common use, 
it has been used throughout the thesisi to mean the total 
responsibility of an organisation at all three levels - basic, 
organisational and societal. 

In looking at priorities, it might seem th'at necessary 
action at the three levels is in ascending order of urgency. 
Indeed, it is often argued that level 1 respýnsibil i ties must 
be fully discharged before level 2 is considered and then 
that level 2 responsibilities must be fully discharged before 

acting on level 3. There is of course scme truth in this 

argument. Organisational 'responsibility is not going to be 

significant if a company is repeatedly breaking the law. 
But most companies do fulfill their basic responsibilities 
and the main argument is about whether a company attempts 
third circle, societal responsibilities when performance at 
the second level is still inadequate. 

An attempt to settle this argum. 3nt is made in Chapter, 4. 
The point is made that this is not an "either-or" situation. 
A company needs tobalance its allocation of resources bet-ween 
levels 2 and 3 according to the constraints and-opportunities 
gen6ratbd by, its analysis of the situation. As this 

situation changes, so must the-company's priorities. 
In fact, the analysis in Chapter 4 demonstrates 
that the external fdctdrs affecting the company, -the ones 
to which. a level 3 responseAs appropriate, are as'suming a 
far greater urgency than ever before. Therefore, most 

companies today must invest in their societal responsibilities 

at the same time as they work towards discharging th-iir 

organisational ones. 

In any case, a further important point is that levels 2 arid 3 
5" In Cr Experience mutually exclusive. has showti LhaL 

a carefully planned action programne can cont -ribute effectively 
to objectins at both these levels. 
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As I have mentioned, this thesis concentrates mainly n maii-ily 
on societal responsibi 1i ties because of their gro-. -., ing* ir., 1portlance. 
In so doing, I do not imply that responsibilities at the 
first and second levels are less important. But much morc 
has been written about them; more data can be found and 
expert advice is available. On the other hand, at 
level 3, Ithere exists only, a lctt of thporatical analyses, 
debate and 6titroversy. Very little has been researched or written up on 
level 3 which is of a practical n4ture and so of 
direct use to' businessmen in the management of their companies. 
In addition, it is a complex and unfamiliar area to most - 
businessmen and fraught with difficulties. By concentrating 
my efforts on level 3, therefore, I hope that hope that 

my thesis can help fill the gap. 

Public and Social Affairs 

In looking in detail at level 3, the term 'public and social 
affairs' is used to describe t1hose activities performed by 

an organisation in order to meet its societal responsibilities. 
It is important that the difference between 'public and social 
affairs' and 'social responsibility' is clearly delineated 
and understood. The term 'social*responsibilityl as used 
thrOUgh, OUt this thesis, refers to the total responsibility 
of th*e organisation at all three levels. Public and social 

_affairs, on the other hand, refers ýolely to responsibility at 
the third level. 

The business case for public and social affairs is spelled 

. 
ýut in detail in the next chapte r. 

I 
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Table 1 

Classification of Social Responsibility 

octual 

s 

sjý 

0 

001 ýo rg ations", 
, 
ýLntsat. 

Basic 

r 

First circle corresponds to Level 1 respoýsibilities: 

the hari*c. responsibilities generated by any organisation's 

very existence, principally to keep within the letter of 

the law with respect to current legislation, official 

regulations and formal codes of conduct, safeguard 

basic shareholder and employee interests, and have honourable 

dealings with customers, suppliers and creditors. 

Second circle corresponds to Level 2 responsibilities: 

the or anisational responsibilities designed to meet the 

changing needs of-all stakeholders associated with the 

organisation and to minimise the negative impact on 

those stakeholders of all the activities of the 

organisation; principally to (a) pay heed to the 

spirit of the law, over and above the letter of the 

law# and act in anticipation of impending legislation, 

new regulations and higher stanegrds and (b) respond 

to current and anticipated attitudes, needs and values 

of all stakeholders. 
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Third circle corresponds to Level 3 responsibilities: 

the societai responsibilities designed to help create the 

healthy overall external environment the organisation 

requires to survive and ireet objectives, principally tO 

anticipate the full range of social, political, econo-nic 

technological and ecological trends and changes in the total. 

community which can affect the future of the organisation 

and to take steps to minimise the constraints or to benefit 

from the opportunities generatetf by these trefids anxi changes. 

Closely linked ýo "survival planning", meeting societal 

responsibilities results in a contribution to the solution 

of key social problems which, if left unsolved, would 

reduce the chances of successful survival. 

ar- , 



CHAPTER FOUR 

PUBLIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS THE BUSINESS CASE 

The preceeding chapter, in its analysis of the three levels of social 

responsibility, introduces t he basic argument of this thesis, namely, that 

an allocation of resources to public and social. affairs acti. vities Should 

not be looked on merely as a key to the conscience of executives nor as a 

. reply to the accusations of politicians a nd students. Rather is it an 

investment in t1%e business, based on the need to incorporate new vari-n- . lea 

'into the strategic and tactical thinking of business organisations. 

In this chapter,. w, - concentrate on the 'third circle' and build the 

business casa for public and social affairs in greater detail, 11-Ay relating 

societal responsibilities directly to corporate strategy and, in particular, 

to the marketing process. 

The Circles of Government Concern 

As an introduction to the business case, I. need to extend my 'stone in 

the pond' analcgy and exami, -. 6 the affect of two or more stonas, represenLing 

other sectors of society, being dropped, so to speak, into the same ; cnd. 
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Figure 1. 
Circles of Business 
Responsibility 

of busiress on'the total The. first stone, representiqg ýR&-imp-a-c 

co=,. unity, is shown in Figure 1 in which the circles represent the 
three levels of business responsibility. 

Let us suppose that a second stone,. representing government, is dropped 

into the same pond. Again we see the ripples going outward as shown by 
the circles in Figure 2. Again each circle corresponds to a different 
level of responsibility. 

Figure 2. 

Overlap Of Business & 

responst- Government 
bility 

-Government Business 

.9 
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At the first level, the traditional responsibility of government is 

the defence of the realm and maintenance of law and order. 

In the last hundred years, however, ýovernment involvement in national 

affairs has extended and, at the second level, we see government increasingly 

concerned with the management, of, the economy and with industry. ýe 
see. 

government intervening in the private sector in many ways but principally 

through legislation on items such as employee protection, workfhg conditions, 

and pollution and also throuýh fiscal, monetary and regional policies. 

At the third level within the third government circle, the government takes 

on even further responsibility through the direct provision of goods and 

services such as, in many countries, educat -ion, medicine and public utilities. 

Although government responsibilities at the first two levels obviously 

and necessarily impinge on business, they do so in a regulatory manner. 

Action at the third level, however, often coincides with third circle 

businesq needs and there exists a significant area of common interest. As 

government plays an increasingly dominant role in many aspests of daily 

life, the overlap area, represented by the shaded area in Figure 2 also 

increases for reasons which are explained later in this chapter. 

Thl, 

uactual 

size of the overlap area varies from country to -country and 

Fi re 2 ; epiesents the kind-of mixed economy existing in most industrialisbd 

countries. 
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The picture becomes even more complicated when still more stones are thrown 

into the pond. It must be remembered that, in most countries, other sectors 

are involved such as the voluntary and non-profit organisations, academic 

institutions and the churches. Again, there'is an overlap area at the third 

level, as shown in Figure 3 where interests merge. 

Academics 

Figure 3. 
Overlap of all 
Interests 

Government 

organisation 

Iness 

ibis overlap area contains the majority of major problems that society 

faces' today be it at local, regional*, national or international level. 

The lessons we can draw at this stage -from the above analysis are, first, 

that there are areas in our national life where interests are mutual and 

where the different elements of sociýty have therefore to work together. 

Second, that the alternative to business involvement and cooperation is 

thýaabdication by business of the whole of the overlap area and the allowing 

of 11 non-business ripples to grow and grow, thereby resigning business - 

to an ever-decreasing part of the whole. 

N 
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The Profit Motive 

Considerable misunderstanding arises because the pursuit of short-term profit 

(the 'quick quid' or 'fast buck') is equated by many with general industrial 

motives. Of course, companies still exist where the whole motive of top 

management is to make as much, money as quickly ýs possible whatever the long- 

term consequences. But the major proportion of goods and services produced 

in industrialised societies today is through companies whose maýagementjp 

often separated from the actual owners, is concerned as much with long-term, 

survival and succesq as with short-term, returns. 

it is therefore far more helpful and realistic in understanding corporate 

, decision-making to use the approach advocated by most profesqional bodies 

in business, which can be summarised as follows: 

The role or overall objective of business is to service the present 

and future needs of the community. This, and this alone, provides 

the justification for business' u. se of people, materials, land and 

all other resources it requires. Unless*business provides for 

genuine needs it is unlikely in-the long-term to be acceptable, 

remain profitable or. e, ýen sýrvive. 

2 'The method by which it achieves this objective is to satisfy the needs 

and interests of its stakeholders. In the past, the main focus was 

simply on the shareholders; then customers, and later employef; s were 

added to the list of vital stakýholders. More recently, there has been 

a growing acceptance that the community as a whole is a stakeholder of 
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vital importance. This addition represented a major change in 

enlighteneq business thinking in the United States in the mld-1960s. 

In Europe, it has taken a little longer, but seems, at last, to'have 

arrived. Indeed, the long-awaited document of the Company Affairs 

Committee of the Confederation Of British Industry states (1). 

"The company being an artificial creation of law owing its existence 

to the will of the community, it is the duty of Parliament to ensure, 

so far as possible, that the operations of companies do not conflict 

with the public interest ............ That is the starting point for 

consideration of the obligations of a company to society at large 

but it is far fromýbeing, the end of the matter ............... 
I 

"A company should behave like a good citizen in business. The law 

does not (and cannot) contain or prescribe the whole duty of a 

citizen. A good citizen takes account of the interests of others 

besides himself, and tries to exerc. ise an informed and imaginative 

-ethical judgement in deciding what he should and should not do. 

This, it is suggested, is how companies should seek to behave". - 

sati: sfaction of the needs and interests of st 

. 

akeholders are not 

ends in themselves. Nor do I believe, as some would have me 

ýelieve, that there is an irrei: oncilable conflict between them.. 

Naturally, some conflicts of interest will exist in the short-term 

but these will often be no greater than the conflict bet-dean needs 

within a single stakeholder group. As an example, one could point 

Iýo d-mandc frc= 
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employees for higher pay and greater particiaption in decision-making 

since, in'týe short-term, participation often has a price. that must be 

paid in terms of increased costs gr reduced efficiency. But, in the 

long-term, interests merge and the fundamental skill of management 

is in the consýant adjustment of the investmant mix to satisfyall the 

stakeholders. P 

3. The measurement or reward for the successful achievement of business' 

goal is profit. There are now some very real questions concerning the 

. adequacy of this measurement. These*are discussed in detail in 

Part 4 on Social Audit. However, we believe that the principal problem 

lies in using ýhe short-term profits as a yardstick. If the objective 

is long-term, I am convinced that there is still no better measurement 

of how well a business has satisfied the needs and interests of its 

stakeho. Lders. Nor is it likely that any other measurement will be 

developed and agreed in the foreseeable future. 

Within this framework, profit is a. neutral and inert term, a measurement 

a nd nothing more. "Profit is a surplus fund that remains after all 

proper commitments have been met. It is neither 4 magic word nor a dirty 

ne but should be regarded (over the long- term as the principal yard- 

st: ick by which to judge the success or failure of a company". (2) 
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It is a matter of concern that many people outside (and) even 

some withini) are attacking the notion of profit and that so 

many are willing to bite, or even cut off, the hand that 

feeds them. For without business making a profit, (or even 

a surplus - for they are one and the same), there is no money 

for growth, investment or taxes. 

But profit is'only a necessary consequent to the successful pursuit 

of the major rolt of business and is not an end in itself. 

Although this analysis is neither new nor original, I thoughtý 

it worthy of repetition, particularly in the current climate of 

confusion and concern over the-profit motive. 

Corporate Strategy, Marketing and Control 

The essence of the business case for public and social affairs is, as I 

h. ave mentioned, to place this*new activityi, firmly within ihe mainstream 

of the business by relating it directly to corporate qýtrategy and marketing. 

In analysing the marketing process, there are of course numerous definitions. 

-One of the best is included in a booklet produced by the Confederation of 

Britiýh'lndustry as far back as 1968 (3) and uses as its base the ovýrall 

objective of business discussed earliei in this chapter. The booklet, 

entitled 'Marketing - the Concept and Application', supports the basic 

proposition that 'the essential role of industry and commerce. is designel 

to meet needs' and explains that tnis should be seen 
ýs 

a service 

to the community as a whole. "Marketing", it states, "is the key 

to the profitable performance of this role. " 
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The document continues, "the philosophy of marketing is a concept of 

business management which focuses the activities of all departments 

on the needs of the customer and organises the total resources of the 

company to the difficult task of identifying and satisfying. th; se needs 

profitably. It stems from the recognition of the fact that business 

can only survive by providing profiiably the goods or services which the 

customers want to. buy. " 

Another, more recent, definition of marketing comes in an article by 

Professor Gordon Wills of Cranfield Institute of Technology entitled 

"Marketing's Social-Dilemma", Professor Wills suggests that.... 

"marketing is a social process. It brings goods and services to the 

market place where you and I can purchase them at prices which encourage' 

-the producer to carry on making them, and which you and I can afford. " 

"Neither marketing nor company profit", Wills continues, "must be elevated 
to the status of ends in themselves. Marketing's cardinal error over 

the past fifteen years ............ has beezi that it has allowed itself'to 

be perceived not as a tool of economic growth, but as the tool of material- 
ism. in society .......... 11. "The efficacy and worth of marketing must be 

judged by what it does for society as a whole and not s imply in some 

traditionally segrated parts of that society* ......... 

Th'6re is a clear, implicatýon in these'quotations. It is that, in focusing 

on the needs, of the customer, marketing must look not just at the product 

needs, but at., all the constraints and opportunities which may impact the 

growth and, success of the customer and society as a-whole. The customer 

and supplier stand or fall together and both, in turn, are dependent on 

the health of the total society. Both customer and supplier must be 

concerned with more than the-product itself. They must help to create 

a total climate in which the product can be developed and used'in'whiahýit 

is able to serve an acceptable purpose. Marketing, in this sense, must 

obviously mean much more tha; selling. 

I 
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Sound corporate strategy and marketing practice in particular are concerned 

with trying to control, so far, as possible, the variables that affect an 

organisation's ability to do business. In reducing business risk, these 

functions do something to ensure survival against. the forces not only of 

competition-but of all change. It is self evident that thd, best way to 

reduce risk is to increase control and thit the best way to ensure 

survival in the presence of changý is to understand and, if possible, 

control the forces of change.. 

P 
To quote the CBIA. yet again, "in the tough world marketing of today, no 

foýward looking company can remain in control of its future ýnless it adopts 

and applies the marketing concept. " The message of the marketing concept 

is clear: in order th4t a company can survive and succeed, it must invest 

its resources in such a way as to maximise control over its own future 

destiny., 

Control is the central theme in a marketing effort that is total and not 
just confined to the efforts of sales aný sales development. The same 

applies to other elements of corporate strategy. Nor is it other than 

obvious that many organisations arý, to an-increasing-degree, losing any 

element of__control which they may have once had. The theme of this chapter, 

therefore, is that there is a need now to look anew at all resources within 

a company, reallocating these where necessary, so that the company may 
dontinue to achieve its. long-term purpose. The activities of public and 

social affairs are an integral pari of this new allocation and a means 

by which the business organisation can continue. to be effective and 

pýofitable. 

Ex; ernal factors have always had an impact on the ability of the company 

to do business. In the past, however, these have tended to be particular 

to individual companies and have biýen amenable to somi measure of influence 

or control. What is important now is that a whole set qf new factors has 

N 
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has emerged, many within the overlap area of the third circle, which 

are having an increasing and often dominant effect. 

Three such factors stand out in importance -as, one examines the common 

interest in the overlap area. 

The chanqing nature of the market place 

The first, factor is the size and nature of the market place itself. 

The rapid shift of demand in western industrialised economies from 

private goods and services to so called, public goods and servi 
- 
ces is 

well documented and requires no further evidence here. In nea 
ýly 

all 

industrialised economies, it is often left to government, acting as 

procuring agents, to meet most of the demýnd for such public goods and 

services. A new relationship has developed between government and the 

manufacturer, sometimes adding to but often replacing the earlier 

relationship between manufacturer and the customer. Thus the incr6ased 

demand for public goods and services now finds government acting as the 

agent for the suppliers on behalf of society. In our scheme,. the. 

g9vernment third circle is growing fast. 

in addition, for a wide ringe of these goods and services, government has 

become increasingly involved not only as the agent but also as the direct 

supplier and, with the explosion in demand for education, health, housing, 

I 
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transport, 6tc, one has witnessed an equivalent extension*i*n direct 

supply by government and its agencies, not'only in absolute terms 
but calculated as a proportion of total production. 

In some countries, government. has expanded still further with direct 

i4volvement in what has traditionally been the province of 
& 

private 

sector. Although the precise patterns and proportions of direct 

government involvement vary from country to country, one characteristic 
is common to all. The government share of the total cake is ircreasing 

and increasing rapidly. 

'Partnership or else ....... 

There are two impýi. c. ations. The fiist is that it must be in the interests 

of1business to, find somb way of participating in partnership with'other 

sectors in the production and distribution of goods and services in the 

third circle. OtherwiSe, with the decline in the role of private goods 

nd services in the economic activity of society, business will have to 

esign itself to a decreasing part of the whole. And, in some countries; 

týe rate of decrease is as much as half to one percent per annum. 

The implication, is that it, is also in. the interests of government that 

3ý'U(Ih ct pax tnership. should exist. In mWern mixed economies, a strong 

private sector is essential not only. to busines; but also to government,. 
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whether or not it knows it or admits it. The way has to be found for the 

two to work together in the third circle. The alternative is an assumption 

of even greater government powers to be financed by personal and corporate 

taxation. Yet, not only can a point be reAched where taxation itself may 

produce diminishing returns, but the assumption of administrative burdens 

by the State, without the help of the management skills which still reside 

largely in the private sector, is unlikely to'be productiv6. 

And so a new partnership between business and the public sector is crucial. 

This will never, however, be achieved by spurious planning agreements based 

on a-doctrine of greater direct state intervention and clouded by an - 

atmosphere of hostility and mistrust. But, in many countries, when govern- 

ment and business understand each others' roles, planning agreements can 

and do work and are invaluable to a harmonious partnership. T he conditions 

for this partnership are to happen are first, that government uses and works 

with business and respects it and, second, that business, on its side, does 

not reject its corporate responsibility nor depart from the value system of 
the community it ultimately serves, thereby making its presenca in'its 

existing form unacceptable to society. 

Exr)lcsion of Krowledqe 

The second, important factor which affects business along with other 

sections of society, is, the generation of knowledge. The information 

explosion continues and knowledge is being geneiated, for the most part 

independently, by government, business and the academic world. The result 

is waste and duplication of effort. Yet muchlof what is generated is not 

proprietary and, to a great extent, each section of the community is 

dependent on the knowledge generated by others. If these different 

institutions fail to býcome involved with each other in this'prccess, 

and thereby to establish some common data base, then there is a danger of 

their becoming starved of the information they nead and thus of contributing 

to the collapse of the society in --rhich they operate. 
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Again, therefore, a new partnership is'required; one that recognises 

the interdependence between all sectors in society. 

Changed Value Systems 

The third factor, which has been touched on in the historical iýeview 

of the first chapter, is that the value systems, and thus in particular 

the expectancy from busi. ness, have changed. There is a demand for 

quality rather than just quantityp for technology to work in the service- 

of mankind and for large organisations to be socially useful and publicly 

accountable. Because business operates within the value systen, of the 

time, its activities must reflect the goals of more than just its own 

section of society. 

So there are compelling reasons for business, together with other influential 

streams'in national life, to be in harmony and in partnership.. 

it is significant that at events of major importance such as, for example, 

the recent 
'i, 

United Nations*Conference on the Envi; onment in Stockholm, 

whereas there was general agreement that intergovernmental action is needed 

to solve the problems facing mankind, there was little or no mention of the 

positive part that business can and must play if practical, effective and 

timely solutions are to be reached. Although business may be pilloried for- 

the adveiqe ýffect it is thought to have upon the environment, the invitation 

to join with governments and other institutions in a new and necessary 

partnership does not appear 
ýo 

be forthcoming. 

1972 
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The Marketing Cycle 

These three trends, namely, the shift to the public sector, the unprecedented 

generation of knowledge and the change in value systems, are all part of a 

new situation facing business. This situation tntroduces a set of. variables 

into the business equation whi'Ch have a fundamental effect on business but 

which have, traditionally, been given low, if any, priority by I? usiness 

management and have been classified as matters outside its control. 

Indeed, one cannot help but notice the number of times that company chairman 
have used the following or similar words in their annual r ep - orts of-recent 

years: 'This has been a difficult trading year; we have been unable to 

achieve ....... due to circumstances beyond our control'. 

It is useful to explore just what a chairman means by these words and 

whether his declared inability to do something about variables vital to 

his business. is in fact valid. What I wish to demonstrate, and this is 

the fundamental contention of my thesis, is that not only is it possible 

for*business to make intelligent efforts if not to control, then at least 

to influence, many of these new variablesi it is Also essential that business 

do so if its basic objectives are to be met in the future. 
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The essence of my business case for public and social affairs ts 

described in týe Business Model shown in Figure 4. The ModeT ýurmmarises, 

in simple form, the five stages in týe Marketing Cycle of any cempany 

and the external and internal influencing factors which constitute the 

inputs to each of these stages. 

The basic Model is equally relevant to all companies, large and small, 

national and international, except that,. for nationalised firms and certain 

privately-owned firms, siage five (the share price level) is not usually 

pppplicable.. What distinguishes various types and sizes of company is the 

nature, priority and intensity of the various external, influencing factors. 

Returning to Figure 4, however, the assumption is that management is 

interested in profits, profitability and share price and that it wishes 

to achieve, over the long-term, a sustkned optimisation of these traditional 

variables. I-repeat that7this ihterest in profit optimisation is cieated 

by management's desire to measure its success in meeting the basic objective 

of satisfying community needs. In this sense, profit is a neutral term, 

neither good'nor bad, and simply a measure of sustaiýed effectiveness. 

r--w 
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Stages 1 to 5 are the steps in the Marketing Cycle required to achieve 

this optimisation. 

First, in stage 1, before anything can happen, it is ýbviously 
necessary 

that there exists a healthy total demand for týe goods and services supplied 

by business as a whole and notýjust a particular company or industry. This 

I have called 'business demand'. 

Within this, comes ihe next stage, stage 2. This is the creation of what 
I have called 'industry demand' and this denotes the overall demand for 

goods and services supplied by a particular industry, such as computers, 

, energy, aviation or textiles. 

The creation of total industry demand allows individual companies to 

compete for a share of this total in stage 3 and this represents the 

creation of what'l have called 'company demand'. 

Company demand is reflectýd in sales. and thus in revenue and the exercise of 

sound management enables the company to generate profits through the minimisatio: 

of costs. This constitutes stage 4. 

Finally, in stage 5, we'see that ýhe level ot profits, together with 

declared dividends, is one of the factors influencing the company's share 

price. 
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There is nothing new in this. it represents the classical course of the 

Marketing Cycle. What is new is the strength of the external factors 

influencing stages 1 and 5 and that-management, concentrating in the main 

on stages 2,3 and 4, has been caught off-balance by these new forces. 

p 

Revenue minus costs equals profits 

If we look at each stage in the cycle in what has traditionally been the 

order of management priority, we start with stage 4. We see that management 
in concerned with optimising the use of internal resources, human and 
material, to convert company demand into sales and revenue and, through 

greater efficiency and cost reductions, to increase profits. 

Company demand 

The next step is that, in moving from stage 4 to stage 3, management 

exercises a traditional concern with external factors. It has always 

ha 

Cý 

to do this and successful managements have chanýed their responses 

ac 9rding to changes in external circumstances. The image that the 

company is able to project to its customers often determines the degree 

to, ýwhich its products and services, as opposed to those of a compeLtitor, 

are expressed. Management will show an interest in certain kinds of 

education because it needs recruits. It will avoid alienating external 

groups and will take steps in word and deed to represent the company as 

a good, humane, ettiýient and reponsible organisation; as a leader in its 

field and a worthy object of approval. ' Such activities are of. course 

necessary and wholly legitimate and come under many headings including 

sales promotion and public relations. 
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Response to Change, 

When a new external constraint or opportunity comes along, good management 

-anticipates the change and responds early. Less good management merely 

responds; often late. But response it is. It may be through research 

and development if the competition advances it own product tecýnology. 

or it may be through a change in prices if the market so demands. 

'Recently, the effect that selective government policies have had on 

-certain individual companies have caused the management of those companies 

to Invest significantly in new activities such as parliamentary and EEC 

monitoring and government liaison. 

7'he reason for this. investment, as witih other examples, was the impact of 

a new variable which reqxAred a fiew allocation of resources. At aný 

time, corporate management will organise the company and allocate resources 

in priority order to those. factors which are perceived as most likely to 

have the greatest influence on the ability of the c8mpany to achieve its 

objectives. Changes in organisation and the allocation of resources then 

take place either when priorities change or when new factors core into 

existence. This balancing and allocation to change is the essence_of the 

decision-making process in the Marketing Cycle. 

I 

.v 
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Industry demand 

Returning once more to the BusIness Model in Figure 4, the need for 

companies to influence, not only company demand, but also indus. ýry demand, 

has long been recognised. External factors, such as the size of the total 

market, the state of the industry technology and customer awareness and 

acceptance of the industry product ar. e all factors which are being addressed 
by enlightened management in the application of what has come to be known 

as the 'marketing concept'. The history of computer development in the 
1960s provides a classic example in which IBM's research, development 

and marketing created the demand not just for IBM products but, equally 

significantly, for all computers. 

In stage two, management will often find occasions when it is advantageous 
to join with competitors in the same industry, subject of course to the 

limitations of anti-trust and monopoly legislation, to promote the image of 
the industry as a whole. Trade fairs, joint statements, combined advertising 

of. an educational nature, government representation through industrial bodies 

all come under this heading. Given the climate that is friendly to the 

industry, it is then possible to compete within it. 

.t 
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As in stage 3 good management will change. its organisation and allocation 

of resources to meet the demands of the external factors in stage :L as 

those demands themselves change. 

Again, there is nothing new in this process. It lies at the Viery heart 

of decision-making. 

Share Price 

The next focus of management's attention is on the share price and this 

is represented by stage 5 in the Business Model. Here we see that the 

traditional management response has been to try and optimise this variable 

by doing'as. well as possible at stages 2,3 and 4. 

. 
Business demand 

Lct 
. 
me summarise at this point. Vanagement has traditionally focuseý its 

time, priorities, efforts and resources on stages 2,3 and 4 in the Model. 

There is now another level of interest and essential activity that. 

has become urgent and ivihich re. -resents a nc,,., factor in mark-eting decision- 

making in its broadest sense. 

The very best internal management, directed only at stages 2,3 and 4 
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demand at stage 1 is not healthy. And it is my contcntion that it is 

to stage 1 fac. tors that business now has to turn its attention: 

The external pressures and variables at this leirel are outside th6 historic 

experience and competence of 
ýusiness 

management. They are'factors like 

government policies, activities of minority. and pressure groups., the 

quality and quantity of education, industrial unrest of a political nature, 

urban and ecological problems and many others. These factors, discussed 

in detail in Chapter 6, are the ingredients of the climate in which business 

has to operate today. These are the variables which inake or mar the whole 

marketing cycle and, increasingly, determine share price levels. ' If the 

-climate for business is wrong, then each subsequent stage obviously suffers. 

if the ship sinks, all sink. The societal problems of the country therefore 

become the relevant issues facing business. 

Need to review the investment mix 

If these new pressures ar6 the key to business success or failure, then the 

investment of business resources and the applicatiorT of management techniques 

to help solve some of these broad environmental. problems is a straightforward 
business proposition in the interests of all stakeholders. Long-term, the 

interests of all parts of the community must coincide. Investment'in society 
is therefore no matter simply of conscience. it implies an alteration of the 
investment mix to cater for new variables. In a sense, this investment can be 

equated with that which is made in research and development or in good personnel,: 

.k 
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1. i 

policies. Although these other investments often require an initial act 

of faith, it can be seen retrospectively that firms that have*failed to 

invest in thcse areas have ceased to be profitable. The trouble is that 

this realisation usually comes too late. It is_, my' belief that failure to 

invest in the solution of societal problems, wýill,, long-term, contribute 

to the ineffectiveness of busýness organisations. Why? Because the fabric 

of society on which business, as well as all other sectors, depends will 

have itself failed. 

Features of stage 1 response 

There are, however, certain important distinctions to be made 

between the three stages, 2,3 and 4 and stage 1. These are discussed 

in some more detail in chapter 5. It is, however, worthwhile to outline 

the principle differences at this point. At stages 2,3 and 4, business 

defines'the problem and determines what it is going to do about it. It 

will either 'go it alone' or act in consort with other business partners, 

generally from its own field of activity. it will charge its activities 

to marketing expenses. And, if it iý unsuccessful, someone will know the 

reason why! 

At stage 1, however, ther e are elected statutory authorities who have 

a mandate to. look after socie'ty's problems. 
. 

It is therefore they, --aný 

not business, that must define problems and control solutions. Business 

may help in the definition but it has no mandate whatsoever to act outside 
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its own areas of jurisdiction. At this stage, too, the problems ý4ill 

tend to be too complex to be amenable to solution by any one gyoup of 

people. Partners from other sections of the. community will. 'normally 

be essential. Business investment in stage 1 should b3 considered according 

to criteria similar to those for any other long-term investment that is made 

to protect the future, rather than as marketin4 expenses. Finally, though 

failure in any endeavour may'not be attributable to the refusal of any 

one. firm to become involved, that firm and all others will be vulnerable. 

Dread on the waters does not return only to those that cast it. 

In terms of the classification of social responsibility spelled out in 

chapter 3, activities in stages 2,3 and 4 correspond to the first two levels 

of responsibility and activities in stage 1, correspond to level 3 and therefor 
i 

fall within the 'third circle'. 
I 

A newallocation of resources 

The pressures will tend to vary according to the scale of firm's operations, 

t ough the penalty of failing to meet these pressur. es will be paid by all. 

Th. important, thing in the reasoning process at stage-I of my- Model is to 

stait with the community, rather than the corporate, need. The question 

-is not 'what are the constraints that affect my own company's operations 

or. those of my industry? ' even though, at other levels, this question 

must certainly still be asked. Instead, we must ask, 'what are the 

problems that are going to affect the community in which I live and 

N 
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on which my company depends for its'long-term future, and what skills 

and resources can I offer into the pool? '. 

The effect of this second question will be to reallocate resources. As I 

have said, the organisation of a company and its resources will reflect the 

priority order of all those factors that, at any given time, are perceived to 

have the greatest influence on its long-term objectives. When now variables 

come into existence and priorities change, this allocation i. s amended. Whelj'ier, 

to invest in societal problem-solving or not is part of the risk-management 

process. The decision tree which relates to this process is shown in a similar 

context in chapter 6 on page 6.6. 

When a company is small and particularly in an industry of high demand, 

it may grow quickly and profitably, looking only to its own competitive positio-11 

and internal control system whichout too much concern with industry or business, 

demand. As it grows, new. constraints-emerge and so new programmes are developeo 

and resources allocated in order. to reduce the pressures. ' As long as the 

total industry demand continues to 4row, the individual company will grow 

also, even in the face of constraints. But industry demand presupposes a 

healthy business demand and what is happening now is that it is the growth 

of business demand itself that has become the main constraining force. This 

is not because companies. have become large and some saturation point has been 

reached but because of the now variables described in stage 1. 

As we have seen in stages 2,3 and 4, the traditional-way of facing the 

problems created by external variables has been through new developments 

in technology, the creation of new products and the wider acceptance of 

a company's products and services. Vie new problem is the strength and 
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intensity of factors which these traditional responses do not and cannot 

address. It is these new pressures which belong to stage l. which determine 

the'ability to generate business demand and to increase*shaie price levels. 

These are external pressures which have nominally nothing to do with the 

company in any direct sense. 

So I see new priorities being set at all stages. The efficiency of 

corporate management and its ability to minimise costs, although still 

essential, have a declining effect on the total situation. Likewise, 

the traditional attention paid to industrial technology, customer 

sophistication and image is evidently inadequate to control *the 
'influences on company share price and industry demand. The question that 

no-w has to be asked is whether corporate management accepts that there 

are forces which it has no prospect of controlling or influencing or 

whether it can reasonably attempt to control the destiny of its company 

and the environment in which it exists even in the face of these new 

constraints. 

Self determination or abdication? 

As the parameters of the marketing process move to include matters which 

affect society as a whole, we see that what I term 'third circle' social 

responsibility is not a drain upon nor an alternative to profit. 16stead, 

we find that the long term profit-making potential of every individual 

company and of free enterprise as a whole, and indeed their. vary survival, 

will be jeopardised unless all companies substitute their token handouts, 

often made from muddled motives, for heavy investments in public and social 

affairs. 
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These are investments in the future. Short-term, there may. be conflicts 

in priorities, but such is the case with other investments. Long-term, 

we already have the precedent of fiims which have invested in, for example, 

education and retraining programmes or sound personnel policies and which 

have demonstrated themselves to be more profitalke and useful than those who 

omitted to do this. The corporate strategic plan is the authority for the 

new-investment. The question, once more, that is paramount is-whether 

management wishes to manage the destiny of Its company or whether it 

resigns itself to depending, increasingly, on the whims of outside forces. 
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Notes 

(1) "The Responsibility of the British Public Company", Final Report of 

the Company Affairs Committee, Confederation of British Industry, 

September, 1973 

(2) Ibid. 
(3) "Marketing - the Concept and Application", CBI, 1968 



CHAPTER 5 

THE IMPLICATIONS OF CORPORATE INVOLVEINENT IN PUBUC MD SOCIAL AFI. 

To ask whether management . -iishes to control its dcstiny is 
one question. To ask whether it should ot can are others. 

On the face of it, it might seem that the preceding C113P'Lers 
advocate a course of action whereby th. usinoss intrudes' LIP011 
the traditional precincts of -government. This, though, is not 
the case nor should it be. A partncrship with the public 
or voluntary sector does not imply direct-control of'those- 
areas which elected rebresentatives have b&en chosen to 
manage, even if, in some cases, an intelligent pirt. nership 
might effectively slo,., i down the erosion of the private by the 
public sector. 

Business and the Statutory Authorities 

It is only by ensuring that the public and social affairs progr3, -:,: -:! S 
in which industry is involved remain under the control of 
the statutory or professional bodies conccrncd can the needs 
of a total society, rather than of just an interested part. 
of it, be reflected. But the alter-native, to those who stiil 
persist in saying that the only concern of business is to make 
a profit through. its traditional activities. has already been 
discussed. To repeat, it is that, through increased taxation 

and the grawth of ýureaucratic 
control, all these areas where 

interests overlap will be fully taken over by government wi 11 -h , 
perhaps, still some support from voluntary organisations, to 
the total exclusion of business. 

Having demonstrated the need for business invol /e. ment in public 
and social affairs, what are the rules? The fi, -st and most 
inoortant rule is that business does not by itself define 

social problems nor control their solut 1. -i on. It responds to 
them with the particular expertise that it may have. Business, 

in this area, is not a substituto for govem, '. 2n t' t piamning; 
rather is it an extension arm to iovernment in total 
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comunity- planning. 

The contribAion of business is two-fold. It has resources 
and managem--nt skills. Both of these are in short supply in 

comparison with the total or tasks to be undertaken. The 

evolution tudards some new form of social enterprise simply 
implies a harnessing of total resources to solve total problems 

and no. encroachment whatsoever on the preserves of elected 

povier or profcssic. -lal skill. 

Implications of Social Involvement 

Whether busiross can control its environment also needs 
exploring and I am talking here about a, sphere of activity 
that is beyond the normal, competitive activities of 
business organisations. 

The majority of functions traditionally carried out by a 

company are undertaken to give that company some competitive 

advantage. Thus the development of a new technologywill_ 

not only increase industry demand for a product but will give 
the company a competitive edge in its exploitation of, coinpany 

-roduction of improved personnel demand. Similarly, the in'. 

progranmies will improve industrial relations and increase 

motivation, thereby improving, it is hoped, the profitability 

and competitive position of the company. 

Public and Social Affairs programmes, on the other hand, are 

not designed to improve a single Company's competitive position. 
Instead, they seek to make improvements in the total envilronment 

which. will be of benefit to all; to government, consumers, 

other industries, employees and even conilpetitors. Such 

prograrmnes start with society's and not the coir. pany's 

priorities and, as such, are essentially longer term in their 

nature. They are bread cast on the waters that will surely 

re tu rn. 

The implicatiol, or this Js the need for a cooper'Itive effol-t ".! ith 

all groups in the interests of all groups. The aligmmznt of 

effort will tend to follo-vi the alignmcnit of companies of 
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similar. scale because the variables affecting. any particular 
business will normally differ according to the scale of its 

operations. This attitude demands a change of management 
thinking that would alloa, for example, BP, Shell and Esso, or 
Unilever and Procter and Gairble or IBM and. ICL to work jointly 

on certain projects. It is significant that in Britain 

nearly all these firms navi support the Action Resource Cent)-e, the 

work of which is described in Chapter 21. ThLIS, in addition to 

developing a whole new series of relationships between the 

private and public sectors, there is the requirement to forge 

new indust, rj to industry Pnd ccirpany to company links. 

This has implications got only for business thinking but also 
for government. For exarnple, in the United Sfates., Anti-Trust 

legislation still inhibits certain joint initiatives in 'the 

public and social affairs sector. 

Let me repeat that many of those opposed to free enterprise 

arqu-- on the grounds of tile need for greater coiamunity, control j 
over tile resources and acLivities of private companies. 
Publ ic and Soci a] af fai rs programmes , 

in the way that this thesi s 

defines them., present such an opportunity, but in a manner 

wthich preserves the contribution that free enterprise can 

uniquely provide. 

The real danger in this work 1- ies in companies 

seeing it as their job to solve social problems by themselves. 

Prograinmes entered. into with this motivation are likely to 

reflect the values of corporate managemeent rather than of 
democratically elected gover-nment and the cormunity as a whole. 

Ibreover, they usually go wrong. Progra, =es -carried out in 

the way suggested in this thesis ensure that the corporate 
ihvolvement in'social problei,, is remains under the control of 
the community, thereby reflecting social rather than corporate 

values. 

The Feasibility of Business Effort 

Accepting that industq can and should, anyhc; a in theory, býcome 

involved in public and social affairs, and on the partnership 
basis described, what theq is the scale o0cammitmont that is 
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feasi ble. What can even a group of industrie& do to touch the 

mant-noth problem facing society? Is it reasonable to think that 

problems so universal as the international economic outlook and 
international confidence can'be tackled? 

There are four points here to be considered. The first is that 
these broad problems tend to be the sun. of a number of individual 

ones wfiich, when broken down, may not seem' so formidab .IC. 
The second is that the effect of such i'ndust'rial involveme I nt 
will be slow and long-term but, if it is like water dripping 

on a stone, then some water is better than none: The third is 
that some action is anyhow better than, none if it helps to reduce, 
if not totally solve, problems. The fourth concerns risk- 
management where the question is, "Can business afford not to 
invest? " 

The later chapters on programmes indicate ways in which a 
comparatively small investment can prin-, the pump for wider 
action and bring about fundamental changes in thinking. It is 

the quality of imagination, rather than massive time and funds, 

that leads to the breaking of new ground. Nlavertheless, + Vi e 
following figures, taken as an example from the UK, indicate 

the resources that would be available from ev.,, n a modest 
investment by business in the social fabric of the nation. 

10,000 skilled managers and pr6fessionals 
working 5% of their time on p. ublic & social 
affairs = 500 skilled man years 

1% of the turnover of The Times 1000 top UK 

companies (1973-74) (1) E770 million 
(over half of thic .SU, *. I 
is to be found in the i- 
100) 

These resources, thoucgh not large compared with governw. 2nit, 
budgets, can, through judicious use, make a major contribution 
to the effectiveness with which the total resources are applied 
to the solution of problems. 

i: ti Is -. 
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not so unreasonable as at first sight. There is no sugge'stion 
that all problems, or any, can be solved overnight. The 
suggestion is only that the principle of these new part sh 1-ner I ips 

should be tried out in small , controlled bxperfi-i-, ents in order 
to see wheflier the thinking is valid and a basis for wider 
action. My. - van conclusion is that Ccllective action tiy business 
is not as unrcasonable as would seem at first sight.: Evidence 
from projects in which I have been involved, as described in Section I, 

and others firmly support this conclusion. 

.I 
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THE RIIST14ESS ENVIRONINErrr 

CHAPTER 6 

THE 13ACKCLOTII - UNDERLYTNG TRENDS 

In order to understand the possible rolc of business in 
the modern- world, it is useful to be &. -iare of tfie- groundsvIall 

.C VIOM2S of this period.. Why? Because the 101^tui1&S Of 
business and the community are intertwined and. bccause pi-61'ems 
are total , not secti onal , in thoi ri mpl i cati ons .- 

The bacl-, cloth to today's scene is varied and disturbing. 
Any single aspect of this backcloth would be iaipressive by 
itself: together, there is a total picture that has bUt 
few parallels in history. Neverthcless, the business 

executive who fails to think in these total tarias is not 
preparing Hinsel f for, the discharge of his ne-w and wider 
responsibilities. 

When recruiters for a finn are blackballed in universi'Cies; 
filien offices are occupied by militant feminists who ti-elieve 
that promotion is only going tcy inales; when the gardens ol,,,. 
executives in a packaging firm are littered with ncn- 
returnable bottles; when the ýuildinqs of organisations accused 
-of. condoning apartheid in South Africa or political prisoners 
in Brazil are picketed, or when an outcry is evoked byýa 

mining company's intention to bore in a beauty spot, then 
business is, to say the least of it, interested. 

If the flora of high quality rocruits dries- Lip; if the 'air: r, of 
govcrnment and industry diver, ge to the extent that legislation, 
inimical to business, is passed; if the failure to assess 4its 

lu! ý.,, r, -suits in the boycott o. - a iHrm or 
if the Prodict -i, -jn. - of crowgists arc- realised e,, ci part-, ally, 
then it is too late even to be ; ateres,. ed. 
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The atti tUdqs of young people, the conduct of inýfustrial 

policies, the conservation of natural resources, the political 

aspirations of the developing countries or the kind of education 
we are giving to a new generation in a world of change - all 
these are factors which colour the environ. m, 3nt in which business 

operates and which help determine whether this operation is 

successful or otherviise. To say these are matters of doncern 

to the businessman is to underline the obvious. 

The follo, ýing paragraphs constitute a summary which touches on 
some of the social, political and economic trends in sufficient 
depth only to point tý areas where businessmcn can usefully 
turn their attention. Much has already been written on-each 
of these trends and an indication of this is given in the 

*bibliography. All that is said here may appear to be truisms but 

none the worse for. repeating, 

The Acceleration of Change 
I 

The overriding feature of today is not just that it is a time 

of change but the speed with which change is taking place. 
In earlier centuries, the milestones of history were suffici. ently 

spaced to. allow their effect to be assessed against a whole 

. value system. The acceptance of Arabic notation and the 

invention of the printing presý stood alone in their scale 

of importance. Today, the acceleration of change has reduced 
the possibility of assimilation. The graph of material 
discovery is, rising at an almost exponential rate -a rate not 

matched by those social institutions that, in theory, are 
designed to manage such change. The prqblem, therefore, is 

not the change itself, but what might be termed the "change 

gap 

If we take three important fields, namely, power, ' comriluni cations 

and knowledge, we can trace this acceleration over the last 

2000. years. Apart from certain fluctuations, the line of discovery 

would appear to be lairly stable. Then, about the middle of 
the eighteenth century, this line ascends sharply. The power 
of wind and muscle gives place, in quick succession, to 

mechanical, then electrical and then nuclear cnergy. The 
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dcvelofmont of -copriunications can be sncn , both in the time 
it now takes to cross the Atlantic and also in tile w2dia that 

unite the world. Arid knowledge, which is said to have received 
its first doubling in 1750, i. c, now by the same definiticn 
doubling every four and a half years. 

This acceleration can be correlated exactly with man's enhanced 
power to perform calculations. The computer, as it holps to 
solve new problems on the path of discovory, has becil a prim 
tool behind this acceleration. It is little wonder that those 

who were born into the relative serenitý before the First Wforld 
War or indeed those of. later generations, question not only 
their ability, but also their desire, to keep up. 

A6 Age of Technoloq, 
.Y 

I 

This is also an age of science and technology. Ignorance of 
science, like ignorance of the law, is no excuse. The potential 
of the new technological discoveries is obvious, either for 

good or bad. The problems of how to keep technology on tap 
instead of on top occupies the thoughts of many. Two important 

things should be borne in mind. The first is that it is still 
iSSLIP-S that confront us, even if we becomea confused by the tools 
that have been developed in this particular period. It i's no 
More necessary to have any profound kno-aledge of technology in 

order to understand the, issues -aris,. ing from i. t than it is to 

understand the human digestive system in order to appreciate 

the effects of over-eating. ' 

The second point to remember is that the ambivalent promise 

of technology reflects the ambivalence in the mind of the user. 
This is the real benefactor or culprit and the tiwý-., in which 
to close the gap between man's technical and moral evolution 
is probably too short'for comfort. 

So it is the job of eyery busines. ", man today to understand the 

potential of technology, to assess its effect and to ensure that 

1-^ 0 buCCOM. CS G. -I tap InSte6U- Of Oil -L P. 

Total "Revolution" 

There have been few puriods in history 
...,!! ich 113" Sccl such 
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convu 
' 
lsivu chatir- as thc present. Vhat is impoi: Lant N this and 

other such Omes when collective consciousness hias becri ill 

eruption is that, in their course, the "MVOIA1011" iS Oil the 
broadcst possible front. The Industrial Revoliution in Englind, 
for example, coincided with the social revolution in France, 

with the birth of the United States of Amorica and its com. litment 
to a new ideal, with the publication of Lavoisier's monLmoental 
book on chemistry and Adam Smith's "I-ýealth of Hationi" , with 
the-rise of. non-conformist thought and with artists like Goya 

and Pushkin going to prison for their revolutionary activities. 

Likewise, today, it is'impossible to separate the cybernetics 
revolution from the social revolution of rising expectations or 
from the challenge to traditional forms of art and behaviour or 
from' the seeking of new religious and emotionaTexperience. 
It is the total of established thought that is being overturn'ed 
and questioned and the problem is to know what to discard and 
what to retain from the old order. 

InIthe business world, maiiy of the accustomed clas'sifications and 

spheres of responsibility are less clearly defined. The structure 

of management itself is changing as the pyramid of authority - 
itself derived from the Roman legion's need to communicate by 

word of mouth - gives way to new concepts of'control. Today, 

the barriers between employer and enrployee should be disappearing 

as situations, rather than people, becoma- the dominating factor 

to which both employer and emoloyee must respond. 
I 

The speed with which what were thought to be unassailable 
facts are being questioned makes it tempting for b'utiness leaders 

to-retreat behind conservative thinking, rather than face the 
disruptions of change. Unless business acts on the premise that 
the radicalism of today ii tomorr(xi's conservatism, it will.. 
miss out on events. Radicali. sm is a continuing attitude: riot the 

achievement of a mon--nt. 

A Distribution Society 

The move 1- rom a manufacturing taaards a distribution, or set-vice 
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econoiqy is taking place. As this happcns, there are changes 
of pattern in the kinds of work that people do and thr-, cycle 

of the working week itself. Rapid developri: cnts have already 
taken place in the LISA and similar, though slaaer, trends can 
be expected, throughout Europe. 

With these changes come a need to reappraise existing attitudes 
towards work, leisure, education and the relationship between 
income and toil. The Puritan ethic of work is challengt-d and 
the division between work aný non-work, in which work often has 

to be endured and leisure is regarded as the time to. do what. one 

really wants to. do, becom-s blurred. 

The effect of shift working on +the provision of services at all 
hours;, the status of the artist and those who raise the quality 

of life; the. possibility of multiple job holding and a guaranteed 

minimum income; provisions for constant retraining and continuing 

education; early retirement and, above all, the way in which we 

-o adjust to a diffc, -Cnt relationship help a new generation 
between work, education, -leisure and service has to be worked 
out with business playing a key role. 

One of the effects of the new pattern could well be to free 

management to play a wider role in society and the dcsire for 

Inore junior employees that their business should be socially 

useful, as well as profitable, -will have to be met. 

The Ecological Crisis 

Much is heard about the ecological crisis that confronts the 

world The facts concerning the pollution of soil , sea and air-, 

the population explosion and the squandering of resources are 

wel 1 knuan. So too, are the figures relating to the social 

and economic inequities in the world in terms of health, wealth 
literacy and longevity. 

T 11 c- wo 11 a 00 
There are the p 
into the coilimon 
becoming unduly 

from, these facts teild to be pollarised. 

rophets of inninent doom and those who relapse 
hope that evegthing will workout without cur 

concerned. The issues arc confused becausee 
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of the' emotive effect of pictures like "1984" gn the one hand 

and, on the -other, the paucity of imaqination that resides in most 
people. To those who devote even a cursory glance at the world 
forecasts it might seem hard to escape the conclusion that we are 
moving towards some crisis or climax and that the critical point 
is not many years away. Yet the dimensions of the possible crisis 
are so daunting that there is a natural temptation to avoid looking 

at i, t. in any detail and, more import4nt, trying to aýoid it or 
minimise its consequences. 

Be that as it may, the equation for tht businessman should be 

si nip l e. He has four flternatives. (See Fig. 1). Either there 

will be a crisis in one of these areas or there will not. Either- 

he tries to do something about it or he does not. If there is no 
crisis and he takes no action, OK. If there is no crisis and he 
does something, then, still OK. If there is a crisis and fie does 

something: poss ibly OK. But if there is a crisis and he does 

nothing then he deserves what is coming! 

LI)- C -Tr co, ra 

I 
I 

1711 o j3 L 

Fi g. 1. 

Again it is sin-ply a question of risk-management. If there is a 
five'per cent possibility that there will be a crisis of some 

proportion, and if there is a reasonable possibility that business 

management might lessen or avert it, the choice of course must 
be obvious. Perhaps a decision-tree is just an elaborate way 

of arriving at a comnion sense decision? 

The Streans of Society 

it is not only the ecological threat that requires the coiibined 

efforts of all sections of the coimiunity. The problcoms of P,, odcv-n 

sociary are complex and the skills to solve thom are in short 
C, nI1, F 

. 
Thn rl i r. i 1 4j %! i rii r-mi Irv 
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apparent than in America, into its streams )f govcrr", n. cnt, birlinnss 

and the academic %-,, orld is wasteful and inerficient. The crodibility 
gaps contin6e; contact between governii-nt and industry tends 

to be on a pressure and complaint basis and thore is distrust 
between the academic and. business world. 

Yet tile ability of business to pursue its goals dcpends increas- 
ingly on the attitudes of government and their proposed. lcgislaticn 

and there are obvious areas of research that can be carried out 
usefully by universities on behalf of industry. In total 

community planning and local government, the contribution of 
business can be great in terms of management skills.. 

I 
P 

On .e 
single step which would have a great effect in Britain" would 

be the establishment of a joint Staff College in which young civil 

. servants, politicians , industrial managers and trade union officials 
could learn together and establish some common terins of experipnce 
and reference. Without such a step, the credibility gap will 
continue, cooperation will be denied and we shall all be the losers. 

This theme, of the need to bring together the strcams of society 
in the joint solution of problems, is repeated throughout this thesis. 

I 

Materialism and the Quality of Life 

A now and observable phenomenon and one that has wide implications 

might be termed the break up of materialism. 

The period prior to the 1914-i8 War was essentially a physical one. 
Material objectives were pursued with energy; wars were physical 
growth was in material terns. In other ways, Dan-M n saw man as 
som3thing less than man and the prodUCt'of a mechanical, evolutionary 
process. To Marx, the econony, was a self-regulating mechanism and 
Freud with his Id, Ego and Super-Ego s&a even t. tc human personality 
in terns of the gear wheels of the mind. 

Nm it is different. Wars are as mUch of ideas as of armies.. 

ri, cit-Mers begin to foilcm ciassifications of thought and 
professional ism as the 19th centUry lines of demarcation cru;, ý)Ilc. 
Therz, py is as wuch mental as physical and quaritum poysics have 
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demonstrated that the search for final substance in'matter is like 
thb seaých for a pitch black cat in a pitch blacý collar vilimi no cat 
is there. 

Certain effects are noticeable. The '60's were an ag3 of quantity: 
the '70's one of quality, at least in aspiration. Indeed, it is 

probably because of the achievements of the past decade that there 
is tinr-- and opportunity to reflect on quality. 

Articulate youth is perhaps particularly sensitive. They question 
whether the craft of organising life has somehow militated against 
the art of living. They are increasingly reluctant to join a society 
on terms dictated by technique and, enmeshed in the concrete jungle, 

conscious of its sights and smells and sounds, they seek to 

reconnect with nature to find themselves. So they opt out, drop out, 
or, worse, become resigned. Tile pursuit of material goals is less 
desirable; that which classifies and identifies the outward 
man is less important than being himself. Though tile search for new 
experience follows strange paths, be it drugs or esoteric 
religion, the lesson is plain. 

Businessmen need to be alive to this thinking and recognise the 

viewpoint of -those who feel determined that, even if the world did 

not begin with their generation, it is not going to cnd with it 

either. 

As we develop techniques for social accounting, it may be eaýier to 
demonstrate how one man's quantity gain is another's quality loss. 
The French Govemn-,. nt has included, for the first time, a Minister 

of the Quality of Life. Departments of -the ýnviron=nt in other 
countries also attempt to preserve the amenities of life. 
Without, however, the clear idea of a framework within which mankind 
is to move forward, such efforts remain unccoordinated and partly 
ineffective. 

The relevance to my thesis of these short paragraphs is simply that 

the resources of management and 'l-cchnology should he used Ito hide, 
instcad of spread, the ccncrctc junglo. Tho. possibility is fol- 

a new bill of Rights: the right to breathe fr, 2sh Or, to travel On 
uncongested ro3ds, to be educated, to be onself. Unless the efforts 
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of busincss and governimnt are seen to be directed to this end, 
the structures they represent will continue to bý a target for those 

who, in their naivete, still believe that value is more important 
than cost and quality than quantity. 

The Shrinking Vlorld_ 

In any-period, man's horizons have been largely dictated by his 

available means of communication. 11ýen communication was confined 
to physical transport, he could think reasonably in terms of city 

states or even nations. With the divorce Of COMMUtlipations from 

physical transport, it, is possible and necessary to think in nc,. -., 
dimensions. 

It is thus no longer *possible to separate the interests of one 

community from those of another. The slum at the end of the rich 

man's garden is u. nacceptable, not just on ethi'cal grounds but 

because it jeopardises the world's political and economic survival 

In the past, it was possible to have a civilisation surrýunded by an 
Indus or a Euphrates and it could rise and fall and its place be 

taken by another. Today there is no room, if our oan civilisation 
fails, for another to rise, like the Phoenix, from the ashes of the old. 

An understanding between business and government is essential if the 

problems inherent in the grawing gap betieen the irdustrial countries ancF' 
the Third World are to be-resolved. U Thant described this gap as 
"inore dangerous than the cold war". ' But we have the cold war too, 

and a new power relationship with the oil producing nations and the 

cries of the Palestinian Liberation Movement*to add to tile incendiary 
I ingredients of the times. 

in one country Business has to consider whether the matcrial pr, ofit 
is outweighed by a social loss elsewhere for, if the gap wiaens 
to critical proportions, then the environm3nr. in %,,, h,. ch business 

operates becomis a purely academic matter. 

N 

W. ý 
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The Multinýtional Corp'ýnjtion 

On the whole, those who have taken advantage of the net.., co! ni--,! jicati0ns 
are professionals, scientists and businossmen. They are prolOom 
oriented and thus tend to think horizontally across bOUndaries. 
Political, as opposed to technical, man still thinks vertically do-vin 
frontier lines. This is perhaps natural, since the nation state 
is sti. 11 the largest entity through which views can be expressed 
democratically by individuals. 

The prime expression of horizontal thiný,, ing is found in the 
multinational corporat, ions and there is some conflict between these 
representatives of a twentieth century communications system and 
those of a nineteenth century political system which is *a constraint 
on international effort. There is no political counterpoise as 
'yet to the multinational corporation with the result that two sides 
place the same game by different rules. Though the theoretical 
balance may be provided by such organisations as the United Nations 
and the EEC, these have as yet little real povier and authority. 

I 

There are many areas where international corporations and national 
governments can work constructively together and, with the facility 

of modern global communi cations, there is certainly a need that both 
should operate, mentally and physically, in the same dimensions. 

Conservation and Waste 

The 'throw-away" society is Under attack and the business responsibility 
in meeting this goes deeper than mere efforts to re-cycle waste. One 

way in which it can discharge this responsibility is to re-Irain from 

enco uraging, through advertising and tho. pressure of opinion, the kind 

of senseless profligacy that we witness today in the Western World. 

With a better understanding of social accounting, it may weil be found 

that the profit of one extra car is more than offset by the cost of 
using that amount more of the world's dwindling resources; that it 

mciv be more responsible to build carc 01,44- list for tt,., tCnt%P %, fCnre- -3-4 
run on the cheapest fuel and that iL is im, 'horal that, t1jr, ough 
encouragement to maintain an ever highrr standard of living, 40', ) of 
the world's resources are enjoyed by G', of its population. 
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One may we-111 ask whet. her the legitimate ncuds of the Third '. -. ýorld 
can be satisfied without sonic volunt *ary reduc4-ion in dc. nand, in Ihc 4. 
West, and what the future holds if this reduction does not take place. 
But, in business, waste i s everywhere. We see it as waste ine irp 1 oy co 
resources, raw materials, energy, in bure. aucratic deci si on making and, 
perhaps most clearly, in gocd-aill. This them is expandcd further 
in-Part IV. 

Inflation 

It must suffice here to mantion the rate of inflation that is hittirg 

a majority of countries in the industrial world and to drvv., attention 
P to three aspects that. fall within the context of this thesis. 

The first, which requires political courage to state, is that no 
longer can we expect tile industrial nations to grow at the expense 

of the Third World. A return, on those terms, to cheap ra-vi materials 

and basic commodities cannot be expecited. Nor is it desirable if 

vie believe that the gap between the rich and the poor nations is 

one of the more potentially lethal features of present life. One 

of the reasons, then, why rich countries may race a decline in*th, --ir 
standard of living is that the poor countries are growing richer. 

The second which is correlative to the first is that, since the 
Arab-Israeli War of October 1973, there has been a definite and 
irrevocable shift of power between the industrial and raw material 
producing countrie ' 

s. It is a shift of paier on a world scale and 
which is similar in essence to the new power and interest groups 
emerging within nations. 

The third is a factor of the growing intervention by government in 
business affairs. Government does not have tile constraints in 

obtaining money which'face business. Business cannot expand if 
tile banks have no money: government can and dca; print what it 

wants. The key questions is whether governm2nt h-as the self-control 
and sens e of responsibility to resist the short-term benefits this 

ability can bring in favour of a lonoor term N-turp whi(7h is 
je op a rdi ss e d. 
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At least one party politi. cal manifesto in'Britain has postulated 
a no-growth economy. This reflects an increasing qLICStioning as 
to whother growth, in the sense vie know it, can continuz. - at 
its pr&scnt rate. The record of compound gro-vith in the large 

corporations is a source of pride to their managements and 
satisfaction to their shareholders, but tile real income, 

even in those countries that share this industrial progress, 
has not risen in any comparable ratio. 

There are three stages cf growth. The first is the 'safety net'. 
Freedom from hunger and want must conL- beforc freedom to speak 
or be educated is meaningful. A basic level of material gra. -ith 
is legitimate. But this stage of growth is necessarily 
competitive because it concerns the sharing of finite resources. 

The second stage comes whcn this minimum, or not so miniMLIm, 
level is achieved and thcre is the opportunity to weigh the 

worth of quality against quantity. This , too, is a 
competitive state because interests conflict. One man's car 
offends another's desire for pure air! We see this conflict 
as the aspirations of the less privileged peoples become 

arti cul ated. 

Th third stage is when groath is redefined and is seen in terms 

of unfolding opportunity rather than material accretion. It 

concerns the breaking of shackles, the broadeni ng of hori zons , 
the removal of limitations. The grcath industries, in this 

sense, are education, communi cations, knowledge and leisure. 

At this stage, growth is no longer competitive because it is 

no longer based on finite resourccs. 
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Each-of these stages applies to different nations and different 

parts Oý the POPLINtion within those nations. But, for those 
living in tHe industrial world and, those managing its 1,, C-y 
enterprises, it is necessary that the third stagl- should be 
taken into consciousness as corporate cbjcctives and strategies 
are planned. 

ntc rdcpcnden ce 

This chapter started its list of backcloth factors with the 

acceleration of change which is precipitating events in every 
facet of contemporary life. It ends wd-h the suggestion that 
the theme for this period is interdependence. Despite the 

apparent fragmentation of life at one level , evidenced by 
the formation of social, cultural, nationai and political 
splinters, there is evidence, at another level of an 
inevitable cohesion. One person is dependent upon another, 
one sector of society on the next; nation upon nation. 
This essential unity is not new. What has altered is the 

nature of the dependence and also our realisation of its-importanca. 

We see this in every walk of life. The interdependence is 
technical, social, political, cultural and economic. 
Technically and socially, we live at a tire of single source 
supply. An electricity failure in New Yorik brough, t 'the Eastern 
seaboard of America to a standstill. Disrupticn by a handful 

of men can throw thousands out of work,. Politically, we 
experience an increasing degree of governny--nt intervention 
in the economy of the private sector. Sometimes this 

represents a reaction by government to the apparent, isolated 

selfishness of business; sometimes, as in the case of a 
company failure like that of the RB 2 11, affecting Rolls 
Royce arid the Lockheed Corpoi-ation, the international 

repercussions lead to government action. 
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The cul. tural interdependence of mapkind shows itself in 

simultaneous-expression, be it in terms of studlent 
behaviour or pop music, in different parts of the world. 
Economically, there is little need of further evidence with 
all that confronts us daily, of the fact that the world sinks 

or swims together. Tile feeling of ineqtiality, in turn, be it 

in groups of people or nations, can be as potent a source of 

conflict as any other. 

The businessman, th'erefore, can in no way escape the conse- 
qUences of living in an interdependent world. His need is to 

create a host of new rdlationships with groups, organisations 
and institutions which he had not considered seriously 
in the past. 

The Implications for Business 
I 

Each of the paragraphs in this chapter is simply a vignette. 
It deliberately avoids the expansion of the many theme's which 
have, for the most part, been treated in depth elsewhere. 
The purpose is simply to show the complexity of the world 
in which business operates today. Business survives because 

of society: it also helps to mould soCiety. The survival is 

dependent on the degree to which it works with, rather than 

apart from, the groundswell of the age. The moulding, if 

it is responsible, will help its survival. 

The manager today cannot afford to be ingrot-iing nor to operate 
in the business world alone. This would be doing an 
incomplete job. He would be failing in his declared 

responsibilities and would deserve any recriminations that 

were directed against him. fie needs therefore to think 

deeply about these matters and let the spectrum of 

contemporary events be part of his thinking in the day to 
day practice of business 'operations. 

The problem for him is havi to do it. How, 'in his busy life, 

when existing pressures take all his time, can the manager 

,v to analyse and turn his attention let alcne his enerr 

act in areas beyond his traditicnal coimpetz2nce. The way is 



CHAPTER 7 

FlIVIRONMEUTAt. ANALYSIS 

It has become a truism to say that the 'standard econoi-Mc 
forecast' is inadequate in planning the activitins of busincss 

and other institutions. Today, there is increasing zicccptance 
of the need to appraise the potential impact of trends aýid 

changes in the to*al environmentj that is, in the complex 

of the politi cal , social , aconomi c, technol ogi cal , ecol ogi cal 

and cultural environments and their interrelationships. 
p 

The issues for all our institutions and particularly for 
business in today's enviromil-M-1%. are many. Som3 of the key 

ones arid the sub-issues associated with them are listed in Table 3. 

I am- not' suggesting that every OY`Pnisation actually conducts 
its (YAn i-esearch into each of these issues. This, obviously, 
would not be feasible. Neither is it necessary. The re 
already eXiSt VOIUmes of information on must of the subjects 
we are concemcd with. 

But from a business point oF view, it is important to know 

bw these separate pir-ces oil infOrmation interrelalLe. 
Which inform. atic. r. - is likely to Ibe accurate? And, most 

-ic: i is the most relevant to thc important, ;.., hich informat 

needs of an individual organisation? 

It is often not difficult to proviýle general -and non- 

is .B ut , specific answers to these vital questior' L gcneralities 
Are pr ecisely what I am trying to get ataay from. Each 

company is unique. Each has its different objectives, 

problems and opportunities. What is needed, therefore, is 

a mechanism for channeling general information into a specific 
analysis for an individual organisation. 

To do this successfully, a conprchcnsliva monitor-';, g and 

cvallv, ý-", on systern is a priviary requiremi. t. Such a system 

must be capable o, ", first, picking out ind etnalysiog key 
r 
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trends and change, over a broad range of issues; second, 
drawi ng, -f rom general data, sped fici mpl i cati ons for 
individual organisations and, third, making information 

available to top management in a form useful to rapid 
decision-making. 

Until noa, most attempts have not been too successful. 
Inadc-quacy of sources, tile questionable authority of coirý-mant, 
and the length, frequency and format of reports have ali 
contributed to the problems enco*untered. 

This chapter proposes a mathod which overcomes many of these problems. 
The mý-Ahod, often described as environmental analysis consists of a 
number of steps. The first is the use of a series of netwo*rks of 
sources, experts and validators to generate information. The second 
is based on tile undertaking of a sensitivity analysis on tile faclors 

d., nl-.; i fi ed. The first gives ready access to the best 

available, and validated information. The second permits 
top managemant to see at a glance, summarised on a single 

shect of paper, all relevant key, issuas and trends rated 

accordinU to their seriousness and according to the lead 

time available for action. Such an 'analysis of change' 
can be invaluable in helping management to assess risks, to 

act to reduce constraints or to take advantage of opportunities. 

The Need to Manage Change, 

The new presSLires, in society w1ifth, in turn, have a real 

effect on businnss and on the economy as a whole serve to 

emphasise my opening statenunt about the inadequacy of the 
'standard economic forecast'., - Until recently, as I have described 

business tended to isolate itself-from and be isolated 

by the rest of society. Yhe business of business enbraced a 
very limited sense of the viord 'business'. This meant, even 
in the case of criliolstoncd companies, that, provided I. -he 
imurnediate stakeiioldars were satisfied, business had no other 

. tit-S the shareholdn S cnn ce rn, The imme-diate, _r , 
satisfied by o'. 1taining a icair return on their invosLmenL, 

and Ulna cwployecs, secure in the knafledge of a day's Pay for 

a day's work. N 
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This pri nci 1) 1c was tenable for as long as society had I arge 
numbers of deprive 

*d 
people, remained reasonably static or was 

expansionist. -Whilst a company produced a good product, showed 
that it was interested in re5earch and developmant, employed 

a highly trained sales force, maintained high standards of 
administrative and budgetary control, and practised 
enlightened personnel policies, it could afford to disregard 

any other factors - if indeed the company or society . -ias7 ever 
aware of their existence. 

The last chapter, which painted the backcloth, to. today's' 

scene ,i denti fi ed some of 'the profound changes, that soci ety 
is undargoing. The reason that they are important to 
business is that business depends for its success on a 
reasonably stable society. It prefers to manage than to 
deal with the unexpected. This does not, of course, mean a 
static society but rather one in which any changes that 

cause or result from progress should derive from the past 
and present and not be a complete novelty. This is just another 
way of saying that evolution is probably the healthiest process 
for business and society. Assuming this to be an acceptable 
promise, then, as we have shown, it is in the interest of 
business to help in the management of change. 

In so doing, it is important to separate cause from effect. 
The manager-nnt of the factors that are causing change would, 

at first sight, present difficulties because they seem now 

and because, by and large,. they appear to be qualitative 

rather than quantitative. Such is contemporary training 

that there is a tendency to fight shy of value judgement and 

a preference to trust in the apparent objectivity of figures. 

It is useful, therefore,. to rem-caber that the well tried 

principles of "risk-management" have been used by the insurance. 

industry all over the world and the techniques for the 

management of change (as opposed to the more familiar process 

of managemcnt by crisis) are not dissimilar. 
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This need to manage change is already being recognised 
although not always by business. Both the management and 
even daily press have contained articles on this subject. (1) 
Virgil B Day (2) maintains that there is a need to appraise 
"potential impact (danger or more discoinfort. ) and estimate 
time for response, while looking for opportunities to sh. ap6 

-or reshape the challenge". lie adds, "it-is easy to coun't 
our troubles; it is harder to evaluate them. " 

The changes and trends in society and the reiulting demands, 

both apparent and unnoticed, made on business are n(xt so many 
and so diverse, that business must have-an interest in the 
future and that interest needs to be systemati. c and sustained. 
An analysis of the trends may yield as many opportunities for 
business as it will risks and the advantage is that business 

will be able to know how to benefit from these opportunities 
as well as ho-a to reduce the risks. 

What is required is a method for judging the seriousness of 
both. risk and opportunity, for assessing the available lead 

time, for devising strategies that the company could adopt 
and for analysing in turn the social "impact" of such strategies 
once. they have been implemented. 

Difficulties of the Qualitative Approach 

Early attempts have not been very successful because. of the 

stress on the need for quantified, results. Those concerned 

with the analysis and forecasting of business trends have been 

forced into a strait jacket. They have been*asked 'to q'uote 

.I 
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figures, to extrapolate statisti-cs, to denionstrate with hard 

provable (in theory) facts what they are stating. In so doing, 
it has been easy to forget that sonic of the most important 

steps fon-iard, scientific discoveries or product developwonts, 
have been the result of a creative, imaginative leap which has 

made use of, but has not been dictated by, hard facts and ýigures. 

There are other factors, too, which have prevented the acceptance 
of the qualitative approach. Very often the informiatic-n is 

expressed as a "gut feel"Jor what is to happen or it appears to 
have almost deliberately disregardad other kncAin facts. 
Occasionally, too, we mistake the incident for the trend; 
because a specific event, was. not foreseen in the precise way 
in which it actually happened, the trend is rendered invalid. 
Yet the event could be a hiccough, or perhaps simply occurring 
earlier or later than had been originally anticipated. 

The argurmnts so far have tended to be philosophic but it is 
necessary to state them in order to explain the practical 
difficulties which have militated against the success of a 
monitoring system. 

-ponsibility. This Another major problem has been that of res 
is not just a question of who should guide, supervise or report 
on the changes and trends in. the socio-economic and political 
climates. What has been equally'unclear is, in a sense, who 
is responsible for making the decisions as a result of the 
information that is forthcoming. This latter is certainly a 

very understandable reaction on the part of anyone brought 

up to believe that unless you can see it and touch it, it does 

not exist. Thus it has become an objective to mak- sure that 
"moni . toring the environment" is a credible function. 

The Credibility of the Arralysis 

Th'c crcdibility Of the forecast is directly j-6lated to its 

relevance. It is of little use reporting on all ev: 2nts with the 

N 
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same degree of emphasis. In reporting trends and changes, 
it is Urperative to bear in mind the business, present and 
future, of the organisation and to relate the issue to Ole 
specific and individual needs of tile company. This is where it 
is legitimate to'quantify, albeit roughly, the effect of a change. 

The rcquirevi2nt to quantify is not impossible, providcd*that 
one accepts orders of magnitude-and allavis a reasonable margin 
of error. If a company is, for example, dependent on the 
import of a mineral , which originates in a country with *an 

unbalanced, or potentially unbalanced, relationship with the 
hopie country, then a change like the recent increase in oil. 
prices on the part of OPEC will be used in the calculation. 
It wil I be realised that the increase is a political , more than 

economic phenomenon. ' The temptation on the part of the 
developing countries to act in a similar fashion will be great. 
So, if a company is dependent on cobalt or copper, it must also 

quantify the potential impact of national i sati on on its 
,. 

continuing co-st. Another example which reflects the climate of 
opinion today*is that Australia is atterilpting. with success to 
form a bauxite producing exporting countries association. This, 

too, against the background of the power politics of the oil 

criýis, the developme-nt of the European Community agricultural 

policy (which could have an advers 
,e 

affect on Australia's exports) 

should be gauged and the effect quantified. The fact that the 

countries learn political lessons from each other serves to 
demonstrate the need to look at total possible events in 

environment analysis, and to assess total effects. - -, - 

Similarly, given a close look at the facts, realistic estimates 
can be made of the effect. of changes and trends in the whole 
area 'pf worker participation. In Europe, one needs to take into 

account what the trades unions are saying, what governmont 
attitudes may be, what is. going on in the EEC, what the , 

experience or other countries has been, and, possibly, the 
W- A; i 

iat have ' een hel d results of cnployee opinion, survc. ), s 'j tj 
the organisation. -rhe real reason behind the trend and 

expectations in future develop: i-Kints can th, -n b1c dctcraiinc-d. 
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The temperature can be estimated; for example, will it rusult 
in days lost through absenteeism, strikes or in increased job 

satisfaction? Approximate costs and profits can be placed 
against the particular forecast. However, it-must be again 

repeated - these are only estimates. 

The Authorship and StruCtUre of the Analysis 

The authorship of a monitoring report must also be convincing. 
The editor should, report to somaone, preferably a director, who 
is very close to the ChiefExecutive Officer. It is important 

that the "environment" is as well represented at top level 

as functions Me marketing or research and development. 

Each is dependent on the 'other. It is also infdortant that, as 

society or, indeed government, is many faceted, so this should 
be reflected in *the composition of the team that puts the report 
together. Whether this team is drawn from within or outside 
the organisation or, ideally, from both, it should be multi- 
disciplinary with individuals, representing the personnel and 
technological functions, the external scene and, of course, tile 

economist and marketing areas. 

The advantage of including external advisers in the reporting 
team-, as well as using external sources of material., is that 
it helps to support the authority of the report. When source 

material ranges from opinion surveys to debates in Parliament 

or from the work of university de0artments to. actual "events", 

such as a United Nations-Resolution, it is the more important 

that the source material of factors that themselves may be open 
ýto discussion can be validated. 

The frequency of the report must also be considered. One way to 
ttructure it is to hold a weekly 'editorial' meting at which 

changes and trends are discussed'and the implications for tile 

organisation noted. The report of this meeting can then be 
. 4i- C4- 

. lg Of the Mý:! - C cimilated in time for tile- next weeti, 
and his senior colleagues. A caveat to this procedure is that 
familiarity breeds contempt in business as elsewhere in life 

and it is therefore better to be content to say nothing %-,, Icn 

there is nothing to say. 
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Fi nal ly, in thi s revi ow of the report , the fi ndi n9s need to be 

presented in suinnary form. The postcard is harder to write than 
the letter and the format of even a one page rcport must be 
flexible but the ideal is that it should be possible to combine 
the bird's eye view of the total scene with the in-depth study 
of a single subject. A suggested approach appears later in this 

chapter. 

An Intelligenc Desk 

Wh at I am.. talking about, is the correct us-e of intelligence 

and an understanding of, it's importance. In -11. -he Services or in 

government departments this is not as new a concept as in business. 
The desk officer, through whom passes all information, however 
apparently trivial, that has been culled from many sources is 

an essential part of their'operations. The results of personal 
contacts, information gleaned from reports and official documents, 

even sometimes hearsay, are collected, graded for their importance 
to the organisation and on the reliability of their source, -and 
then used for briefing meetings, policy formation end tactical 
decisions. Business is really no less dependent on such an 

, operation but it needs to be set up formally and then used. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The need to analyse the total environment in depth is gaining 
acceptance if only because the crises to which society has been 
subjected in the last few years have begun to convince forward- 
looking managers that 

, 
strategic planning on a cqntinuing basis is 

not an unnecessary luxury. Crises have also ensured that more, 
though still insufficient, attention is paid to contingency 
planning. The more serious problem, hoviever, is still that of 
gaining the ear of top management as a whole. This is, in fad 
largely a matter of presentation so that the managenLnt team, as 
a corporate entity, considers the future oil a "here and na-i" basis. 

A suggested solution to this problem is based, on an approach 

alrf-_ady accepted a-rid used in a nup. ber of fields. The techniqUe 
is that of "sonsit, vty analysis" and is a way of taking the 
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temperature. of the. event or issue being doscribed. It is not, 

of course, a perfect, scientific answer: indeed, it can even give 
the appearance of quantifying the qualification or indulging in 

ascribing num-. eric values to value judgements! Nevertheless, it is 
a useful approach. 

Before describing the technique, it is viorth re-iterating a point 
made earlier.. When dealing with attitudes and forecasts-, -it is 
important to reduce the area of doubt as*far as possible. The 

source of the data must be expert and the comments on it authoritative. 
14hat is thcn being presented are the views of those who,. through 

training and experience, 4re in the best posit. ion to 
be able to predict and who, in a real 

' 
though limited sense, can 

help to form opinions. Obviously there is a close relationihip 
between event and voiced'prediction or opinion and to claim a 

priority of one over the"other is a philosophic rather than a 

material argument. But to raise the question of self-fulfilling 

prophecies is not really germane. The point to establish is the 

general acceptance of the "weight" or significance of 'the data. 

The Technique in Practice 

The technique works in a very simple fashion. Based on inforincd 

opinion, every trend or change in the social, political, economic, 
technological and cultural climates is given a likelihood factor. 

The Pind of question that needs to-be asked is "haa probable is 

this development? " The answer will not be precise but, wherever 

possible, the mid-point on the s6ale should be the result of the 

concensus of experts. The need is to establish a scale of probability. 
This scale can range from 0 10 or 1- 100, whatever is more 

suitable, the broader scale giving more flexibility to allow for 

a-concensus view over a wider time frame. In one particular 

case the figure '0' would be used to indicate that the event or 
development was so unlikely as to be not worth considering within 

the agreed period of tire. It should perhaps be pointed out that 

social change takes longer than technological chango but, when it 
-11, 'to _^C-4r4-. T- ing In tarm harn, --_-_-, it iS far more diffic. l. .&t", 

114 %, I. %, 
,3 

of environmental mortitorinq, one is possibly aýguing in a tj-1Cnty 

or thirty year time frame, i. e. strategically not operationally. 

This is stated so that it is realised that if the figure '01 is 

uscd this dcos not necessarily imply 'never'. 
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In tile example stated above tile figure of 100 (. or 10) could be used 
to imply that the change will manifest itself within the next year. 
It is, of course, unlikely that the high figure will appear 
unexpectedly and frequently. If the environmental analysis report 
is prepared regularly then the trend should have been appýrailt som. - 
timo befor. e it developed the urgency that '100' would fi,, ip1j. 
Nevertheless, i-11. is as well to have the figure for, perh'aps, the 

occasion when there is a startling new developn)--nt or when the change 
has taken on a more immediate character, such as a decision to force 

an Act through Parliament on Two Tier Boards when it had been 

assumed the run-up would 
ýe 

more gradual and more flexible. 

One could envisage a scale that could be present, viz: 

0 appears to be improbable in the period 
under consideration, i. e. after 25 years 

10 unlikely - that is, it could happen in abouit 
. 25 years 

20 occurring in 20-25 years 
30 1.5-20 
40 10-15 
50 7-10 
60 5-7 
7a 3-5 
80 2-3 
90 1-2 

100 within the year 

The next step is to use a similar scale to ascribe an "implications" 

rating to the trend being mentioned. This is probebly more difficult 

than the 'likelihood" factor. The discussion becorre.:, s even more 

subjective and real 
* 
evaluation is closely dependent on a fairly 

intimate kno. fledge of the orýanisationls business. Even within 
these parameters it is, of course, highly probable that the personnel 
function will think one specific external event more important than 

an other, whereas the marketing dupartf-y--nt wi il, reverse the order 

co-mpletely. But before going any furthcr it, will br as, well to try 

to define 'implications'. This definition can be nc-gative; that is, 

the implications for the organisation of a particular trend could 
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rLaan a r6duction in i-Ls ability tri achieve its objectives. This would 
constitute an attempt to quantify the risk as does the insurUonce 

worl d. Equally, the inl)lication can be positive; that is, tile 

change that is being noLed can present a businoss opportunity. Thus 
it is important to realise that the implicatfon scale is not one that 

measures in units of doom or vice versa; it is only an attempt to 

quantify the real relevance of the issues or trend, to the organisation. 

As with tile 'likelihood' or 'pro 
, 
bability scale, the width of the 

'implications' scale can range from 0-10 or from 0-100. The scale 

could run from: I 

0 presents no OPPOI-tLinity/risk to the 

4 organisation 
10 presents minimal opporltunity/risk e. g. " 

failure to take any action would only 
result in no change in absenteeism rate 

20 very small opportunity/risk, e. g. a slight 
change to the product would reSLJlt in a 
marginal increase in market share barely 

offsetting the rojigging necessary 
30 small opportunity/risk 
40 oppoýtunity/risk e. g. could result in 

the restricting of certain activities of 
the organisation 

50 some ooportunity/risk showing itself, say 
in increased productivity in one plant 

60 effective opportunity/risk 
70 important opportunity/risk, e. g. closure 

of the organisation's (small) operations 
in South Africa 

80 serious opportunity/risk 
90 very serious opportunity/risk, opening 

up a total new gruath, market area 
100 the jackpot - one way or the other 

1he next stop is obvious. Each change or tren-d reported is T 

rated on the likelihood scale and on the implications scale. 
At this point the Chief Executive can see which trends are 

N 
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thought to-be ýiorcjriportarit. However, priorities for urgent 
Jon can be dramatically highlighted by m6ljiplying the attcnt 

likelihood score by the implications score to give a total 

trend score.. The product will range from ten thousand to 

zero -a trend scoring 7200 should g3t, and will get, more 

attention than one scoring 200. 

In this way, all the trends can be brought for consideration 
by top manageineent and presented'in such a way that this 

'Overview ' or M. anaqeirLnt Summary need never take up more 

than one or two pages. 

Supporting Material 
p 

Of course, these summaries need to be supported. In practice, 
this is done by accompanying them with the detailed reports. 
The report, depending on how many subjects it covers, from one 
in-depth study, to say, some 20 topics or issues, will vary 
slightly in format. However, the following has been found to 

work satisfactorily. 

1. Thp change/trend/iSSLie This section describes the topic 

in somc! depth, commenting on the movcmcnt in attitude or 
development that has been noted, where necessary going into 

some detail oil the views of opposing schools of thought. 

2. The sources This . 
'section' will identify the authority 

for tile comment and the forecýast. 

3. The iTplications It is important that this section is 

given-as much attention as the others. -It ought to be 

as wide-ranging as possible in that it should look at 

the long-term implications for the organisatior, for the 

industry group/service area in which that organisation is, 

and, on occasion, for the region, country or even 

continent. One needs to bear in mind that the 'sins' 

of any sinolp rompAny CoUld C010LW the attitUdo of thn 

sccietty to business as a whole. 11,10 one is 'above suspiciont. 
For example, a case of irresponsibility by Coi, -,. pýny X in 
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South. Africa would affect attitudes to other companies 
operating in the sanx! area, whether they were guilty 
or not. 

4. The Strategies Linked to each trend or §roup of trends 
should be suggestions about how the organisation can 
reduce the elemeents of risk implied by a particular issue 
or hai it can take advantage of the opportunities that 
are presented. In a general sense, the strategies outlined 
will simply update the organisation's strategic plan. 
It is suggested, haviever, that actual prograrnies ought to 
be outlined in which -the target group, the form of the 
project and the resources required are indicated. Very 
often, it will be found that one or' two strategies can 
'satisfy the requirements' for a number of different problem 
areas. The key point to remember is that each strategy should 
use the multi-disciplinai-y approach, and not simply look, 
at press relations, personnel practice or other single 
technique or function. 

A Typi cal Report 

I 
Perhaps the best way of showing how the environmental analysis works 
is to look at the example of the XY Company which is described 

in detail in the opening to Part III. 

Briefly, the XY Compa'hy is a'madium size multinational in 
consumer durables. It enploys 30,000 people in the UK and 
has operations in most. continents. 

The ti rre *is, 19 74. Following a review, of the list of possible 
'sioný with issues (as shown in Table 3) and discus 

- the Company the Chief Executive, it has been agreed that 

should analyse the folloaing subjects on a recgular basis and 
in depth., 

Multinationalism 4nd particularly the exterrial 
threats to 11NCs. 
Employee p6rticipation 
Environmcntall POIlUtion 
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Social Chango (parLAcularly changing rolation 

of the individual to the organisation, e. g. C, 
Rights, recrUituinnt etc) 

Follo, aing my suggested procedures, the analysis team came up 
with the summary analysis shown in Table 1 and an accompanying 
detailed report an extract from %-., hich is shmin in Table 2.. (3) 

The Effect of the Report 

This approach goes far in answering somýa of the problems that 

were outlined earlier. The Suminary sheet does attract the eye 
of top management; it is short, flexible and to the point. 

* Jt also, by its, very nature, enforces mature consideration and 

'discussion 
of the points raised. It means, too, that some stand 

has been taken for the summary, since it is numeric, cannot be 
hedged. There can*be no 'ill" or 'buts'. These aspects are 
more than. adequately catered for in the body of the report, 
detailed reading of which can, be delegated. The important 

thing is that. top management knows wher6 the priorities for 

action lie. 

Internal and External Resources 

It is unwise to rely solely on an internal function to provide 
the total service. There are a nCnnber of reasons for this. 

4- One is that very often it is' an added- responsibility - one that 
has to be undertaken on top of the usual full daily work load. 
Secondly, the viewpoint tends to be blinkered and restricted 
to company experience and attitudes. Thirdly, there is a certain 

natural 'reluctance to cormnit oneself to a prediction which 

may be opposed to that held by managem-ont and which may also 
go-wrong. 

it is therefore suggested that one or more external organisations 

should be used to work with internal sources. These will provide 

a nctwurlk uf infurination sources, and be able to call upon the 

resOUrces of groups cormanding acknowledged r., xpetti. c on a wide ,C- 

varicty or issues. External agencies can olten bC-L'ter avrange 
t 
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discussion groups, indulge in social forecasting, and use 
Delphi and cross impact analysis techniques. By having a number 
of clients they have at their disposal constantly updated 
awareness of the general scene and its likely develop. ment. 
Of course, at the same time, they are bound by the normal 
rules applying to breaching confidence. I-1a.. -iever the external 
organisation can no more do tile job by itself than the internal 
function can. 

-The need is, therefore, for collaboration betrieen externAl and 
internal units. Internal ýersonnel bring to the analysis a 
detailed knowledge of the organisation, its policies and 
activities and these will certainly be kna.,; n better within 
the organisation than by the outsider. (4) 

Earlier, I outlined the four key sections which have to be 
included in the detailed report accompanying each summary. 
There will, of course, be overlap in responsibilities in the 
preparation of each section but, in general terms, the allocation 
of responsibility between internal and external units will 
be as follows: 

The change/trend/issues 
2. Sources 
3. Implications 

-4. Strategies 

S 

in the main, external 

the external unit buil. leaning 
heavily on internal input 
mainly internal, but leaning on 
the experience. of the external unit 
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Enviromnantal ruizilysis Unit Report for XY Co. Ltd. 

April 1.97ýi 

" 'naIvsis Sum Pren* 4 11. _! 
21 a tike- limp- Trcnd 1 

R. re f 

IM u1ti na ti oi in 11 sm 
ii- 

i 

lica- Score 

I 

hood tion 
Code Of Collauct J. 01: ILMINC., S . 1 22 44- 963 1.1. 

LU"'A control of INRIM's 85 22 1870 1.1.. ' 

Manufacture in 3rd',. -; orld economic 64 Go 1.1.. " 
and TU inplicati on s 
I _IqCS WIritV ill L . 71 

MEC 40 60 2400 1.1. ý 

-icination ; ýIoycc Parl- 

amployce 
pal: ti. cipation on Company Boards 

liesi. stance to ass-ninb.. "Lly, line work 

Environmental. Pollution 

Legislation on environmental pollution 

Attack-on 'A' Plant 

LegisIaLion on work place conditions 

social Change 

Increasizig *demand for improved 
conditionz 

Euployce demand ior community 
involve. mant 

Legislation on employment of minorities 

Racrul 1-ment 'di ff -1culties 

66 
70 65 

87 42 

55 30 

75 24 

84 72 

60 so 

4ý 64 

70 so 

14 5 

i654 

1650 

1800 

F-30- 4-3 

3000 

2880 

3500 

2. . 1.. 
2. 

3.1.1 

3.1 

4.1. ]. 

A 
'$. J. 

4.1.3 

4.1.4 

Key: reference number -ij, . rlicates locatlon of d;:., t-.,, 4-lcd cor= n- 
on body of report. 



TABLI33-2: Environmental Analysis Report for XY Company - September 197, 

Report (Excerpt) 

MULTINATIONALISM 

Fact or 'A' Code of conduct for Multinational CorporaLlons 

Source: International Business Unit, Ecosoc UK Informatlon 
Seýrvlces : INSIGHT, UNIS, EIU 

Implications Increasing Impact starting In 1975 and peaking In 198 
Radical rethink of organisation and responsibilities 
needed to avoid drastic disruption to integrated 
production strategy. 

Factor '11': Latin America 

Source': International Business Unit, Chatham House 

Impllc-ýtions Major Impact in 1976. There is still time for action 
now to 111[nimise risks of complete nationalisation 

. 
Strategies Establish study group 

-Set up R&D facility In Brazil 

Encourage CBI opposition 

Mount Government Relations campaign 

0 



TABLE 3 

J 
Lnvironrrnnt Analysis 
Some Key lgsues 

Main Issue Sub-Issue 

1. Pollution 1.1 Resource Consbrvation 
1.2 Resource Allocation 
1.3 Alternative re0curces (inc. 

invention, discovery) 
1.4 Technological 'Spin Offs' 
1.5 Air, water. pollution 
1.6 &oise pollution 
1.7 Legislation - National 

- EEC 

f -UN etc. 

2. Multinationalism 2.1 Economic Nationalism 
2.2 Money Market, 
2.3 Tourism 
2.4 Advanced Technologies 
2.5 International mergers and. 

monopolies 
2.6 Manufacturing 
2.7 Economic Europbanism 
2.8 Economic Third Worldisni 
2.9 Legisla-1, ion, practice 

national honia 
national host 
international agencies 
international/national 
TU's 

(including shareholding, 
control, regional develop- 

tions) ment, industrial ielal 

2.10 Cultural internationalism 
2.11 East West Contrast. 

3. E 'loyee Participation mp 3,1 industrial Relations theory 
and practice 
- political and trade union 

in UK 
trade union - political and, t 

in BEC 
3.2 Motivation (job satisfacticr 

enrichment, salaries, statitr 
dif f arential) 

3.3 Public Ownership 
3.4 Nationaliscd Enterprises 
3.5 State Ownership 
3.6 Participation throuc. 1i llorks 

Councils, Trades Unions, 
Staff Associations, etc. 



4. Individual and organimation 

Business and ýociety 

Government 

3.7 klechanisation, automation 
3.8 Shareholder role/stakcholde: 

roles 
3.9 Attitudes of employees, 

employers etc. 
3.10 FeArs: redundancy, unc,., Plc: 

ment, insecurity 
3.11 Trade Unionism: social 

responsibility 
3.12 Training, retraining 
3.13. Minorities 
3.14 Health. 

4.1 Alienation 
4.2 Pxessure groups/power group, 
4.3 Customer service 
4.4 Industrial Relations inc. 

Trades Unions (see 3.1, 
3.6,3.7,3.9*and 3.10) 

4.5 Minorities 
4.6 Consumerism 
4.7 Participation in Planning 
4.8 Ombudsman 
4.9 Neighbourhood Councils. 

5.1 Philosophy of work 
5.2 Big v small. business 
5.3 Ownership (3.3.3.41 and 3.1 
5.4 Motivation 
5.5 Qualificationst training 
5.6 Unskilled/unemployed throuct 

mechanisation (3.7) 
5.7 Government intervention 
5.8 Mergers, monopolies, qrowt! j1 
5.9 Participation 
5.10 Company legislation 
5.11 Capitalism v Socialism 
5.12 Entrcpreneurism . 5.13 Social Responsibility 
5.14 New Business Opportunities 
5.15 Centralisation control 
5.16 Move. from manufacturing to 

service economy 
5.17 Inflation, prices and, 

incomes. 

6.1. State of politics,, 
political partieg 

6.2 Democracy 
6.3 Nationalisation 
G. 4 Responsibility 
6.5 Aegionalism 
G. G Europeanism 
6.7 Internationalism 

*6.8 Deýence 
6.9 Direct planning, intcr- 

vention, increase in 
government power and scope 



61 . 10 Deýelopmcnts in policy ane 
practice in all department 

6.11 Lcmislature versus exacuti 
6.12 Inflation 
6.13 Participation. 

7. Technology/Rate of Change 7.1 New technologies 
7.2 Impact and trAnsfor (2.4 

and 3.7) 
7.3 Mass Communications - 

concentration, power, 
control, influence 

7.4 Rate of change 
7.5 -Investment -in research 
7.6 Liý-ely breakthroughs 
7.7 Responsibility of teclinole, 

gi. st, scientist 
7.8 Spin off (1.4)* 
7.9 Scientist as "manager"/ 

entrepreneur" 
7-10 Technology (low, inter-, 

mediate, advanced) in 3rd 
World. 

84 Values etc., 8.1 Quality of life 
8.2 Desire for participation 
8.3 Leisure 
8.4 Crime security 
8.5 Health (physical and menta, 

drugs, sex 
8.6 Alienation 
8.7 Elitism 
8.8 Invasion of privacy 

ý 8.9 Morals, religion, ethics 
8.10 Growth v no growth/ 

reasoned growth 
8.11 Attitudes to'business-and 

its responsibilities 
8.12 Role of youth, 
8.13 Home,, family 
8.14 Consumerism 
8.15 Education trends 
8.16 Demand for information 
8.17 Racialism'I minorities. 

9. Urban Affairs 9.1 Inner nity slums 
9.2 InfrasLructure 
9.3 Sizep power 
9.4 11 'ducation 
9.5 Transportatioh: 1 n- 
9.6 Housing/Social Services 
9.7 Minorities. 

'I 
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10. Third 11orld 10.1, Power *110locs 

. 
10.2 East v West 
10.3 North and South 
10.4 Role of Private Busincss 
10.5 Role of UN, EEC, OECD, etc 
10.6 Role of national Govcrnr, *,.:. -. - 
10.7 Population 
10.8 Natural disaster Onc. 

drought, f lOods, A faminc, c 
10-. 9 Technology. 
10.1b Use of power by, resoýircc 

rich (e. g. oil, tin, 
cobalt, etc. ) 

. 
10.11 Pollution (see 1). 

11. Resources 11.1 Energy 
12.2 Raw materials 
11.3 Conservation 
11.4 Recycling 
11.5 Oceans 
11.6ý Government legislation 
11.7 International legislation 
11.8 Third World 
11.9 Man-made substitutes 
11.10 rood. 

12. International Affairs '12.1 European Econoir-ic Corto; unit 
12.2 East - West relations 
12.3 Europe - America relatio. -. s 
12.4 Far East (inc. China, 

Japan, Taiwan, etc. ) 
12.5 Middle East 
12.6 Trends in nation states 
12.7 oceanology 
12.8 GATT, Trade bodies 
12.9 Coirationwealth 
12.10* Monetary situation 
12.11 Trends in international 

agencies (UN etc. ) 
12.12 Expropriation 
12.13 War 
12.14 Global inflation. 



Notes: 

(1) For example, Harvard Business Review, Management Today, The 

Director, Business Weeks, Fortune, International Management, 

Financial Times, Times. See Bibliography for detailed references. 

(2) Virgil Day, then Vice President, General Electric Company, New 

York; "Business Priorities in a Changing Environment, " Journal of 

General Management, Winter 1973-74. 

(3) This example is from an actual analysis carried out in 1974 for a real 
British company, which went on to set up a regular monthly 

environmental analysis report for top management. 

(4) Since writing this core thesis, I have been involved in the setting 

up and maintenance of environmental analysis systems, such as the 

one described, for several (20+) major companies on both sides of 
the Atlantic. 

' 
In each case,. after, experimentation with various 

models, a carefully balanced combination of external and internal 

inputs has proved to be the most effective scheme. This conclusion 
is- confirmed further by major studies carried out by Business 

International and The Conference Board in the US in the late 1970's. 
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PART 3 

T1117. ' 41ANAGMIENT SYSTEIM FOR PUBLIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

FOREWORD 

-XY and Z COMPANIES 

At the end of Chapter 7, an approach was indicated for, preparing an 

Company. T environmental analysis for the-XY Mis gives us the input 

required for a management system. In this and the next section, the 

application of the system and profrarmmes, related in turn to two 

typical companies, the XY and Z companies, is treated in some detail. 

'The first is a medium size international corporation; the second. is 

a small, national company and their profiles are shoi-ni in Tables 1 

and 2. Both XY and-Z are real companies. 

CHAIRMAN's STATEMENT XY COMPANY 

I would likd to take advantage of the old adage "iiew brooins sweep clean" 

and break away froin the traditional report framework. instead, i will 

cover all the main activities of your company and its prospects. I will 

review the XY Company as a new boy - which, in fact I am - hoping, in so 

doing, that I will present a new (though not necessarily improved) slant. 

Retirement of Sir Xv. 

As you know, Sir XY who foundaJ the %A* Ccmpany 30. years ago and who was 

its gulding lihgt, architect. and inspiration, fcr more Lhan a quarter of 

a centUry ratired as Chairman of your board at the last Annual. Ccncral J 

f 
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*11eeting. lie had been, with the exception of the previous four years, 

the chief executive of the company and had encouraged its growth from a 

small engineering concern to its position as one of the leading manufac- 

turers in the electrical and electronics indu. stry that it'enjoys today. 

It gives me considerable pleasure to know that I can turn to him for his 

valued advice and I pray that this will continue for many. ye4rs to come, 

XY Product Review 

The company year 1972/3 witnessed a moderately satisfactory year for our 

products. We showed a net profit before tax of E26 million - an, improve- 

pent on the previous year. The economy encouraged briefly the purchase 

of consumer durables and we saw an unusually high. demand, in particular, 

for household goods.. As the'chairman indicated last year, our refrigerators, 

dishwashers and washing machines contihued to maintain - and in one or 

two instances improve - their position in terms of their share of the 

market. One of the gratifying surprises was the success of our new line 

in portable colour televisions. We also completed a market study fok- 

Video'and closed circuit television equipment, and launched with some, 

Success two new products in this area. Despite changes in the economy and 

future outlook, to which I shall refer later, your Board is confident that 

the video and CCTV will, continue, to be a source of growth. 

The one truly new development in our product line has been the omega 

seriesý-of desk calculators. Ever since the company started, we have had 

an outstanding name in product research and developpent - and Mega can 
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only reinforce this reputation. "I would say in pArenthesis that your 

Board will continue to pursue the existing policy of taking risks when 

presented with-a soundly argued and researched case. Omega has proved to 

be no exception. After a highly successful test marketing operation, ' we 

went into full production in June of last year and results to date have 

been gratifying. 

Manufacturing 

Contrary, if I may say so, to the national trend, we continue to run a 

highly efficient manufacturing division. Our British factorie's are 

6althy - our'plant in the Midlands now has 10,000 staff. The one placed 

in South Wales, following dicussions with the National Coal Board, the 

British Steel Corporation and the government, employs some 8,000, and our 

Scottish plant in the Clydeside development area has expanded from 5,500 

to 6,000 in the last two years. output per man has been encouraging; 

each plant has won a number of safety awards and, despite the locatýon of 

our. plants in areas of traditional industrial disquiet, we have enjoyed a 

period of very successful'industrial relations. However, due to external 

preýsures 
. 
beyond our control, there is now a danger of disturbance, 

particularly in-Clydeside. Plant management-is therefore looking at how 

to improve its communications systems still kurther. 

Your Board is, however, very much aware of the growing cost of manufacture 

in the UK - and is no*t unmindful of the problems ýhat this poses, both in 

ternis of product cost and also in terms of employment at home. We are 
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anxious to expand both our marketing and manufacturing compentence outside 

the UK. At the same time we will continue to try to be self-supporting 

and look for ways in which we can be"ocme less dependent on external'sources. 

This, of course, means that týe Board is continually looking at new ventures, 

ýcquisitions and mergers. " 

Our manufacturing plants"in''Australia and Germany continue-to maintain 

their usually high standards; 'The assembly plant in the Republic of South 

Africa has' allowed us to meet the growing market demand, not'just in the 

. 
Republic but alsý'in'Wlest Africa. - We have I not been so fortunate in Brazil; 

the growing pains of the new plant have been considerable. Most of these 

are due to the prevailing Uncertainties in Latin America, political, 
t 

industrial and economic, all of which are beyond our control. We remain 

optimistic, however, and have no regrets at our decision. 

Overseas 

This country's membership of"the European Economic Community has in 

itself made little difference to your company. We have long established 

companies in-Belgium, Germany and Italy. Our other European subsidiary 

is in Sweden. Performance has not been even; the Italian Company has 

had a rough year and, as you will see from the financial report, hýs 

returned a small trading loss. However, the Carman company has been 

highly successful. Despite, however, our long involvenent in the 

European continent, your board view with considerable misgivings thý 

possibility of UK withdrawal from the Common Market. 

Our other overseas companies have reported Trodorntelv vmnrg - 
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though, again, there have been fluctuations. XY Brazil and XY Argentina 

have had some difficulties, XY USA and XY Canada, after an initial poor 

start, appear to have rounded the corner successfully. The problems of 

the past three years in the-Indian sub-continent have militated against 

a profitable performance, by our two companies there. - However, in view 

of the circumstances, your Board have nothing but. praise f6r, the efforts 

made. X-f Australia continues its usual, highly efficient and effective 

progress although there is now some concern over the economic situation 

there. I referred earlier to the supply of South'African assembled 

products to the Republic and to West Africa. This is but one indication 

of our success in the Republic and we have witnessed also the growth of 

XY Nigeria. Because of the nature of the market. place, XY Tanzania and 

XY Kenya cannot demonstrate a similar return; ý comparatively, they have 

, made significant movesýforward. 

Our overseas-activities have kept us aware of trends outside, the ITIC I, 

ýave also already. indicated that, as'. a country,, the UK would, lose more 

than it would gain if it moved out of Europe. It is a source of some 

pride that your company's ictivities, particularly in Africa, are so 

highly regarded. Our evidence to the Parliamentary committee on employ- 

ment in South Africa wAs highly commended. The management of our 

-companies in Nigeria, Tanzania and Kenya are one hundred per cent native 

born and enjoy cordial relations wiýh the governments, of-these, countries. 

A similar situation obtains in Indian and Pakistan. Your company is, in 

addition, considering ways of furrthcr accc=odating thc natural demmands 

A these goveinmepts for greater infldence in the management of the 

- companies. 
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People 

We have long-maintained the view that XY's greatest strength-is its 

people. Your Board would like to take this opportunity of thanking all 

employees for their, sterling efforts over the past year. We believe 

our record demonstrates our ýwareness of aspirations and needs and I 

have pleasure in telling you that we have set up a study group to look at 

the question of further employee involvement. We have effective works 

councils in this country, and are considered to be in the forefront on 

industrial. relations, practice both in Europe and America. 

Our customers are, of course, vital to our continued existence. One of 

today's more pressing problems is that of-customer service and product 

satisfaction. It is-with pleasure that your Board tells you of the 

information of a consumer advisory committee made up of the Directors 

of Marketing and Manufacturing, the Sales Manager of a largeýretail group, 

an area Electricity Board representative and three housewives. 

Future 

You'r Board is confident. that it can continue to prosper. The future is 

is! not cheerful but, using our strengths and remedying our 'weakness, we 

plan to reduce the constraints and 1-- most importantly - take advantage 

of'the opportunities that we are certain will present themselves. No 

company such as ours. can today afford to disregard the pressures which 

are and will continue to -affect society. Ile are cognisant of the. fact 
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that our respective societies are undergoing strdss and strain and that, 

if we are to continue to grow, we must work together with all recognised 

bodies for the good of all. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

It is difficult, indeed undesirable, to discuss the management system 

for public and social affairs in isolation from other corporate activities 

directed at the external environment. These'other activities, relating 

to first and second circle responsibilities are essential components of 

Stages 2,3 and 4 of the marketing process described in Chapter 4. 

It has been emphasised that, whereas the difference in the underlying 

reason for activities at Stage 1 as-opposed to Staged 2,3 and 4 is fund- 

amental, there can be, and indeed often is, significant overlap between 

programmes. It is highly desirable, therefore, that the company adopts 

an integrated approach to the external environment in order to optimise 

thp use of scarce resources. 

T4s can 
. 
be done through the establishment of a new function, which I 

have called "corporate Affairs"' which is preferably represented at Board 

lev. el. The Corporate kffairs Division Depaitment contains all functions 

and activities through which the company relates to the external environ- 

ment, excluding direct sales and sales support and relationships required 

for'the day-to-day operations in manufacturing, purchasing, finance and 

persontiel. Thus, Corporate Affiars includes all. the traditional communi- 
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cations and external relations functions such as corporate publicity, 

press relationst educational relations, government relations, -etc as well 

as. the new function of public and social affairs. 

Because of the importance of consistency in communications-and because 

employees have access to the same media, as external publics and are 

subject to external influences, it is highly recommended that the internal 

communications function also be included in corporate ýffairs and integrated 

with other activities. 

This organisational construction-ensures that any project which can be 

directed at more than one objective, is so directed. For example, a well- 

designed public and social affairs project, aimed at improving the-country's 

educational system (third circle responsibility) may well have a significant 

effect. on the company's image with government (second circle responsibility). 

For these reasons, the cýapters 'in this section of the book which describe 

ar ecommended management system for public and social affairs do so in the 

context of the total Corpo rate Affairs function. Thus in discussing, for 

example, organisation and project planning, in'Chapters 9 and 12,, 1. have 

to consider corporate affairs requirements first, with public and social 

affairs forming only part of a wider scheme of things. 

'I 



TABLE 1 

PROFILE OF THE XY COUPANY 

Main activities: manufacturers of electiical and 

electronic projects 

Main products: refrigerators, radios, TV's, dishwashers, 

was hing machines 

Now venturing into the desk calculator 

field 

Head Office: London SW1 

Total. No. of Employees. (in UK): 30,000 

Manufacturing Plants: UK Midlands with 10,000 

South 14les with 8,000 

Cfydeside with 6,000 

Overseas Australia 

Germany 

Brazil (just starting) 

Republic of South Africa (knock 

down assembly) 

Subsidiary Companies: Europe Belgium 

Germany 

Italy 

Sweden 
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America USA 

Canada 

Argentine 

Brazil 

Asia India 

Pakistan 

Australia Australia 

Africa Republic of South Africa 

Kenya 

Tanzania 

Nigeria 

Turnover: E200 + million 

Net Profit before Tax: E26 million 
Z to turnover 12.9% 



Assumptions 

aA profitable, well run organisation 

b Cood Research & Development wi'th a receptive management that 

is prepared. to*take risks if presented with sound arguments. 

c Though in areas of the country where labour unrest is not 

uncommon, the company has enjoyed reasonable employe'a rel-ations. 

d Týe founder of the company to whom there was personal loyalty 

retired as chief executive 5 years ago, and as Chairman.. 2 

years ago. 

The company is anxious to ekpand and to place more manufa. dturing 

plant outside the UK. It. is very aware of'the high cost of 

manufacture, particularly of electronics in the UK. 

f Wherever possible, it tries to be self supporting. Thus it 

will not produce steel from the raw ore, but it does have 

foundries for body pressings etcý. I 

9 The time is early 1974.. 

h The company is alr; ady a client of a social affairs consultancy 

and is. receiving regular reports on =ltinationalism, worker- 

participation, environmental pollution ana social change. 

TABLE 2 

IVANY PROFILE OF THE Z COIL 

Main activities: producers and fabricators of plastic and 

plastic products 
% 
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Main Products: plastic fittings, plastic casings and 
linings for appliances, some crude plastic 

sold directly to other fabricators. 

Head Office: Otscip, S. Wales 

Total Number of Employees 405 

Manufacturing Plants: Midlands with 200 

Otscip, S. Wales with 205 

Turnover: E6 million 

Net Profit Before Tax: E400, OOO 

Z to turnover 6.7 

Z to capital assets 6.3 

Assumptions 

a Fairly profitable and reasonably well-run. 

b 'Little or'no research. Small development laboratory in 

Otscip plant. Most processes used are those developed by 

its'founder, a chemical engineer-. 

c Labour relations are very good; especially'in Otscip where 

the company is the*sqle large employer in the area. 

d The coMpany's plant in S. Wales is the oloer and less efficient 

of the two and will have to be modernised or closed down in the 

next decade. The Midlands plant produces crude plastic which 

the S. Wales plant fabricates, organisatinal. efficiency and 

transportation costs would be improved by consolidating the 

plants. 

e The founder, orginally from S. Wales, rULIS, the company pater- 

nastically and is anxious to make positive contributions to the 

well-being of the places where his plants arý located. 



CHAPTER 8 

STP, ATFGIC PLANNING FOR CORPORATE AFFAIRS 

Possibly the ir. -st irportant single docuaent in the corporate affairs 
managemnt sy---ts., m is the strategic plan. It is the strategic. plan 
which gives thc direction for all the plans, techniques andpr6graumizs 
d--scribed in sLOsequent chapters and puts Lhem into ar. werdli 
context of cm-pany need-&. 

There can be little doubt that the full potenýial of rmst co*rporate 

affairs cffcri-s in the past h; s not bccn realised because of the 
inadequacy of corporate affairs plans at the strategic level. Shorter 

term. plans have tended to be less than effective because of the absence 

of the broader, longe-r-term, framwork. This has resulted in prograrmics 
that have been ad hoc, or based on mma3c. --nt whim or directed solely 

at papering over the cracks in a series of difficult situations. 

Ilic basic elev--nts of the corporaie affairs strategic plan, the* 
reasening buthind it and the techniques used in producing it do not 
differ sionificantly from any other strategic plan. be it in marketing 
cr Personnel. The strategic planning process has been described very 
adequately in numerous books, articles and seminars over the past 
few years end re; uires no repetition here. Because of-its importance 
to Corporate Xffairs, however, it may be worth outlining scme ef the 
basic principles, particu)arly since there is a strong case that, - 
because of the long-term, nature of most corporate affairs activities, 
strategic plannIng in this. area is even more icportant than in other 
functions in the Company. 

Time'-Fraire 

A number of points are worth establishing in advance of structurinj 
the strategic plan. Fairly obviously, the first is the tima-frarm 
Of the Plan. Should one look three, five. ten or even V. -tenty 
Year-, on? 

ror corporate affails, the fo7la-ting quideflines are sug; asted: 
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Twoyears or less. I doubt if anyone believes that this 
short time-frame is relevant to strategic planning. But 
there are many who do believe that they can produce a 
maningful operating plan sfirply for this period. This, 
again, I doubt. A one or two year plan, by itself and 
without a longcr-tem, context, can do little more than allow 
for responsive activity and Iffre-fighting'. Most projects 
directcd*at corl)orate affairs objectives, hotrever, are -cumiulative 
in effect and take a long time to achieve results. tUrning the 
project tap on and off within a one or two year period for the sake 
of expedienc: k or any other reason for that matter is often 
counter-productive and nearly always wasteful. Of course flexibility 
is important and there may be a strong justification to change 
or stop a project in mid-stream. The damper is that in many cases 
projects are simply not given a chance to succeed. 

Two to ye years: *This is. in fact the most appropriate 
time-frame for operational and project plans. Project 
programmes of this duration can ýe effective. In many cases, 
particularly for communications programmes,. they can also be 
measured. 

For small cocpanies this 2-5 year period is usually sufficient 
I for 

strategic planning. But the bigger the'conpany, the greater the i 

nu; bcr of cxternal forces which it needs to anticipate and to 
which it needs to respond. The eomplexity of these forces is often 
such that 2-5 years Is simply. not long enough, for the response* 
to be effective. 

Five to Ten Years: This is a reasonable time frame for strategic 
-planning for most medium-sized and large companies. Some of the 
largest may, In fact, need to look even further out but, obviously, 
the probabilities of accuracy start reducing rather sharply 
beyond, say. ten years. Within the 5-10 year period. however; 
alternative scenarios can be suggested and described in some. detail 

-and strategies and prograrmes can be devised which have sufficient 
'time to ease the company along its desired road. As In Research 5 
Developr__nt or planning m3ssive new capital investments , the contex. t 

It 
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of a ten *year strategy is essential to ensure that anything 'done in 
the short-term is. indeed, an optimum course of action. 

A summary of the tire frames for yarious types of planning is shown 
in Fiqure 1. 

STRATEGIC PLAN 

OPERATIONA4 
PLAN 

SHORT-TERM 
DETAILED 
OPERATING 

AND PROJECT 
PLAN 

2-5 YEARS 

5-10 YEARS 

\ 

Figure 1. Time-frames for planning 

Flexi-bility 

. An essential feature of the corporate affairs strategic plan is 
flexibility. This has*been rebtioned before and will be stressed 
again. A strategic plan that Is rigid is useless and, worse still, 
it is often counter-productive leading to scarce resources being 

applied in the wrong direction. Using the words of D Thoroman, 
1814's Director of Corporate Strategy Development, "(strategic) 
Planning must anticipate uncertainty. - The best plan is the one 
Which minimises the cost of error, and, therefore has incorporated 
some flexibility to adapt to real conditions as they emerge. This 
Principle implies that plans should change, rather than be rigidly 
adhered to". 

This may sound like a cliche. Perhaps it is. It is also a truism. 
The problem is that sorething so fundanvntal is so rarely applied! 
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In Corporate Affairs*, it is evident that the uncertainties are often 
greater than in other areas of the business. This n-eans bio things. 
The first is that rnore effort is required to produce a useful plan. 
The second Is that the flexibility principle is particularly important. 

The strategic planning process must be continuous. The Plan itself 

should not be a completely new documnt each year; nor, however, should 
it be revised only once every one, two or five years. Stýateqfc planning 
can only be really effective if the production of the Plan is accompanied 
by regular discussions, frequent questioning of the assumptions in the 
Plan and by continuous updating. 

Contingencies 

A major feature of the flexibility principle is the building into the 
Strategic Plan of Contingency Planý. These are basically a series of 
statevents, giving alternative responses to "what happens if" conditions. 
Quite clearly, precision will be difficult and, in soire instances* impossibie. 
On the other hand, there are many areas of risk and exposure which can 
be identified. probabilities set and a fran--work for dealing'with such 
contingencies established. Such an analysis. would be dealt with in the 
key issues section of the Strategic Plan (see page 8.10) and w*ould attempt 
to answer questions such as "how would our corporate affairs strategies 
change if in 1976 the probability of a breakdown in social order in 
Western Europe increased significantly from that assumed in the Plan"? 

I 

Comi tm-- nt 

Vital to the success of the corporate affairs Stra 
, 
tegic Plan, is top. 

management cormitment. The whole purpose of planning is to make better 

current decisions. Therefore, the Plan must not only be highly profess 'Onal 

it must be used. It should not be regarýed simply as a 'nice to have' 

exercis. e designed to keep Company intellectuals happy: nor as simply a series 

of numbers *to be added to the main long-term financial plans to balance 

the books. 

The corporate affairs Strategic Plan miist be anj must be seen to be a 
fundwiental doc=cnt of vital Importance to the life and prosperity of 
the company. If it is not used continuously as a reference point for 

manager-r-nt decision, there is littie point In producing it in the first pla..,,, I. 
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Planning Rcsbonsibil ity 

To be effective. planning must be principally a line responsibility. 
The surest way of losing co=itrent and being s een as irrelevant to 
the needs of the company, is for a group of backroom boys, however 

clever, to produce a Plan in isolation from the line. There is a 
particular danger of this happening with Corporate Affairs.. 

Corporate iffairs is essentially dealing with the long-term. It is 

usually trying somthing new, challenging traditional priorities and 
practices. It is difficult enough having the basic conceots accepted 
by UZ Company without aggr; vating things further by producing a magical 
plan out ol the blue. 

The corporate affairs Strategic Plan affects not only the functions 

within. the Corporate Affairs Division. it affects nearly every aspect 
of the Con; )any's activities. Corporate Affairs objectives can only 
be met if the whole corpany understands, supports and uses the Strategic 
Plan. For this to happen, it is essential that all key funct. ions in 
the Conpany are involved in the strategic planning process. 

Of course, there Is a requirement for a central planning staff to : research, 
co 

, 
nduct special studies, to innovate and to pull the Pla'n together. 

But Without a constant dialogue with line functions, the work of the 
staff is often almost completely was. ted. 

It is also important to remember and emphasise that the corporate affairs 

. 
Strategic Plan should not be a stand-alone document. It is a part of 
the Company's total long-term corporate plan. Without this integration, 
there is again the danger of irrelevance. And it is Well to make certain 
thatq for example, the market areas defined by the marketing divisions 

are not disregarded or, even worse obviously, contraJicted by corporate 
affairs strategies. :. 

Even if the Coapany does not produce a corporate plan beyond, say five years.. 
the corporate- affairs function must do so. This may well lead to conflict 
situations with other parts of the Company but- figiiting battles to introduc! 2 
sOm*! thing new is not an unusual task for corporate affairs Directors! 
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The StrateqIC Plan 

The most useful contribution of strategic planning to the Coripany is 
the planning process itself; the research, analysis, discussions, 

presentat 6ions, iterations, renewed discussions, etc. But there is an 
obvious need to produce a document which represents the culmination of 
the process. The Strategic Plan is a snapshot taken. at regular 
intervals of a continuing activity. 

There is nothing in the contents of a corporate affairs Strategic Plan 
that is particularly different from any other strategic pl'an. Thus 

one needs to include summarý statements of: 

Mission 
Envi ronment 
ObJectives 
Strategies 
Resources 
Organisation 
Dependencies 
Key Issues 

.I 

The amount of information required to produce a useful long-term plan 
isM of'course. great. Assuming, hewever, that adequate consultation has 

taken place during the planning process, the final document, the 
Strategic Plan itself, need not be very lengthy. Indeed, if it is. to be 

read and used, thcre are many advantages in keeping it as short as possible. 
One can always refer back to the authors of the document for points of 
Oarification. research studies and detailed analyses of individual issues. 

Mission 

It Js useful to introduce the Strategic Plan with a statement of mission 
which reiterates what Corporate Affairs is all about; what, in broad terms 
it is trying to do for the Company. It is likely that the mission statement 
Will 

' 
remain fairly constant over time and its aim is to provide a reference 

Point for the Corporate Affairs function. 

Environment 

-1- .-r,, "'. I mr b, 4.4 -, i, - rnrr)nrats- A ff: oi--, z i, ý in 
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environiiýentaj analysis. The importance of such an analysis , together 
with techniques for carrying it out, are described in detail in Chapters 
6 and 7. Environmental analysis, together with financial , technological , 
marketing and personnel -inputs from other Company functions provide the 
i6formation needed to produce the Environment statements in the Strategic 
Plan. 

While recognising the essential inter-dependence between environmental 
factors, it is often helpful. to subdivide ihose statemi, _nts under a number 
of topic areas. For example, the ýY Strategic Plan subdivides its 
Environment statements as follo%, is: 

Market place for products or services 
changes in technology/produce/level 
of service 

- activity of. competitors 

- activity of industry or service sector 

- attitude of customer/useý/elector 

Economic - inflation, wages, prices 

- monetary. crises, devaluation 

- balance of payments 

- effects of Common Market or other 
trading blocs 

availability of raw/finished materials, 
goods*, etc 

Political legislation, anti-monopoly activity 

7 increased government planning 

- national isati on. 

- regionalisation 

- Joreign policy 

Societal the quality of life, changing val6e 
systems 
the reaction to big business, to 
wultirldtiOlldl cqrporations 
the responsibilities of business 

the alienation of minority groups 
the changing industrial relations scene 
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At the s ame time environmental factors are described, t1jef'r implications 

for the organisation 
* 
and their inter-relationships, both external and the 

internal, should be clearly and categorically stated. One needs to bear 
in mind the need to accentuate the posit Ave (optimising the opportunities) 

as well asl eliminating the negative (forestalli*ng the harmful pressures). 

The statements actually included in the Environment section Qf the Strategic 
Plan are not predictions. They represent simply the most. 'likely forecasts 

of trends, selected from a series of alternative scenarios. 

It is highly desirable, in fact, that,, in the. analysis leading up to this 

selection the alternatives are described in some detail, since they form 

the basis for contingency planning in the key issues section of the Plan. 

There are. a number of ways of generating these alternatives. For example, 
teams of internal and external experts-can be consulted as to the condition 
of the world in 'x' yeýrs time and then, through the use of Delphi or 

similar techniques, a number of synthesised 'models' of the company and 
i ts envi ronments can be deri ved. for the year- 1980,1990 or evep 2000. 

A variant is to lead up to the year selected iý a series of steps. t 

One knows what this year is doing, one can be reasonably confident in 

predicting the effects of decisions taken on next month but one needs 
to consider a set of possible effects when considering three years hence. 

So on6 could start with 

Year 1 
Env onment 
Im lications p 

Ye3r 4 Year 4 -Year 4 
q/ 41 

EV ronrrk--nt Envronment, En vý,, 
'ro 

n me nt 
Implications Impli, cations Imp*Acations 

One can then move forward say ten years and generate a whole series of 

alternatives as follows: 
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Year I 

Year 4 Year 4 Year 4 

ac 

Yr 
1 
10 Yr 

1 
10 Yr 

1 
10 Yr 10 Yr 10 Yr 10 ýý Yr 10 Yr 10 Yr 10 

(a a) (ab) ' (ac) (b a) (bb) (b c) (ca) (cb. ) (cc) 

Of course, frequently, because the' human imagination is finite or at least 
it is in its express ion, 'there may well be similarities, even duplications, 
between for example 'ac' and 1bc' in Year 10. -This scenario building 

can be approached quite simply. The choice of the most likely can be 

made, 'the objectives set and agreedý the key strategies decided upon. 
Further refinement can be obtained by subjecting the various scenarios 
to the 'Delphi' technique. 

_Pbje cti ves 

In every function the re usually'exists a hierarchy of objectiVes, from 

the specific and, hopefully, measurable up to the more general state. ments 
of direction. ' Together with the environment statements they form 

the basis of the strategic plan. 

The argument as to how high up in the hierarchy of objectives one needs to 

go in the-Strategic Plao is a complicated one. In my view, the. 

answer is the higher the better and I -would recommend that the first level 

of objectives considered coincidq closely with overall Company goals. In 

thinking about these fi*rst level or strategic objectives, it is useful to 

return to the marketing model described in Chapter 4, and formulate an 
objective for each stage in the marketing process, i. e. 

business demand 
industry demand 

company demand 

sales 
profitability 
share price 

- By relating all other objectives and strategies to these strategic 

objectives, one ensures that everything in tile ccrporate affairs Strategio: 
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Plan is directly relevant to the Company. 

However, objectives-such as "help to grow overall business demand" or 
"support sales efforts" are obviously far too general to give a precise 
direction for. action. 

One needs to move on to statements aimed at the specific mission of 
Corporate Affairs. such as, "create awareness of the managerial and 
professional competence--of the Company within government and the media". 
And so, a second level of strategic objectives is required., These are 
specific statements about how the main strategic objectives 
will be met. It is at this second level that a clear direction for 
Corporate Affairs ýbegins to emerge. Therefore it is important that, 

at this level , objectives: 

- be measurable 
- be addressed at specific ndeds- or to* specific target groubs 

- make use of-specified resources currently 'or potentially 
available to the Company 

This necessitates a detailed assesýment of specific needs and target 
groups (. or audiences) and this assessment comes, of course, from 
the environmental analysis. ýThus, whereas it is likely that main strategic 
objectives will stay more ' or less. constant over the strategic 
plan period (even though the prioriti-es between objectives may change)o the 

second level strategic objectives wilT change with changes in the environment. 

K2Z ýStratqgi es 

With the objectives defined, the corporate affairs function knows 

where it needs, to go. The next step is to decide how it is going to got there. 

It 
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It does this throuqý the formulation of strategies. At this level in the 
hierarchy one is providing a detailed frarmwork for the selection of 
specific projects. 

In my experience, there is often some confusion between what is 
a secondary objective and what is a strategy. Yet, the difference is 

clear. A statement such as "increase government awareness of the Company 
as a responsible contributer to the economy" is a secondary objective. 
"Intensify dialogue with MP's, civil servants, etc through joint projects 
with government" is not; it is a strategy. One could, of course, play 
around with words and call statements such as the latter "tertiary 

objectives %. 'but with three' levels of objectives already having been 
defined, this is not particularly helpful and adds to the risk of confusion. 

Strategies, then, are specific statements of what needs to be done to achieve 
the secondary, objectives. In form. ulating strategies it is important to bear 
in mind the Company's strengths and weaknesses, its planned resources 
(current-and additional), the skills mix of corporate affairs and other 
staff and the techniques available (currently and in the future). 

Resources 
, 

(a) General 

It is important to ensure that', the corporate affairs, function is funded 
both in terms of people and money to-be at "critical mass". 

It is desirable that the allocation of resources be made. agoinst the 

type of responsibility defined in the mission statements i. e. there are 
fferent needs for 

long term corporate affairs programmes 
internal communications 
short-term promotional support programmes 

- environmental monitoring 

- planning, measurement and administration 

and thus each "area" will have to be budgetted for separately. 
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(Of coprse, -'the growth plans for the whole company need to be taken 
into account - for example, the corporate affairs requirements of net-I 
locations). 

Of fundamental importance is the need to realise that statements of 
resource requirements for the Strategic Plan are not commitments to 
final budgets. Rather they are indicators on which to base. durrent 
decisions. 

(b) - Money 

The following factors shoA be borne in mind: 

--inflation in the cost of existing programmes 

- the continuing cost of a long term programme 

- the desirability. or otherwise of using external services 

- the listing-separately of those programmes which are 
*committed (legally) 

committed (morally) 

responsive 
creative 

the need to differentiate between 

7 space, welfare and office costs 
salaries 

--head related expenses (e. g. ýtravel, education, overtime) 

- pýoject expensýs 

- capital expenses and depreciation 

(c) Manpower 

The following factors need to*be borne in mind: 

- the appropriate I'mix"of managers and professionals 

- the need for manpower planning 

- succession plannin .g 
- career planning 

- training and education requirements 

- the desirability or otherwise of the use of extBrnal agencies 
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(d) Techniques 

It is vital that iýe corporate affairs function not only monitor the 

effectiveness of existing programmes and methods. It should also be 
aware of rjew techniques and evaluate their use-against the company's 
changing requirements. 

For example, one of the key needs of the next eight years-will be the 
controlled dissemination of information bdth within and outside the 
company. . There are a number of aavances being made in the fields of 
communiations,. -not the least of which are the use of closed circuit 
television and the use of video. 

The Strategic Plan should contain within. it, -allowance for tfie 
testing - on a pilot basis' - of new or, as yet, unknown techniques. 

(e) - Strengths and Weaknesses, 

Implicit in the projection of resources is the need for continuous 
analysis 'of the particular stre'ngths and weaknesses, in the Coýpany and 
especially within the corporate, affairs function. For example, there is 

no point in planning an elaborate project for 1976 when there is little 
t chance of obtaining the skills required in time to manage the project. 

, 
Deperrdenci es 

As the company interface with the external environment, the corporate 
aI ffairs'function touches on every . aspect of corporate activity. The 

-sirategies of Corporate ýffairs: cannot. be pursued nor objectives achieved 
solely through the work of a Corporate Affairs Director, nor can they 
be. isolated from what happens elsewhere in the Company. This inter- 
dependence is'basic. 

It' follows that the successful implementation of the Corporate Af fai rs 
Strategic Plan is dependent on other "things" happening elsewhere in the 
Company., A trivial example is that corporate publicity programmes aimed 

A. 

1-ýc, Company's social responsibililt. -y- will have little effect at -demons,,. --tin., j 
however much is spent on public and social affairs if the Manufacturing 

Division is firing staff indiscriminately and the Marketing Division is 
"cheating" its customers! Or, more seriously, if the aspect of the 

.I 
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Company s beh. aviour most worrying to the government of a developing 

country is the Company's refusal to reduce its equity. holding, ther, it 
is unlikely that the work of the*corporate affairs function will have 
much effect until top management decides to change its mind. 

These examples point the way to the need for a section in the. corporate 
affairs Strategic Plan which spells out these dependencies. 

Thus dependencies are simply statements of-what other parfs of the 
Company need to do if the corporate affairs function is to meet its 
objectives. 

0 
Kez Issues 

Just as dependencies show wh ere, the implementation of the Strategic 
Plan is threatened from inside the Company, the keZ issues show where 
the Plan can go wrong through changes in assumptions about the external 
en vi ronmen t. 

Earlier in this chapter, * 1-' emphasised the need for flexibilitý and for 

contingency planning. The key issues. section lists the assumptions about 
the environment which, if wrong, could make a significant difference 
to what Corporate Affairs. needs to do. 

Thus key issues represent the alternative scenarios discussed on page 8-9 

and form the- basis for contingency plans. 

ýjthough it is highly desirable to, work out cont-ingency plans during the 

pl. anning process and, perhýaps to mention them during presentations of 
te Strategic Plan to top management, 'I have found that it 

probably better to omit the details from the Plan docunL-nt to avoid 
ýonfusion, although ab' rief summary of what they are and where details 

ca n be fo und is useful 

It is difficult to be more specific about the requirements of a corporate 
affairs Strategic Plan without actually seeing an example. In the 

appendix to this chapter, I! have therefore preparpd Pxtrict:, from the 

. 
Strategic Plan for fhe XY Company. As can be sccn, the time-frame selected 
is eight years until 1983. Examples are given of what might go into each 

It 
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of the sections described above and I hope that these serve to show 
what needs to be done. (I) 

Another point that is worth discussing concerns'multinational companies, 
such as the XY Company. Quite clearly, different strategic plans 
are requireý at different levels of responsibility. Thus thq Company 

should finigh up. with a hierarchy of plans with the plan 4t any one 
level dovetailing into the plan at 

' 
the next level, with a'final 

consideration of all plans at headquarters. Whereas strategic and 

primary objectiýes may well apply across thq board, it is. almost certain 
that there will be significant differences betwpen secondary objectives, 

strategies and resources required. 

Finally, this Chapter is nbt meant to provide an exhaustive 
treatise on strategic. planning. This can be found elsewhere. What I 

have tried to do is to stress the particular importance of the 
Strategic Plan to the corporate affairs function and to develop 

the methodology for the corporate affairs component of th. e Plan. 
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Appendix, 

XY Corporate Affairs 
Strategic Plan 1975-1983 (Extracts 
Mission 

1. Mission 

The Corporate Affairs function has been created to'act as the 
interface between the Compdny and the external environment and 
has the following mission: 

to identify constraints on and opportunities for the 
Company generated by external trends and to act to . remove the 

constraints and foster the opportunities 

- actively to idvocate and practise'a policy of social 
and corporate responsibility 

- to help create the exiernal conditions and climate 
favourable to the profitable growth bf the company 

to help ensure the company is regarded as a desirable 

employer 
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XY Corporate Affairs 
Strategic Plan 1975-1983 (Extracts) 

-Environment 

2. Environment 

2.1. Market 

- slow down in sales domestic equipment in Europe ....... 

- sustained acceleration in raw material costs ....... - 

- distribution problems because of shortage of lorry drivers ...... 

- growth in sales of desk calculators though threat from Far East 

growing faster over next five years ....... 

- emergence of developing countries (though impeded by oil 
crisis) as long-term markets for domestic products 

XY products' technical excellence respected. However growing 
dissatisfaction with service is to be expected with increased 

customer sophistication and consumer power ....... 

customers are beginning to encourage legislation on enforcements 
of guarantees, etc 

2.1.1. Implications 

XY growth will be affected by 

continuing rising costs of manufacture and distribution 

profitsý squeeze through greater competition and increasing 

customer demands 

2.2. Political 

growth of public sector possibility of nationalisation in UK ....... 
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growing gQyprnment-(and EEC) intervention ....... 

some pressure to regulate market share and limit export of 
profits ....... 

political action likely on questions of environmental pollution 
and employee participation ....... 

groaing nationalism on the part of the developing countries 
nationalisation an increasing threat especially in Africa ....... 

long term instability of sorre South American governments ....... 

growth of multinational unions ........ 

establishment of UN Information Centre ....... 

centre on multinationals likely; with possible eventual 
restrictions on multinational company operations 

2.2.1. 

XY growth would be affected 

by*nationalisation in any country 

- by intervention by nationalor. i nternational governments 

- positi. yely by devolution of power to subsidiaries 

A3. 
Econ6mic 

continuing -inflation and grotflng unemployment in Lurope ....... 

statutory prices control very1ikely ....... . 

possibility of incomes policy ....... 

-sues ....... balance of payments continues as key is 
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2.3.1. Implications. 

XY growth would be. affected by 

7 statutory controls 

inflation 

2.4. Social 

increasing alienation among groups in s oci ety ....... . 

large companies cause concern 

- lack of (national) control on investment 

- lack of (national) control on employment- 

- lack of (national) control on profi ts 

demand for greater responsibility to the employee ....... 

growing dissatisfaction with. practice of western capitalisý 

- lack of response. to societal. needs 
- quality of life 

freedom of choice,, 

enVironmen"Cal, Problems ....... 

7 problems of consume r,, soci ety ........ 

power of media owners 

confrontation not consensus ....... 

increasing influence of. pressure groups ....... 

fal 1. in quality, quantity and relevance of "skill" training 

demand for involvemant, participation 

2.4.1. Implications 

It 
XY company growth would be affected by 
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attacks. 6y students 

- shortage of skilled recruits 

- (positively) joint projects on matters relevant to XY 
long term., future 

2.5. Internal 

growth in dema6d for participation in local affairs ....... 

demand for more informafion on future of employment, 
plans, careers ....... 

- growth in credibility gap between management and employee 

- stress caused by short time, redeployment, etc ....... 

2.5.1. Implications 

XY growth would be affected 

by attrition 0f needed skills 

by worker directors 

positively by trust between management and employees 

I- 

S 
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. 
XY Corporate Affairs 
Strategic Plan 1975-1983 (Extracts) 
Strategic Objectives 

3. Objective_s Strategic 

3.1. Help to grow overall business demand. 

3.2. Help to grow demand for products and services of the 
industry, as a whole and to increase demand for new products 

3.3. Help to protect and strengthen XY's own position in the 

market-place 

3.4. Support XY sales* efforts 

3.5. Contribute to XY profitability 

3.6. Contribute to sustaining and growing XY's share price 
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. 
XY Corporate Affýirs 
Strategic Plan 1975-1983 (Extracts) 
Objectives - secondary 

4. Objectives - secondaEy (examples) 

4.1. Business demand 

4.1.1. Increase awareness and acceptance Of the need for' 
'free enterprise', profits*, etc 

Key audiences: opinjon formers, Media, Politicians* 

general public, governments , academics , students 

4.1.2. Identify, research* and develop key new opportunities 
for business which 

have high potential 
have social value 

4.1.3. Encourage industrial, government and social participation 
in analysis of needs of total econonl, / 

4.1.4. Develop and implement programmes of social responsibility 
that meet the demands of good corporate citizenship 
of the communities in which XY is located. 

, 
A. 1.5. Create awareness of efforts in 4.1.3. and 4.1.4. 

Keý audiences: media, politicians, community leaders, 

, business leaders, opinion formers 

4.2. Industry Demand 

4.2.1. Increase awareness and acceptance of need for industry 

products and services 

Key audiences: business leader,., mc-dia, poli 
I 
ti cI ans , 

governments, general public 
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4.2.2. Identify, research and develop key new opportunities for 

the'industry which 
- have high potential 
- have social value 

4.2.3. Create a favourable climate for increase in gra. -. -th of 
inddstry sales and increased awareness of products'and 
services 

Key audiences: customers , prospects , 
leaders , employees 

4.2.4. Create awareness of the managerial and p rofessional 
'competence of industry and its people 

Key audiences: National and international governments and 
agencies, media 

4.2.5. Influence government pol. icy to provide a free and open. 
market, place for industry products 

Key audiences: National governments in Third World, 

politicians, 

4.3. - XY Demand 

4.3.1. Increase awarendss and acceptance of need for XY products 
and'servi ces 

Key audiences: business leaders, media, politicians, 

governments'. general public 

4.3.2. Create a favourable. climate for increase in ýraath of 
-XY'sales and increased awareness of products and scrvices 

Key audiences: cus tomers, prospects, leaders, employees 

4.3.3. Create awareness of the managerial and professional 
competence of XY and its people 

Key audiences: National and international go-veri-Imelits alld 
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4.3.4. Advjse constituent parts of the company in establishment of 
promotional goals through the applied use of Corporate 
Affairs resources 

4.3.5. Increase awareness of XY as a company having enlightened 
personnel policies and practices, and employing highly 

skilled trained people 

Key audiences: customers, prospedts, media, schools, 
universities 

4.4. Profitability 

4.4.1. Measure and evaluate the activities and resources of* 
the corporate affairs division, ensuring th e maximum 
cost effectiveness 

Key audienc6s: XY 

4.4.2. Continuously monitor and report on changes in the 

environment (internal and external) and educate and 
advise the company on the need to implem,, -, nt suitable 
programmes to optimise its operations in the light of 
such changes 

Key audiences: XY 

4.4.3. Improve employee morale and motivation by creating 

awareness of XY personnel policies and practices and 
by increasing knowledge of and confidence in industry 

in general and XY in particular 

Key audiences: XY. 

4.5. Share Price 

T. ý. I. 
r-^ý*- ý 
.. 1.11. ... I lAb 

'I I' .4rI cl imultc for XY cc. -O. -Anued' growth as 
a corporate entity by enhancing its reputation and image 
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Increase awareness of XY's contribution in the economic, 
social, manager-ilent, educational and scientific resources, 
the countries in which it operates 

Key audiences: politicians, senior civil servants 
journalists, etc 

4.5.2. Increase awareness and acceptance of the benefits of 

multinational companies specifically XY to the countries 
in which it operates 

4.5.3. Improve'employee morale and motivation by creating 

awareness of XY personnel policies and practices and 
by increasing. knaeiledge of and confidence in industry 

in general and XY in particular 
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XY Corporate Affairs 
Strategic Plan 1975-1'983 (Extracts) 
Key Strategies 

Key Strategies (examples) 

5.1. Public Sector 

Extended dialogue with key coniacts'in international 

national and local government 

joint projects on study of long term needs of 
countries in which XY operates 

- provision of XY resources to help groups concerned 
wi th total society, and to ýun seminars, etc 

- Promote XY mýa'nagement as business leaders 

- Research needs and implement, with key contacts, 
community programmes, providing resources as necessary 

Undertake joint proposals with EEC and other supra-national 
authorities 

5.2. Industry (including customers 

Ensure provision of skilled promotional support for 

marketing divisions 

-. *Ensure active participation industry associations 

Encourage sound and responsible management practices 
throughout business 

5.,. 3. Thought Leadq- r. e 

Ma intain an acceptable profile of tile company 

Become one of the key XY SOUrces of external information 
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and inflb&nce on XY business related and vianagQment quostions 

Develop and implement programmes with or without partners 
in the management solution of key societal, problems 

Encourage research into impact of industry, particularly 
high technology on society 

- Encourage research into impact-of technology on less 

developed and developing countries 

- Mount joint projects thit demonstrate the professional 

and managerial competence of XY people 

5.4. XY 

- ensure provision of XY resources as appropriate to 

employees participating in the community 

- Ensure provision of resources for XY to exercise leadcrship 
in management thinking, in control of 'change'-, and davalop 

concomitant recognition programmes 

Be 
* 

the 'conscience' and watchdog of the company externally 

and internally on matters that form the 'new variables' 
(changes in values etc) and that could impact the profitable 

growth of the company 

Become one of the key XY sources of external and internal 

information on all matters related to XY present and future 

plans 

Develop, programmes that will close the various 'gaps 

with in the company (HO and the field; marketing and manufacturing 

etc) with particular attention to improving the creditability 

of management wish to exchangb information 

Improve awareness of XY plans and XY marketing, technical 

and corporate responsibility successes 
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Improve jawarcneýs of M as an enlightened employer through 
increas'ing knqwledge of personnel policies and practices. 

p 



XY Corporate Affairs 

-Strategic Plar, 1975-1983 (Extracts) 

Resources, 

6. Resources 

6.1. Long-ierm corporate affairs 

61-1. Financial (V000) 

Salaries 

-Benefits 
Overheads 

Operating costs 
Programmes 

TOTAL 

Capital requirem. nts 

. 
6.1.2. Manpa. -ier (manyears') 

Directors 

Managers 

Proýessionals 

Secretarial 

Administration 

TOTAL 

6.1.3. Spýace (sq ft) 

Offices 

Work areas 
Admin areas 
Other 

TOTAL 

ý 8A - 14 - 

1975 1976 11077 1978 1979 1 980 1931 1982 
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6.2. Internal Communications. 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

6.2.1. Financial 
6.2.2. Manpower 
6.2.3. Space 

6.3. ' Short-Term Promotional Support 

6.3.1. Financial' 
6.3.2. Manpower 
6,3.3. Space 

6.4. Enviro=antal Monitoring 

6.4.1. Financial 
6.4.2. Manpower 
6.4.3. Space 

6.5. Planning, Measurement 

and administration 

6.5.1. Financial 
6.5.2. Manpower 
6.5.3. Space 

6.6. Major Programmes 

Corporate publicity 
(a) Financial (V000) 

(b) Manpower (manyears) 

Joint projects with government 
(a) Financial (VOOO) 

(b) Manpower (manyears) 

Secondm2nts 
(a) Financial (flono) 
(b) Manpavxr (m. -Anyears) 

capital fund 
(a) Financial (V000) 
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Government Relations 
(a) Financial (POOO) 

(b) Manpower (manyears) 

Donations 
(a) Financial (E'000) 
(b) Manpower (manyears) 

Video cassette network 
(a) Financial (E'000) 
(b) Manpower (manyears) 

Regular environmental analysis reports 
(a) Financial (POOO) - 
(b) Manpo-wer (manyears) 

etc. 
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XY Corporate Affairs 
Strategic Plan 1975-1983 (Extracts) 
Dependencies 

7. Dependencies (examples) 

Economic nationalism is becoming increasingly severi in the 
developing countries. Corpqrate affairs can help, lessen the 

negative effects but there is an urgent need for top management 

to review once more 
0 

(a) the question of local ownership 
(b) increased use of local raw materials 
(c) manufacture of key technologies in LDC's 

. Without changes 'in policy, corporate affairs objectives 
in LDC's will be almost impossible to achieve 

Commitment to corporate affairs must be cqmpany wide. 
The achievement of corporate objectives is dependent on 

active participation in corporate affairs programmes by top 

management and employees throughout the Company. Therefore 

activity in public and social affairs, industry and professional 
'affairs etc must be accepted as an integral part of XY duties. 

All managers must positively encourage such activity, make time 

available, and enslure employeýes engaged in corporate affairs 
have this work considered in their appraisals 

A key factor in the ability of XY to achieve its objectives 
in 

* 
thb plan period will be the sensitivity of individual 

managers to their staffs. Internal communications prograrmies 
can help but they can only-be really effective J the compapY 
takes major steps to intensify man managemnt training. 

Success in European corporate affairs programmes depends on a 

cuurdinated approach at EEC and national. level. Without the 
full and sustained support of XY Country General Managers, this is 

unlikely to happen 
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XY Corporate Affairs 
Strategic Plan 1975 - 1983 (Extracts) 
Issues 

8. Issues (Examples) 

Assumption has been made that there will be no major war 
during the plan period. However, there is the possibility 
of certain major conflicts such as ................. 

Assumption has been ýade that there will be a continuing but 

manageable energy shortage affecting Europe and tile USA until 
the end of the decade and that the 1980's will see a return 
to sufficiency via the use of North Sea Oil and non-oil energy 
sources (especially nuclear power). Ho%-., ever, there is the 
possibility of further major energy crises through mismanaged 
Middle East politics and delays in new energy services ....... 

Assumption has ýeen made that there will- be a continuing 
successful drive to independence by remaining colonies in 
Af ri ca. However, in countries A and B, there is a possibility 
ihat 

............................. 

Assumption has been made that. there will be long lasting 

revolutionary cha, nge in the form of governme-nt in Western 
Europe and North America. However, there is a possibility of 
breakdown in Italyleading to serious difficulties in the EEC 

such as .......... 

Assumption has been made that the United Kingdom will not 
withdraw from the EEC. However, there is a possibility that, 

as a result of a referendum, the Labour Government will 
withdraw .................................. 



NOTES: 

(1) The XY Corporate Affairs strategic plan exaýple is part of an actual 

plan prepared in 1974. 

I introduced the method and applied it to IBM UK's Corporate Affairs 

strategic plan in 1971, after which it was used as a method for IBM 

companies in other countries and at regional headquarters. 

Since the completion of this core thesis, I have successfully 
introduced this planning methodology intoýsome ten major British and 
American companies. 



CHAPTER 9 0 

TE WES FOR 00.1POPATE AFFAIRS 
_['%ATIO, 

'IAL_CO%j'C_CT, L_ 
I 

As discussed in Chapter 8, the formulation of a hierarchy of stratcgic 
ObJeci. ives is one or the most important aspects of the strategic plan. 
These objectives give an overall long-term direction to the corporate 
affairs function. The next step must be the formulation of some 

general opl--rational objectives , which can be prioritised and used 
for short and n2diun-. --,? -rn, planning within 'the contt:: kt of the strategic 

-c ardwhat I call primary objectives. plan. Thee. 

Before the manager responsiblq for Corporate Affairs can embark on 
anty kind ol detailed rn. anagar. Lent Aystem lie must start by being as prtýcise 
as possible in defining what it is that he really wants to achi6vc; 
that is-to say, what are his primary objectives. This may sound like a 
perfectly obvious statement, and of course it is. Yet the process of 
determining primary objectives for Corporate Affairs is probably the 

most difficult part of establishinq a workable planning and manager., ilt 
system. Time and time again, I have seen sound ideas and dc! as and 
ýroqramvr, 

es fl 
' ounder because primary objectives had nok'. been explicitly 

stated and agreed. 

Agroemcnlk is essential ; not only agreement from execult-ive managei-, -. ent 
but, just as important, agreement, at least in principle, from 

managers- in charge of corporate affairs functiens. 

The three pre-requisites for setting primat-y objectives are first, - 
a clear statement of overall company 'objectives; second, well thought 

out company and. corporate affairs strategic plans; and third, an 

any-strengths and weaknesses. evaluation of comp, 

Although I recognise the difficulty faced by senior managers; in 

certain companies in z: ctually 'obtaining agreed company objectives, 
for the purpose of Ithis thesis I have assumed that such objectives 
are in fact avail. -. 51c. 

Prim? rv 

L, is mos t un IiA ly th at thes e pri ma ry objecti ves A 11 be inq vanti f1 ob 10 t 

f W. ror is this usually either Acsirabla or even' pmsible. AN is 

essential, however, is that My be statod in terms of dosirod OV7P& 
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rather than input. What is required is a series of gcneralised statc. mants 
saying explici . ýly what needs to be achieved. 

Thus, for example, the statement "The writing of six articles to be 

publishcd in the national press" is not a statement of output, but 
input. It is not a primary objective. It represents, at best, a ri,, eans 
through which the achievement of some primary objectives can be aided. 
On the other hand, ' the statement "enhance the reputation of the company 

among key audiences" is output-oriented and can 't-herefore be used as 

a primary objective. 

It is quite possible that not-all primary objectives can be stated in 

a form that is totally output oriented. But it is: important to try. 

The next step is to categorise the primary objectives and, for most 

companies, the follwing questions should place all objectives 
into one of four categories: 

To what extent does management want to contribute to the 

development-of the external environment? (Environment 

Support Plan - Public and Social Affairs) 

2. How much should Corporate Affairs be involved in employee 

morale and internal communications? 
to ýecall the dictum of Talleyrand who said, "Give me 

good intenial policies and I will give you a good foreign 

policy". (Internal Support Plan Internal Communications) 

3. To what extent is the concern with improving the Corporate 

i mage? (Corporate Support) 

4. How far is it intended that the function offers direct 

short-term marketing support? (Marketing Support) 

All these four areas are veq different from one another and 

must be understood to be so: otherwise priorities cannot be 

given either to objecLives ur the -wunk prograww. 

From experience it can be seen that a major cause for misunder- 

standing of the role of public and social aflairs lies in tile 
failure ILO differentiate between fwoJects th-It are bizsod tc,.. jard^,, 
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support the di. rect marketing effort. Thcre is a world of 
difference between choosing a project that has a "third ci rclc" 
objective with some marketing spin-off and one that is using corporate 
responsibility as a means of achieving a marketing objective with 
the con-munity as a subsidiary beneficiary. Both kinds of project 
are needed but the relative priorities between the two will 
determine the programmes. 

The XY Company Objectives 

The XY Company, as a result of asking the above questions, h. as 
developed the primary objectives shown in Table 1. The agreed objective 
rating is also shown in the Table and is discussed further in Chapter 12. 
The objectives relate to the total Corporate Affairs plan which, in 

turn, relates to the XY Corporate objectives. But the priority so 
far as public and social affairs is concerned, 

'has 
been identified. 

. 
1he Z_ Company Objectives 

'A second set of primary objectives, this time for the Z Company, 

is shown at Table*2. 



XY PRI'MARY 
TABLE I 

CORPORATE-AUFAI-l"S Ol)'JI'CTIVJ-., (1) 
RATING OF 
OBJ E CTI VE 

(OUTOF 100) 

A 
Socto- 
Political- 
Environment 
Support 
Plan 

Public and 
Social 
Affairs 

32 

B 
Internal 
Support 
Pldn 

Internal - 
Communications 

Al Contribute to the development of a 
Socio-pol 

, 
itico economic environment 20 favourable to the long term corporate 

objectives of the conipany 

A2 Continuously monitor and report on 
trends in the environment and educate 
and advise the company on programmes 
to Its long term benefit 

A3 Identify, rcsearch and develop koy new 
opportunities for bushiess as a whole 6 
arising out of environmental analysis 

BI Improve employee morale and 
motivation by crcating awareness of 13 
XY personnel policies and practices 

B2 Increase awareness of XY as an 7 
ciflightcned employer 

B3 Increase knowledge of and confidence 
In future of the industry in general 

25 and XY In particular 

C C1 Enhance reputation of XY as a corporate 
Corporate entity with enlightened policies and 
Support practices 

L 

Plan 
C2 Increas'e government awareness and External Relations 

acceptance of XY specific skills and 
25 successes and contributions 

D DI. Increase awareness and acceptance of 
Marketing * (1) XY products and services 
Support 
Plan 15 

E H) Ensure the cost effectiveness of all 3 Cost programmes undertaken by the Division 
Effectiveness 31 

25 
In future of the industry In general 5 
and XY In particular 

C C1 Enhance reputation of XY as a corporate 
Corporate entity with enlightened policies and 14 
Support practices 
Plan 

' 
External Relations e government awareness and C2 Increas 

acceptance of XY specific skills and 11 
25 successes and contributions 

L 

D D1 Increase awareness and acceptance of 
Marketing * (1) XY products and services 
Support 
Plan 15 

AOTA L i0o 

NB (i) The assumption is that the principle marketing effort. Includinz pruduct publicity 
and customer relations, is in the N-larketing, Division. Marketing supp(, j-L %ýithin Corpuraw 

g -Affairs refers to more gencral, PR activitics such as gomrimicnt relations. press rolations. 



00 Although not an omput-miented extcrnal objccrive, this itcrn has L)cc"l inclu0cd to cnSurv -1, Y1 thaL solilc- proportion of resotirccs is delilicrately allocated to planning, research and 
nioniturilig Corporate Affairs activities. 



TABLE 2 
Z COMrANTY PRIMARY ('01VORATHAFFAIRS OBJECTIVES 

RATING 01' 
wiEcrivi: s 

(Our 01-.. loo) 

A Al Contribute to the devclopmcnt of a 
PUBLIC AND local environment favourable to 20 SOCIAL AFFAIRS the long-term corporate objectives 

of the company 

A2 Continuously monitor and report on 
trends in the local qnvEronment and 9 
educate and advise the company on 

29 programmes to its long-tcrm bcnefit 

B B1 Improve emýloyee morale and 
INTERNAL motivation by creating awarencss of 14 
COMINI U NICATIO IN'S Z personnel policies and practices 

B2 Increase awareness of Z as an 7 
enlightened employer 

B3 Increase knowledge of and confidence 7 
28 in future of Z 

Cl Enhance reputatl on of Z as a corporate 12 
CORPORATE citizen 
EXTERNAL 
RELATIONS C2 Increase local government and local 

20 community awareness of the role of Z8 

D DI Increase awareness and acccptance of 20 
MARKETING Z products 
SUPPORT 20 

E El Ensure the cost effectiveness of 3 
COST all corporate affairs prograinines 
E FFECTIVENESS 

TOTAL 100 
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THE ORGANISATION 

There can, of course, be no hard and. fast rules in setting up an organ- 
isation which will mect the needs' of each, let alone every, company. 

There are, however, some guidelines which, though th,. -: y may vary slightly 

according to the size and natibnality of the organisation, are helpful. A 

number of then are self-evident but, in my view, worth restatfi)g. 

The organisation that is to help the company respond 'to the new variables 

most cffectiv, -Iy will need to be adapted to reflect the more important of 

-c an ori-anisation these. Thus there may be a n, -cd to develop and orientat 

towards the key audience groups with whom there is an iwportant inter- 

dependence or towards key issues which will have a significant impact 

on the company. 

It may viell be helpful to undLirtake a feasibility study before the , 
Organisation is established. The study would determine the key audiences 

-ion - and issues as well as what the "users" of the services of orqanisat 
ie. the chief executive, the board, the personnel function, the corporate 
planners - need fron, it. 

Whatever organisation is decided, its purpose is threefold: 

to help tile company adopt a r,,, eaningful and 
integrated approach to the external environm3nt. 

to make the whole company more productive for the 

individuals within it and for society as a whole. 

to monitor the effectiveness of pro, -ra: -,:: i,, cs. 42 
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REQUJPIMEHTS FOR THE ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

Whether the coi', ipany is big or small , the impetus for setting tip and 
supporting an organisation for dealing with Corporate Affairs niust come 
from the top. Enthusiasm seldom spreads upwards. Moreover, in this 
way only can the function be sheltered from the %-., ell-meaninm -but short- 
sialited striCtUi-LS of those %,., hose job, rightly, is to lcok after the 
more evidently immediate objectives of the company. The orcanisatior, 
itself may be a facet of one Board Member's work, or it may rq. quire a Much 
larger'opcration but the principle remains. The Corporate Affairs function 

represcnts an aspect of the Chairman's mind and is concerned with those 

external factors which affect or are about to affect his business. That 
is why it cannot be discharged at a supernumery level. 

The wort, of Corporate Affairs must, moreover, be seen as normal corporate 
activity and part of the company's strategic plan. While the focal point 
-Iay be one office, %, ilth people who are the thinkers and planners, the 
entire Company is involved. The inference is that the Board of Dire. -tors 
and the executive officers must be corporate affairs oriented. They i:: ust 
accept the importance and relevance of Corporate Affairs to the future of 
the Company and themselves. Because Corporate Affairs reflects the total 
appro"ach of t-he business, and must therefore influence the organisation 
at the day to day level, the best financial and marketing decisions can 
only be taken-when the Corporate AfFaies voice is heard as well as that 
of the Directors of Finance and Marketing. 

*A. ny organisation must be flexible, organic a9d capable of ch., nge. It 

should be able to react to new challenges and only in this way can it 
help the Comapany adopt a meaningful and integrated approach to the external 
PnvironmPnt. 

It is important, too, as with the strategic plan, to bear in 

mind the time frame within which the organisation must 
operate. It is no good thinking in terms of two or three 
or even five years 
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Since the object is to influence society, men's rainds need to be inforr. ed, 
and this takes tii,.,, c. The Corporate Affairs function, thOUgh it cannot 
overlook the intervening period, often needs tollook ten to fifteen 

years ahead. 

The results of such a long-term approach are, * first, that it enables a 
sensible list of functions to be drawn up. It is possible to think in 

terms of meeting the needs of the future - for, example, education and youth 
and the company's recruits and. customers of the years to come. Even Public 
Relations canipaigns can be planned, MCLIted, measured and improved since 
messages will convince more honestly and easily. Second, the chteria 
used by the Company in the allocation of resources to Corporate Affairs can 
be tailored to meet the real needs of the Company. The Company will know 

whether its decisions to reduce or expand are having an impact on the 
long-term market or are simply an expediency in a short-term crisis. 

A final guideline is the need to bear in mind the geographical pýranieters 
within which ihq Corporate Affairs organisation will %-., ork. Local problemns 
will rcquire local attention: national and internationa 

'1 Probloms will 
require meeting at a higher organisational level. (See Figure 1). 

-Usually, 
the 

point for detail is at the national level. Even if the company is an international 

one, all* that the Headquarters Corporate Affairs function should do, in 

addition to managing interhational projectsis to ensure that the national 
companies are aware of the, needs, techniques and sugcjestions that exist 
and of the help that can be provided. But action inust be local; techniquos 

must be decentralised and comr-nunications fostered and used to ensure that all 
are in the picture. Needs do differ from country to country, region to 

region and any organisation must reflect these differences. 

STAFF AND LINE RESPONSIBILITIES 

The analogy for the relationship betwCen staff and line exist's already ill 

other functions. There is a personnel staff who formulate policies and 

(-,! 1 -1 lay r-os pu: is ibi 11 Ly 1"o ,u- IV- ýUlkle 
V-112W butt. Lhe u tO (Jay j L11 h 1"), 

mentaticn is with the line manager at all levels. In the sam, ý, uay, tile 
Financial Cc7,; ptroller in a coiapany %-., ill provide guidc-l-. 'mcs and tarcge'6s 
bOt th, 2 rusponsibility for adhering to these is placed fairly and squarely 
%-, 1 '. hea ch 1irci!,, q er 

.. 
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The same principle applies to the area covered by Corporate Affairs. 
The central staff are concerned with the formulatid of policies relating 
to the aspect of company activi V that covers its relations with the rest 
of society. Their implementation, hcwcvcr, cannot all be relegated to the 

'same staff group but becomes the responsibili of line managdment. 

The area of staff responsibility, then, is to: 

Formulate policies 

Propose objectives 

Develop, encourage and monitor plans and prograw.. mes. 

Implement some activities requiring particular 
specialist skills. 

THE SMALL., PMEDIUM AND LARGE COMPANY 

In the si,. iall company, the Corporate Affairs function is not likely to c, xist 
as a separate entity. If we accept that this function constitutes an aspect 
of the Chairman's own. total approach to his job, then it may not be 
Possible, in the small company, for this to be delegated beyond his own 
office. 

When the company is bigger, this delegation will take place though, again, 
the Corporate Affairs function of a medium sized company may not exist 
separately. The activities of Corporate Affairs, like those of a press 
office, personnel policies affecting activities in the community, advertising 
and Customer relations may well be the province of som-cone acting as Director of 
Staff. But the principle that these activities reflect a comparti.! cnt of the 
Chairi-iian's total approach, and. are not separate from it, must be adhCred to 
if Corporate Affairs is to remain in the mainstream of the company's life. 

The large firm can afford and wil i almost ccrtainly have a departric-11L 

concerned with Corporate Affairs. In mos't, comPanies, this terin is still 
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wrongly equated with Public Relations and Sales Proi-wtion. In too many 
co: -Ipanics the function is relegated dot-in the line and the manager 
responsible finds himself removed one or two levels from the Chairman. 
1,.? Iicn this happens, it is cleat, indication that this aspect of business is 
likew, ise removed front the Chairman's thought unless somil-thing. go6s i-Irong 
or there is son-,, - specific event to promote. The concept of his being 

concerned with all external variables . affecting the conipany is thus missina. 

THE IN' TERINATICINAL COMPANY 

The extra dimension of international operations nicans that there 'is a need 
to hari,,,, onise Corporate Affairs' activities in many countries, while retainin(j 
flexibility of operations. The precepts are simple: 

centralise strategy 

decentralise tactics 

keep cammunication lines short 

The strategic matters will refer to such all-embracing subjects as Anti- 
Trust, the degree to which the profile is high or low key, the proportion 
of resources to be devoted to corporate-responsibility and so on. The 
tactics will depend on the political, social and economic environment. 
in which each subisdiary operates. The communication network, ensures that 

all are in the picture and safeguards against misunderstanding. 

DIFFERINIG NEEDS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 

In every country the principle governing the activities of Corporatq Affairs, 

and so of the organisation created for their conduct is that a firm, what- 
ever its size, must identi Q the external variables which are crucial to 
its existence. Some of these variables may affect businoss as a whole in 
that country; -, scoc may af Fcc t the parti cul ar fi rm or i ndus to. If the 
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reasoning process starts with the external situation and lcads back to 
the firm and its organisation, then the nccessarýy 'deductions are sil. -ple. 
They are only difficult if the reasoning is the other v., ay round and 
starts with sorme organisational pre-conception. 

In the developing countries, the ncel for political s6 ensitivity will prob- 
ably be greater than anything else and even the small firm, with feur other 
resources for corporate programmes, wi Il havc- to devote top management 
attention to this field. As elsewhere in the world, the governing rule 
is that involm-iient starts at the very top and is delegated only so far 
far as organisational and other pressures demand. ** 

THE USE OF NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 

'A Board of Directors is, ideally, composed of people who can balance short- 
term profits against long-term social costs which, in turn a. ffec, t long- 

term financial gains. It will normally be necessary to give up some 
immediate profits in order to ensure longer terin gain and so there is a 
need for people who can make these judgements. It is unlikely that internal 

experience alone will be enough. 

One of thq implications of choosing outside people whose judgement can be 
trusted should be that they are informed about the com. pany. This is by 
no means always the case ýet, if 'they are to appraise the effectiveness of 
a firm's proposals, especially when they touch on matters that depart from 
traditional business interests, and if they are to play a part in real 
issues rather than be confined to the few formalities that too often occupy 
their attention, the completeness of the inforinition at their disposal is 

of pavaiiiiuunt importance. They must be free and ablc tr) ofror constructive 
criticism to their colleagues', insist on the broader p! cture being ta',, Cn 
into account and be able to review functions independently in the light of 
a full knot-iledge of v., hat is happening. 

International programmes are often dopendent on action by a number of 
national subsidiaries and therefore requirs close coordination at all 
levels. A suggested organisa. tional frawwork for such prograyxv; A 
shown in Figure 2. 
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For the work or outside directors to be useful there are, then, certain 
ground I'L11CS which must be stated if the fashionable but wrong approach 
towards the use of these people is to be avoided. This appro3ch is, of 
course, "naine hunting". It is wrong because it starts with the personality 
instead of the need. The right approach is tQ identify the area of need and 
then find the individual to fill it, just as one would fill any other position. 

So the ground rules' are: 

Identify the gap or need - the area whcre outside 
judgement is crucial. 

2 Match the pprson to the need. He may not be the 

prestige name that is dear to public relations and 
his "rightness" will include his availabilitY. 

3 Stipulate i4hat is expcctýd from him in terms of 
time and areas of work. 

4 EnSUre thatý the internal director recognises the 

particular role they can play. 

Identify the non-executive director's main functional 

counterpart in the firm. 

Fix a salary commensurate wi'th the work expected. 

Set a retirement age. 

Then us. - him! (or her) 

ADVISORY COUNCILS 

To co,, -nplcment the use of outside directors, it is often dc,, ir3ble to 

establish an Advisory Council consisting of compctont Individuals from 

Various fields of activity. and capable of iden-Lil'ying and advising oil 
matters th at : pill ovcr tho boundcries of bou'sincss 0-- OCOCraphy- They r 
qan operate at 10-10 levels. 
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Tho first is at Corporate level where their advice is available to either a 
national or internzational headquarters. In the laiter case, their use- 
fulness can be enhanced by their being members of the Company's local board 
of directors in the r-ountry from which they ceme. 

The second is at a local. level. Theoretically, business manage., -1, ent and 
labour could decide together to be irresponsible toaards the cot-. -., r. unity because 
of short-term gain 'to them. This is an unlikeiy picture but it serves to 
highlight th-c need for the comdunity to be not only the beneficiary of what 
business dccides to do but also a consultative partner. 

The idea of workers-on boards of directors skates round this particular 
pro b1 em. On the othqr hand, the importunate intrusion of community auditors, 
Who have no knowledge of the business they are investigating, is the least 

propitious way of getting a business to listen 4%. *o the voice of the community. 

Oae possible solution that is now being investigated is the formation of 
local advisory boards. This goes further than merely appointing a director 

of the Ccirpany to become Mr XY for the region and to interface with the 
community. It meansithe formation of a group of people including, for the 
sake of argument, a irember of the local Rotary Club, the local Director of 
Social Services, a representative of a voluntary organisation and a teacher, 
who would be party to some of the' Company's broad strat -egies and plans and 
who would nicet at intervals with the senior executives of that location. 
They. woOd discuss the implications of iýdiat the Comp&ny was doing in the 

area and advise on matters wýich extended beyond the business expertise 
wi tI n th e company. 

A way in to this somewhat radical arrangement would be to constitute an 
"advisory board" rather than an immediate local board of directors. it 

would be up to all parties to the expýrinent to make it work and not use the 
meetings as an occasion for uninformed cormaent or sectional pursuits. Then, 
if succcssful, it could be ratificd and point the way for a new relationship 

bus, I bell Mcss and society. 
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CONSULTANTS 

The use of consultants, as opposed to non-executi. ve dirccLors, must also 
be mentioned. The distinction needs to be kept in nind, even though the 
need for outside help from people %,. -ho can advise, open doors and helP 
ricgotiations inziy be similar. 

Broadly speaking, consultants fall into three categories; retired pro- 
fessionals from some other field; specialists, either individuals or 
firms, who are on call to help in spccific areas and those No are simply 
brought in as a breath of fresh air, to broaden horizons and develop now 
ideas. 

The 'useful life' of the first category is shorter than that of a non- 
executive director since he depends on knowledge and contacts from his 
former profession that soon become out of date. His contribution is his 

expertise rather than his judgement ability and breadth of horizon. For 
the time of his service, he can A expected to work three or more days a 
week and have an office in the firm to which hc is consultant. His tcnur,: ý 
of appointment should initially be short, even though it ban be renwed. 

The consultant on call will normally be still active in his field of 
experti-se. His appointment can therefore be rerievied for, so long as he 
himself i-s rencwing his ovin expertise. 

Thp third category may be used on a, one-tip, -ie or continuing basis. They will 
normally Piave access to resýources in their fields Of interest that are wide- 
sp ead and influential. They can bring to a firm a depth of experience and 
a 

ýontact 
with i,,,.:, w thinking that is unlikely to be found urithin any one 

business Organisation. If they prove themselves, they can then be broqht 
in as often as their particular skills are reqUir. -d. 

CORPORATE AFFIURS ORGANISATION 

. ihe totai interface wilth the exLertictl eiivir-umimiL is Lhu L,.!, k ul' : iamy 
functions. In the coinpany, where thcre is a co-ordinat(. -d Corporate Affairs 
function, its responsibilities should include: 

h 
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Research and Intelligence - that will monitor trends, 
evaluate their importance for the Company and 
providh the input information for action programmes that 
will reduce constraints and maximise*opportunities. 

Strategic 'Planning - that will propose 'objectives and 
formulate policies. Such a responsibility is an important 

one for it implies, inter alia, providing the Corporate 
Affairs input to the Company Plan. (The Finance department 

submits the financial input and marketing submits its input 
but Corporate Affairs is the one function that sees the 
company cis an entity). In the Strategic Plan it has of 
course, a specific and unique responsibility for using the 
information. supplied by the Intelligence Unit to determipe 
Corporate Affairs policies. 

Developing and Managing Corporate Affairs - plans and 
programmes and encouraging not only Corporate Affairs but 

also other parts of the organisation to implement these. 

The monitoring of performance '- is the organisation ensuring 
the Company is opflimising* thý use of its resourcesý This * 

responsibility also includes the routine "control" of budgets 

and administration. 

To meet these requirements, the Director in charge of this function will 
have a small staff which may include all or some of the following 
depending on the size of the company. 

Public end Social Affairs 
Governiiient Relations 

Internatiooal (Agcncy) Relations 

COMMUnity Rolations 

Enviroranental Affairs 
-ions (SChOOIS, Llll', VCI-". 'itlCS Ctk-) Education Rclal. 
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Regional Directors represpnting the covipany as a corporate 
entity in areas of the country where there is a strong 
company presence. Responsibilities will, vary but could 
i ncl Ude 

- local cc., -, i. -,,. unity affairs 

-ions - 'local ci-Jployee relat 

- location administration 

External 'Comm, unications Adviser 

Advice to senior management on extcrral communicatiors 
Internal Conmitini cations Advisor 

- Advice to senior management on internal cormunications 

Industry and Professional Relations 

Co-orýdinate Company interface with industrial, trade 
and professional associations. 

Cominunications Operations 

Press Relations 
Corporate Publicity (advertising, publications, films etc) 
Corporate Design 
Editorial Services (hous*e journals, noticeboard 
announcements, management b. ulletins etc) 

Research Plans and Programmes 

- Intelligence 

- Strategic planning 

- Surveys, attitude studies 

- Project evaluation 
- Measurcment 

- Budgetary and administrative control. 

Some specimen job descriptions nov,, follow. 
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SPECIr'lEN JOB DESCUPTIONS 

DIRECTOR OF COIRPORMTE AFFAIRS 

The Dircctor is responsible to the Chairman and has s prfimnry rc pon- 
sibility for 

- formulating policies 
- proposing objectives 

developing, implementing and monitoring plans 
and programmes to ensure that 

the company mects its social responsibilities 
its contribution to the country's econo-mic 
and social development is understood inside 

and outside the company 
its image is corresoondingly enhanced 

To this end, he (or she) 

directs the company's internal and external 
communications activities and public and social affairs 
develops and mairltains close contact with key external 
groups, including 

government, both central and local 
industry 
tile professions 
the world of education 
the communities of which the company's 
facilities are located- 
pressure groups 
employees 

provides guidance, advice and sorvice to other 

parts of the company ar-id ensures th2ir input 

to, and involvernent in, Corporate Affairs 

Progrdin". C. 's 
irif-iptps and co-ordinates major government contacts 
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He will thus have the following functional responsibilities 

organisation 
Poli'tical and economic* affairs (eq. aware of all 
changes in legislation etc which could affect the 

company's business) 

external and environmental affairs 
industry and profesgional affairs 
community relations 
media relations 
corporate publicity and related activities 
employee qommunications , 
public and social affairs 

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

The Director is responsible to the Director of Corporate Affairs for 
formul'ating and proposing policy concerning 

public sector relationshipý- 
social affairs involvement 
"third circle" responsibilities 

lie advises company. senior management on the impact of the company's 
activities on public sector leadership and vice versa. Ile sustains* 
contact with and an informed awareness of intergovernmental and non- 
government institutions, Hý formulates policies and prorramnies that 
demonstrate the company's involvement in the major social and environmental 
pro 

Ib 
lems of the day eg. ecology, urban affairs, education, youth, pressure 

groups etc. 

He represents the company thinking t. o audiences in the public sector, oil 
public platforms and internally. 

I 
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Saile of' his Further responsibilities include 

liaison with government (political and civil service), 
oppolition, decision makers in nationalised industries, 

governmant agencics and in local government and co=:, unity 
fields. 

promotion of an understanding of the rble of the cdr,,, pany 
- as a socially rýsponsiblc corporate citizen 
- as a contribution to the country's social and 

economic developmcnt. 

awareness of all changes or proposed changes in the 
legislation etc and the proposal of plans etc to exert 
legitim. ate influence on such developments. 

participation in the Corporate Affairs planning proces SOS. 

development of projects and programmes to meet the needs 
of the company and the community. 

maintenance of an active co-qperation with other parts of 
the company. I 

being the focus ofeffort to see that-all now and developing 

managers are trained to ý. ppreciate the importance of the 

,, nt to the company social, eco * nomic and political environni. 
and to their development as managers. 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

The Director is responsible to the Director of Corporate Affairs for the 
strategic thinkino and operational i-imnawnient of the Resiftit Manac 

.; er 
Proqrai,., m,,, c. The main objectives of the programme are: 

I 
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to ensure senior community affairs representation 
in an area 
to opsure a senior company presence in the area 
to provide a focal point for local. community 
affairs activities 
to provi. de an "ombudsman" to assist the Personnel 
function in the operation of the compapy's employeb 
relations programmes 

Thus the role of each Director is to ensure that in each area 

- tile company meets its social responsýihility objectives 

- the company's contribution to the econoi,, iic and 

social development of the areas is understood both 

inside aný outside the company 
the image of the company is correspondingly enhanced 

To this end he will be resident in the region and 

maintain an overview of internal and cxtcrnal 
communications activities 
develop and maigtain cl , ose relationships with the 

company's many audiences (local authorities and 
MP's, educational'establishments, the media, 

c ommercial ''neighbours'' etc) 

He will thus have responsibilities at a local level in 

political and economic affairs 

external and enviromment affairs 
industry and professional affairs 

cowunity and media relations 

employee communications ate 
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XTER It E %NAl. CO"111MICATIONS ADVISFR 

The Adviser is responsible to the Director of Corporate Affairs for the 
provision of strategic creative th 

, 
inking and export advice to Co::, pany 

senior management on matters external coimmjuni cations. As for-the Internal 
Comi-iiunications Adviser, he will provide advicc and counsel to Co-. municatimis 
and Corporate Affairs functions in all Company locations. 

Some of his further responsibilaities will be 

to provide creative thinking on long terin corpcrate 
promotion and on the use of relevant communications 
techniques 

to advise on the corporate promotion goals and 
develop pr9jects which contribute to these goals 
(where possible promoting senior management as 
public figures) 

to advise the marketing divisions on the use of 
communications skills in promoting product sales 

to represent the marketing thinking to the 
appropriate Corporate Affairs functions and vice versa 

to ensure that the company plays a positive role in 
the acadmic and professional communicators associations 
and institutions 

INTERNAL (EMPLOYEE) CORMUNICATIONS ADVISER 

The Adviser is responsible to the Director of Corporate Affairs for the 

provision of the strategic creative thin%ing and expert advice to Company 

senior management on matters of internal conim-uni cations and' industrial/ 

employee relations. Ile will also be responsible for providing advice and 
Counsel to communicators and Corporate Affairs functions in all company 
locations. 
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So., -jie of his Ourther responsibilities will bc 

to ensure that the nccessary Communications and Corporaýc 
Affairs skills are provided to mact the Company's 
intern, 31 co! -. i, i,. unications and industrial relations needs 
to ensure continLIOUS monitoring 
to provide creative think , ing, and advice oil the use of 
communications techniqLICS 
to maintain an awarcýicss of trends in the extcrnal 
environment as they relate to eimployees 

INDUSTRIAL A14D PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS 

The Industrial and Professional Affairs Manager is responsible to the 
Director of Corporate Affairs for the provision of strategic creative 
thinking on methods of projecting *the co. mpany managci; ient as industrial 
states. mon. fie willj co-ordinate the interfacing bct%-xcn the co. -.:, pany and 
external management, business, industry, trade and professional associations. 

He wrill ensure that the company plays a positive role in these associations 
and will. be the co,,,,, pany's representative on some of them. 

MANAGER OF Mi'lil'. 1UNICATI-0-NS ýOPERATIONS 

The Manager of Communications Operations is responsible to the Director of Corpot 

Affýirs for the creation of ma, ximwii awareness and acceptance of the company,. 
as d corporate entity. He must define and select the messages to be 

conveyed to the ccnipanyls various audiences. He -aill also ensure adequate 
funding, planning and implementation of the message concept. He will 
provide advice and counsel to the Director of Corporate Affairs on 
com. i.,. unicattions iS-jUes and activities. 

II 
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RESEARCH, PLANS Atli) PROGMA74MES 

The Rcsearch, - Plans and Program. mcs I'lanager is responsible to the Director 

of Corporate Affairs For the development of *Corporate Affairs stratngic 
and operating plans, project evaluaiion studies, the development oi 

systc-ms te mýoasure performance against plans, 
' 
the design of major 

. divisional projects, and for research Studies. 

He will givc staff assistance in the developi-iient of objectives; strategic plan 
input, and control of expenditure. He will give assistance to the Director 

of Corporate Affairs in the monitoring of the national and international 

onvironmcnt and provide an"intelligence' scrvice for the company on social 
and political issues. 
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ý fil'. (i) ORGANIS&TION FOR CORPORATEM-TAIRS if 

WORLD HEADQUARTERS 
Top TvIanagcnictit 

L 
CORPORATE AFFAII*ItS 

Broad policy gruldclitics 
InternaLional progvanimes 
Dcvclol)iHg country prognininic-:. 
IntercUiAlnental SO)Sidiary 
exchanges 

FCO 
NIT IN ]--'NTt% LI IQ 

Top IvIatuagcnient 

C. j-,. 1: LII'OI)C, Latin America 
SOULI'l-East Asia, North America 

NATIOINAL SUBSIDIARY 
Top Mina-cinent 42 

PLAW/LOCATION 
MANAGER 

L 
RPORATE AFVAIRS E 

Policy guidclitlýs 
Condný, ntil programmes 
MUILi-subsidlary project 
coordinaLion 
Intcr-subsidiary cxchaurcs 

CORPORATE AFFAIRS 

Detailed objectives E, critcria 
RCSpons"bility to all national 
stakeholders 

LOCAL COMINIVINUY AFFAIRS 

Dctallc,., d objective., a, & critcrin 
RCSPO))SIbIlILy to all local 
stakeholders 

'I 
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ORCYANI. SkrJON FOR XY INTERNA'rJONAL PROO-11ANIN 11.11; 

INTERNATIONAL XY JR! "Cl Office/ AFFAIRS CO-ORDINATING Major subsidiarics CommiTT11,11" 

I. 

INT EEG RATHID XY 
POLICY 

IWERNATIONAL 
PROCRANIMES 

International Institutions 
(U. N. ctc) 

Developing Countries 

Mcchanisin 

rINE NJ. A L N AT I ON AL 
ElýltOGRAINIMES 

_PRO",,., 
'RAjMMRS 0 

Continental IIIStitiftiolis Nationil In-stitiltiol1r, 
(EEC, Council of Europe etc) (Gov. L. Industry mc) 

Resouxces from XY Flo, Resources from 
Programmes carried out Regions. Progranimcs 
by 'centres of competence carried out by 'coiltres 
In HO and/or countries of conipctenýe* in regions 

and/or countries 

Resources from counzri. -!. i., 
Programmes carric. -cl rita bi 
countrics 
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

1- The trouble wita any decision about hovi miuch ýo spcild on 

public and social affairs is that it always involves a 

reconciliation of i nfinite possibilities with fitifte resources. 
There is n. ever enough to do everything that is desirable. 

Jo determine the-ai-.,, ount to be spent in relation to the 

constraints is, like investment in research and dcvclop-----3nt; 

somewhat of an act of faith. The validation of the decision 

generally comes later. 

It is, ho-, -icver, possible to ask some basic questions to point 
the way taviards this decision. If, for example, an organisation 
spends a total of ten percent of turnover on new investivant, 

how much is it worth spending on the external environment, to 
increase the chances that this investment will be profitable? 
How much in all does a company spend on its various insurance 

policies and how mUC11 is it worth to insure against external, 

risks? The decision tree on page 6- 6 illustrates some of the choices 
that are open. 

Guidelines to Investmcnt 

It is-investment and insurance thaý I am talking about and, 

whatever sum it is deýided to sperid, it must be ipent as 

effectively as possible. Hence the use of carefully constructed 

techniques for project evaluation described in Chapter 12. So, 

,e start soniciv., here and spend effectively is the first rule. Th 

second is. to ren-ember that this sum represents seed-corn and not 

peripheral expenses and so it simply must not be cut out in a 
di f fi cul t year. 
The sum to be spent oil public and social' affairs depands, 

of course, on the definition of this activity. Currently , 
an amount varying betwecn 0 and 3 percent of not before tax profit:: 
is the range, with -the average well towards thcý bottosl of tile 

scale. A-fid eVell 01011 010 (1017initiOl'i 01' Villot SIOL01-11 be iflOod'! d 

in the expcnditurc varices. Som-3 quid:! 1irc: i; iay tl-. c-ofora It):! 

helpful: k 
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DO not ihclucle*-. Other corporate aftairs activities 
Corporata publicity 
Marketing aids 
Educational gra. nts directly related 
to the bUSinCSS 
Top managennnt tir-. 0 Outside the 
function 

Do include: Costs of people engaged full and 
parf-timl ,, (excluding top management) 
Project ccsts relating to the function 
Costs of people included in the project 
from outside the function 
Chari'table contributions 
Intelligence desk 

The lines between what we term second and third circle 
activities coreesponding to the second and third level of responsi- 
bility, will necessarily be sometimos blurred. A rule of thLrnb for 
seeing to which budget an activity belongs would be: 

for projects where social responsibility is the chief 
objective, the money is allocated direct to the public 
and social affairs function 

for projects where marketing is the chief objective, the 

money is allocated fron, marketing with somea spin-off 
accruing to public and social affairs 

The correct allocation is a factor that can be built into project 
evaluation systems. This all means that both a project which starts in 
the social responsibility field and leads later to maýrketing 
possibilities or one that starts as a marketing pr-)jert but is 
then found to have social implications are covered by this approach. 
A total separation between the two is not always possible. 
The same formula applies to other functions in the Company. 
if the main benefit of an activity rnmes, to r1a, q tuorin ! ac -7 9 
personnel or publicity, and the main objecttve lies withAn 
those parts of the Organisation, then that is the main SOUrCC for 
the budget. 
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Wh i ch 

Where should the money come from? From net before tax profits or 
from turnover? If the fonner, we are effectively saying 
'you must make less profit in order to fulfil your social 
responsibility'. Vie are also saying that 'if you ina-ke a loss, 
there is riot much you can do. ' In the second case, we are 
saying 'this is an investM. 2111L in your future SO YOU Must look 

at your whole allocation of resources and, if necessary, alter 
your investment mix in the light of now priorities. '' Th. is 

means that, instead of asking hm-i much you can afford after 
profit (if any), you ask hot-i much you need to*and can do. 
Thus, the year to year fluctuations of the business will have 
less affect on what is. a long-term invastra3tit and the activities 
that are agreed. will relate more and more to the constraints 
affecting the business. 

Let us naa look at some figures. If wre take tile Times Top 1,000 
Companies, in the UK, the average turnover of companies from numbers 450 
500 on the lis't is about 124 million and tile average number of 
employees is 3000*. The average turnover of companies in tile 
top 100 of the list is E200,000,000 with an average number of A. 000 

employees. Let us suppose that a sum of 0.2% of turnover were 
all6cated to public and social affairs, this would give a 
budget of 148,000 for the companies in the lower range- 'and 

, 1400,000 for those in-the higher range. 

I 
It can readily be seen from these figures that such sum, 

used intelligently and either alone or in cooperation with some 
other organisations facing the same constraints, would allw 
a whole range of activities including professional or 
management time , pum. p pri, ming or full scale projects. 

An outline of what the XY &nd Z companics propose to do with, 
their allocation is given at the end of Chapter 19. 

Small and Bi Companies 

Whatever sum is allocated, the prograwii; r-s can be tailored to 
t 
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panics can and should, in fit UIC IAJý9(2t. Even small com, 
their a. -ni interest, include a modest in%'CSILMý-nt i; i public and 

social affairs. It mzýy be, holpfill to recall the follo-aing 

conversation I had in 1974 with the chairman of a small 
cox. pany manufacturing plastics and cirploying, 200 people. 

Manufacturer: "'vie like your thinking but v. -hat can a small 
company like ours do? " 

Authors: "Are there any other firms round here that think 

the same way? " 

Manufacturer: "Yes, four'or five - all about the sarm size, " 

Authors: "What would you say was tile biggest conniunity 

problem in this area? " 

Manufacturer: "Without doubt, young'unomployed". 

The conversation continued and it was agrel-d. that each of these 
firms could' spare an accountant or solicitor or manager for half 
a clay per month. So they were told about the YOUIIq Enterprise 

moveir--nt which arranges for business supervision to be given to 
groups of young people who form their own, entirely viable, 
businesses. The involveme-nt that these few fi rms could managa 
could do something to solve a problem that would benefit them 
and others in the area. Think power rather than money is often 
what is needed. 

If tile inclusion of a budget for such activities means the 

possibility of a somewhat smaller short-terin profit because 

nothing else can be cut out to allavi for it, then so 'L)C, it. 
But normally a good part, if not all, of the money needed can 
be found -from a reallocation of existing resourccs because 

priorities have changled. -A little less spcunt; oil rcsearch, 
advertising, travel or entertainment, in order that n,., 2;. i 
priorities may be met; add it tcgethnr z: rd there is a budget 
for public and social afrairs. 
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My advice to the Chairmen of XY, Z and other companirs is simply this. 
Start small but start somewhere; use what resources are going 

to be allocated efficiently; try and Iind the 
, 
budget by adjusting 

existing expenditure to met new priorities; match programmm3s 
to constraints and public and social affairs will have made a 

modest sta. rt in your company. 

I 



CHAPTER 12 

CORPORATE AFFAIRS PROJECT 

I nt rod Licti on 

I hAve eyplained earlier the concept of 'total' corporatc affairs q, 

and the advantages of this concept to the company in torns of optimisation. 
Of MSOL: rces and manage-mant. 

Organising corporate affairs in this way dpens the way for substitu-ilig, ZI %I 
the ad hoc planning and selection of projects usually found in this 

area with man-agenent, techniques designed to make the most effccltiv, ý use 
of limited resources. 

Ono would think that-with the fair 
' 
ly large suia; or inone,. '/ buing spent 

by som. e compades on certain corporate affairs activities, particulal-Ily 
public relations, corporate advertising and charitable donations, What 
such techniqLICS -would, by now, have found fairly wide opplication. 
Not so. In my experience, surprisingly few companies even . 
try to plan their corporate affairs with the saira vic,, cur as they do fCr 
other functions. Rather, decisions are usually made on tho basis of 
what was done before, shor-t-term crisis response or, simply, the' 
personal preference of c, -, e or two senior executives. It is not at all 
uncbm, non for recipients of company giving, for example, to be selected 
by whim. Quite clearly decisions in favour of a chic-IF cx; 2cutiva's prt 
charity or a PR Director's ego -trip cannot in any way be justified. 
Nlor can an indiscrii-idnato junket of wining and dining so-called 
important people in the name of an 44ll-dcfin-_d1 'image, couse. 

It is no viondeer, therefore, that managers of corpomte a-r-N. Ars activ-ities 
often find great difficulkv in jus-itying btudgct incr, -FsCs end that 
it is th., - ccrporate affairs budget that gets clit first in times. of 

economic squccze. 
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The basic hypothesis of this tnesis, the repetition of which requires 

no apology, is that the corporate affairs function is as important 

to business Survival as any other function in the company. It vius t 
thomfore be taken as seriously as any other function. And this 

necessitates the use of rigorous planning and control mechanisms. 

The Plannin Problem 

Translating this v., orthy statement of intent into practice is far from 

easy. 

In the traditional systeni, an individual fUnction, such as PR, asks 
for the money needed for a new proposed project. Discussic"m among 
decision-makers is likely to centre on the rr*. rits of the particular 

proposal in relation to a general background of the financial situation, 

rather than upon the compcting claims on the prcsent and futurc resource. s 

which are represented by an aggregate of the spending policies of 

corporate affairs activities. There may be exceptions to this but, 

in general , the*system with regard to corporate affairs projects is Ono 

of piecemeal decisions. 

Reorientation of company thinking, culminating in the creation of an 
integrated corporate affairs function, recognises a new situation 
based on three key factors. The first is the need to do more in the 

corporate affairs arena and to do it more effectively than in the 

past. The second is the increasing complexity of corpora'616c affairs 

activity as it adjusts to increasingly rapid changes in the social anti 

political environment. The third relates to the recent changes in 

economic thinking. Just as in the public sector the Keynsian 

revolution changed the role of public finance and its relationship 
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to the national econotiy as a whole, so thore is a rjecd to look at the 
public and social affairs part of the corporate affairs budget not as 
a simple process of disbursing a proportion of profits to the ill- 
defined 'public good, but as a sophisticated proces -s in which company 
resources (material, human and financial) are used to influence the 

course of society as a whole (within the cons. traints discussed in 

chapter 5). 

Thus the importance of corporate affairs planning is increased by the 
fact that the total corpolrate affairs plan becomes tile company's 
"national plan". 

The issue at stake is the developmant of a nethodology for organising 
the Corporate Affairs Depart=e%nt. to fulfil its overall objectives, 
for balancing the al. location of resources between projects and 
thereforc between the various corporate affairs functions according 
to company priorities, and for managing and controlling selected proje. -t!; 

There are a number of more or less well developed techniques for project 
organisation, evaluation, managament and control in the traditicnal ared 
of private sector decision-making. For example, we can use DCF for 

selection beWeen capital invostmý3nt projects, and we can introduce 

more sophisticated probabilistic models to take care of uncertainty. 
But in these methods tnere is a clearly defined objective function to 

be optii-iiised and a way of determining the costs and revenues of the 

alteniatives. Likewise ý, 
easures such as revenue per salesman and 

productivity per employee are available to help in the planning of 

traditional company activities. 

This doc-s not apply in corporate affairs, particularly whem we are 
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concernod with Public and social affairs objectives. What one is 
trying to do is to optimise the company's contribution to tile 

community within certain financial, manpo-aer and political constraints. 
What is more, although one can evaluate the cost of a project, the 
'revenue' is considerably more intangible and must be considered in 
terms of social cost or benefit - and cven this is no more than an indi- 

cator oF the project's contribution to long-term profitable SUrViVal. 

Corporate affairs planning, decisions concýrning choices botucen 

alternatives and control are therefore much more closely amcnable 
to public sector techniques than those *tradi tional ly used in Vie 

private sector. Thus the first step is to find out what techniquns 

are currently being used in the public sector and %-,, Ile+., 'icr thl-sc cculd 
be adapted with suitable modific ation to planning the corporate affairs 
operations. 

In initiating new nethods of planning and analysis I am proposirg no 
m, -Ire than the introduction throughout Corporate Affairs of an z: pproach 
towards more rational decision-making which is already applied in 

other departments. Previously, as already in_, ntioned, most corporate 
affairs expenditures have been made on a purely ad hoc basis. 114i th - 
the'suggested reorganisation, the company is in a position to make more 
objective decisions. 

Tile Planning. System 

In this section, I introduce a corporate affairs planning system 

which, althoug, 11 still far from perfect, has. been tried and tesled 

and has proved of imrLýnse value in improving corporate affairs 
decision-making. 

I., 
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I have christened the system CAPERS, which is an 

acronym standing for "corporate affairs project evamation, revie-. -I 
and selection". Essentially CiTERS is little more than MBO 

applied specifically to the needs of corporate affairs. The CAPERS 

systcm also borruas heavily from public soctor techniqUeS Such as 
IIPBS and output budgc? ting. ' 

Why PPBS? I have already mentioned the similarity between the 

public sector planning pr6blem and the corporate affairs planning 
p rob 1 em. It is essentially how to choos 'o bctweon v ranga of 
projects, each of which has very different charactcristAcs, each of 
which has benefits which are not diracltly quantifiable, within a total 
budget which is 'fixed annually. In governij,,:! nt tile budget is dotcrmined 
by the level of taxation. In Corporate Affairs , ithe budget reflects 
the levol of investment agreed for this activity by corporate 

managznnent. In' thil's 1'espect, Corporate Affairs and Public and Sociall 
Affairs in particular is similar to research and developia-3nt. 

Both are investments in the future; both are concerr. cd with ensuring 
that the company has as much as possible going for it in the long 
te rm. 

But the parallel with the public sector is even more appropriate. 
In addition to the similarity in the planning problcm, both are 
concerned with the social, economic and political environments. Both 

are concerned to create a climate in which existing systems and 
organisations can continue to ii,,, eet long-teri,, i objectives. Both have 
to reconcile short-term responsive needs with long-term prograini,, C 
designs of a multi-year nature. 

Systems and techniques for public sector planning are available. The 

I 
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greatest relevance to the needs of Corporate Affairs is I)CHialps Lo 
be found in the Planning, Programing and Budgeting Systeia (PPBS), 
first introduced in the US to control federal progranves and 
expcnditurcs, but nc--a applied in scrm form by many international 

agancies, national govemm-ents and local authorities. In Pach case 
PPBS is used to plan spending which, by its nature, cannot be regulated 
by competitivc forces. 

Experience since the introduction of PPBS has been varied and, in 

several cases, the system has not been as effective as at first 

envisaged. Reasons for failure %-., hen it has occurred are several but 

the principal one is the non-acceptance by managers of governa,, ant 
d-2partments of a now-system of what is essentially top-down 

planning in areas where, previously, they had been their own masters. 
Another reason for PPBS failure has been that the system 

requircs a traii-endous amount of new information, much of %-,, hich is 

very difficult to generate. 

CAPERS has been developed to avoid these difficulties with PPBS 

and to offer to management a relatively simple technique which 

can be made more and more sophisticated with experience. In essence, 
it is the thought process behind PPBS which is important and has been 

used in CAPERS.. 

The main philosophy behind CAPERS, like PPBS, is to think of 

corporate affairs activities in terins of prograirines and projects 
rather than of function. A trans-functional approach is required 

which starts with the programme and then brings to bear on it the 

various corporate affairs skills in a coordinated manncr. Tha, aims of 
CAPERS in this context are: 
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(a) the spccification of objectives 

(b) the evaluation of programme output as it is related 
to objectives 

(c) the masurement of total system costs 

(d) multi-year prograinno planning 

(e) the evaluation of alternative programme 
designs 

(f) the integration of policy and programme decisions 

within the budgetary process 

The implementation. of CAPERS requiýes an output-oriented prograr..,, m2 

structure whiclý presents data on all the operations and activitic--, 

of each function of corporate affairs in categories which reflect 
the function's objectives. Clearly, in its early days, the Corporate 

Affairs function will not have all the information required to set 

up a full system, and so a model needs to be developed which 

generates this information and oricnts corporate affairs functions 

to thinking along progra= lines and in terms of output measuren*nt 

and compariscn. 

In fact, the creation of such a model, which is in essence a 

simplified version of PPBS, though consistent with its essential 
approach, can be constructed fairly rap*idly. At first it will 
be relatively crude but, as information is qathcred over 
tiia---,. it can becorr. -- more Sophisticated until, even-itually, a full 
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CAPERS system can be implei,. L-nted. 

What the model sets Out to do is to try and optimise the use of 
corporate affairs resources within a set of output-oriented 
objectives and a set or resource constraints. In simple terms, 
it is a cost-benefit model which measures each corporate affairs 
project in tern-is of its contribution to total corporate affairs 
objectives and then presents an optimised project portfolio for 

any given set of constraints. I 

The effect of the model is to allaa more objective decisions 

regarding the planning, programme analysis and bUdgeting of corporate 
affairs projects. Since any corporate affairs project is only 

as extensive as the resources put into it, the place udiere 
decisions, whether rational or not, concerning the deployment of 

corporate affairs effort are most apparent is in the total corporate 

affairs budget. This budget is the central expression of hCw Corporate 

Affairs' finite resources will be allocated and the basis of the ' 

conrpeting claims of the different advocates for more money for the 

various Corporate Affairs programmes. Hence it is in the executive 

process of putting together a budget that the new approach will be 

most apparent. In the early stages, the greater part of, the total 
budget will be what it is because of %-,, hat it was. All those 

programmes which are ýlready mandatory will have to be paid for 

and so, at first, the range for discretion %-till be limited. 

But, as time goes on, more decisions will be open to conscious 

choice, 6nd it is to this choice that new techniques are directed. 
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An Introduction to CAPERS 

The essential steps in CAPERS are similar to those for 
PPBS, namely: 

(a) Dcfine the objectives in terms of output 

(b) Build up a relevance or decision tree 

(c) Detail the possible alternate ways of reaching 
the objectives 

(d) Estimate the costs and benefits of each 

alternative 

(e) Present the data to those responsible for 

making the decisions 

(f) Measure the results on a continuing basis 

To define the objectives, three questions must be answered: 

(a) What services have been provided? 

(b) 11hich group of people is the service aimed at? 

(c) What'specific needs of that group are we trying to 

satisfy 

The d3finition of the ultimate objectives of Corporate Affairs, as 
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they are realised through operational decisions, is of coursc 
the central issue. The construction of a set of progral-': i'mis 
may be described as building a bridgc! between an objective 
described in general, almost philosophical , tcrms and the assignm2nt 
of resoui-ces to its achievement. The importance of thinking in 

programme, rather than functional ternis is that, in addition 
to clarifying objectives, it helps to move discussion a-aay 
froin the fairly useless absolutes of (a) what fixed amounts of 
money to spend, no matterk what the goals, or (b) what fixed 

objectives to achieve no matter what the costs. 

It should be remembered that there is no budget size or cost 
that is correct, regardless of the pay off, and there is no need 
that should be mat regardless of cost. In dealing with 
corporate affairs problems, the dominant characteristics in a 
decision will ofieýn not be those which can be measured. 
But, if we do what is possible through numbers, it leads those 
involved in a decision to be clear about the more or less 

quantifiable factors on which a decision may be based. And such 
an influence is often useful. The problems of defining what is 

r ational and what is not and of deciding whether rational choices, 
if possible at all, are better than those made on the basis 

of intuitive feelings, involve high-level, philosophical 
thinking. But, to asýert that it is advisable to know what 
one is doing may be a modest claim, susceptible to general 
approval. 

What the new techniques, such as those used in CAPERS, attempt 
to provide are methods by -which those who make the decisions 

abouL h(m Corporate Affai'rs should direct its efforts can. 
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increase their awareness of the conditions and consequences 

of their choices, and can clarify the elvi,, ients that enter 
their judgemcnts. Various unforeseeable and irrational factors 

will continue, rightly or wrongly, to influence decisions, 

and will lead to controversy. For exai-. 9ple, a dcpartment 

head may override his professional advisers for political 

reasons, good or bad. But the knowledge which the new 
techniques provide may be used to raise the contests over 

such'issucs to a more responsible levei. 

The CAPERS system differs substantially from earlier budqc! tary 

processes in so far as it opens the "political" process at 

every level of detail. CAPERS attemPts to influctice the choice 

of both ends and means with a problem-solving approach. It 

emphasises the analytical criteria of effectiveness and cfficiency 

rather than the political criteria of concenSLIS; it forces an 

examination of a wider range of alternatives then those typcially 

dealt with in the political process; it stresses long-term 

planning rather than "muddling through". 

CAPERS 

Because the information needed to implement a full system takes 

time to accumulate, a start can be made %,,, ith a simplified 

model. This shares CýPERS objectives and has already proved 

to be a useful tool for d., cision making in Corporate Affairs. 

The essential steps in this model are shmin in rigure, 1: 

(a) From agreed company objectives, establish primary 
Corporate Affairs objectives 
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(b) Agree ratings of these primary objectives with 
executive managemant 

(c) Set secondary Corporate Affairs objectives 
related to primary objectives' 

(d) Agree ratings of these secondary Corporate Affairs 

objectives 

(e) Each manager submits project nonninations for every 

project he wishes to carry out, identifying resources 

needed. 

Interview manager submitting projects to score the 

contribution of the project to prim. ary objectives 

(g) Work out the total score (value) of each project 

(h) Run projects through a model which can have built-in 

resource constraints 

(i) Model generates project listing in priority order 

(j) Model sh(ras cut-off point according to resources 

constraints 

ý(k) Management judges which of the eliminated projects 
should still be included 

(1) Model puts remainder in priority order 
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its: The model thus perml 

(a) rapid evaluation of options 

(b) sensitivity analysis - chanp, in ratings 

- change in resources 

- "what if" questions 

(c) optimum use of Corpgrate Affairs resources 

Primary Objectives 

(a) The starting point for any Corporate Affairs system, must be 
the setting of primary Corpordte Affairs objectives. The m2thud 
for setting primary objectives is described in Chapter 8. 

(b) To repeat, the primary objectives are ganeralised expressions of %-. rhat 
executive management expects Corporate Affairs to achieve as the 
Corporate Affairs' contribution to the achievement of total Co: -, -. - a ny 
objectives. These objcctives must therefore be rated to defir. -a ths C 
relative priorities between objectives. A simple technique is for theý, i 
Director of Corporate Affairs to score each project as a percentage, 

-so that the cumulative score for all objectives CqUals 100. 
The objectives and the scoring are thcn discussed, modified if 

necessary, and agreed by executive managl-ment. 

(c) When the primary objectives are agreed and rated by managera-ant, 
they form the basis of the planning m6del. Each of the follouring 

steps is now an attempt to relate all Corporate Affairs activities 
to these objectives. 
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Secondary Objectives 

(a) Whereas primary objectives such as "increase the acceptance 
and awareness of the Company as a major contributor to the national 

economy" are adequate for executive managcmý-, nt to decide on prioritieSý, 
beti-., een them, they are not measurable and so cannot form the basis 
for the m2a'Sureim! nt of any project's potential contribution. It is 

therefore necessary to develop for each primary objective a whole 

series of intermediate or secondary objectives which can be 

measured. A possible secondary objective for the pri. mary 

objective stated aýovc might be, ýor*exarrple, "increase the 

proportion of civil servants t-filo are aware of the contribution that 

the Company makes to exports from 15% to 25%. " Other exainples of 
secondary objectives are shown in Table 1. Wle can see that they 

are all related to the external environment, the key audiences 

and those audiences' attitudes or expectations as defined in the 

Company's strategic plan. 

(b) During the initial stages of Corporate Affairs, it is unlikely 
that the exact percentage of any given audience having a, 

particular attitude will be known. This requires research. But 

ideally we need to look for secondary objectives which can be 

measured by this type of objective quantification. What, can still 
be done before research results give the quantifiable data reqUired, 
is to set intermediate secondary objectives which can be measured 
by subjective quantification, e. g. "shift in attitude among civil 

servants" or "increased penetration of the public sector market 

place" etc. In general the intermediate soccndary objectives -that 
will be set will be those that are accepted as key indicators of 

achievement of the primary objective. Examples of such indicators 
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are shuan in Tables 2,3 and 4. In most cases, for Corporatc 
Affairs, these will be bascd for each audience on 

(i ) key attitude shifts 
(ii) key expectation realisations 
(iii) actual achievewnt of environunntal changs 

Ratin of Secondary Objectives or Indicators 

(a) Any of the primary objectives may have a whole series of secondary 
objectives associated with it. For example, if the primary objectivc! 

is a generalised statcrLnt referring to a changc in attituda, 

the secondary objectives my include separate statements for eight 
different audiences. Each of these audiences may not have equal 
ii qportance to the Company. Similarly, other secondary objectives 

will be of varying importance. It is necessary thcreforc to give 

each secondary objective or indicator a rating. Again, the idei 

of scoring as a percentage is suggcsted, with the cumulative total 

adding up to 100. Examples of rating are shot-in in Tables 2 and 3. 

(b) The relevance of the secondary criteria and their ratings should 
be agreed by the Corporate Affairs Director and his managers. 
Naturally this will be a subjective estimation. A number of 
techniques are 'aVailable for this ranging from "brain storming" 
to the Delphi technique. 

Project Nominations 

With primaty and soccndary Objectives agreed and rated, the basis is set 
for project planning, evaluation and selection. 
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(a) Every activity which any manager wishes to carry out nccdýj to be 
submitted as a project noMination. (See attached norainaLion form 

on page 12 - 35). This project nomination must include a statement 
resources requirod - moncýy, manpa. -jer, equipmont. 

(b) The definition of what is a project can be argued. A sugg;,.! stion is 
to d, --fine a project as an activity or group of activities which is 
independent of other projects. Thui, lor examp1c, a corporate 
advertising campaign. would be a projoct; the insertion of a single 
advertisement would probably not. Even with this definition, there 
can often still be confusion and careful judgom. znt is necded to 

ensure that individual projects are structured in a consistmit wpy 
so as to be comparable. It might, for example, be preferablc to 
include a progranne of press tours to company facilities as a singlo 
project, rather than having each individual tour as a project. 

For the purposes of the Plan, a useful rule of thumb is that projeci. 
whiCh cost less than 11000 and use less than 3 man weeks should be 

reviewed to see whether they are truly discrete or whether, in fact, 
they can be added to other projects with similar objectives, thereby 
increasing the 'benefits' of both. 

Each project nomination should be- prepared on a total corporate aff,: i, (ý 
basis; thus there is a need to consider in the nomination t,. -hat 
requirements there. might be for techniques and/or resources from all 
other departments. 

The project may have head-related expenses and the costs of temporary 
help (secretarial etc) should be allocated to the project. 
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Manpo,. -ier resources required for the project will need to bc inCILICIC(I 
in the project nomination. The workload in man weeks directly associ 
with the project, should be measured. 

When considering the number of man weeks required fcr a project a giiii 
-I man year is equivalent to only 43- is to use the rule of thuirb that 

-s , man weeks of actual work. The rest tend to go in holiday, sicknol. 

education, personal business, etc. 

e oi There are some projects which are self-contained and can be co.,,,, 

within the year without any moral or lcgal commiLmont to continuýl 

e. g. a seminar on The Environment. However, there are others whicli ii 

either a possible moral coin-mi tin3nt for future years , e. g. support'; fcr 

a Festival, or else are projects whi ch could not be Comple-ted Witilfil 1ý 

year. 

The number of years the project will take to complete and the total ccl 
in money and manpower should be taken into account when evaluating thc'ý 

project. 

One should also ask whether it would be possible to put in a project 

at a la. -ier cost which, whilst achieving less, nevertheless would still 
be 'minimally effective'. If you belicvc this to be so, then it is 

worthwhile putting in two nominations for the same project, one at 

minimum level, the other at the desired level. All projects, whether 

new or not, should undergo the nomination process. 

Another problem often encountered is that, having idý2ntified an 

activity that can be classed as a discrete project, . 'ý is often 

difficult to estimate the level of resource reqVircd make 

tho project effective. 

For most corporate affairs prnjprts, there is a lovel of resource 
belcy..., %-., Ilich there is litt Ic point in doi6g the projoct at all, and 

another level above which additional resources oill bring 

diminishing returns, as represented in Fi(gure 2. 
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Project 
effCCENCIles", 

illveStIlICIA 

Figure 2 

Clearly the amount of money put forward for a project in a project 

nomination should lie between points A and, D cn the curve. 
Where these points are is not only difficult to ascertain without 
extensive research, it will vag significantly from project to 

project. 

This is an area where experience is an invaluý. ble and, often the 

only aid to decision-making. For most projects sO-'nd if not much 
experience is around, although often outside the company. It is 

well worthwhile seeking advice on this problem since a lot of scarce 

money can be wasted through the inadequate or over-generous 

r6sourcing of a project. 

Judging level A in Figure 2 is particularly important for basic 

programines which, although not representing an optimal use of 

reS6Urces in terms of meeting agreed objectives, simply have to 
be done (e. g. responding to enquiries from non-priority 

audiences). In this case, it is important to keep investricnt 
Ac to a minimum - although it must be adequate tc m2et bas 

requi rem3nts. 

In submitting a project, it is often orthwhile submitting 

several project nominatiow ror Lhe seweyrujact but at difOrent 

levels of resource. For example, in Figure 2 above, it Or, 

quite feasible to submit four project nor. dnaticns corrosponding 
to invostment levels A, 0, C and 0. 
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Clearly, the benefit of the project incrcascs with the invcstrwýntt 
level and this will be reflected in the scoring proccss. 
Depending on total resources available and other projects 
submitted, it may he that the project will be acccpted at 
level C but rejected at level'O. 

If it is accepted at level D, listing of all accepted projects 
will probably also include the same project at levels A and C. 
In this case, obvious-ly, one would accept the project at the 
higher level and omit the others at lower levels, thereby 

releasing resources Sor other projects which fell "below the line". 

For example, an educational fellaviship programme could be 

submitted at 14,000 representing two fella. -Iships, E8,000 

representing four fellowships and f12,000 representing six 
fellaviships: Because of a tight squeeze on money, the project 

might well not be accepted at all if submillted solely at Vie 

112,000 level. But it miqht got in at E4,000 or, E8,000 and, 

as long as this is not below the MiIAMLIM 1CVC1 to make thC project 

worthwhile, this represents a highly acceptable alternative to 

not doing the project at all. 

(c) It is essential that every activity is included, even those which 
are considered to-be already fully com. -nitted. Allowanccs for 

-commitments can be made at a later stage in the evaluation. 

1% 
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Limitation on project selection 

There is a marked similarity between scientific research and 
corporate affairs in general, and public and social affairs in 
particular, in terins of the difficulty in selectinU the right mix 
of projects. Jn both, there is an almost unlimited number of projects 
One Could tackle, any of which might produce the dc-1sired long-terni 
benefit. At the time of decision, the information available and the 
level of uncertainty make accurate predictions impossible. In 

addition, the constraint of available r&sources, not only headCOUnt 

and money but also the skills mix, ina-ans that only a relatively 
small number of project-options can be realistically selected. 

Figure 3 below is a surabary representation of what often happens in 
Research as described by Dr L Branscombe, Director of Research for 
IB14 Corporation. 

level of 
investinent A 13 C 

DA E. 

investmen't-i-n- 
basic programinctlý.! 1- "fields of rescarch' 

Fi gure 3 

Research fields A, B and C are selected according to the competenccs and, 
resources which are currently available or fairly readily avail*able. 
The selection is made so that (i) investi, %,., nt in A, 8 and C is 
adcquate to produce results in a reasonable period of timc and 
(ii) the 'distances' betýicen A and B and between 3 and C are small 
enough so that if anything of major significance occurs at D or E, 
t cople %-., orking in A, B and C shou-Id notice it and bring fl. . he, pý t fomard 
for management's attention. 
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The othur feature of Branscoirbe's analysis is that bel"ore resourcilig 
now projects, there must be adequate inv-ý, stm? nt in a ftw basic 

progra. mn,, es that must be carried out. 

Applying this analysis to corporate affairs, my experience 

shows that in many companies the position is as reprascnted '.. n 
Figure 4 below. 

, hivestment 

rc! qtiired 
il'Vr-,. RtnictiL 
li basic 

I)rogranlmc: -,. - 

A 
11 
1) 

/- 
/ 

I' 
St 

dt 

�S 

actual inv 
14 in basic programn eý 

"field., of corpor. -tc- uffairs ictivity" 

Figyre 4 

The heavy line represen. ts the level of investm3nt required to carry out 

projects A, B-and C properly. The dotted line reprosents what 

many corporate affairs functions tend to do, i. e. too many projects 

for resources available, so that in 'fields' A, B and C, the level of 

resource is inadequate. 

Tile conclusion from this analysis is to repeat that the project 

planning system should: 

(a) ideftify the basic programmes that corporate afrairs' 

must carry out and ensure that thcsc are adcquately resourced, 

albeit at miniMUM level 

(b) Idelltify existing competences plus those that can ba brouý, ht 

into thc? function from outside fairly easily; end select a 
limited nu. -., bcr of projecL areass and resource thcia adequal-oly 

't. 
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Scoring the Projects 

(a) This activity is the core of the planning process and, in ircmiy 
ways, the most difficult. The qu-2stion to be answered is ho-a 

each project mocts Corporate Affairs obliectives and ho,,. i docs 
it meet thei-, i. In other words, what is -lie value end benefit of 
each project. 

(b) It is unsatisfactory to waasure project contribution in reletion to 

primiry objectives because of the 4-;;,,: iasurable 11101tUre of thcs; 2 
objectiv--s. Hence the setting of secondary objectives which are 
specific and more easily iwasurable. In the absence of inf'orination 
for secondary objectives, one sets intermediate secondary objectives, 
or indicators, as described above. 

I 
(c) I suggest- that the evaluation of project contributions is best 

carried out by each project proposer boing intervicl..,, ed by an 
independent assessor. This allows ccrisistency in what is, after all, 
a very subjective evaluaticn process, since the san, * assessor 

scores each project according to his estimation, based on detailed 
discussions of haa well the project moets each secondary objective. 
Each score is agreed with the manager concerned. This last is 

essential if all 
' 
managers are to accept the results of the model 

without a lengthy fight. 

(d) An alternative to the independent assessor approach to evaluation 
is the application of the Delphi technique. 

Wforking out the Value of Each Project 

In three stages, we have now related: 
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(i) each primary objec: ., I- to Company directives 

each secondary objective according to its contribution to each 
prim, ai-y objective 

(iii) each project according to its contribution to each secondary 

objecti ve 

These stages make up what can be termed as a "relevance tree". (See 

Figures 5 and 6). 

A series of multiplication of scores and ratings within the ri,. odal yields 
the total score of the project in terms of its contribution, ok- valuc, 
to the company. Obviously, this "value" in itself has no meaning. 
It cannot, for example, be related to profit. It is a relative nuniber 

which assumas meaning only when con-pared to other Corporate Affairs projc! cts, 

Resource Constraints 

Corporate Affairs objectives are generally of the type that the more crie 

gh the point will be reached for all project- spends the better even thoun 

when extra resources will produce diminishing returns. This makes it 
different from a large number of other Company activities uthere tho m2asurc 
of efficiency is the ininimising of resou, ccs. Thus executive managament 
has the task of decid. ing how inuch it is willing to spcnd on Corporate Alffairý 

in total in the same way as it has to do for research and'other long-term 

investments. This is the only way the total constraints on expenses and 

manpower can be meaningfully determined. Those constraints can be 

easily built into a compu-ter model which can auLoi7latically optimise the 

projects submitted in terms of their value and considering the Constraints. 
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Thus, for example, if money is available bLI't PCOj)lIC scarcc, tile illodol 
will penalise those projects requiring a lot more manpower. 

The use of a computer is an added piece of sophistication 1which cne. blr;,,. - 
resource constraints to be built into the optimisation proccss. In th c 
early days of developing the system this sophistication is not altoq: ý'Cher 
necessary and a simple cost-benefit analysis, %IithOUt resources constraint-. -: 
can easily be calculated without a computer. 

. Project Listing 

The model can bq run to generate a project listing in order of value. 
In the more sophisti cated version the listing takes into account rcsOUI-C,. ý 
constraints, as described above. Headings for the output of the model are 
shown in Table 5 

Cut-off Point 

Knowing the total resources available, the model identifies the cut-off 

point in the listing when resources run out. The list above the cut-off 
line is the optimised project portfolio and the sum total of all the 
"values" of the projects above the line represents the total "value" 

of this Corporate Affairs project plan to thc Company. 

Management Judgements 

Looking through the list, managenlent*can see easily: 

(a) 11hat projects they consider tc be committed fall belca the line 
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(b) 14hat happons if they increase or decrease rp. -mirccs, by a given imrowa 

At this point, management judgement has to be exercised, e. g. what proicas 
must be included, whatever their score? Should resource levels be chn"yo? 

Rerunning the Modpl 

Once the manaqom:! nt decisions have been made, it becomes a simple illatter to 

rerun the model incorporating these decisions-. 

Concl usi ons 

(a) The model described in this paper is admittedly imperfect. The roSUItS 

are admittedly based on a s6ries of subjective judgemianits. In spi t. e of 
these shortcomings, there seems little doubt that it provides Corpor.: -,, te 
Affairs managcment with a useful tool for rational planning and dl: ýclsio-, 

making that it has not had before. The application of CAPERS raises 
the level of management dacision making in that it forces the setting 

of objectives and priorities and moves managers away from argu, -; -.: nJ4-S 

about "pat" projects. It 'forces all project proposers to think in torms'. 

of Company and Corporate Affairs objectives and away from narro,. -i 
departmental goals. 

(b) It will be noted-that departmental objectives have at no time been 

mentioned in this planning process. All projects must be described 

in term. -, of Divisional objectives and Company needs. This is the only 

way to ensure comparability among'projects which can be very differin-11. 

in nature. It is only after the project portfolio has been selected 

that departmental objectives and resources are deterii-sined. 

I 



TABLE I 

CYz)i(, ctiVes 

Audience 

1. Goverr. mcnt 

I. I. Ccntral Government 

1.2. Opposition 

1.3. Civil Service 

1.4. Locai Govemment 
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CAVIIAS 

Sccondmýv Onjectives 

Increase acceptwice of Ca. --ipany as 
national contributer from 20% to 50,. 

Increase acrxptance ofCm. p any as 
national contributor from 5, s to 30% 

Increase acceptance. of concept of 
responsible private ontorprise from I 
to 15% 

Increase i-c-iaroness of Canoany and. prcdL: c-7s 
from 25% to 40% 

Increase accoptability of product usiý., jc j: -. 
Civil Service from 201. to 40% 

Increase acceptance of Ccmpany as national 
contributer from 20% to 401 

Increase accoptance of products in planni. -- 
from 20% to 4'01 

Increase cr-aareness of Co. -... pany aý integra! 
part of local community from 10% to 30ý 

2. Education 

2.1. University students Increase acco. r-ptibility of private in4t; s,;; r,., 
from 20% to 40% 

Increase awareness of Co. mpany as vital for 
economic/social progress in the countty 
from 10% to 301 

Increase awareness of Company and its 
products fro-m 20% to 50% 

2.2. School students Increase nu; -abar of students going into 
mathematically-or. iented stfojects frcm 
30% to 50% 
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2 

IncreaEc nwarenesg of the nature of inciun. t: 
from 151 to 301 

2.3. Teachers/lacturers Increa:; c acceptability of private ineut; %ry 
from 15'. to 40% 

Incroaxe awareness of use of pro. 4ucts in 
education fran 101 to 1101 
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TAIII-l" 2 SC: ORJjNG-'I'IIJ' IIRQir-. 'CTS 

A. 1. rrimary Objcctive Contribute to the dcvclopmcnt of a socio-politico- cconom, c 
environincnt ......... 

Criterion 

Mange in attitude to business as a 
Whole CO Shift) by : (25) 

- politicians at national level 
- politicians at local level 
- trades unlons/prcssurc groups 
- business leaders themselves 
- press 
- local community leaders 

Participation of XY in joint projects (23) 

- Nylth international govc., nmcnt 
- with national government 
- with local government 
- with other sectors 

SecolicIrncins of. NKY employees 14) 

- to govcrnment 
- to voluntary organisations 

Appointment of XY employees (12) 

to national public commissions 
to local government commissions 
to business committees 

Contribution to solution of national 
problems (26) 

- youth 
- education 
- management 
- urban affairs 
- unemployment (retraining) 
- health 

R, Itillf, r COIANbUdOll Score 

6 50 
20 
30 
60 

300 
80 

150 
iso 

3 
8 
7 
5 

8 
6 

\ 

6 
4 
2 

5 
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TABLE 3 SCORINGTI-11". PROJECTS 

C. 1. Primary Objective : Enhance reputation of XY as a corporate elitity ... ......... 

Criterion Riting, Contrihýltiou Score 

Cl, ange in attitude to XY 
(70 slilft) I)y (52) 

- politiclaiis (internatiotmal) - 3 10 30 
- poliLicialis (iiational) 8 30 240 
- politicimis (local) 5 60 300 
- trades unions 6 20 120 
- pressure groups 4 10 40 
- acaclcinics 7 
- business leaders 4 
- press 6 
- local communities 6 
- mass audiences 2 

Acceptance of XY in joint projects 20) 

- by government 11 
- by other sectors 9 

Secondments of XY employees 9 
Appointancuts of XY employees 6 

Contacts made with (13) 

- politicians 3 

- academics 2 

- trades unions 2 

- bushicss leaders 2 
- press 2 
- local community 1 

- mass audiences 1 
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TABLE, 4 SCORING THE PROJECTS 

1. Primary Object ive Improve employee morale ...... ....... ..... 

Criterion Rathig, Score Total 

Change in attitude of employees 10 75 750 
managers 9 60 560 
'111 employee.,, 9 40 360 

employees aL outgoing 
locaLions 7 70 490 

Reference in public by journalists 7 
Politielans 7 
leadingr figures 4 

academics 3 
industrialists 3 

Conti. ibuLion through secondmcnts In 
pppointmCIAS 

community. orgs. 9 

advisol-y/public 
bodies 7 

Good Industrial relations image among 

employees 8 
future employees 6 

politicians etc 6 
journalists 5 

100 

t 
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AM P) S 

PROJECT SELECT. 

.. Tl VES RESOURCE PROJECT 
vki Iu 

F 
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FIGURE 5 

DECISION TRDE (1) 
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DECISION TIME (2) 
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4. Project Title 
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PEOPLE WQUHREMENTS 

tructurcs 
Land 

t 

it-to c-i All tl,,, -- st techni-ques describc-d in t at I ek 
parts of this section lose their meaning without a clear 
idep, of the actuil people who are going to have to implement 
th e-ii. 

What Skills are tllecessanýj 

In the total Corporate Affairs operations there are two different 

groups of people. The first are the professionals and these 

will include people with journalist or advertisiny background. 
There is always some difficulty in reconciling the 'life-stylcs 

of the professional of calibre and the tightly knit structure 
and rc: quirements of a busineis organisation. On the whole 
this Is a tight rope which the manager of those professionals, 
who hiwself will be a manager first and professional second, 
-All hava to tread with delicacy. Despite this, proftssion- 
al-ism in the operators is a high priority. 

The second group are those %-ihcsc job is mainly oul. sidc the 

company, dealing with civil servants, academics, politicians and 
oLhers - inClUding sorr-e less conventional ornanisations. 
Those have to be people in their own right whose vision is 

suffi-. Icnt to sce matters from a broader viewpoint then of 

-their oan Organisation. They must have a business basis and 
unders4tand their m-in company but this understanding must be 

sufficient to understand it also as others see it. 

In practice, these t-io broad fUndtions again sub-diviCale into 
five necessary skills. The first requireiment is for the 

specialised profess i onal whose p! 1r, '4 task is L-. o have an intfii-, ate 
kncialedgo of his specialit :y combined with an understanding 
of the company. The second is the generalist . -I'ho likcaise has 

an und. 2r!: tanding of the ccmipony tmt who is . ')Ie to Oratt on 
WWII Of C C. -IC2 511'd 11*_ý' US DI S'.. ''lls (')F 

the fl, -4. croup 4nto a brc-, ý! -- ccr-t-_-xt. 71). 2 thi"-J, still 
is th ebHn Co -i f -, -a i rs 
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st hand knualedge of field and line min agewent. a -ecert. and fir, 

Ile is. vital in ensuring that the activities of Corporate 

Affairs are relevant in fact, as well as in theory, to the 

mainline production and sales functions. 

The fourth skill is provided by a man from outside the 

company with recent and practised experience in the kind of 

proble; -. is and iss,.., es tcFaards which the work of Corporate Affairs 

is directed. Ple-uill normally have a political, public sector, 

or social service background. 

Tying these four elements together and pýoviding effective 
leadership within the group and at Board level , will be 

- an -the fifth elemant, narmly, the Director. Without 

effective cohesion at this point, and in a new and controversial 
field, the activities of Corporate Affairs can easily lose 

credibility and fail. 

There are two ways of selecting people for this sensitive work. 

The firs tt, which seems to be the more usual, is to pro-note 

people from within the company. In this case they must be 

trained in their new responsibilities. The other way is to 

recruit specialists from outside and thýýn they ILoo rust be 

thoroUghly trained in the business background they will have 

to represent. my rocom. liondati oil s Lhat there is a need for 

U6 and the balancing of skills bfcornas a critical operation. (1) 

What-Sort ol People t6 Choose? 

The choice o, professionals in press, advertising or sales 

proinction work can follow fairly co. -. ventional guide-lines. 
In selecting people for work in publ ic and social affairs, 
haaever, the main focus of my thesis, two criteria are useful 
ýuides for any individual -ahuse job it is to represent the 

company outside. The first is that he should be able to 

take an editor or senior minister out to lunch and not bore him. 

The seccrd is that, if possible, he should be of the stature 

that viould encourage that sa-Ma editor or ministcr to telephone 

hfi, i, even ; i- to seck his advic---. ý, _, Ch are not 

N 
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easy to find but these criteria should remain the goal. 
This r-1--ans that key Corporate Affairs pcrsonnel are not 
necessarily drawn from the press office, pý, hlic relations, 
advertising or any traditional communications function. 

There are other qualities. He must have the stature to be 
able to walk into the office of a senior executive in another 
company and conriand his atuention; to be able to display the 
sensitivity and patience in dealing with people %.,, hose tempo 
is less than his and to have the lack of pomposity that will 
allw a free exchange of ideas with young people, voluntary 
organisations and pressure groups. 

His business base will be the centre but not the circumference 
of his thinking. He will be aware of and concerned about 
national and co=, unity problems. lie will be more a generalist than 
a specialist, sensitive to both social sciences and technology and 
he will have, or gain, a competent knowledge of the workings of 

tion. He will listcn as -,, L; ch as -alk goverrment and the administrat 4-6 

and, to avoid any suggestions that this. is a male domaine, he may be 

a she. ' 

Training for Public and Social Affairs 

It might appear that the personal qualifications listed in 

the last paragraph demand a uniquely unobtainable individual 
to fill the post. Th - is is not so. There is no course in 

public affairs nor is any degree or diploma specificaily 

relevant to the work. Beyond some intelligence, a willingness 
to learn and the appreciation of a conscience, the formal 

qualities are few. On the other hand, it is a job that 
is "felt" rather than simply learned and if the "1612e7" 
is not there then no amount of training will ever )roduce a 

sensitive public affairs operator. Those who do not 
understand or appreciate the work may see this as the classic 
definition of a dilettanie: those who are sold on the concept 
Ot P011c affairs will see its exponenl. s as the focal point 
of rlýny skills, not least those of eiplomacy and cc, -ý, --Iunication. 
If tý-. e anal, ý, gy is i; scd. th,., Direc--o, - of '),; bl,. 'C 
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Office and thd Home Office. 

He wi 11 , of course, have to kno. -i his compary's s tructure and 
products but, more, he must knoa the effect that these 

products have on the user, the colleagues of the user, their 

wives and children, the politicians and the stroot trader. 
He will need some proFessional training in speaking and 
wri tin g. Othei-Ase, his skills are acquired and built, 
through experience, on the basic qualities of sensitivity 

- learn about haa to deal with and inagination. You cannot 
a covern", ent minister, a voluntary organisation, a body of 
critical students or a convocation of clergy. You deal with 
them and learn from the experience! (1) 

Professional Training 

Little new need be added about the training of Corporate 
Affairs professionals. Whatever their particular skill, they 

must be professional. The danger in this area is for profession- 

alism to be the objective, rather than the quality, of what 
is done. A superbly produced brochure or film can be 

analagous to the surgeon's verdict, "The operation was 
successful but the patient died! " The true professional 
must always ask Why he is doing something. One way of 
keeping him out of his skilled rut is to ensure rotation of jobs 

in related areas or to insist that each professional spends 
part of his time in study groups or task forces that force 
him to meet with other people and interests. That a 
business grads as its pqople grow is obvious and applies in 

Corporate Affairs as elsewhere. 
ý 

project M. anagement 

-The dangers suggested in the last paragraph tond to stem 
from people becoming skill or dapartirent instnad of 

-ed. The total approach, which bring 'fie r project orient t09C L 
I.. --------. -. -. -.. -I the stratpgip-, and activities, )f pub! ir and sorial ;I F4-; 2 i rs 

tha, ---dia ard 
t, he 

professional experts, can ooly co-, e -arten 
the starting point is with the prOlcm. Tficn, havi iq defined 

N 
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the pmble. m, the m-ans by which it can be solved can be 
integrated. In this way it will often be found that 

solutions based on sorw:! historic, departiv---ntal approach 
will be a. b. -ndoned; ma approaches will evolve cnd the 

range of existing skills can be deployed for a single 
purpose. 

The Industrial Statesnian 

Apart from the professional who works in Corporate Affairs, 

there is today a need for a new kind of. business executive or, 
for that ratter, trade union leader who, in addition to the task 

on which he is inrediately engaged, can recognise his -uider 
responsibilities within society and is trained to exercise them.. 

The Traditional Picture 
I 

Since the end of World War 11, this 'new kind of executive 
has. in fact, been emerging. The evolution did not start 
then, but 1945 is a convenient date to begin tracing the 

change. It was a time when business training was mainly 
confined to the organisational and functional; when the 
importation of public relations, human relations and 
manag3rent by motivation experts was considered progressive, 
but, possibly for that reason, to be relegated to specialist 
departments outside the mainstream of activity. The discoveries 

of social science were mainly by-passed and, in Europe at 
least, the concentration on rebuilding a war-ravaged 
Continent with scarce resources was the main concern. 
Politically, after a period of nationalism or socialism - 
and, in some countries, both - there was a tendency towards 

a liberal individualism, but the intellectual evoiution of 
businessm2n did not rise much above matcrial progicss and 
financial profit. The success of, for, example, the 
Wirtschaftsi-. uridar in Gerynany, seemed to confirm that what 
they did was right. 

Ihe tioxt decade, 1950-1960, SaW a revi g,: neraticn oF 

who rraintýined the pas', o5jr: 'ctivo, - and found 

littlc- piý;: -! for thos-2 challerý-, ýJ 
"r,; ei 
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reduced to technical rationalism and the society to the 
dimension: of technical availability". 

For well into the next decade businessmen in the main 
continued to be educated in the narrower fields of economics, 
law or the technical sciences. True, there was some 
proportion who went to the growing national or international 
business schools, but contact with the social sciences and 
a knowledge of history. sociology, philosophy. psychology and poli 
science was left to arts students; students who themselves 
enjoyed a traditional leaning towards the Left. Personal 
effort, the rationalisation of production and office 
administration, aggressive marketing and increasing wages 
and salaries were the hall-marks of the successful businessman. 

Nor has he changed greatly. The public picture of the 
businessman, which may not be altogether inaccurate, is 
along these lines: 

Education: Degree, if any, in specialised subject. 

Personal Hard working, knowledgable about 
characteristics: his business, oriented tcxvards 

short-term business expansion and 
profit maximisation; sceptical 
about modern managerrent and 
sitrategic planning techniques 

Political Rarely an active member of a 
Beliefs: political party; uneager to develop 

or discuss his own political theory; 

mainly distrustful of politicians 

Civic When in the office, content that 
beliefs: the creation of wealth and jobs 

and the payment of tax discharges 
his responsibilities. whatever 
he may feel as a citizeA when 
out of the office. 
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The flecd for the Industrial Statesman 

The justification for this pattern is past success. If 
not so much in Britain. then certainly on the Continent 
this kind of business orientation has work-ed. But will it 
go on working? This is the point for, with the totally 
new pressures that are arising, businessmen are already 
finding themselves out of depth and desperately naive 
when it comes to dealing with those people in other 
sectors of society who now can materially affect the 
future of business. 

This is seen in the UK. for example, by the lack of any 
business dialectitian who can begin to compete with the 
leaders of the Militant Left on any platform. It has been 
seen in the slowness and inadequacy with which the C3I has 
taken up a position 'on issues which evoke an authoritative 
response from the Unions within hours. Indeed, one may 
ask, how many businessmen are capable of explaining the 
workings of a competitive econony? Hau many have thought 
through their philosophy sufficiently to believe in it 
and defend it publicly? Now many have had their own 
confidence eroded so that they feel vaguely guilty about 
what business does? How many even recognise the pressures 
and need to give more information about what goes on inside 
a company whether they have developed the capacity to defend 
it or not? 

And. if these purely business questions are hard to answer, 
what about the replies to questions which search the ability 
of businessmen, in their capacity as such, to take part in 

some of the social, political and economic forums in the 
country? The small numbers who, in Britain, are seconded 
to Gdvernment departments or who do actively take part in 

activities outside their business function indicate the 

answer. 

Yet, today, it is not enouvh to be a business manager. 
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The industrial statesman has to be able to take an 
equal place alongside those leaders of other spheres 
who are concerned in national affairs. If there is an 
increasing mood on the part of academics, voluntary 
organisations and politicians to criticise and intervene 
in business operations the, whether or not the criticism 
is justified, let there at least be businessmen who can 
defend and e. Vlain themselves and be intelligent about 
the activities of those other groups. 

A] I this leads to the need to develop the -men who, by 
the tirm- they reach the top of their organisations, possess 
the wider knowledge of the environnr-nt in which they 

must operate. 

The Inconplete Manager 
I 

The business manager who ignores his responsibi li ties 
in man-management, or budgetat-y control is not doing his 
job. Similarly. the manager who does not embrace his 

corporate responsibility is an incomplete manager. 

The people at the top, certainly of our major industries. 
have today to be industrial statesmen rather than merely 
busirtess managers. They must be multi-dimcnsional 
thinkers. at home and able to contribute in many 
environntnts. This means that the whole way in which 

. managers are selected, developed, promoted and appraised 
must be updated. 

. The selection and promotion of managers on the basis 

of a good sales record may sufrice to take them tc branch 

manager level, but these achievements alone will leave 
them sadly lacking when the breakthrough comes from 
functional to general management. Ve have no equivalent 
in Britain, in fact or in philosophy. Of the Polytechnique 
in France. 

Training should start with first line managcrient viýjo should 
have included in their in-house training an element of 
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exposure to the total environment in which they opprate. 
Outside speakers, representing Parliam--nt or the ebonomic 
world, are generally glad to contribute talks. If there 
is no or little in-house training, then groups of 
managers can still be brought together for short seminars, 
at which people from outside speak, or even sent oil 
courses on subjects unconnected with their imliediate jobs. 

At higher levels, the injection of outside exparience is 

more important. Time away in a business school is not 
the answer. A secondment to a civil service department 

or academic environment, encouragement to take time in 

working hours to sit on some national or cormunity 
committee, attendance at the Brookings Institute in 
America or Chatham House courses in the UK, participation 
in conferences on the environrent, economics or the 

political scene and membership of non-business institutions 

all help to broaden experience. 

I Appraisal 

Having trained people, and let it be emphasised again 
that the impetus for this will come froin the top, reality 
must be attached to the importance of this training in 

th6way that managers are appraised. A proper assessment 
of a 'manager's all-round performance must already include 

the way he runs his people and budget. It must alsu 
include an assessment of his performance in this ne-d 
dimension and his further promotion must depend on it. 

Othentise the executives of business will continue with 
too large a proportion of those who are incapable of 
transcending the merely tactical aspects of their Job. 
"Inscapism" - the disease-of immersion in one's ow: i 

affairs -ý is a bore at any level. At the top it is a 

calamity. 

The fund oil executive experience thdt doens already 

exist within business is, from a national point of view 
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still in short supply. On the whole this expertise does 

not embrace the wider conditicns of the environment nor 
is it much used in public and social affairs, Hence 
the need to "graw" a race of industrial statesmen 
who are able and willing to play their part on the 

national scene. 

\ 
I 



Notes 

In discussing my recommendations with over 40 companies, 
throughout Europe and North America, since the completion of this 
core thesis, agreement has been almost unanimous - and this based 

on many years' experience of some very senior executives. 
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CORPORATE AFFAIRS HINTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL OPERATION-' 

The total corporate affairs concept as described in this 

section, although still relatively new, has been tried and 
found vastly more effective in most cases than the more traditional, 
frzgmnted approach to the external envi. ron-2nt. 

But it has not always seemed to work as well as was hoped for by 
its proponents. Where it has not fully suc6eeded, however, this 
has not been due to some inherent weakness in *the concept itself, 
but more in the way it was managed. 

There is a task, therefore, to identify from relevant experience., r 
the ingredients of success or failure and to learn from them. 

Table I is a listing drawn frcm my experience of viewing 
corporate affairs at work in several companies and repre. sents a 
personal analysis of these ingredients. Table 2 summarises some 
hints for action to make the corporate affairs function truly 

effective and repeats some of'the points made in earlier Chapters. 
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Table I Ingredients of Success and Failure 
in Corporate Affairs 

Success Failure 

A. GENERAL 

1. Strong and effective man and 
project manaparient at all 
levels 

2. Growth towards critical mass 
of people 

3. Clear identification of what 
is responsive work and what is 
innovative work. 

Weak managemnt 

Sub-critical mass 

Confusion between 

responsive and innovative. 
Unbalanced situation 

4. Developuent of sound theoretical Absence of theoretical base. 
base for plans and programmes Plans and programes based on 

"rule of thumb" 

5. Balance between theory and Impracticable or 'wild' ideas 
reality 

6. Innovative techniques Traditional methods 

-7. Strong planning and. c. ontrol Weak planning and control 

8. Entry, from time to time. of No change in people 
new people with fresh ideas 

. 
9. Wide range of external contacts, Inward looking function. with limited 

sustained on a continuing baýis spasmodic external relations 

10. Participation in work of external "Staying at home" - company 
organisations activity only 
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Success' 

11. Advice and assistance fron, 

external 'brains' 

Fai I ure 

Use only what is avaijable 
within the company 

12. Understanding of and good Isolation. Little atter. pt to 
relations with other functions understand and ccmmunicate with 
in the company (Marketing, other functions 
Manufacturing, etc) 

13. * Clear identification of roles and Imbalance between 

priorities - attaining a sound shoýt-term and long-term 
balance between the short-term 
and long-tenn 

14. Careful project selection - 
tailomade to objectives and 
limited to resources available 

15. Clear identification of key 
issues and priorities 

'Scatter' approach - trying to do 
do everything 

Unselective response 0 

16. Solid understanding among all Artificial analysis. Little 

managers and professionals of cormnun-Ocation of issues 

. external issues facing the 

company 

17. Right level of person for the job Too many junior level people 
attempting senior level work 

18. Right skills mix. Changing Wrong skills mix. Relying solely 
skills mix to meet changing on existing skills when function 

needs changes. 11idjudging new require-Mants 

19. Attempts at all levels to 'sell' Isolation. Defcnsiveness. 
the corporate affairs. function Withdrawal. Arrogance 

and its ideas to the r--st of 
the company 
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Success 

20. Build up to adequate resources 
to meet objectives 

21. Serious attempt at research and 
measurement of results 

B. LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES . 

I. Independence from mainstream 

activities 

Failure 

Function although accepted 
in principle, continuously 
under-resourced so that objectives 
simply cannot be met 

Artificial evaluation. - Over- 
reliance on subjective assessment 
by managers 

-Giving in to short-term expediency 

2. Maintenance of direction in 

spite of opposition 

3. Joint projects with external 
organisations (other companies, 
government, voluntary organisations, 
etc) 

C. ACTIVITIES 

Rapid response time 

2. Positive, helpful. response 

3. Advisory service in addition to 

purely responsive 

I 4. Close relationship with other 
functions in the company 
who may require corporate affairs 
support 

Deflection off-course through 
weakness 

Trying to do it all alone 

Slow response to requests and needs 

Negative, defensive response 

Limited response only 

I J 

Distant, almost aloof, approach 
to other functions 
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TABLE 2 Hints for Action to Imprcve 

E -fectiveness of Corporate Affairr, f 

1. Never underestimate the importance of effective line managem--nt. 
Recognise that creative coirintinicators or public affairs professionals 
are not necessarily going to be good managers. On the other hand, 

management in a creative environment requires particular skills. 

2. For the difficult job of relating to and working with senior 

people from outside the company, use senior people yourself. 
Bring them in both from the outside and from other areas of the 

company and be careful to maintain a balance between these two 

categories. 

3. Ensure that a continuing two-way flaa of staff at all levels is 

maintained in and out of the corporate affairs function 

with other areas in the company 
with the outside world 

5. Ensure that the corporate affairs function does not try to do 

everything, but selects only those activities which available 

manpawer and money resources allow to do well. 

6. Ensure that the functicn includes among its staff, individuals 

who can generate new ideas and translate them into effective 

p rogrammes. 

. 
7. Recognise that, whatever corporate affairs sets out to do in its 

founding 'charter", it will often have to play three or four 

clearly separate roles, each of which will have to be satisfied, 
i 

(a) Responsive response to interial requests_ 
response to external requests 

(b) Short-term external relations wit h 

Marketing Support key audiences 

(C) Internal Support internal communications 
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(d) Iong-term activity environn--ntal analysis 
public and social affairs 
external relations with key 

audiences 

Recognise further that the basis of allocation of resources to 

each of these roles is quite different. The classification which 
the authors consider to be most sensible is as follows: 

(a) Responsive resources can be considered as an 
administrative overhead 

(b) Short-term resources should be allocated 
Marketing support according to short-term marketing 

objectives and criteria 

(c) Internal support - resources should form part of the 
allocation for the Personnel function 

(d) Long-term activity - resources should be treated as an 
investment and long-term investment 

criteria applied 

B. Ensure that the corporate affairs organisation reflects the 
different roles identified above. 

. 9. Recognise that effective external relations are a matter notýof 
isolated contacts, however senior, but are dependent on a whole 
range of individuals in the company building a sustained and 

close relationship with key individuals outside the company over 

a long period of time. Therefore, the level of person used for 

external relations should coincide approximately with the level of 
the external contact*in terns not only of position in the 

argahisation, but also in terms of education, experience and 

non-business interests. Hence the need for item 'a' above. 

It 



Notes 

(1) Since completing this core thesis, I have worked with some 40 

companies as a consultant. This added experience has only 

reinforced the analysis and recommendations In Tables 1 and 2. 



PART 4 

SOCIAL AUDIT 

Foreword 

No thesis on social responsibility would be complete without a discussion 

of the social audit which, although in a very early stage of development 
is, I believe, potentially the single most important aspect of any 

organisation's planning and control system. 

Stated quite simply, the social audit Is the measure and evaluation of an 

organisation's social responsibility performance. If one accepts the broad 

definitions of social responsibility discussed In Chapter 3, it covers the 

measurement and evaluation of most aspects of an organisation's 

non-financial performance, including, in particular the organisation's 

responsibilities to all its stakeholders and its response to social and 

political change. 

It follows that the social audit covers everything the organisation does, 
from R&D and manufacturing, through marketing and personnel, to 
corporate affairs. It would, therefore, be Inappropriate to include an 
exhaustive treatise on social auditing techniques In a thesis, the main 
focus of which is one aspect of social responsibility. Indeed the subject 
deserves detailed treatment all of its own. - 

Another reason for hesitating to include a comprehensive analysis is that, 

in this thesis, I have tried to concentrate on my own first-hand 

experience and proven techniques backed up, wherever possible, by case 

studies in which I would experiment directly with my theories. At the 

time of completing the core thesis, although I was starting to be involved 

in several attempts at social auditing, they were still at a very early 

experimental stage. In fact, since then, in a major research programme 

financed by some 20 companies over two years, I did manage to complete 

a lot of the research required to come up with a workable social audit 



system. This research project is summarised in Section I. - However, the 
detailed results of the work are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

In the following chapters, therefore, I limit discussion to an introduction 

to the basic concepts which were used in the major programme mentioned 
above. Chapter 15 stresses the, importance of social audit and explains 
what is involved. In Chapter 16,1 suggest a new way of thinking about 
the whole area of measurement and evaluation of corporate performance. 
In Chapter 17,1 propose a new approach to social auditing, which has 

been discussed widely since but only parts have been implemented in a 

corporate setting. At the same time, Mr. Ron' Lessem, with whom I 

developed the approach, took it considerably further, expanded its 

theoretical framework and has applied it in non-corporate situations. 
Finally, in Chapter 18,1 suggest a way in which company XY might 
tackle -a social audit. At the time of writing It was a fictional case study, 

albeit based on real examples. Since completion of the core thesis, 

however, I have successfully applied the approach In more than a dozen 

social audits (see Section 1). 

Part 4-2- 
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Chapter 15 An Tritrof-luction to Soc-i-al Auf'Ail': 

Whv Social Audit? 

The idea of a social audit for orranisations, particulax1v irl 
bus-Iness, is ncw. Tne torm Isocial audit' in still tntcrOr-*.!:. -"! '. 
differently by different people. To some it mnans the public 
disclosure of a company's social parformancc. To athers it 

mearic the internal (com fidential) evaluation of a cc. T. -Ozzly's 

social responsibility performance. Othei-s go further and 
defin, ý the social audit a-l; a commprch. ensivu evaluut. ion 01. t., 

way a co: %)=--y d1i. scharg:: -s all its to -harc-- 
holders, customrs, em. ployeas and supplier3, to the widc- r 

co. -rxaunity, indeed to all its stakcholdc. -rs. 

I! prejer this last definition, not because I belicv3 it t,.: > 
be 'batterl or more 'correct' but because 

.I 
feel it cTives 

the scope for constructing a general frarnw-. rork wiHlin whIch 

other interpretations of social audit can if necessary be 

developed. 

until this ndw field has progressed a good deal further, 

I fin. lieve that each organisation will need to develop an(ý' 
U so its own definition, based on its own objectiv-)s, InLex- 

pretation o. E r.: ýquirenients and the resourues it WAshes to 

allocate to the process. 

But., whatever the definition, I believe t1hat social auditir. r. 

must-, and will be developed c-md e1ava3. o,. -; Pd raPidly in the com-Ina 

years. Indeed II ama convinced ti-at thes, 3 I-fill reprcsenin t-lir, 

major innovation of 
ýhe 

next 10 - 15 years in the whole field of 

management. 

There are Powerful reasons for this coni, ictio. -I. 

I 
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The need for ýelw 
management tools 

The first reason is that, given the needs of social respon- 

sibility, as defined in this thesis, and growing management 

recoýpnition* of the importance of this whole subject to tý. e 

survival and success of any business, there is an obvious 

recuirer.., ent to measure and evaluate performance. In the 

words of Dr. Clark Abt, one of the pioneers of social audit- 
ing in the United States, "without measurement there can be 

no assurance of progress toward corporate social responsibility 

goals, there can be no cvaluation of the cost cffcctivcn--ss of 

efficiency of alternative social investments and hence no 

optimisaticn of social investment mixes; there can be no 

comparisbn of companies and industrics to dotermine what is 

possible and what is standard and what can and should be 

corrected; and there can be no criteria for corporate decision 

making in the interests of social responsibility". (1) 

I 
'U be A13: CIady, a groat number of companies consILIcr themsulves 

"responsible" and devote very considerable manpover aund 

a C. P financial resources to functions and activitiesp the performun 

of which cannot be quantified using traditional fincuicial yard- 

sticks. Tho whole area of personnel is one example; Corporate 

Affairs is another. Judging whether these resourcess are alloc. 7to..; 
in the best possible way is totally dependent on manage. , ren tIa 

ability to evaluate performance. indeed one could go further 

and say that any management that does not make a serious attc. -. T,?, i: 
to evaluate performance in these fields is culpable of negligence., 

in summary, there is a crying need foý a new set O-E manacTerrLe-nt 
tools to aid decision-making and this fact is being increasingly 

recognised throughout the world. 

External Audits 

The second reason is that, whether or not companies decide to 

conduct their own social audits, they will find themselves 

being audited by external groups. 

This is, of course, already happening. (2)(3) 
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These external audits are of course usually done without 
the consent of the audited organisation - and frequently 

with its hostility. In some wayst their indapendance in 
this situation is the public-interest auditors' greatest 
asset, as it frees them from the institutional pressures 
and problems of perspective that hamper companies' in- 
house audits. However, this situation also isolates the 

auditors from their best source of information - the 

company or institution itself - and often causes their 

audits to be incomplete, inaccurate biased. Like every- 

one else, the public-interest audits encounter difficulties 

because of the weakness of the social audit! s malytical 
tools, although their problems in this regard are exacerbated 
by limited resources. The public-interest auditors' greatest 

weakness, thoughr is a lack of objectivity; having selected 

a company initially because it was considered socia lly 

irresponsible in some way, the public-interest auditors arc 
frequently open to the charge that they are ouL to "aidke a 

casell against that company. The tone of these social audits 
frequently Sustains the accusation. 

Institutiorial Investors 

Not all external auditing groupsp however, are merely pr, -mssu-. e 
groups with a particular axe to grind. More and more institutionz 

investors are conducting social audits before deciding where J. 0 

place their investment portfolios. Among the first investors 

in the United States to add 'social' criteria to their decision 

making were the universities and the Churches, but the movement 

has now spread to foundations# insurance companies, banks, mutual 
funds and pension funds. An excellent assessment of the latest 

situation, based on detailed research on 196 institutions, is 

published in a report to the Ford Foundation by Bevis Lonastreth 

and David Rosenbloom entitled "Corporate Social Resnonsibility 

and the Institutional Investor", (4) The report also discusses a 

number of general shareholder campaigns. it is an important 

document particularly for those who stiLl believe that "earnings 

per share', or "yield" or "share prict-" are the sole cons ideraticnria, 

in the minds of major shareholder,.; when deciding where to invest 

their monev. 
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In Britain, t6o, there are the beginnings of a movercnt 

although, as in the rest of Europe, it will take several 

years before catching up with the U. S. Already, ho-. %, ever, 

one sees the Church, trades unions and local authorities, all 

with significant port-folios, trying to establish non-financial, 

criteria and some have pulled funds out of companies operating 
in South Africa. Many Insurance Companies are also now going 
through a thorough reexamination of their priorities, a thouqlt 

process no doubt started during the Distillers Company case 

with thalidomide children. 

The problem, with all these external audits, whether by pressure 

groups, investors or governments, is that, even if well-inteW-ý. .. 07! 

they are usually carried out by people with little or no evpcrt(, j 

of the company, the industry or the institution concerned. r" I J. 'ý 

means that the results are often inaccurate, nearlv always 

incomplete and not, therefore, particularly helpful to decision 

making or to the cause of public accountability. 

But no company or institution can give a clear, UneMotional and 

accurate response to these audits, if it has not conducted its 

own measurerýents. 

Governmient Leaislation 

The third major reason why companies must start developing tho-Jr 

own social audits and start now is that, in many countries, 

govei-nments will require them to disclose publicly a great deal 
ýore 

information than they do at present. This disclosure 

requirer. ent will not concentrate simply on additional asp. ects 

of financial performance but will include information on social 

performance. In the United States, this is already happenina, 

albeit in a very limited way, with the requirement to publish 

statistics on minority hiring and equal opportunities. In 

Britain, the Companies Bill drafted by a Conservative Governr, -Cnt 
in 1973 incorporated a fir: 3t attempt in -this direction and 

the subsequent Labour Administration enacted legislation going, 

considerably further. 

1, 

i 
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Thp Rpsoonsibilitv of Public Disclonure 

The fourth major reason in favour of developing social audits 
is that, if there is a continuing trend of stakeholOors, dwr. xndjrý 
more information a-bout coripany per-roravixoncc thcx. apyctars in thc .A 

traditional annual report, then the disclosure of sucli informati 
is in itself a necessary act of social resgonsibility. Respon- 

sibility is indivisible; one cannot respond to one set of ch. l. -Icri. 
needs and ignore others that may appear to be less convenient.. 
If more Oisclosure is demanded; inore disclosure there must bsc. 

And, clearly, an integral part of this responsibility is that. J 
infonration rele ased should paint a true picture &iel not be 

as a whitewash operation. Thus the information mast, as far ý-.! i 
possible, 'be complete, accurate and validated using the sam3 
rigour in analysis as in the best statements of flriancial 

formance. The ability to disclose information on social 

sibility performance presupposes the conduct of a social audit. 

The Current State of Social Audit 

It is not for this thesis 
, 

to provide an assessment of all 

attempts at social auditing carried out so far. st., ch 

. pear in detail elsewnere-(5) In actual fact, detexrining ap 
current state of the social audit is far from easy-, if for no 

other reason than that it is nearly imnossible to identift., 

everyone who is involved with the subject. 

Outstanding among the readily identifiable sources are a h=ofal 

of academics, public interest groups and professional consultants 

several publications, and an indefinite number of companic5. 

The utility of these sources to the practising auditor is 

questionable, however; chiefly because most display the under- 

standable weakness of preaching the merits, rather than the 

fine points, of the social audit. The descent from platituaes 

to practise is an arduous one that only a few have made. nut the 

social audit is a reality only to the extent that it is dono anrl 
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it is the work of those who pract'. Lse it that aescribes the 

state of the art. 

The chief impetus for social audits seems to be American 

corporate legislation involving social problems such as 
pollution, discriminatory hiring, and safety. These laws 

require a concern with social responsibility that often 
translates into a regard for the social impact of the company 
in general and thus into a need for some form of sociall 

auditing. And so, the United States, %yhich probably has the 

most stringent corporate "social" legislation, has so far 

led in the development of the social audit. There is no way 
of telling how many American companies have thus far conductee 

social audits, since most are for internal use only. in 1972, 
it was estimated that several dozen US companies had undertaken 
social audits. By 1974 the estimate was that nearly one-half 

of the largest 500 US companies were engaged in social audits 

of one kind or another. outside ; %narica, the social audit is 

still in a pre-natal stage, with a few exceptions (5)So far, 

only a handful of European companies and a few multinationals 
have made known serious attempts. Numerous Japanese companies 
do some sort of social accounting (it is estimated that 23 per 
cent of Japanese corporations will include somc- date on their 

social performance in their annual reports), but it is differenit- 

to neasure its utility, as this social accounting nust -be vietv., o-d 
in the context of the social role of the Japanese com9any. 

The American comoan_4es that have conducted social audits and 
Published results defy easy categorisation. They range in sizo 
ýrom 

the small such as Abt Associates (assets $5.5 million in 

1972) to the huge Bank of America (asscts exceed $50 billion), 

and produce everything from ice cream to poýqer Olants. Never- 

theless, most seems to have several COITIMon - and instructive 

characteristics. Most of the companies are in "low problem" 
industries; fef4 are involved in mining, heavy industry or declini. 

traditional industries. The majority are located in sophisticatec'.., 

and expanding sectors of the economy (consulting, banking, 

chemicals, energy, food processing, electronics I, insurance, 
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cosmetics), are reliant on advanced technology, d---al directly 

with individual consumers (as opposed to supplying other 
industry), and have a tradition of social consciousness. 
make good profits and have a history demonstrating that, 

profitability and responsibility march hand in hand. 

Although often admirable gestures of social responsibility, 
most social audits thus far completed have not been "audits" 

in the strict sense of the word. Generally, they have been 

neither thorough, systematic, nor critical. Their faults, 

however, are not just the failings of the auditors, but rat"or 
due to conceptual difficulties that pervade the entire subjoct. 
These issues - roughly divisible into problems of identification, 

measurement and evaluation - arise quickly in any at4. cmpt -1c 

conduct a social audit. 

What is involved in a Social Audit? 

Any analysis of current approaches to social auditing wiIi 

show them to be very varied indeed. It is clear that, at this 

point in time, there is no single 'best' way of conducting 

a social audit. Each technique has its strengths and weaknesses 

and an applicability to particular circumshancPs. Tt is proh-ah-ly 

preferable, therefore, that each individual organisation startinq 
on a social audit remain free to select the approach most closely 

aligned to its own objectives and ideas and best suited to itr, 

own, requirements. 

Týhat i can perhaps contribute in this thesis is a framework, 

as set out below, which hopefully will assist management in 

deciding on the most appropriate approach for starting the social 

auditing process. 

There are four basic questions to be answered: 

What social audit perspective should the company adopt, 
i. e which of its functions, activities and relationships 

should be included? If, for example, one acccpts the 
definition of social audit as thG evaluation of all non- 
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I 
f ina n cial performance, then the persp6ctive will crr6race 

nearly all functions, activities and relationships ... 'ithin. 
the company. To start off in such a comorchcnsive 

manner is usually neither desirable nor feasible. There 

a need, rather, to break down and classify the potential 

areas for social audit as in Table 1, which shows one metl 
of classification which I have found most useful in my 

early work, and then select priorities from within this 

classification. 

Using Table 1, a company could consider the nature of its 

overall involvement from one or more of four majo-n rr, -r- 
spectives. It may have a particular orac-nisational unit 
in mind, like the 'Marketing Da-partment' or the 'Yorkshire. 

Division'; it may wish to consider a particular activit.. p 
like 'staffing' or 'production scheduling'; or perhaps, 

a particular Is takeholderl such as the Iconsu; rerl or the 

'employee'; or, the central concern may be with a cartain 

problem area or is sue such as Ilabour turnover' or 'the 

image of the multinational' or the 'responsible use of 

energy'. 

2. How broadly should the company become involved within 

each selected perspective? As can be seen in Table 2, 

for each of the four major perspectives, there is a 

corresponding range of potential involvement classified 

as Iminirrium',, 'intermediate' and 'maximum' part ici nation. 

For exampler maximuT participation, from all four perspecti 

would involve the company as a whole, whereas a minimum 

degree of involvement might embrcýce only one stakeholdar, 

one organisational work group, etc. 

3. What is the desired depth of involvement in terms of the 

audit itself, i. e. how far along the path from identificauic 

through measurement to detailed evaluation does ýhe company 

wish to go? 
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The ccrv. plet-e proceEs consists of three ma: ýn stens: 

a) awa eness - the identification of issucs and stake- 
holders for which the company has a resp--nsibilitv and 
to which it wishes to respond. During this step, the 

comoanv needs to establish the relevance of issue-, and 

stakeholders to the company and their relative imocrtanca. 

b) accounts - the measurement of the company's performance 
in relation to the issues and stake-holders identified in 

the first step and presentation of -the information in 

some st-ructurcd way within an overall framework of what 

might be termed 'social accounts' 

c) audit - the evaluation of each item in the social accounts 

against some standards or criteria which Indicate what 

performance ought to be. 

4. What specific method of approach should the =npany ad. -2t 

within the selected areas of interest? 

one of the most distinctive factors distinguishing cne socia! 

audit approach from another is the extent tc which the 

measures and criteria used are qualitative or quantitaLive. 

Quite clearly many aspects of the social audit are mnfinad 

by tIL-te subjective nature of the phenomena with whicl, it is 

concenied. This leaves little doubt that most of the 

measures used will be less 'precise' than those applicable 

in tradi. tional financial accounting. 

This inbuilt imprecision has led to two opposing views. cn 

the one hand, there are those who focus tho audit-solely 

on those features of social responsibility performance that 

do lend themselves. to quantification while ignoring the 

more amorphous - but often more Important - information. 

The opposite tendency is to abandon quantification altogether 

and to approach the audit from a totally -subjective vie,,.; - 

point, thereby missing tj*. e opportanity of using information 

which is important and, xrith somo analysis, can be made 

available. 
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This confusion has led to serious dispute over the mode 
of measurement a social audit should use. The battle 
forms along vague lines of "quantifiers" and "non-quan- 
tifiers", and the implications of the controversy extend 
to the whole conception of the social audit. Generally, 
the extreme "quantifiers" take their inspiration from 
financial audits on one hand and economics on the other. 
They contend that like economics - or perhaps through 

economics - applied cost-benefit analysis techniques will 
enable auditors to measure and evzluate performance in 

money output term3. Furthermore, they argue that the 

results can be presented In a highly structured form in, 
for example, 'social' profit and loos statcment3 and balance 

sheets that presents the company's social responsibility 

performance at a glance. 

The extreme "non-quantifiers", on the other hand, are 
gener"ally content with a series of qualitative statements 
of performance presented in an unstructered manner, usually 
in a series of unconnected reports. 

In between the two extremes are those who favour the -ni. -ed 
approach, quantifying what is rea 

* 
lly quantifia. hle and using 

qualitative measures where quantification is 110t POSSibl-2. T 

motivation behind this mixed approach is the need to find 
best measurements available and to use theme even if irzmerfoc; 

The horizontal axis at the tOP Of Table 3 shows this range of 
methodologies. 

....... ... 
A jFramework for Selecting the most A12propriate pnprpach 

The whole of Table 3 summarises -my* suggested framework for 

selection of the social audit approach most appropriate to anv 
individual organisation. Each of the boxes in the middle of 
the table represents a specific approach depending on each 
organisation's requirements for perspectivdt the breadth and 
depth of involvement and for methodoloT y (quantitative/qualitative) 

I 
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I amý not su4gesting that there are 108 different approaches 

as might be deduced by counting all the boxes in the Table! 

There are significant areas of overlap. But in thinking of 

which approach to adopt, it is useful to consider the full 

range of alternatives available. 

How to choose 

Which particular approach will be ultimately chosen will dapend 

on: 

the oxganisation's perception of the natu-re of its 
'business' 

its corporate philosophy and the re-al reason for wanting 
to conduct a social audit in the first place 

. 
(iii) the financial and human resources at its command 

Uv) management's perception. of particular problems facing 

the organisation at the time of decision and 

(V) hcw information within the social audit will be used 

The Nature of the Business 

The nature of the business will- often determine management's 

primary interest and hence the initial perspectives selected 

for social audit. Thus, for exampler whereas management of a 

supermarket chain may be well concent'rate first on consumers 

and employees, a manufacturer, who is the major employer in 

a small cor-munity, may select the local social and physical 

environment as his primary concern. 
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The Real Peason for Wanting Social Audit 

The overall corporate philosophy relating to social re. sr)on. -; iL,! Ijt-j, 
is the single most important determining factor in zelecting an 
approach to social auditing. R. Bauar and D. Fen-a suggest 
that there are four ways in which management of ve-:: ious companies, 
view social responsibility(6)1 These are: 

to satisfy the conscience of the Chief Executive 

and top management 

to anticipate and avoid pressures'by stakeholders 

to solve perceived social problems 

to contribute to the achievement of long-term 

objectives 

It is obvious from the rest of my thesis that I., 

subscribe to the last of these philosophies and, indeed this 

preference is reflected in the comprehensive approach proposed 
in Part 3. But there are many companies which may have 
different atiorities. They may, therefore, have quite different 

requirements for the social audits. 

The important thing is for management to be completely honest 

with itself about the real. reason for its interest in a social 
audit. The choice of approach is dependent on it. 

What can be Afforded 

The third factor to consider is what can be afforded. - Quite 

obviously, the extent of any company's involvement in any social 
auditing programme will be dependent on the discretionary funds 

at the company's command and on the availability of people within 

N 
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the organisation who have the-interest and al7ilities to 

introduce and develop the programme. An important supple- 

mentary question for those companies who considar social 

responsibility of real importance to the future of the 

business is what aspects of the social audit can one not 

afford not to have done. 

What are the Key Issues 

Next, most organisations will wish to select the approach 

which focusses on those issues, problems zaid opportunities 

which mcnagern. ent sees as most relevant and immediate to its 

activities. 

How will the Social Audit be Used 

Finally, it is imperative to consider carefully how the 

information within the social audit will be used. This 

relates closely to the question of corporate philosophy 
discussed above. 

I In -my* view there is a significant difference between an 

internal audit used within the organisation as an important 

input to decision-making, and an audit Wed externally for 

public disclcaure. I 'believe further that, with the current 

state of the art, although companies can go a long way in 

developing useful internal audits, it is still too early 

to produce audits for external usel except in a very limited 

form. A great deal of work still needs to be done on develo-ping 

widely accepted criteria and standards of performance before 

social audits can be disclosed with confidence. Until that 
time, and the time must comet information generated by social. 
audits must be treated with care. 

In looking at published statements of social performance 
produced recently in the U. S., one sees that those are limited 
to those very few activities where management feels the 
information is reliable and criteria generally acceptable. 
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And so, I believe that the principal focus of social auditing, 

at this stage, should be on the internal audit aimed at 
making sure that management is fully aware of what it is 
doing, how well it is doing and what more it needs to do. 

At the same time there is a need to prepare for disclosure, 

without yet going the whole way. 

In summary, the organisation embarking on social audits can 

choose any combination of perspective, breadth, depth and 

me! asurement methodoloqy within the overall framework shown 
in Table 3. By carefully answering the questions discussed 

above, management is in a position to decide between the wide 

range of approaches available. 
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TAB LE 1 CLASSIFICATION OF SOCIAL AUDITS 

OrcTanisational Unit Audits 

Ftuictional Department Audit 

Operating Division Audit 

Location Audit 

Regional Audit 

overseas subsidiary audit 

2. Activitv Audits 

Personnel Audit 

internal cormunications audit 

employee relations audit 

working conditions audit 

training audit 

management development audit 

salaries and benefits audit 

motivation audit 

Marketing Audit 

product audit 

advertising audit 

customAr relations audit 

service audit_ 

Communications Audit 

pressure group relations audit 
government relations audit 

press relations audit 

opinion former relations audit 

education relations audit 
industry and professional relations audit 
general public relations audit* 

commun 
, 
ity relations audit 

internal communications audit 

Safety Audit 
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TABLE 1 (cont: ) 

3. Stakeholder Audits 

Shareholder Audit 

Employee Audit 

Customer Audit. 

Supplier Audit 

Creditor Audit 

Local Community Audit 

National Community Audit 

International Community Audit 

4. Issue Audits 

. 
Consumerism Audit 

Multinationalism Audit 

Urban Affairs Audit 

Worker participation Audit 

Environmental pollution Audit 

civil rights Audit 

Threats to free enterprise Audit 

Changing values Audit 

Third World Audit 

Raw material use Audit 

Energy use Audit 
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,I 
TAB LE 2 Pr"., )GPAI*,, '. IE BREADTH FROM ALTMTZ"ý, T-ATTVE PEP-:; Pf'CTTI. 7FS 

PERSPECTIVE 

Minimum 

. 
Organisational 1-7 0 rk- 

group 

single c., C. i vi ty 

activity 

Stakel-Lolder 

Issue 
(Problem/ 
Opportunity) 

DEGREE OF INVOLIVTMENT 

single 
stakeholder 

affec --I-- in g 

a limited 

area of the 

company for 

a limited 

time 

Intermediate Maximumi 

section, department, company as 
division, subsidiary a whole 

combination of related all comnany's 
activities; activities 
2 or more unrelated 
activities 

combination of inter- all col-n any 
acting stakeholders; stakeholders 
2 or more unrelated 
stakeholders 

affecting a significant affecting the 

part of the compan y whole con. pany 
over a significant amount all the time 

of time 

I. 
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Notes 

(1) 'Managing the Socially Responsible Corporation: New Accounting 

Tools', Garrett Lecture delivered by Dr. Clark C. Abt at Columbia 

Graduate School of Business in January 1973. 

(2) Counter Information Services Reports include: 

(a) The Oil Fix - an investigation into the control and costs of 
energy 

(b) Your Money and Your Life - an investigation into pension 
funds and insurance companies 

(c) Consolidated Gold Fields - profits and working conditions 
(d) British Leyland - the beginning of the end. 
(e) Courtaulds 
(f) Lucas 
(g) Unilever 
(h) The General Electric Co. Ltd. 

(3) 'Social Audit' Reports - published by Social Audit Limited: 
(a) The Social Cost of Advetising (Vol. 1 No. 1) 

(b) Tube Investments Ltd. (Vol 1 No. 3) 

(c) Cable & Wireless Ltd. (Vol 2 No. 1) 

(d) The Lowson Empire (Výl 1 No. 4) 
(e) The Alkali Inspectorate (Vol 1 No. 4) 

(4) Corporate Social Responsibility and the Institutional Investor -A 
Report to the Ford Foundation, Bevis Longstreth and H. David 

Rosenbloom, Praeger (New York), 1973. 

(5) By far the most complete analysis of attempts at social auditing can 
be found in the book, Corporate Social Accounting, Meinholf Dierkes 

and Raymond Bauer, Praeger (New York), 1973. 

An excellent summary of early attempts at social auditing in the US 

can be found in The Corporate Social Audit, R. Bauer and Dan 

Fenn, the Russell Sage Foundation (New York), 1972. 



For other assessments, It Is worthwhile reading the following: 

R. Bauer, 'The State of the Art of Social Auditing' (unpublished 

manuscript) Harvard Business School, 1973. 

C. Abt, 'Social Audits: The State of the Art', Invited address 

presented at the Conference on Corporate Social Responsibility 

sponsored by Business and Society and Business Society Review 
(New York), October 1972. 

J. Dauman, R. Lessem and G. Morris, 'The Current State of Social 
Audit', a Matrix paper produced in January 1974 and obtainable from 
Matrix, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London NW1.. 

C. Abt 'The Social Audit: Problems and Possibilities' (unpublished 

manuscript), Abt Associates Inc., 1974. 

(6) The Corporate Social Audit, R. Bauer and D. Fenn (see Note 5). 
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Chapter 16 In Search of New Performance-Measurements 

The Measurement Issue 

In considering the measurement of business performance, 

considerable misunderstanding arises because the pursuit 
of short-term profit (the 'quick quid' or fast buck') is 

equated by many with general industrial motives. Of 

course# companies still exist where the whole motive of 
top management is to make as much money as quickly as 
possible whatever the long-term consequences. But the 

major proportion of goods and services produced in 

industrialised societies today is through companies whose 
management, often separated from the actual owners, is 

concerned as much with long-term survival and success as 
with short-term retu; ns. 

It is therefore far more helpful and realistic in under- 
standing corporate decision-making to use the'approach 
advocated by most professsional bodies in business, which 
can be summarised as follows: 

The role or overall objective of business 
is to service the present and future needs 
of the community. This, and this alone, 
provides the justification for business' 

use of people, materialsp land and all 
other resources it requires. Unless 
business provides for genuine needs it is 

unlikely in the long-term to be acceptable, 

remain profitable or even survive.. 

f 
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2 The method by which it achieves this ob- 

jective is to satisfy the needs and interests 

of its stakeholders. In the past, the main 

focus was simply on the shareholders; then 

customers, and later employees were added to 

the list of Vital stakeholders. More 

recently, there has been a growing acceptance 

that the community as a whole is a stakeholder 

of vital importance. The addition represented 

a major change in enlightened business thinking 

in the United States in the mid-1960s. In 

Europe, it has taken a little longer, but seems, 

at last, to have arrived. 

Thus the satisfacticn of the needs and interests 

of stakeholders is not an end in itself. Nor 

do I believe, that there is necessarily an 
irreconcilable conflict between them. 

3 The measurement or reward for the successful 

achievement of business' goal, in the long-term, 

is profit. 

Within this definition, profit is neutral and inert; yet 
few words in the vocabulary of businessýhave as strong an 
emotive connotation. A situation now exists in which 

profit conjures up vivid, often extraordinary, impressions 

in the minds of people. This poor overworked and mis- 

understood word has become a political symbol epitomising 

wide ideological differences. It is even under attack 
from many who classify themselves as supporters of free 

enterprise. 

And so, now, *there is talk in some quarters of doing away 
with the word altogether and finding not 

' 
only a new word 

but a new concept which, apparently, will eradicate the 

inequities of the profit motive and be more relevant to 

business in the 1970s and beyond. 
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The balancing of needs is concerned with relationships; 
indeed it can only be reflected in real relationships 
between organisations and the people and things with 

which they interact. Yet normal units of profit consist 

only of money, a unit of exchange, which often stands in 

the way of a direct relationship. 

In the short-term, therefore when a real conflict often 

exists between stakeholder interests, the use of profit 

or any other monetary measure for that matter is woefully 
inadequate. 

'Profit is more than you think! ' 

Following this argument, there is a strong temptation 

to agree with those who seek to eliminate profit from 

the business vocabulary. 

But profit is more, much more, than its national economic 
definition as surplus value' implies. 

Whatever its deficiencies, profit is still the only 

generally accepted overall measure of a company's 

efficiency. As such, this unitary measure serves as a 

source of communication inside and outside an organisation, 

and as a spur toward unified effort. 

Not only has profit served, in psychological terms, as a 
symbol of entrepreneurial and managerial achievement, it 
is also the one and only measure of output available for 

representing the integrated achievement of the different 

units and functions of any company. Profit A+ Profit 

B= Total profit; an easy calculation to perform with 

monetary units; an impossible calculation to perform 

with most other available measurements. 
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It is, . -n fact-, noticcabl--, that (AW OF U' J. V wý* j C) !7 

dA. fficultics facing non-profit organisations is the 

abspnce of a unitary measure for the purposes of 

comparison and of consolidating overall performance. 

It is my* conviction, therefore, that because profit 

-0 the psychology as well as the is so cabedded int 

econamx. ý of companies. and their management, it 

will die very hard. Furthermore, until a measure 

car, be found which can be proved to have the 

advantages of profit and do the job as well, while 

eliminating the deficiencies and not introducing any 

more that are still worse, talk. of eliminating profit 

should slo-op. For there is a very real danger of 

throwing out -the baby 'with the bathwater. I 

f On the oLher hand, onc must now accept that proit, 

solf, tz, no longer an adcquate measure of performance. hyit 
And the shortar the measurement period, the less 

adequate is the mcasure. 

There is a major ruquirement, therefore, to find other 

measures of performance and effectiveness that reflect 

the real ne: uds off employee-s, qustomers, suppliers, 

the gcncral public, indeed of all stakeholders, as 

well as thoce of shareholdersp and which can incorporate 

-not replace - profit. 

I : --, utmit, . 4s probably the. biggest sinylu 'chdllcrlyýl I 

to management sciCIICC in the last quarter of this century. 

My own approach to the quostion of social audit is 

this. challenge. I. have 
couched in the context OA 

calla-l it. 4.,,, c 'xa-lx'approach. A. J. 
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Problcms with profit as it measurement 

Great care must be taken to distinguish between the use 
to which the. profit motive has been put and any inherert 

problems in using profit as a measure of performance. 

As I! have already stressed, a great deal of misunderstanding 
has bcon qancrated by equating the greed of certain 
individuals in pursuit of Lhe 'fast buck' with general 
business motives. 

Balancing the neaUs of all stakeholders is a long-terri 

proce5s. With rared excepLions can it be eAlfectively 
achieved in the short-term. The use of short-term 
profit inaximisati. on as the. only ninasurcment of a com-pany's 
performance is not only wrong, it should always have been 

considered wrong, and has no place in any theoretical 
framework of a modern free enterprise system. 

For it is sustained long"LPM profit which is the valid 

measurement and this is founded on the belief that# 
in the long-term, the interests of all vtakeholders 
tend to converge. Short-term there will, of course, 
be contlicts and this is only too apparent. But, 

short-term, these conflicta. are not only between 

stakeholders, they exist also within stakeholder- 
I 

00ups. 

The definition'of'what is short-term and whaL is long- 
term is nOL easy and will vary significariLly trom 

company to company with the size and naturt: of each 
company's operations.. put for the medium and large 

companies which contribute the bulk of the output in any 

I 

lt 
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modern industrialised economy, plans are already being 

made for 5,10,15 sometimes even 20 years ahead. 

If one examines the profit performance of Western 

business as a whole since the end of World War 2, there 

is only one conclusion. Contrary to the popular view 

that too much profit has been generated, the evidence 

shows that thcýe has been far too little. Indeed, 

profito as a parcentage of world output, 

have bccn decrcaoing sharply. Of course, fortunes 

have bccn made during this period. But the overall 

picture looks far from rosy and it can be strongly 

argued that short-term profit maximisation to the 

exclusion and at the expense of the long-term has 

been the principal contributory causes. 

This is not to argue that short-term profit should 

not be used at all in measuring performance. Clearly, 

it has a role to play. The point is that It is 

not ariough; short-term profit cannot be us(-d as 

the !: olc measure. 

The other major problem wi th using profit is inherent 

in the natura of the profit measurement itself. I 

have zpccified the method 6usiness achieves its overall 

6bjective; it is through satisfying the necds of all 

s4 takcholders. To argue that the needs of stakeholders 

are all monetary in nature would be an illusion of the 

first order. The satisfaction of needs includes an 

array of psycliolo(lical,. sociological, phy.,, Jcal, culturai 

and upiritual factors which often have noLhing to do 

with cconomics, and simply cannot be quantified in terms 

of Money output. 
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Fundamcntal Requirc-nients of a Social Audit S,,,:. t-em 

In deva loping my I own approach to social auditing,. 1 have 

tried to resist the temptation to produce a system which is 

little irvoru than it superficial response to external prcssures 

and short-term r(. iqulrements. Such a system might work. for a 

but there is e rual danger that it would be out-of-date before 

it really got goinq. Rather, I have tried to examine in some A 
depth the overall needs of business in the 1970s and beyond, In 

order to develop a system ahich is now, and will continue to be 

directly relevant to those needs. 

1; beliove. that any new lasting system has to meet certain basic. 

requirements, namely: 

1. It must act as a motivator to everyone associated with the 

organi. sation, both inside and outside, and particularly 

to management. 

it raust be relovant and be seen to be relevant not only 

tr (I. C; of thp. Organisation, but also the needs of nen 

society. 

3. it must enabl. c, the organisation to compark., performance 

bcWccn operating units and consolidate pcrformanco of all 

operating unJ. L. n to give an ovorall picture. Similarly, j'. 4,. 

munt enablo comparisnw, bc-twc. -cii organizations and. whole 

industry consolidations. 

4. it , nLst use. busi. ness coliccpts and language which arn 

undo rs. tandab !a and acceptable to management. r 
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5. it must Incorpor; ite the traditionall monetary measures, 

such z,. L; profit. 

6. It must. be fleyible enough to allaa individual managemontcii 

of i I, (. ] i.,., iLiu4-, i urcjaiiisations to develop their own 

system rclcvant to their particular needs and objectives, 

within an overall framework. 

7. It mist rioL rely solely on new information and new 

technit. luc: s but must bc able to use currently available 

information and proven techniques. 

: -iuLivation 

Man, throughout the centuries, has bee. n looking for purpose 

and meaning in what he does. In fact, the bigher the individuiý 

Ur Ur9daiLiatioll is d1ung the evolutloncLry scale, the mote- likull 

he or it will respond purposefully to circumstances rather than 
I 

react purely instinctively. 

Traditionally, the manager or owner of a small business has 

dcrived a sense of purpose both through the expectation of a 

monetary return for his efforts and through an identification 

with the. particular product manufactured or service performed. 

In this context, the idea that the fundamental concern of 

management today should simply be the 'survival' of the 

organisation -4t managqs, which is implicit in many new ideas 

on measurcmnt, including the replacement of profit by 

balanced cash flows, needs serious examination. For -I would 

I 
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argue strongly ýagainst thq notion that basiý survival is in 

itself a purposeful goal. 

6 

'rhe question of what kind of survival is paramount and I Would! 

submit that a static, defensive corporate existence, perceived 

simply in quantitatýve, terms, cannot be engugh. If all those 

in the organisation, directors, managers and employees alike, al 

to be iNjuc. -d with a sense of dynamism and purpose, while at 

tho. same. time willingly exercising their social responsibilitie; 

something nLUCh MOrG is requirad. To the extent that profit 

expectations have in the past reinforccd the businessman's inore 

self-centred need for achievement, a now ethic will need to 

reinforce his own broader human concerns. To the extent that 

profitable operations have been perceived as a contribution tu 

the national product, somýthing else must be added which can hei, 

seen, touched and felt, so that purpos6ful response bec. omes 

the order of the day rather than pragmatic, defensive reaction., 

In other words, the need is for measures and targets which arc 

for real; which capture the imagination of all those concerned 

with the life of the organisation. 

I-Inat inforlIzeal? 

Most people in business have accepted the accountants' measures 
I 

of assets and liabilities, revenues and costs, as expressed in 

monatnry torms. Ilowaver,, these monetary assessments are merely, 
nominal; it is the physical and human resources themselves thao 

are for real. Thus the real physical assets are not the IE1000 

worth' of materials or equipment, but the physical quantities 
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thumsuivus and Uieir respectivc qualitie. s-: for axjv.,. PI. e SOO 

tons of high grade stual or a gcnerator capable of generatin,! 

1000 kwh o- cl. -ctricity. Pimilarly, real human assets 

6f people with identifiable knowledge, skills and aspiration,.. 

These real assets, moreover, are not confined within the 

organisation. Management has often lpoked to a particular 

supplier or customer and maintained 'they're a real asset to the 

company'. in other words, thc*organi. 5ation, in its relations 

with this external stakeholdert has built up a bank of goodwill 

which is reflected in their mutual interactions. Ftirthermorc thi-. 

goodwill, which is indeed a real asset,, way well hava been 

developed in relation to local or national government or even 

with respect to the public at large. Whether, therefore, one is 

referring to materials, energy, plant and equipment, land end 

buildings or to employees; whether one is relating to suppliers 

distributors, shareholders, financiers and customers or to 
I 

conserwill. ionints, local action groups, local and national govc-rrx : 
in al 1. cases Lha talk is, at least potentially, about roal its;. s--f s. ý 

In addition, wjj, jt-. is mout important is that these should be 

conserved and duvelopaq in a balanced wzky. 

I 
The other side of the, coin to the conservation and balanced 

growth of real assets is the elimination of waste. 

There can be little doubt thatlwastel is a term which, like 

profit, catches the imagination, often In emotive ways. 

flowaver, unlike 'profit' which is strictly associated with 

monatary gain, waste 
ýas 

a much broader application in a var. iety 

C Z- 4m -I - %/ n, - rý -1,1 V -- -(. "I !--... 4- , (),, I -I n, - I, nr n11ni, -r. I 
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individual may. find him5elf wasting not only money, but time, 

food, social opportunities; in fact, any number of things, 

many of which he feels to be ri-ecirus. in a business context, 

a. cou; pany may be wasting materials, equipment, people, energy 

and tivie - as well as money. Some of these can be quantified 

in money terms; others cannot. The only real common 

denominator is that they are all 'aspects of wastel 

A Ncw Bijziness Ethic 

My proposal is that the elimination of waste in all aspects 

of an organisation's activities becomes the central ethic by, wý-, 

business measures its performance. 

Not only is the avoidance of waste, at a time of diminishing 

resources, rapidly bein. g recognisand 
I 
by so%ciety as a whole as a 

prime necessity, it is a term with which all individuals can 

easily i den t. JL. f y. It is a term that is bothýreal and widely 

applicable; it is a notion that transcends mere self-centred; -1#1 

and embraces an involvoment with things whi-ch are tc-ingible. 

Finally, waste can be seen, touched and smelt; it can be heard 

and felt; there is no getting away from it! I 

I crivisaga that some people may react against the idea of lw, -,, -, 

aý; c; now or(janisixtional cthic. It may evon conjure up notioils 
I 

of sin or damnation! I* do not see it that way. For, interest: L 

anoup. 1h, 1wastc avoidance' interrelates the 'protestant ethic' 

of thrift with the management scientist's notion of efficiency v 

the conservationist's desire for presdrvation. In"fact, when I 

talk -in terms of minimising the waste of -; issets or resources 

imply a concern for man and for nature. 
" 
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The morc management is able to. see physical and human resources 

as scarce and even beautiful creations that must be nurturec. 2 to 

the bcst of its abilities, the more likely it will bc-- to succeed' 

in furthering business' basic mission. Moreover, the greater 

the extent to which management is able to identify and employ 

an as. -, iAls full potential, the less inclined it will be to 

associate wasto minimisation with passive maintenance as oppo: sc(2 

to activc devalopment. 

Usinq-Wastc for Performance Measurement 

In Part 3,1, explore in some detail the use of the propored 

new ethic as the basis for social auditing. Only a brief 

suirmary is therefore necessary hero. 

As alrcad,,.., mcn-t-Ioncdg, one of the major advantage r, 4. S 'thi Of Pýrofil. _4 

it can be seen as a unified, overall measure of corporate 

Lx. -rforinancc. Hodcvcr, Short-term profit can only reflect c-crntc 

and rovaau--ýr:; it cannot bring businessmen close t. o the acttl, -! ' 

rcsourcas from which these are derived. On the other hand, 

measures of waste can help identify quickly with what is really 

going oa. 

The first need is to identify the full range of actual and potentit 

assot. s both irtaide and outside the organisation. Thece will 

include the primary assutS such as employees, raw materials a. n,., i 

enc-, rcjy resources; organisational assets such as work groupz, 

buildings and equipment; stakeholder assets such as sharcholdcr 

and customer goodwill; and external assdts such as the health 

of "he total community in which the organisation operates. There 

is thcn a furthar need to break 6-hcse down into specific 
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diverse factors as, for exampic, durability and tonsil.:. - stro-! Q 

for raw materials, to technical knowledge and interpcr:: o., j, 1. ', 

skills - for employees, to loyalty and influence - for custc. -t, 

At this point one is ready to derive a complete range of 

real measures of waste. 

Accountin for waste of current assets and asset potential 

involvcs compiling statistics on such items as the volumc of 

discardod scrap, unit losses of energy, labour turnovc-. -r and 

absentecism; it involves the tabulation of results cf attitudc 

surveys of employees, customers, the local community, etc. - 

reflecting any losses of goodwill that may arise. Everything t 

organisation, does can be accounted for as an aspect of waste. 

Organisational units, whether at the level of work group or the 

company at large will then be able to respond directly to the 

tangible phenomenon being reflected, so as to minimise the 

waste of assets on all fronts. 

In evalunting týe extent to which it is carrying out its 

responsibilities, management should regard compliance with 

legislation as no*more-than 4 minimum criterion. Real, purpo-Sef 

responsiveness can only arise from a strong identification with- 

organisation's physical, human and institutional resources and 

from a committed, inner-directed drive to avoid the waste of tha 

scarce and valuable entities, even if this requires going well 

beyond the law. Future motivation to minimise waste will need 

to match in strength the historic drive to maximise profit. 

I 
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r Yho Case for a waste Free Society 

In summary, I* have argucd the. case for a wasto-frec society - 

associatcd with the balanccd devolopment of all assets within 

all organisations - as a realistic and realisable aim. 

I beliew that, whereas the use of profit optimisation is still 

relevant, it is only so if ipplied to the long-tem. In the shor 

terin, there is- a need for much more. Indeed there is a need for 

a now ethic strong enoagh to replace the traditional notion wito 

something equally purposeful e4id more real. The requirement is 

for a unifying force to aiýbitrate in the traditionally perceived 

conflict between free enterprise. and social concern. In this 

context-, I believe that the elimination of waste is a realistic 

and acceptable common denominator. 

Relatin g the Reduction of Waste to Other Needs 

Earlier in this'thýesis, I have discussed the demands for all 

organisations, and particulArly those engaged in business and 

industry to: 

(a) respond faster a4d more-directly to changing needs and 

values within society. 

(b) be more responsive to the real as opposed to the perceivad 
I 

needs of the individuals, groups and other'organisations 

on whom their activities have an impact. 

(c) be more accountable to all their stakeholders, and 

finally in this chapter, 
I 
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(d) conserve assets and resources and reduce waste. 

These demands, which are intensifying all the time, core not 

only from the opponents of the current 'system' and way of life, 

but also from a wide range of supporters who see a change in 

behaviour as necessary to retain the basic elements of the system. 

I share the view that the detnands must, be met, and met effectively, 

to ensure the continued development and success of our 

institutions through evolution within the current system rather 

than through a radical change in the system itself. 

believe also thatj, suttably defined, the four demands described 

above are'closely intir-related. 

In considering the demand (a) for faster response to changing 

needs and values, it is. clear that through the detailed analysis 

of social and political trends and changes, management can anticipat 

future constraints and opportt; nities for the organisation; and 

this is vital information for planning the successful survival 

of the organisation. Demand (b) concerns the real needs of 

emPloyocs,, customars,, etc.. - these can and should be planned 

as part of (a) Also if , as I have suggested in. my approach 

to social audit, there is a need to redefine assets and resources 

include employees, customers,, etc. 0, then managerýent cannot re-, q)(; nd 

to the demand (d) for conserving assets without responding to 

dam. and (b) at the same time. 
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Further, one can consider the demand (c), for accountabilitv 
to all staksholdars, to be part of demand (b) since the call 
for accountability is based on a real need on the part of an 
increasing number of individuals, groups and organisations. 

Finally, the demand (d) for conserving assets and reducing 

waste, zhould be the easiest for most. organisations to accept, 

since it forms part of the traditional optimisation process. 
One sees' already a great deal of effort towards meeting this 

demand for conservation, and elimination of waste; but only 
for some assets. There is a clear need to broaden the 

conception of what constitutes an asset so that all real 

assets arc inciuded. Carefully defined, demand (d) can 

encompass demands (a)j, (b) and (c). 

Thus the maasurement, of how well an organisation meets demand 

(d) will include the measure of that organisation's performance 
in relation to its social responsibilities. 

However, the measurement system! i am proposing encompasses 

-orc than is- genarally included within the term 'social 

responsibility'.. I ams proposising a total approach wh . ich 
%I 

reachas the whole prganisation and all its activities. 

am e, in fact, talking about total responsibility. 

In . 
my approach, therefore, I- replace the current notion 

of a 'social' responsibility audit with the more comprehensive 

notion of a Itotall responsibility audit. 

I 
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Chapter 17 

I 

The '*-. -atrixl : Ylet. ho, -I: Total RcsDcns-, ibilitv* Account-inc-4-wcut 

The Ba3ic Ccncept of Balanced Asset Growth 

The Current Situation 

I' have discussed in earlier c1hapters the need for 

business, indeed all organisati--ns, to consider a set 

of new variables which are increasing in inmortance 

and disturbing significantly the traditional formulas 

for success. Business has now to interact with a much 

wider range of external groups and organisations and 

has started to consider what action it should take, 

faccd as it is with a whole battery of seemingly con- 

flicting pressures from consumer groups, government-s, 

trades unions, the public at large, as well as from the 

more traditional stakeholders. 

There have been ntun3rous examples of response to these 

new pressures for some tir-'Ir usually within organisations 

justifiab. ly regardad as 'enlightened'. A nunber, 

although still remarkably, feTerl run regular enployee 

opinion surveys and use tý, e results to improve their 

personnel policies and practices. Some have undertaken 

detailed studies, in co-operation wIth rilt-hers, to deter- 

mine a now direction 
-for employea benefits programalies. 
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Otaers rwi "training for retirement" proarammes and 

ensure close contact is kept with pensioners. A 

I number of organisations,, particularly large companies, 

undertake corununity affairs activities in liaison with 

local authorities and local voluntary groups - often 

allowing employees tine off for such activity. Others 

have run seminars and workshops to improve their 

relationships with pressure groups. And there are many 

other examples. 

Quite clearly, these organisations, in defining their 

corporate objectives, do already consider their broader 

social responsibilities. 

I 
What is missing, however, is a logically constructed 

system for monitoring, evaluating and controlling 

activities which fall outside the current strictly 

financial accounting and auditing procedures in a 

comprehensive way. 

The Future Requirenent 

In mY view, the way ahead does not lie with the 

introduction of some fundamentally new and radical 

ideas, but rather with cý reappraisal, and extensi6n of 

existing ones. There is an obvious need to take a 

longer-term perspective. There is a clear need also 

to take a more balanced view of growth. This is 

neither turning xvq from the notion of profit, nor 
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indccd, taking on a whol 

social responsibilities. 

a balanced growtb in all 

to increase awareness of 

within the organisation. 

wastage of all currently 

e series of 'nice to have' 

Rather, with the concept of 

assets, inan., gament is able 

the full available potential 

It is able to decrease the 

available assets, human, 

physical and institutional as well as financial. And, 

through this processr the organisation's long-term 

return on all its investrtients is taken care of. 

What are our Real Assets? 

0 

Many management writers ranging from Peter Drucker in 

the United States to John Humble and Reg Revens in 

Great Britain have identified 'people' as the greatest 

assets any organisation can have. 

The present energy crisis, the ever increasing shortage 

of materials, and the growing concern for the quality 

of the anvironment leads to the rather obvious. conclusion 

that physical resources must, also count as indispensable 

assets. 

It is unfortunate, to say the least, that conventional 

balance sheets seemingly fail to take account of'human 

assets and, in fact, only partially represent physical, 

ones. 

I' 
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The words I sce, --ingly fail I are ijiiportant here, because 

the 'failure' is not complete. In fact, the concept of 

'goodwill' is very familiar. This, in very broad terins, 

represents the value of the human assets contained within 

a business as well as of the relationships developed 

externally. Today, few would question the value of 

maintaining anddeveloping goodwill with all stakeholders. 

It is,, therefore, recognised that there is a wide range 

of potential physical, hunan and institutional assets 

which are largely un-reprcsented in conventional 

accounting systems, but which are critical to the future 

of any organisation. 

in discussing assets in this context, it is fundamental 

to consider not just the current value of each asset 

but their full potential in the long-term. 

The lir. 2ortance of Balance 

Within double-entry bookkeeping, the books are deemed to 

balance when debits and credits, assets and liabilities 

are equal in quantitative terms. In a much broader 

qualitative contextj however, it is also appropriate to 

talk of a balanced approach in which double-entry is a 

requirement while numerical equality is not. For 

example, in a balanced assessment, supplier goodwill as 

an asset will take into account the regular financial 

payments that go towards maintaining that asset. 
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Similarly an ei-. iployee will only contiibute fully to tho 

company if he is rewarded in both economic and non- 

economic terms for his efforts. Whether one is talking 1 

in physical, human or institutional terms, there is a 

need to look both at the potential that is there and at 

the ways in which it must be encouraged if it is to be 

fully realised. 

Good managers are already well aware of the need to 

'balance' the interests of conflicting entities and 

pressure groups. The accounting system must persistentllyý 

weigh asset against liability and compare quantitative 

assessment with qualitat Ave judgements. There is also 

a need to balance short-term against long-term and 

internal against external. pressures. My proposed aprroac,: 

is concerned with developing a method which facilitates 

this balancing process. 

Balancing Growth 

Governments, bu-siness organisations, local authorities 

and most other organisations are concerned with 

increasing the quality of thair operations and raising 

the value of their returns without incurring burdensome 

internal and external costs. 

There is a new requirement for each organisation to 

recognise the mutual interdependence of its assets, to 

identify areas where the waste of energy, resources, 
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people, loyalty, knoaledge etc., is being incurred, 

and to balance the financial audits and accounts against 

their environmental and social equivalents so that 

actual or potential waste may be identified. In this 

way the organisation should be able to conserve and 

develop all its assets. 

The 'MatrixI Programme 

Identifying and Classifying Asse_ts_ 

The first requirement of the 'Matrix' Total Respon- 

sibility Audit programme is a detailed identification 

of all the assets that need to be considered in the 

exercise and a classification of these assets into a 

number of categories. 

The basic categories are 

(a) internal - those assets contained within 

the organisation and 

(b) external - those assets outside the 

organisation which interact with the 

organisation. 

For example, employee assets are categorised as internal 

while customers are categorised as external. 

I 
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The basic categories are then dividcd into sub-categories 

which describe 1,, Ior, - precisely the relation of the asset 

with the organisation. The sub-categories are: 

Category Sub-category 

internal Primary 

Secondary 

External Direct 

Indirect 

The primary internal category includes the basic assets 

on which any activity is based. 'These include employee 

resources, raw materialsand energy. The secondary 

internal category includes the organisational and 

physical assets required to enable the primary assets 

to work. These include work groups, subsidiaries, 

buildings and equipment, and the physical environment 

of the work place. * 

The direct external category includes all those 

individual and institutional assets whose goodwill is 

directly relevant to the short- medium- and long-term 

success of the organisation. These are all exteýrnal 

stakeholders. In business these include shareholders, 

customers, suppliers, governments, etc. 

I 
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The 'indirect external category includes the assets o-fir' 

the overbL11 coirmiun i ty/ communities in which the organ-Al. - 

sation operates and on the health of which the success 

of the organisation depends. 

In the direct external category, there is a direct 

relationship between any organisation and its stake- 

holders. Institutional 'goodwill' is an asset in a 

sense exclusively owned, by the organisation. Howeverr 

this exclusiveness no longer applies in the indirect 

external category which is represented by general social, 

politicaý and economic conditions. This is the Third 

giF919 in which the efficiency of government, the basic 

support that all organisations receive from a stable 

society, as well as a healthy economy and a clean physical 

environment, cannot be related directly to any individual 

organisation. Yet,, as I have demonstrated, these 

factors have a significant influence on each organisation 

and must therefore be included as assets under . my - 

definition. 

Examples of. assets under this basic classification are 

shown in Table 1. 

Desdribing Assets 

The next step is to describe each asset in terms of its - 

attributes and the basic factors that go into defining 

these-attributes. 

N 
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For' example# apin. Ioyecs can potentially contribute 

.L 
knowledge, skills and favourable attitudes; in our 

terminology these are the attributes belonging to the 

employee asset. The knowledge attribute can be defined 

in terms of a series of factors, e. g. 

(a) basic - economics, science, history 

(b) applied - accounting, personnel, planning 

- and 

(c). contextual -jacts, statistics, contacts. 

The skills attribute can be defined in terms of mantalf 

mechanical and interpersonal factors, etc. 

Likewise, attributes for raw material assets would 

include their quality, durability and recyclability. 

Examples of attributes and their basic factors for a 

number of internal and external assets are sh(y. vn in 

Table 2. 

This process of describing assets is of paramount 

intportance, since it is the asset attributes andý their 

ingredient factors which determine what is measured, 

what needs to be conserved, and where waste must be 

minimised. 
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Eva luation/se ttin c; Priorities 

At this point in the programme, 'it is important to 

consider all identified assets from the point of view 

of their importance to the organisation and to weigh 

each asset accordingly. 

Care., indeed extreme care, must be taken to include, in 

this analysis, the long-term needs of the organisation. 

The development and conservation of employee and 

institutional assets, for exaMle, is a long-term 

process.. 

However,, in order to keep the whole excrcise within 

manageable proportions, an evaluation of priorities 

is essential. 

Another evaluation of priorities, this time for asset 

attributes, then neqds to be carried out for each asset. 

Clearly, the way assets are used varies from organisation 

to organisation. and the importance of each attribute, 

and its ingredient factors, will also vary. 

Accounting for assets 

At this pointt the assets have been identified,, classified 

and described. They and their attributes have also been 

evaluated from the point. of view of their importance 

to the organisation. 
t 
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The' . next step is to develop measurement procedures within 

some kind of accounting system. 

In the Matrix programme, the accounts are sub-divided into 

three what can be called transaction areas, namely: 

environmental/physical 

econoinic/financial 

social/personal 

These transaction areas are characterised by the type 

of m--asurement that is used. It is important to stress 

that measurement in this context refers to 02ý2ut,, not 

input, whenever possible. For example, in pollution, 

a reduction in noise levels is more relevant than the 

amount spent on noise reducing equipment. One should 

only use input measures where no meaningful output 

measure exists. 

Environniental/physical transactions apply to physical 

resources, physical working conditions, internal and 

external pollution, land, buildings, equipment and to 

employees' physical attributes.. Measurement of these 

elements is in 2hysical'units; tons of material, 

numbers of physical injuries, decibels of noise, -toxicity 

levels of air, acres of useable land, etc. A number of 

these physical units can be converted into monetary 

units; others cannot. 
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Economic/fiziancial transactions apply p. rincipally to 

the raonetary representation of a number of conimercial 

exchanges. Some of these already are, and others are 

not accounted for in the traditional accounting process. 

Within our framework, a great deal of the institutional 

support a cc. -tipany may be offered is reflected in economic 

terms. Supplier discounts, government tax subsidies and 

local authority grants are examples. With economic/ 

financial transactions. I also include a number of 

measurements whichp although not monetary, are clo3ely 

related to economic performance; for example one might 

include the number of customers gained or lost, turnover 

in numbers of shareholders, and the number of complaints 

received. 
I 

Soc-i-al/personal transactions apply to the measurement 

of the complex areas of 

(a) human relationships and attitudes and 
I 

(b) the health of the wider community. 

It is here that one finds the greatest difficulty in 

establishing quantitative measures and, in many cases, 

there is a need to accept qualitative assessments-. It 

is possible, however,, to identify a number of quanti- 

tative measures to act as indicators of performance. 

In social transactions relating to employees, for 

example, intelligenca test and training course scores 
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as well as attitude surveys can be used. to supplement 

statisti6s. on strikes, absenteeism, labour turnover 

and days lost due to sickness. 

For most transactions dealing with human relations, 

measures of attitudes are, in fact, usually the most 

important. 

In Table 3,1. show a number. of examples of accounting 

measures that could be used in each of the three 

transaction areas. 

Many organisations already use some of the measures 

suggested. Very few organisations, however, bring them 

togethcr in accounting format in an effort to assess 

total performance. 

Relating the Accounts to Key, Activities/functions 

Every organisation will have to relate its own key 

activities to the particular transaction and asset 

categories that are relevant to it. For example, 

whereas the Personnel Function is primarily concerned 

with employees and thus with 'social' transactions, 

the Production Function is bounLI to be significaiitly 

concerned with both physical and human assets/resources 

and thus with 'environmental' and Isocall transactions. 

Table 4 is a chart which relates assets, activities 

and transaction accounts. 
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Accounting for Waste 

An activity centre should be aiming to reduce the gap 

between 'what is' and 'what could be' and thus to 

decrease waste, in real physical and human terms. The 

ways in which people, materials, energy, equipment and 

goodwill at all levels, can be wasted are all too 

familier. In fact, the proposal here is that organi- 

sations might introduce a 1wastaae factor' representing 

all of the ahove, to supplement the financial measures 

of costs and revenues. In the long run, waste can be 

reflected in monetary costs. rh the short-term, Jý 

believe it possible to convert all measurements into 

aspects of wastc, thercby giving to managc. ment a common 

denom, nator for evaluation. 

There are two ways of looking at waste. On the one hand, 

one might point to a failure to recognize an asset's 

capabilities; for example, many companies fail to exploit 

a computer's real potential. On the other hand, one may 

be aware of the potential while not real: kzing that the 

asset must be appropriately treated if it is to contri- 

bute fully. Thust a creative individual will only 

blossom with ideas if he is given the free rein he 

requires; similarly, a steel plate will only rdinain 

almost permanently durable if coated with a metal alloy. 

Table 5 shows some aspects of waste as related to assets. 

I 
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Critýeria for Auditin. 2 the Accounts 

Making measurements and putting them into a system of 

accounts are essential parts of the Matrix progranune. 

But, alone, they are not enough. There is a requirement 

to audit the accounts, i. e. to evaluate how well the 

organisation is doing against a series of standard 

criteria of how well the organisation should be doing. 

The development of these criteria is prcbably the most 

important part of the whole programme. It is also the 

most difficult and results are likely to be the most 

controversial. 

Setting criteria is a difficult enough process in 

traditional financial accounting. Within the extended 

framework, one enters not only into the qualitative 

arenas of attitudes and behavioural matters# there is a 

need also to anticipate alternative future situations 

which mayaffect the organisation in various ways. 

To the best of my knowledge, no one has yet been 

successful in developing a set of comprehensive criteria 

for an evaluation of the kind required. I too, would 

hesitate to do so. What I can do, however, 13 to 

propose a meaningful framework for the development of 

such criteria and a methodology for an evaluation of 

their validitv. (7) 

N 
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The, basic framework for developing critcria is obtained by 

considering the three level classification of a &ompany's 

responsibilities discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and summarised 
as follows: 

Level 1 Basic Responsibilities 
Level 2 Organisational Responsibilities 
Level 3 Societal Responsibilities 

In general tenns, these levels correspond, respectively, to 

responsibilities associated with short-term, medium-term, and 
long-term survival and success. However, -it is difficult to make 
completely rigid rules, since there are numerous interactions 
between activities at all three levels. Thus, for example, certain 
activities at the organisational and societal levels will have a 
direct affect on an organisation's ability to succeed in the 

short-tenn. 

Level 1- Basic Responsibilities 

Basic responsibilities are defined as minL-,, standards of behaviolu. 
demanded by the very fact of the organisation's existence. 

Short-term survival and success. and in part contingent on: 

I 
(a) Keeping within the letter of the law, with 

respect to current legislation, official 
regulations and formal codes of conduct. 

(b) Ensuring that the'organisation's primary human 

and physical resources are in a position to 

be used effectively. 

There exist, of course, extensive laws, regulations and codes on 

physical working conditions, employment, pollution, obligations 
to shareholders, patents, trade practices, monopolies, building 

standards, etc., etc., relating to nearly every aspect of organ- 
isational activity. There is, therefore, little problem in 

developing appropriate criteria. 

I 
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Level 2- Orannisational Responsibilitics 

Organisational responsibilities are defined as those 

designed to meet the changing needs over time of all 

stakeholders associated with the organisation and to 

minimise the negative impact on those stakeholders of 

all the activities of the organization. 

I 
Medium-term survival and success is likely in part 

to depend on: 

(a) Paying heed to the s21rit Of law, over 

and above 'Che letter of the ixw and 

acting in anticipation of impending 

legislation, new regulations and more 

stringent formal standards. Included 

here would be behaviour consistent with 

the highest s*tandards as defined by new, 

albeit informal, codes of conduct. For 

examplej an intrepretation 'in spirit' 

of the recently introduced 'Fair Trading 

Bill' implies far greater consideration 

of the consumer than an intrepretation 

'I 
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. 
based on the attitude "what is. the 

minimum we can get away with". 

(b) Responding to current attitudes, needs 

and values of the stakeholders and 

anticipating future changes in such 

attitudes, needs and values. Anticipating 

changing government attitudes is covered 

partly under (a) above since these 

attitudes are often translated into new 

legislation. But there are also the 

changing needs of employees, customers, 

local communitiesp etc., and even those 

of shareholders. 

(c) Minimising the 'waste' of an 

organisation's assets; both internal 

employees and physical resources, and 

external - individual and institutional 

goodwill. 

The primary tool for determining criteria at this 

second level is a comprehensive environmental anaylsis, 

as described in Chapter 61 focussing in particular on 

trends in legislation and codes affecting the company 

directly and on trends-in attitudes, needs and values 

of all stakeholders. 

I 
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Level 3- Societal 

Societal responsibilities are defined as those 

contributions to the wider community designed to 

help create the healthy overall environnent the 

organisation requires. 

Long-term survival is associated with the contributions 

all organisations make towards their overall environ- 

ment. As I. have shown,, management must be aware o. A' 

the impact of the wider community on the organisation 

and, therefore, needs to consider the poLitical,, social, 

economic and ecological foundation stones upon which 

the whole of society is built. Thus a company might 

be concerned with financial contributions to certain 

community organisations or with the education not only 

of its employees, but of a much wider population. 

Business becomes involved, in essence, with removing 

the ills or wastage constraining the growth of business 

and society as a whole, such as urban alienatlon, 

social malaise, environmental degradation, etc. 

At this third level# the development of meaningful 

criteria is very difficult. Clearly, the long-term 

. 
effect on society of the action of a single organi- 

sation is rarely measurable, if ever, and so one can 

rarely talk in terms of output measures. The criteria 

developed, therefore, must often reflect . an assessment 

of the input, i. e. the degree of effoýrt the organisation 

makes at this level. my proposal is that these 

criteria come from three sources: 
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i. 

(a) 
. 

industry/activity 'best' perkormance 

(b) comprehensive environmental analysis of 

probable future social, political, econontic, 

- etc., trends and an evaluation of the 

level of response required to minimise 

anticipated constraints and take full 

advantage of anticipated opportunities 

generated by these trends 

independent judgement of respected experts 

(as discussed in the next paragraph). 

Audit Validation 

recognise and accept that any social or total res- 

ponsibility audit,. ',. however well stTiiictured, will contain 

within it a large number of qualitative, =) udgements. At the 

organisational and societal levels desCribad above, 

management is, after all, trying to assess performance 

against a complex web of changing needs and values. 

I believe strongly, therefore, that there is a need 

to supplement the Judgements associated with any internal 

audit structure and function with an external and 

independent assessment. 

There are conflicting views on how such an independent 

assessment might be carried out. One view, being put 

forward by the Confederation of British Industry among 

others, is that non-executive directors should be 
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selected and used for this purpose. Another view is 

that there should be a government commission with 

powers to assess performance. 

MY own view is that, however desirable these 

suggestions rilay be in theory, they are unlikely to be 

effective at the present time. The idea of using non- 

executive directors suffers from two major deficiencies. 

The first is that however independent such a director 

tries to be, in the final analysis he'is and will be 

seen to be a paid member of the company. If one of 

the objectives of the audit is greater public account- 

ability, it is unlikely that this dependence will be 

acceptable to external groups, nor,, indeed to many 

employees. The second problem with this method is that 

a large number of the kind of people needed to exercise 

the required judgement simply are not availabler either 

through choice or circumstance, to become directors. 

The use of an official government commission is also 

likely to be unacceptable; this time to management. 

it would be difficult, if not impossible, to separate 

the operatiofis of such. a commission from the short-term 

political objectives of the government of the day and, 

until such time as a broad set of widely acceptable 

criteria are agreed upon, this method would be dangerous. 

I 
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I believe. that what is required at present is something 

rather different; a flexible, low key method, which 

can meet the need for independent assessment while 

ensuring that all concerned with responsibility audits 

learn to walk before they run. 

The Matrix programme proposes the use of an Independent 

Panel of experts and public figures. The Panel would 
I 

be set up expressly for the purpose of independent 

assessment and validation of an organisation's own, 

internal responsibility audit. 

In considering the composition of the Panel,, I believe 

it vexly important that Panel irLeirbers reflect its broad 

a spectrum as possible of experiencer political views 

and interests. The aim is to have a truly multi- 

disciplinary group of people from all sectors including 

politics, businessr the trade union movement, academics, 

the consumer, environmental and civil rights movements, 

youth, local government, research institute;, the media 

and the Church.. The hope is that the concept will 

attract both recognised experts in individual fields and 

nen and women who are highly respected for their balanced 

judgement in a number of fields. 

For each organisation wishing independent assessment, a 

sub-Panel of say six to eight members would be selected 

and who would make up the, most app3ýopriate team for that 

"1 
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organisation. . Clearly the composition of sub-Panels 

will vary considerably according to the nature of the 

organisation being assessed, its geographical impact, 

and the assets which have been selected for aýdit. 

The sub-Panel would review the major features of the 

internal responsibility audit report and the assumpt- 

ions and criteria used with the Chief Executive and 

his top management team, in total confidence, and 

make'their comments and suggestions. 

.I My, belief is that, at this early stage of development, 

confidentiality is. absolutely essential. 

Who Implements the Programme 

I believe that the responsibility audit will 

develop quickly. and effectively only if the bulk of 

the work is carried out by those who truly understand 

the organisations involved, i. e. the internal staff 

of managers and employees. 

Consultants can help by leading the way in the develop- 

ment of audit structures and methodologies and by 

providing vital information through environmental 

analysis. 
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Experts can help in their own specialised 

disciplines. 

Academics can help by providing a sounder theoretical 

framework for the principles involved and through 

independent research to develop evaluation criteria. 

Public interest groups can help by exerting pressure 

and playing 'devil's advocate'. 

In the final analysis, however, each organisation is 

unique, each has its own-methods, problems, constraints 

and opportunities. Thus, specific measures and 

techniques can only come from those with practical 

experience who understand the organisation in depth. 

An entirely external audit is unlikely to serve any 

useful purpose. * on the other hand, it is unlikely that 

any management will have all the skills required to 

carry the programme through without external inputs. 
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My approach represents only of a of 

approaches being tried at the present time. I baliove r 

that it incorporates a number of new prinntiýlac of 

i. -,. p oArtance to managwacnt. 

In particular, I' believe that it m, --ets the raquirements 

of a social audit sy. -ta. m. as defiiied in Part 2. 

I, , believe that tho concept of developing 

to the full all the assets in an 

organisation, coupled with tho irinimisation. 

of waste, can act as an offcctive and 

acceptAle motivator, to people inside and 

outside the organizaticn. 

2. The cli:. -. inzt. A'. on cf waste rcprcz--,,, xts a 

cloar priority need not only for each 

J. ndividual organiCation, but for society 

as a wholc. This ensures a direct and 

general rclevance for every a3pcct of the 

approach. 

3. By defining each measurement as an aspect 

of waste, the proposed approach enables 

management to comnparc p3r-Icrmanca 

units and between companies within an industry. 

tt 
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In addition, the logical total 

res, '. )onsibility accounting to orga:,. J. sations 

outside business could lead, unf., day, to 

comparisons of pcrformanca various 

institutions. 

4. By using the traditional vocabulary of 

business - assets, liabilities, transactions, 

waste, etc. j - the approach concentrates on 

concepts and lanUuage already understandable 

and acceptable to most managements. 

5. By including financial transactions in the 

comprehensive programme, traditional monetary 

measures are automatically incorporated. 

6. The approach is completely flexible in that, 

within the comprehensive programmeo management 

can select the_perspective, breadth, depth 

and methodology - as shown in Tabl'e 3 in 

Part 1- most suited to iLs ii=ediata needs. 

7. Much of the basic information required for 

the new accounting system is already available 

.r companies, and can be incorporated in man,, 

in the overall scheme. Some new information, 

particularly relating to criteria, will be 

required but management can often start with 

what it has got. 



I TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY ACCOUNTINGIAUDIT 
Table 1 

Classification ofAssets 

Basic 
Asset 

Sub- 
Category 

7ýpe of 
Asset Examples of Assets 

Category 

internal Primary Human Managers, supervisors, 
Resources professionals, clerks, 

skilled manual, semi- and 
unskilled manual etc. 

Physical Raw materials and energy 
Resources 

Secondary Groups, Work groups, marketing, 
Depts. production depts., etc. 

Susidiaries, Local, national, 
Divisions international subsidiaries 

Buildings Factories, warehouses, 
offices 

Equipment Plant, machinery, tools 

External Direct Commercial Shareholders. suppliers. 
customers, etc. 

Government Departments of Trade, 
Industry. Environment; 
Inland Revenue, EEC, 
etc. 

Local Local government, 
Community community groups etc. 

Other Conservationists, 
consumer associations 
etc. 

Indirect Political, Efficiency of government. 
Social, , quality of education, 
Economic, control of inflation, 
Ecological quality of housing, social 

stability, economic growth, 
etc. 



Table 2 

Asset Attributes and Factors (Exampki) 

Category Asset Attributes F47CIOP 

Internal Employee Knowledge Basic: economics, statistics, 
(primary) psychology, etc. 

Applied: accounting, personnel, 
planning, etc. 

Contextual: facts, statistics, 
- contacts, etc. 

Skills/ Mental: verbal, numerical, 
Abilities logical, me mory, etc. 

* Mechanical: eye-hand co- 
ordination, manual dexterity. 
reaction time, multiliinb 
co-ordination, etc. 

Interpersonal: sensitivity, 
communications, leadership, 
socio-political, etc. 

Attitudes Diligence. initiative, co-operation 
honesty, faiendliness, self- 
discipline, etc. 

Raw Durability Tensile strength, versatility, 
Material resistence, etc, 

Purity Concentration, consistency, 
toxicity, etc. 

Renewability Speed, cost, efficiency. scarcity. 
Recyclability Speed, cost, efficiency, scarcity. 

Energy Storeability Cost, feasibility. 
(fuel) Purity Concentration, consistency. 

toxicity. 
Efficiency Work rate. 
Convertability Speed, cost, efficiency. 

Internal Land Location Access, aesthetics. 
(secondary) Area Space. 

Cultivation Trees, gardens, etc. 

Buildings Area Space. 
and con- InfM 3truc- Roadways, paths. etc. 
struction ture 

-Location Access, aesthetics, etc. 
Facilities Lighting, heating, ventilation, 

furnishings, etc. 

B. I. AJ. C, --H 



Table 2 (continued) 

Category Asset Attributes Factor 

Internal Plant and Capacity Physical output. 
(secondary) Equipment Durability Life cycle. 

Quality Product consistency. 
Efficiency Input-output. 
Design Aesthetics. 

Group Complemen- Knowledge, skills, attitudes. 
tarity 
Cohesiveness Attitudes. 
Innovative- Ideas, application. 
ness, etc. 

Department Employees Knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
training. 

Structures Standardisation, flexibility, etc. 
Processes Objectives, plans, programmes, 
etc. procedures, techniques. 

External Consumer Knowledge Interest, understanding. 
'(direct) (individual Attitudes Loyalty, consistency, support, etc. 

and institu. Influence Economic, social, political. 
tional) 

Shareholder as above as above. 

Supplier Knowledge 
as above. I 

Attitudes 
Facilities Discounts, credit, quality, etc. 

Distributor Knowledge 
a ab 'Attitudes ove. - s I 

Facilities In store promotion, storage, 
transport, etc. 

Government Knowledge b (Domestic) Attitudes ove. as a 
Facilities Stability, subsidies, grants, 

protection, etc. 

Government Knowledge 
ab a (Foreign) Attitudes ove. s 

Facilities Tax credits, free trade, etc. 
Community Knowledge 
(Action Attitudes as above 
Groups, Influence 
Individual 
Citizens) 

External overall Pollution free: 
(indirect) physical Air 

Eývironment Water (river, Cleanliness. 
marine, 
estuary) 
Soil ertility 

social Reduce: alien- Attitudes, crime rate. delin- 
Stability ationj gap quency, income levels, 

j 

between haves purchasing power, price/ 
andhave-nots, income index, productivity. 
pte of 
inflation 

I 



Table 3 

Transaction Accounts (examples) 

Asset 
Element Measurement Factor (namaction area) Measurement Unit 

PhysicallEnvironmentalAccounts 
Internal Work Nutrition, warmth, ventilation, Calories, temperature. 
Environment lighting, workspace, safety, physical air flow, square 

health. footage, injuries, 
deaths, illnesses; 

Internal/ Sanitary and rest facilities. Levels OfptOVi3ion. 
External Air, water, soil, noise pollution. Parts per million, de- 
Environment oxygenation. toxicity, 

decibels. 
Materials Utili3ation, re-cycling; Rateperannum; 
fuel utilisation, waste disposal Y. recycled. 
and processing. processed. 

EconomiclFinanclal, 4ccounts 
Consumer Volume, spread, turnover, attitudes Nos., L, 
Supplier Credit/discount facilities, volume. Dep., L, 

attitudes. 
Shareholder Spread, turnover, loyalty. months 
Distributor Space, storage, payment, promotion, Footage, units, days, 

attitudes. L' Y.. 
Financier Volume, terms, endurance. L, days 
Government Tax credit, subsidies, protection, Z., units, legislation. 

attitudes. 
Community/ Complaints, compliments, Nos. 
Citizens law suits. 

SociallPersonal Accounts 
Employee Aptitudes, internal promotions, man- I. Q., Personality Test 

P :r development programmes, " O w Score, programme/ 

I 

r 
:e 
c re 

ational 
and social facilities; facility levels. 

strikes, absenteeism. attrition, Days, no3., ratios, 
demotion, labour turnover, mental types of illness, case 
illness, initiative, responsibility, histories, attitude 
honesty, integrity etQ; laziness, levels. 
withdrawal, frustration, apathy etc. 
job sat isfaction-dissatisfaction. 

Community Contributions to charity; Types, % revenues. 
employee service in local community. N03-, Y. - Disease, boredom, illiteracy, No3., types, 
poverty, etc. 



Table 4 
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Table 5 

Aspects of Waste 

. 4sset . 4isetfactor Liability factor 4specu of Warte 
Unexplottedl Undischargedl 
Unutillsed Unrequited 

Employee Physical Pollution free Deterioration in 
strength; atmosphere; warmth, strength/dexterity. 
manual ventilation. Job Laziness, apathy, 
dexterity. variety. promotion disinterestedness, 
Intellect, opportunities, defective 
enthusiasm, autonomy of management 
initiative operations 

Physical Durability Any storage Rust 
Resources Re-cyclability facilities Rapid dissipation 

Re-cycling 
facilitle& 

Consumer Loyalty, Quality product High fall-off rate 
consistency in consumption 

Supplier Credit Prompt repayment Loss Of supplies 

Distributor In store In store after Loss of preferential 
promotion sales service treatment 

Government Investment Plant location in Loss of tax savings 
(Domestic) subsidy development area 

Government Trade Retain locally Loss of investment 
(Foreign) protection major proportion opportunity 

of profits 

Local Amenity grant Land reclamation Loss of cash How 
Authority 

Citizen Word of Facilities for Loss of favourable 
mouth Image disabled., -image 
promotion charitable 

contribuiions 

Physical Clean air and High level Pollution 
Environ. water chimney stacks 
ment 
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THE XY APPIZOACH TO SOCIAL AUDfT 

The follcraing account describe. - the approach of the XY Comparly to the 

corm-nissioning of a social audi-t. Unlike other examples in this thesis, 

it can only synthesise soma recent thinking on the subject for the simple 

reason that no social aud-it of this kind has in fact been carried out. 

Nevertheless, though the narrative has yet to be proved in practice, 

the approach is consistent with my basic hypothesis and related concepts. 

The XY Situ.,. tion 

The new chairman, faced with a need to evaluate his firm's social 

pqrformance, found himself with a formidable' task. XY employed 

30,000 people in its three UK plants- alone and had plants or 

s ubsidiaries in 14 other countries. Its manufacturing expertise 

related to nearly every indLiStl'y; its customers nUrdbered millions 

and, not least, many -thousands of families dependend on xy ror their 

source of income or held shares in the com-pany. The predominmt 

position of XY in the electronics industry miant responsibilities 

both to the general public and for th6 state of the industty as a whole, 

Though XY was a sociaily conscious company, the size of the problems and 

the difficulties in analysing them appeared insurroountable. Though 

the Chairman had ýcad of analytical techniques and of- m. %'-aSurC-, (. zrt 

as well as developments in the social sciences, they appeared 
_mainly 

descriptive ., nd lz-dking pr?. c'%-Ical application. Business friends had, I 

-ýc- name of a consultancy specialising in social h(mever given him 4t. 

audits axid, valuing an . -, dopcndc. -, '% pcrspective as a i-. -, atter ol principle, 

he turned to thum. help. 
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The ap2roach of 'the Consbltý. Iý. y 

The consultants explained the nature of the social audit and the procedure's 

for conducting it. They explained that tile state of tile art was such 

that most audits were valuable only internally, i. e. for modelling a 

company's own program. -nes for social responsibility. Though attempts 

had been made to use the information collected for tile purposes of public 

relations, the difficulties of measurem3nt and analysis in something so 

intangible as social responsibility precluded the social audit from being 

used in the same way as a financial audit. 

The procedure was itself straightforward. The company had first to decide 

what resources it had available and then select those operations which 

it felt important to audit. Within these, it would then select specific 

activities for further attention. Then the Chairman and consultants 

could structure "audit teams" to produce some preliminary measurements * 

and analyses. These could then be compared by the consultants with objective 

performance criteria that they had developed 

and adjusted to the particular XY circumstances. This would help 

to formulate and implement a programme of action and it could be 

expected that, as the consultants got to know XY Company, each subsequent 

audit would be easier to conduct. 

This was simple'in the abstract but the Chairman had only E18,000 for 

the audit and neither knew the'full implications of XY a: tivities nor. those 

that were most crucial. Certainly, XY retained a com. modity research 

group and was concerned in coniumerism and product safety. It also 

made charitable donations. But it was ignorant cf its social posture 

in many areas such as pollution, accounting for lebour re-la'Lions, relations 

th local all'Lilori ties and minority groups, female hiring and the effect of 
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its plants on their neighbourhoods. . 
Much of XY's expansionlas through 

acquisitions but it had no idea of the ; dequacy of its vergor policy; 

XY had a large R&D programne yet know little of the social effect of its 

invcntions. 

Preliminary Identification of Problems 

To identify the most important areas, the consultants therefore 

presented the Chairman with a checklist of company activities that had 

a significant effect on societý and asked him to evaluate these by 

assigning number values to what he believed was the probability of 

problems arising in these areas as well as to the impact on XY if these 

problems arose. Once these numbers had been selected, they were multiplied 

yielding a result which roughly indicated their ranking. 

The resulting priorities for the XY Company turned out to be pollution, 

labour relations, mergers and acquisitions and relations with local 

authorities. From this the question was still which areas and ha-I 

intensivqly would be audited and so the consultants suggested a conceptual 

framework which would assist this definition. There were four basic 

variants to keep i'n mind (gee Chapter 15): 

1. How widely did XY want to get involved? 

2. Haa deeply should the company get involved? 

3. What perspective did XY wish to adopt? 

4.11hat method or -approach should XY adopt? 

This framewOrk was variable. In pollution, XY %,,, ould want to scrutinize 
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the entire organisation in depth, as a review of existing operations end 

with a quantitative approach. On tile other hand, the depth and raiiyc of 

labOUr relations problems could only allow a narrow focus, with the 

resources available, on some sel--cted activity whcre a number of 

problems interacted. So the initial audit wrould serve to give XY an 

idea of its social impact in an area as well as introducing the 

concept of auditing some areas in dept. h. The Chairman agreed and 

decided to direct the audit to a project currently before him that 

Would involve labour relations, comunity relations and certain other concerns. l. j 

Peerless Plastics Ltd (the Z Company) 

The project concerned the removal of a plant that XY had recently 

purchased from South Wales to the Midlands. XY was still partially 

dependent on outside suppliers and, in keeping with its policy of I .-1, 
self-sufficiency, had acquired Peerless Plastics Ltd ,a supplier over,; - 

many years of crude plastic and plastic parts. The Company's aaner, - 

had been willing to make this move b*ut there were 

disadvantages in that the Peerless plants had inadequate pollution control 

facilities and the South Wales plant was in an inconvenient locatierf. '-. ' 

In the first instance, thýrefore, XY had to install effective pollution 

control equipment and then, to eliminate transport costs, it intende"--, 

to move the South Wales plant to the site of the second Peerless Plant- 

inýthe Midlands. 

The'South Wales plant, located at the Head Office site at Ostcrip, employed 

205 people and the Midlands plant a further 200. Turnover for the 

Company was E6 million with a net profit before tax of 1400,000. It was 

a reasonably well run company with good labour relations, especially in 

- 
South Wales where it was the sole large employer in that area. 

It 
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StructuCiLng the Audit. 
_., 

Each audit team would contain an executive of XY who was fami liar with 

. 
the sector to be audited, an adviser from the consultants who would 

act as liaison with the Chairman and coordinate the audit and several 

experts and technicians who were knowledgeable in the area being audited. 

Paralleling the work of the audit team would be an "independent panel" 

composed of prominent. scientists, public figures and senior businessmen, with 

whom the consultants themselves retained close contact, to weigh and formulate 

criteria by which companies' social performance could be gauged. 

once organised, each team would follow a similar course. By examining 

the audit sector's workings, it-could identify the significant variables. 

Then it could establish an information base on these variables to be 

collated into an overall mcasurement of the sector. This was not easy, 

since each measurement involved different units of measurement and soma 

variables that could not be me-asured at all. Finally, the company's social 
I 

performance had to be evaluated by comparing the data collected on j ts 

operations with the criteria collected by the consultants and their 

independent panel. These criteria, which were not easy to sta te, were 

generally based on the consultant's own environmental analysis of key trends, 

research into academic st udies and codes of good practice, on the legal 

requirements of progressive countries and on the performance of industry leaders., 

Once they had developed these criteria, the consultants n-P-t with XY 

management to adjust thein to the company's specific circumstances. -- 

The consultant then applied these standards to the data collected by the 

audit teams, Judged the Cninnany's social performance and. finally. m3t 

with XY management to devise a prograwe of correttive action. 
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Tl- A-A, 4., 

Tile areas of XY concern to be audited were, therefoic, the overall 

impact of moving the Peerless Plastic factory in Wales to the Midlands 

and, in addition, the Chairman requested a thorough audit of XY's 

-er selecting the audit teani", the auditin, status on environmental pollution.. 
Aft 

programme was scheduled and meetings began. We will loci., first at the 

second of these two audits since pollution was a matter of concern to 

both the XY and Peerless Companies. 

The Pollution Audit 

The audit defined pollution toAnclude everything from air and water 

. pollution to public nuisance caused by noise and odours. The team 

mapped'XY's operations to determine which should be scrutinised. Of 

the XY plants, the Clydeside and South Wales locations posed few 

difficulties since they were not engaged in pollution-creating work. 

The Peerless plant in South Wales, soon to be moved anyway, was also 

o'clean". ' But the XY and Peerless Midlands plants posed problems; the- 

former with both stamping works and its own power plant which emitted 

noise and airborne effluents respectively and the latter which was a 

chemical works and having problems from the odorific chemicals it used 

and some dangerous substances it dumped in a nearby river. It was at 

these two plants. that the audit team spent most of its time 

The XY flidlands Plant - smoke and noise 

carly Employing nearly 1101 0100 people, -IL-h Is plan,. was cc, -, ccr. -. cd wri th r., A, 

every phase of appliance construction. W'hat air pollution it produced 

was due to its coal-fired power plant. Although XY tried to use I a. q-s ul , ),, til.. 
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fuel .- as suggested by the local auffiorities , the plant still emi tted 

quantities of S02 and-much soot. Measurement of this probl em was 

relatively simple because the legal mininium was known dnd so criteria 

ýiere available. The audit team's technicians were able to establish 

that tile plant's emissions were within the legal limit and that the soot 

content, though not regulated by the local board, was less than in other 

nearby plants. 

Even so, the consultants considered "social respongibility" to imply more 

than observance of legal minimums. Although normally the level of S02 

would not be exceeded, meteorological conditions could disrupt the 

normal dispersion and exceed the safety limit. To avoid this, they 

recomiended that XY erect a higher smokestack. Also to con-bat ihe 

effects of thermal inversions they suggested that XY should close the 

- on days when weather conditions precluded effective power pI ant 

dispersion. They also suggested that XY instal filtering devices or 

even an electrostatic precipitator to reduce soot emissions and thus 

help keep neighbouring property clean. 

Noise Pollution 

Noise affected plant employees and neighbours alike. Its origin was 

the plant stamping works and heavy lorries. The task of gathering 

data was not difficult as it involved known technical measurements 

and standards. Tile audit team found that noise levels in the plant 

ranged from 50 to over 140 dBA. 

Although employees already received ear protcctors in high noise arcas, 

it was suggested that XY take steps to reduce the overall noise level 

ýince the maximum level a worker should experience without ear protectors 
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was 90 dBA and'even at lower levels perfornmnce was afActed. Whi Ia 

standards as strict 
is 

those in residential areas need not apply, it 

was reconmended that the plant's overall noise climate be reduced, where 

possible, to 75 dBA. 

The main, disturbance to neighbours was from lorries and its disruptive 

effect was considerable. Recent EEC studies had suggested a fence-line 

noise limit of 36 dBA for plants. The consultants believed this 

standard was adequate, and that-, since lorry noise was intermittent, 

they felt that limits of 55 dBA (35 dBA indoors) by day and 45 dBA 

(25 dBA indoors) by night were reasonable. Thcy recommended that 

XY require drivers to reduce speed on approaching the plant and avoid 

quick acceleration to keep noise to a mininium and they also suggested 

certain alternate routes where possible. ' 

I 

Cdour Nuisance and I-later Pollution 

The Peerless Midlands plant used, amongst other chemicals, acrylate 

monomers which produced an odour so pungent that two grams could affect 

people living miles away., ý There was no system to control the odour 

apart from certain handling precautions. 

Though there was no way to measure at ; ihat level the acrylation 

-ed the team some became ofiensive*, one whiff convinc -thing should be 

done. Developing criteria was a problem. The recommended safety - 
limits for employees allowed a concentration of monomcr that was still 

unpleasant. The consultants, in this case, halved the recommandcd level 

to safeguard against bothering nearby inhabitants apd then contact-cd 

a pollution control systems engineer for estimates to cover further 

measures. 
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Peerless' chennical processes produced undesirable by-prodycts, including 

sulphuric acid and hydrogen cyanide, which were dumped in a nearby river 

even though this affected marine life and made the water non-potable. 

Initial measurements of the effluents were below fatal but the consultants' 

criteria, based on laws in the USA and a pending UK pollution Bill, 

prohibited dumping either cheinical at all. Dumping effluents into local 

sewers was rejected because of the loads this wouuld impose on the local 

sanitation system and the simple recommendation was that XY should instal 

A regeneration system for the sulphuric acid and an incinerator to 

dispose of the hydrogen cyanide. Each of these systems would help pay 

for itself, as the acid recovered and the heat given off by the incinerator 

coOd be used in tile plant. 

Moving Peerless SOLIth Wales Plant 

The Chairman realised that the plans to movq this plant to the Midlands 

involved social considerations of every sort - labour and community 

relations, acquisition policy, and relations with local authorities. 

The task of auditing this move was great and required a careful definition 

of the audit and identification of the areas of its concern. The Chairman 

and consultant therefore listed the following issues 

labour relations 

how many of Peerless's employees would be required to leave. S Wales? 

how many of the employees would actually make the move? 

what would happen to the employees not asked to move with the plant? 

what would happen to those employees who refused to move and were 

fired in conseqUence? 

what coirpcnsations %.., ould be given to the employees moving? 
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what compensation would be given to the employees fired or made redundant? 

would Peerless's emplojees, especially those in managewnt positions, be 

fitted into the new organisaticn with adequate regard for their talents 

and training? 

would adequate provision be made for special rights of Peerless's employees, 

i. e. seniority, profit-sharing plans, bonuses, pay readjustments, and 

worker participation schemes? 

community relations 

how many families would move out of the plant's locality (Otscip, S Wales) 

if XY moved the plant to the Midlands? 

what would the resulting drop in payroll , retail trade , housing prices , and 

the local tax base be? 

I what opportunities for employment would there be for those thrown out of work 

as a result of XY moving the plant? 

what could XY do to ameliorate the problems it raised by moving the plant? 

what would the impact, if any, be oij the Midlands site's locality in terms 

of the locality's transportation, utility, energy, sewage and water supplies 

its housing, education, commercial and financial circumstances, and its 

relations with other industry? 

would the local schools produce skilled labour in sufficient quantities to 

meet Peerless's future manpower needs? 

business relations and rilergcý policy 

what provisions would XY make for Peerless's traditional suppliers and 

o -her customers? t 

what were XY's responsibilities, beyond simply repaying dcbts, to Peerless's 

crcditors (e. g. posting of security on ; dcmand)? 
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would the merger weaken XY's status as a debtor or inveptment? 

had Peerless and XY made adequate disclosure of the merger plan and 

procedures to everyone affected by the nierger? 

The consultants and Chairman narrovied down the sectors that contained most 

p rob 1 ems. Business relations were healthy; so, too, were sales. Phasing 

out of suppliers presented little difficulty; there were few outstanding 

debts and third parties had been well informed about the merger. The 

acquisition would enhance the value of XY shares and the move to the 

Midlands would be easily absorbed in the area. 

More difficult questions concerned labour and community relations. These 

divided into the impact of the move on the plant's employees, the effect on 
ihe village'of Otscrip and the problem of integrating the South Wales 

employees into the Midlands organisation. Separate audit teams were set 

up for each of these. 

COM. Unity Relations Audit at Otscri 

The problems arising from removing the Otscrip plant defied easy 

quantification, involved intangible and conflicting social questions and 

demanded a type of response that no business could give. The audit team 

therefore approached the problem functionally. The essence of moving a 

plant was that aýsets (including employees) are moved from onc area, 

reorganised and deposited elsewhere. The first part was the one that 

interested the audit since, in the wake of the move, people lost jobs by 

not moving, or because of the*decline in economic activity in Ostcrip, there 

could be a glut or Sho, rtage of local resources and the cornzunity's long term 

prospects %-., ere affected. 
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The scope of the move involved a cost to the area of IG70,000 in payroll 

revenue, and considerably more in losses from support -Ne servicos. Only 110 

the 200 employees had agreed to move, many of whom were not originally from 

South Wales. This would leave 90 Peerless and unknown others without jobs. 

The Ostcrip area economic and tax base would be eroded, its industrial 

d2velopm, ent, directed partly to the chemical industry, would be undermined 

and its building progrann-e for hospitals, schools and houses WOUld be 

affected. Because ol the predominant Peerluss position in Ostcrip for so long, 

'a responsibility was clearly felt towards the village. 

So the audit team listed the difficulties facing Ostcrip under the headings oF 

housing, employment, the economy of the area, education and health care and 

quality of life. Since 6ere were no' ready answers to what XY should do, 

the problem was again referred to the "independent panel" whose broad 

experience and opinions were worth. hearing. The outline recommandations were 

for steps to gradualise and minimise the impact of leaving including a. phased 

removal over several months, financial support to continue the ad., quacy of 

services in the public sector until they became used to the decreased demand 

and support for any local trai'lling. schemes designed to coimibat unemploy, m .c nt 

XY was encouraged to. use its business contacts to help Otscrip obtain new 

industry and also to divert, if possible, some of the activity of its Welsh 

-circuitry plant to Otscrip. Finally, recommendations were made to increase 

severance pay and other financial support for the Peerless employees remaining 

in Otscrip. 

The Audit'on tmployccs being n,, ovcd 

The -issues facinln YY t-., ere lvihat to do the empl-yecs ,.., crc not moving 

and hot.., to compensate those -who were. In practice, XY would dism. iss those 

who did not i--.,. ove, while granting severance pay, maintaining son, 2 pension rightn 
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and granting some bonuses. As noted, the consultants had suggc., st(., d some incroose. 

in severance pay to case-the economic shock on them and on Otscrip, and it was 

concluded that the future of Peerless unemployed, being tied to the future of 

Otscrip In general, would best be fielped by XY helping Otscrip. 

For those employees* v,, ho were moving, XY's policy was to pay the cost of the move , 
and, when neeccssary, costs such as children's schooling, additional living 

stipends and, if ralevant, costs of visits to the UK. In the Otscrip case, the 

*consultants examined what the effect of the move on families would be. 

Properly viuvied, the move affected the employee, his family, his job and his 

entire way of life. 

The consultam's produced, . therefore, a precis of what XY should do. 

I Moving the family - costly, but XY to pay the costs 

Housing - temporary accommodation needed: also note the cost of 

houses, rates etc higher in Midlands. At present XY 

has not agreed to pay the costs 

Transportation - distance to work in Midlands likely to increase 

Cost of living - essentials more expensive in Midlands and quality of lifvý, 

lower than in South Wales 

education - generally better in Midlands: also facilities for young 

employment - job security and prospects better in Midlands 

On bali-, nce, therefore, while SOITIC! things would be improved by Vic move, tho 
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employocs' general well being could be expected to dccline. soil,. e computaticlis 

of the additional costs to families were then made. 

. Hous ing 

The average family spent one third of its income on housing and prices in 

the I-lidlands were 10/10 higher. Moreover, to find houses with gardens and other 

facilities to match South Wales, and to obtain equivalent mortgages, would be 

harder. It was suggested that Xy should adjust salaries to cover the increased 

cost of housing and pay an allowance for additional housing costs as well as help 

employees find lodging and mortgages in cases of hardship. 

Transport 
.. 

I 

The additional cost of getting to work would reach VOO annually and it was 
I 
suggested that XY should reimburse thi's expense. 

Cost of Living 

Apart from housing, the general cost of living was 10% higher in the Midlands. ji 

Some of this was covered by XY offering pay rises to those who agreed to move. 

It was further recommended that XY should increase pay rises to a full SOM of 

the total salary which should cover the increased cost of living without refirbursirýj 

the employees twice for the increased cost of housing. 

The Quality of Life 

Although the issue was an intdnyib'ie unu, Lhe auditur.. -s reIL LitaLl coSILS 011' this 

kind would be taken into account by employees in deciding whether to move or, not 

and chose not to attempt to redress any imbalance with economic remedies. 
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The consultants received the audit team's report and determined that the 

financial cost of the move to XY, including moving costs, bonuses, salary risc-S 

and allowances to employees left behind in Otscip would total over 1110,000 

in the first year and at least 160,000 in each subsequent year and this did not 

include unforeseen and hidden expenses such as helping Otscrip to adjust to the 

plant's departure. 

XY's Chairman was at first taken aback by this apparent high cost of 

responsibility. On further reflection, ho-viever, he was able to weigh 

up the benefits, albeit subjectively. The recommended programme of 

action would have long lasting beneficial effects for XY, It would 

contribute to +, he development of XY's human assets by motivating all 

employees (not just those involved) and increasing their acceptance of 

XY as an employer worth working for. It would develop XY's goodwill 

asset not only with the local communities concerned but with government, 

trades unions and potential recruits. Although he could not put a 

moneta-ry value on these benefits, the cost was small compared with 

the total cost of the move and so the Chairman felt happy he could 

recommend tile programme to his BoaH. 



PART 5 

PUBLIC M SOCIAL AFFAIRS PROGRAMMS 

CHAPTER 19 

THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF A PUBLIC MD SOCIAL AFFAIRS PROGRAMME 

Public and social programr. -cs must do the right things in 
the right way for the right reasons. This apparently trite 

preface to this chapter is simply to underline the navi 
repetitive statement that, unless such programm--s are 
undertaken within a body of theory that is acceptable to 

. business practices and unless certain basic criteria are 
observed, the programmes may go awry. 

The Criteria 

In public and social affair-,, the third circle, four 

important criteria must be observed. The first is that thosc 

with the mandatte, be they elected ot, prolessional, must deline 

the problem. It may well be that a business approach can help 
in this definition but the ultimate responsibility in the 

community field lies solely with those who have been appointed 
to *look after these matters. If this criterion is not 
obserýVed, then the accusation that business is extending its 

tentacles of control, may well be justified. More important, 

the progratwies undertaken may falter because some apparent, 

rather than real, need. has been determined. 

The second criterion, which follows, is that the task of 
business is- to define the particular expertise that it can 
place at the disposal of the elected or professional workers. 

'In a general way, it, may be felt that an experience of managc'-. ýntt 
is common to any busincss but, over and above that, I'Aiere ina4f 
be particular experience in systao--s analysis, consultancy, 
pharmaccut-calls and so, on. cr thcri may "a professiona" pslul I.. " " L. 0 'A .V"j1,; Ut IVfII 

experience in the legal, real estate and ot1her'dcp_, rL'm; '., n'Ls to 
be found an yhow in the bigel-. -r organisations. The principle 

of not going outside cne's -subject, s. iould be ar, obvicus cne. 
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The third criterion is that each decision to enbark on -*a 
programme : should be preceded by answering the qu2stion whether 
the proposal reflects a direct business or a community 
p ri ori ty. If, in the first case, the answer -is that it will 
clearly enhance the standing and success of a particular firm, 
then it may be still right to do it but it will be a second, 
rather than a third, circle activity. If, on the ot 'hcr hand, 
the answer is that a community need has been expressed, 
whether at a local or national -level, and that its satisfaction 
will strength-In the community by which, naturally business, 
including any particular firm, will benefit, then the 
priorities for third circle work are correct. 

The fourth of these criteria is that the other partners in 

the project must be 
' 
identified and the'relationship with them 

established.. Community problems will tend to be complex and 
req uiring an amalgam of many skills to solve. Business will 
be one element only and the other elements will almost certainly 
include local or national government, voluntary organisations 
and, possibly, academic institutions. Within this whole, 
individual responsibilities and lines of reference must be 

clearly defined. This is particularly important as the 
juxtaposition of different life-styles in a single project 
is itself not least of the problems. 

Having established the criteria it is then possible to examine 

participation in a number of areas. 

Political Affairs 

Many business organisations, understandably, decline to 
become involved in party 'Political matters as companies, 

even though they allow individual employees to do this. 

-In general this is right because business involvement in th. e 

community should rarely be partisan. But there are other 
11political" matters in which. business can be legitimately 

i, nvoived. 

Local government olten needs the injection of high calibre 

I 
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management. in its planning functions. To allow employces 
to stand and take part, in office hours, as Councill'ors, 
regardless of political party, is an obvious contribution. 

Sometimes pressure groups may be involved in local politics 
with objectives that do not coincide with the programmes of 
the elected Council. For example, in many Boroughs there is 
pressure against the free hand that appears to be given to 
property developers. To support this pressure with the name 
of the firm may be questionable. On the other hand to build 
a computer model shading the effect of the "deprivation cycle" 
and to allow either the Council or the other groups to answer 
"What if" questions from commonly held facts would be a 
service. Indeed, there already exist joint ventures with 
local authorities involving fiscal and urban planning, with 
the industrial and government partners each contributing to the 
cost and manpower. 

At the national political level, the same dispensation can 
be given to employees to stand for Parliament without any 
attempt to support a particular party. If we complain about 
the lack of industrial experience in Westminster, then time 
off to fight an election for adopted members of recognised 
parties and some agreement that, if the employee loses a 
later election he may return to the company without loss of 
pension, is a small price to pay for finding an antidote. 

. 
Service on Government Committees and Commissions is another 
Way not only of contributing business experience but also of 

widening the horizons"of those who do this. In Britain, the Home Office 
has appointed industrialists to the Boards of Prison 

Visitors and is seeking help in the training and employment 

of ex-prisoners; the Department of Health has sought Chairman 

. of Hospital Boards from industry; the Department of the- 
Environment, recognising that thýe running of a national park 

'extended to routing, traffic control and amenities placing, 

-looked to a systerns engineer for assistance. 

Not least of the spin-off rrom this kind of participation is 
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that, ' by. working together for common objectives , some bridge 
over the credibility gap between business and govermilent is 
built - an obje: ctive that is surely desirable if business 
is to continue in an atmosphere of greater understanding. 

National Affairs 

We start with the problem and, from it, work back to see what 
can be done. What are some of the evident problems on a 
national front? They will surely include the poor working 
relationship between politicians and civil sgrvants on one 
side and business on the 'other. In the USA this is less 
noticeable than in the UK where contact is too often on 

.a pressure and complaint basis and where a mutual under- 
standing between the administration and business is at least 

poor. Credibility gaps exist elsewhere: between students 
and the establishment, between academics and business, 
between professionals and industrialists and between manager 
and managed. This represents a dissipation of resources 
and saps the national effort.. 

An obvious remedy is the exchange of people at Principal 

and middle management level in the Civil Service and business. 
Normally these exchanges are for two years and the pet-son 
seconded takes on real responsibility. Translating a desirable 

goal into practice is, haiever, hard because it is essential 
that good people are ieconded, and the immediate benefit does 

not accrue normally to the releasing department. The result 
in the UK is that the total of exchanges remains a little 

more than a score and more effort is needed to -force Civil 

service bepartment heads as well as 6usiness managers to 

accept the immediate discomforts of charge for a long. 

purpose. 

An example of successful bridge building utas a course which I organised and 
took place at Cambridge University. Four senior civil servants 

.. together with four directors from eadi of four large corporations 
worked in syndicates for a vtec!, - loolking at aspdct-a of government- 
industry relations. Not least of the benefit was Viat the two 

N 
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sides gained an understanding and respect for each other's way 
of working. If 

* 
this were to be. a yearly event, the're would be 

quickly built up a cadre of senior people who had learned to 
work together. 

Such bridge building exercises can be applied elsewhere. 
The point is that the investimnt of resources in this way 
can only work to the long term good of the COUntry and thus 
of all elements within it. 

Youth and Education 

The quality and quantity of education is of concern to more 
*than just educationalists. Business involvermnt in education 
can be at two levels. One is the 'second circle' approach. 
Here there is a* natu ral interest from a recruiting and image 

point of view. The provision of seminars, scholarships and 
sandwich courses is related directly to a particular firm's 

or industry's needs and there is little new in the principle 
of this even though there will be variations of practice. 

The 'third circle' approach starts with a national need and one 
that has been defined by other than businessmen. Careers 

guidance, unrelated to recruiting can generally be given better 
by businessmen to schools in their community than by the 
average careers masterwhose practical experience is minimal. 
Youth Employment Officers often welcome a partnership with 

. 
businessmen provided the latter can remain disinterested and 
avoid being patronising: ' Where there is a shortage of, say, 
maths or science teachers, it is possible, with the agreement 
of the teaching staff, for graduates in local firms to supplement 

ihis resource. There is a need for businessmen to do 

a real job with the Boards of Governors of schools, particularly 
on the accountancy and administration side, and tKis help is 

of more practical benefit than t6 mere inclusion of a magnate 
*on the letter heading! 

As with ill 'third circle' activities, educatiýnal programmes 
must observe the criteria outlined at the beginning of this 
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ch ap te r. I stress this because it is often forgotten. 

A more detailed account of one successful experimcnt, kno. in as 
the Trident Trust, is given in chapter 21.1 

Business Managmant 

There is a constant need for those in the profession of business 
management to keep up to date. This can on 

' 
ly be done by the 

injection of practising managers for periods of a term or more 
into the business schools. There is also a n6ed to study and 
review the effectiveness of management training itself. The 
Mant Committee, set up by the British Institute of Management and 
headed by a management training officer seconded from a major 
company to carry out a study of the-role of business schools, 
was an example of this. 

There are several others. Again in Britain, working with PEP 
(Political and Economic Planning) a small group of senior managers with 
a proven record of enlightened personnel policies in their own firrs, 
produced the highly constructive report "The Right to Manage". 
Another group of businessmen founded the "Institute of Manpower 
Stu . dies", seconding people from the member firms to staff the 
Institute which 

, 
is engaged in looking at the manpower and skills 

required by the nation as a whole. 

One of the country's great needs, which is still to be resolved 
but which is the subject of study by a number of people in the 
UK, is an "Institute for the Management of Change". It is 

possible to*react in three ways to change; to drift with it, to 

resist it or to manage it. The first two alternatives are the 

current habit so we have management by crisis rather than of it. 

Only by defining sore longer term goals of society, establishing 

priorities within these objectives and then managing the 

technology that p. -oduces changes can we manjq-- 0hange rd th -, r 
than let it manace us. This, indeed, is one bf the princiDal 
themes of my thesis and business has a key role to play. (1) 
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Another*ý. rea of development that needs exploring, particularly 
in Europ e, is that of risk capital. A number of people in 
the business world have been cxploring the possibility of 
making soml- liquid capital available to promote sinall businesses 
along the lines of Route 128 round Boston, Mass. It would seem 
desirable that the promotion should extend to enterprises not 
directly connected with the sponsoring firms and that the 
funds cou Id possibly be matched by a merchant bank. It would 
also seem desirable that the sponsoring firm should second 
a man as financial controller until the business is on its feet. 
But the scope for developing this thinking. seems great. (2) 

The benefits of good management in the country as a whole are 
*indivisible. It therefore becomes the duty of those organisations 
which have established good management practices to share their 

own experience with vendors, suppliers, teaching establishments 
and national institutions so that the overall level of management 
in the countryAs raised. 

I The Community_ 

A business is part of the community be it small or large. 
The managers will also be parents, householders, purchasers 
and possibly active participators in community affairs. Th e 
fabric of that community is shared by all in it. If there is 

a fai"lure in the community, whether it is a social failure or 
the closure of some einterprise-on which it largely depends, 
then I 'suggest that this is. somathing in which all elements 
should get involved. 

A large employer in a depressed region of Britain summed up this 

gerteral attitude In the words "We have always kno. vn that, 
if we fail, the community will sufferbecause they lepend 

. on us. Novi we see that, if the community fai Is to grua, and 

-prosper, we and all otl. er elements will suffer also". The 

*practical result is that this firm is now seeking to define a 

project, together with the local authorities and other employers, 

which %-. 111 help to set nev., horizons for that tom. -munity. 

I 
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Voluntary rganisations 

Voluntary organisations can be divided into those that are 
ephemeral and those that have -soiir- established structure. 
Within their spectrum of activities, they cater for a range 
of needs ranging from crash pads and assistance to unmarr ied 

A mothers to discharged prisoners, social service for yout 
and the homeless. Drug addicts, potential suicides, dossers, 
drop-outs and society's fringe claim their services along with 
the old, the sick, the incapacitated and others. The means 
range from community centres and Settlements to coffee bars and 
soup kitchens. Three thi, ngs tend to be connon. The first is 

that they tend to be pathfinders in areas that have not yet been 

accepted as the responsibility of the established authorities. 
The second is that they plug the gaps between areas already 
defined as the responsibility of those authorities, and the 
third is that they contain a very high percentage of individualists 

who, whatever their other qualities, often do not easily cooperate 
with each other! 

I 

Voluntary organisations in Britain receive some M million a ycar 
from industry in the forin of donations. They receive more from. 

government organisations and charitable trusts. They do not 

often get -, %-., he mileage from these resources that they should 

simýly because the element that is lacking is management. 

One experiment I conducted at the request of three national 

organisations involved a weekend course for twenty five workers 
d,., rie. g which the management training staff of IBM 

taught them the basis of budgetary control and project management. 

When the first-Ugandan refugee camp opened in Britain, the leader 

of the voluntary organisations who were meating the refugees and 
helping their immediate needs, asked for help from industrial 

management in organising the cany. I helped find three firms which responded" 

with their people working long hours until government services took over. 

A number of examples of ways irt which businmr can help voluntary 

In 1974 
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organ . isations are given in Chapter 21 in the course of do. crib in g 
the work of the Action Resource Centre. It is important to 
remember, howeýer, that the staff of most of these organisations 
are, almost by definition, suspicious of the motives of business 
and doubtful of their values. Their often concensus type approach 
to the resolution of problems contrasts sharply with the tightly 
structured approach of a business organisation. Reporting lines 
are blurred; money is spent according to the rightness of the cause 
rather than the fullness of the till and the manager who works 
with them must be genuine, flexible, mentally tough and patiently 
tactful. 

International Affairs 

The size and influence of the Company (4ill largely determine 
the size of the community which affects it and which must therefore 
be taken into account in the corporate affairs policies. 
International companies are constantly faced with those who are 
not thinking in the same dimensions and are affected by world 
and regional events. They can also contribute to the solution 
of problems on the same scale. Indeed, they must do so as shown 
in the rationalein Figure 1. 

Even these large companies cannot alone do much but, if they 
act7 together, 4%. 'hey can '. with their political and other 
partners do much. There already exist some examples of projects 
where this cooperation has already taken place including business 
contribution to the work of United Nations agencies. Looking 
to the future, the Aigrain Committee listed for the HE 'C in Brussels 
numerous areas where an industrial/political partnership could be 
valuable in a European context. The recommendations of the Stockholm 
*Conference on the Environment are likewise not going to be fully 
implemented without the resources of business. 

The United World Colleges 'are a 'specific way in whiclý international 
business can invest in its own future by helping to grow a 

tion that -as thinking in internaLional dii! -cansio, is. -iiese 
sixth form colleges, located in severa] parts of the %,., orld and 
each comprising thirty or more nationalities can becc. mc one of the 
greatest forces for unity and international undo rs Candi n. -j that 
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, the world 
, 
has seen and can be supported by scholarships', bursaries 

and teacheW fellowships. 

The relationship of the industrial nations to the developing 

countries is likewise a major concern for the international 

company and already some of the large multinationals are 
working in these areas on tasks like education, scientific farming 

support, the developrrk, -nt of communications, medicine and so on. 

The possibilities are varied. 
I What is 

I 

important to recognise is that cooperation af this international 
level will be a demand on the resources of the international 

company just as another level of the cpninuility will be more directly 
the concern of the smaller firm. 

Spons orshi p 1. 

An area of activity gaining increasing prominence in business thinking 
is sponsorship. The term is often used to include a wide range of 
corporate support for activities such as the arts, sports , and youth 
programmes. 

The majority of sponsorship funds today are disbursed rrerely for 

prdduct or corporate publicity. As such the support activity or event 
is secondary to the publicity media surrounding the project. 
Publicity is, of course, a valid objective for sponsorship. 

A secondary Purpose has traditionally be. -n altruism. Altruistic 

sponsorship has been going on for many years, particularly in the 
US. InTritain, with some notable exceptions, such sponsorship has 
been confined in the main to charitable Mitributions of a limited 

nature. In Europe generally the traditionally grcater involveimant of 
*the State in providing resources for arts and sports has meant-a total 

separation of business from involvement in these activities. 

Out todV, there is another purpose; the Lhird cknle purpose. 
The rehoning behind this is the same as for Al public and 

social affairs progranrcs. In the case of support of the arts , 
for cxample, there is a clear need for industry and commerce to 
become the new patron in order to maintAn and cx; )znd thc cultural 
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heritage. bn which the growth of society partly dep. -nds. It is 
increasingly apparent that goverrirm-nts cannot afford to provide 
resources for everything that is required and, in the arts and 
sports, this usually means that government support available is for 
activity at a minimum level. But civilised and healthy society needs 
more than this minimum; our cultural heritage depends on the 
attainment of the highest standards; the health of our citizens on 
the rapid expansion of sports opportunities for all. 

There are numerous methods of sponsorship through which business 

can make a contribution.. Some of these are listed in Table 1. (3) 

There are also several examples of sponsorships at both local 

and national level where third circle criteria have been 

successfully applied. Support for sports at the grass roots, 
rather than at the publicity conscious competitive end, may go 
unheralded but the contribution to the sport as a whole rather 
than merely a few leading players is much greater. And without 
t1iis support at the grass roots, the top end cannot survive for 
long. One company in Britain, for example, sponsors a competition 
encouraging lawn tennis clubs to improve themselves and provide * 

opportunities for young people to take part in a local activity. (4) 
Still in tennis, another company is involved in a coaching scheme 
for young players. The immediate publicity value of both these 

projects is low; but the contribution to the sport is significant 
and appreciated. 

In the arts, there are in Britain some instances (not many) of 
business*support, although these are usually highly localised. 

In Germany such support is easier to come by. In the USA, the 

arts have for years had business as their main source of support. 
One international company (US based) adopts a pol! cy of supporting 
contemporary artists and*musicians in every country in. which i't 

operates. One company in Britain has developed a long standing 

relationship with a leading national orchestra. 

L8J ut 
all 

currcnt examples, even. v,, hcn added togc. thc, r, reprcscnt 
but a drop in the ocean in relation to what iý reqj*lred. 
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Summary 

The above are examples of ways in which companies can become 

involved in programmes for corporate affairs. Obviously all 

companies will not do all these things, nor should they. But 

what all companies must do is to examine those external factors 

which affect them and business as a whole. Then, having had the 

problems defined by the competent experts in the community and 
having defined the particular business skills they can offer, 
they should be prepared to invest a proportion of their resources, 

more often than not in terms of manpower, to help safeguard not 
just their own interests but the. fabric of the society on which 
they and others depend. 

The XY and Z Companies' Programmes 

As an example of the way in which this whole subject can be 

approached, the following Tables 2 and 3 develop a programme for 

the XY and Z companies. The setting is naturally indicative rather 
than comprehensive, nor is-it presumed that the XY or Z Company 

will choose to do all these things. Rather is the intention to sý(7. -I 
how a company approaches the whole matter and the kind of programmes 
that. might be practical. 
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EiIGURE I 

XY AND INTERNATIONALISM 

Rationale for XY involvement in International 
Public and Social Programmes 

LONG TERM PRO I OWTH 

DEVELOPMENT OF IWRLD WIDE RKETS 

INTERNX17IONAL STABILITY DEVELOPIMEN-71 
OF DEVELOP COUIIýTRIES 

\v 
INTERNATIONALIST POLICIES DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

Breakdoum tiational barriers Promote Research 

' Promote International institutions 

Support International education 

Support Education 

Provide technical skills 

Push towards greater multinational ism 

Lobby governments /other companfles to pursue more enlightened policies towards 
Internationalism and developing countries. 

I 

N 
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XY Company-4 Public and Socjaj, 4jjatrs Programme 

Environmental Factor Strategies Programmes 

nRNATIONAL 

Attitude towards mNcs i. Increase understanding OfMNC3 (a) Help set up mNc research and 
inrormation piogramme 

ii. Contribute to priority activities Of EEC (b) Participate in 1-fNc hearings 
iii. Identify key problem areas in S America (c) Develop code behaviour of for Nmcs 

& Arrica and contribute to their solution 
iv. Build up management skills in key (d) Use business expertise to help inter. 

countries national committees 
V. Contribute to understanding between 

Europe and usA 

Development Of EEC i. Contribute to the effective development (a) Joint research into EEC social problems 
of the EEC 

0 ii. Demonstrate the positive role of business (b) Assist development of European techno- 
within the EEC logies 

iii. Assist in national and international (c) Support for committees, conrerences etc. 
understanding Of EEC 

(d) Promote business input into European 
strategic planning 

L3. Stability of South America and L Promoic understanding of needs of (a) Joint research with national and inter. 
Africa developing countries national organisations on needs, priorities 

etc. 
ii. Analyse role of business development (b) Communicate issues, manner or business 

process participation, etc. to wide audiences 
iii. Encourage acceptance of role of business (c) Contribute to national plans 

as agreed with national and international 
organisations 

(d) Assist uN agencies 

Management skills in developing L Increase opportunities for development (a) Include non-company people in company 
Countries 

I 
of skills training programmes 

it. Provide own skills for solution of (b) Secondments of skilled people to national 
problems 

k7IONAIL 

Credibility gap betwecngovcrnment, 
academics and business 

i. Provide platform for bridging gaps 
ii. Promotion of joint planning and ven- 

tures 

Inflation 

Attacks on free enterprise 

J. Contribute analytical skills to study of 
inflation 

ii. Help broaden study from purely political 
basis 

iii. Increase awareness and understanding 
of causes and problems of inflation 

i. Increase the awareness and acceptance of 
the role of free enterprise and profits in a 
mixed economy 

ii. Encourage the pursuit of social 
responsibility by all business 

& international organisations and areas 
of special need 

(c) Help setting up of training institutions 
(d) Exchange of personnel 

(a) Exchanges with civil service 
(b) Contribute to setting up of joint staff 

colleges and joint action groups 
(c) Secondment of personnel 
(d) Encourage executives to write, speak and 

cxplain business 

(a) Support research 

(b) Work closely with proressional and trade 
organisations 

(c) Train executives to write and speak 
publicly 

(a) Commission books and teaching materials 
for schools and universities 

(b) Top management speeches, articles, lun. 
cheons, seminars on free enterprise, 
profits and social responsibility 

(c) Active promotion of social responsibility 
by directors and employees in professional 
and trade associations 

Table 2 
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Notes 

I have made several attempts between 1969 and 1979 to have such an 
Institute started. Unfortunately, there are too many vested 
interests to allow it to happen. 

(2) This idea was pushed strongly from 1970 by myself and a number of 
colleagues. My first paper recommending IBM become involved in 

venture capital and small business was in early 1971. A paper I 

wrote for the Board Social Policy Committee of the National 

Westminter Bank (See Section 1) was submitted in December 1975. 

In IBM's case, it tool some 7 years to act, ' as one of the driving 

forces behind the London Enterprise Agency. In NatWest's case, it 

took 5 years to develop a small business program. In 1981, support 
for small business in Britain is a "trendy" idea - unfortunately for 

the country, the programmes are some 10 years too late. 

(3) Table 1 comes from the book I wrote for the Royal Philharmonic 

Orchestra in 1974, entitled "Developing a Partnership between 

Business and the Arts: a case for sponsorship". Section I has a 

copy of the summary. 

(4) The program, called "IBM Club of the Year Competition", was a joint 

project I organised between IBM and the Lawn Tennis Association. 

It lasted six years and led to the formation of the official LTA 

"Clubs Committee". 



CHAPTER 20 

SHARED TISPONSIBILITY 

Long term community interests transcarid the sectional. 
While it is doubtful that, to misquote, what is good for 
General Motors is also good for the USA, it is almost 
certainly true that, in the long-term, what is good for 
the community as a whole must be good fol- -he elearants 
within it. 

A common future means joint planning for the future, 
together with'a sharing of the rewards, obligations, risks 
and penalties. This will never be achieved-froin entrenched 
"adversary" positions. There is a need, on both sides of 
the Atlantic, to work out the practical degree to which 
labour and management can work with each other and with 
the government in sharing decisions about the future. True 
incentives have to be developed to allow all participants 
to benefit from satisfaction but also to share in the 
penalties for failure. 

A practical consequence of any resol'ution to erbark on this 
kind of sharing is some ji-, chanism v. -hich would alluvi goverumZlit 
and business, whose concept of the long-term i-A so 
markedly out of step, to get together within some common 
terms of reference. 

The Role of the Business Manager 

Each partner in joint community planning has a distinct 
role. That of the businessman is a motif that threads 
through many chapters in this book. So far as implemantation 
is concerned, it is a subordinate role in %-. -hich the business 
manager places his skills at "Whe disposal of those ullos-e 
job it is to con. duct, affair,. in thu, public and social field. 
Having said this, hotvever, thc very real contribution of the 
busiinccssman, and r, . tic'u'laii-ly 4the Seiiior umucutivc , should 
not be undcrestimatcd. lie c-an be the source of ric-w ideas 
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and sOurld judgement and can act as a cataly%t for ncw 
(level opments. Ind-oad, one might go so far as -ýo-zay t1lat 
a major cause for weakness on the national sttage is the 

quality, both personal and administrative, of political 
compared with business leaders. Nor is this sitrprising 
when one remembers that to appoint some one hundred office 
holders from a total of perhaps three times that number 
represents a ratio of captains to troops that, in any other 
sphere, would be totally unrealistic. Nevertheless , in 
today's complexities and with the kind of problems facing 

governments becoming even less capable of a doctrinaire, 

political solution, the need for an infuýion of top class 
executive talent into the government arena has become 

-a priority. Even in the British Civil Service, wher. - the standard 
of intellect, integrity and administrative competence is as 
highly concentrated as anywhere in the world, there is 

still a requireýent'for the particular talent of the 
business executive who thinks in terms of managoment by 

objective and control. To encourage its talented people 
to offer their services for a period to government is major 

and practical evidence of a firm's sense of social responsi- 
bility. 

The social responsibility of business is something that has 
come to stay. Not all the actions that have been taken 
so far, however well meant, were effective or sensible. 
Nor has there been too much clarity of thought about %-. -hether 
social responsibility was self-generated, defensive, reactive, 
self interested or merely doing good. If there is a shake 
out now, this is to the good. 

Questions affecting Business 

'In studying further the role of business as a social fo. rce, 
we can consider such questions as: 

whether the size and nature of the business organisations 
affects their social function 

lt 
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'what is the social function of proFit 

where-is the demarcation I. ine between public and 
private enterprise 

how can business ensure that its technology and 
products are socially useful rather than harmful 

These are noý now questions and some of the. subjects 
are covercd in previous chapters. In particular, the 
function of profit is one of the subjects for the "Debate" 
in Chapter 2.111hat might be reasonably asked is the degree 

to which the average business manager can marshal his 
thoughts to justify the system in which he believes with 
the sama- degree of competence shown by the average trade 

uni on leader in denouncing its iniquities. Surely it is 

part of his responsibility, if he wishes to enjoy the 

satisfaction of its success and avoid the penalties of 
its failure, to be able to speak convincingly on behalf 

of the profit motive and explode the ludicrously unfounded 

comments of many of its attackers. He will also be better 

placed to observe those areas where enough is still not 
being done; to look, at the activities that business must 
nad embrace if its long term profitability and usefulness 
to society is to be assured and to turn attention both 

to . the way in which the profit cake is divided and the 

way in which information about this is promulgated. 

. As a practical asid6, a useful way to give senior managers 

.y 
ability to communicate externally this basic and necessar 

is through close circuit television. There are a number 
of competent outside interviewers, already experienced with 
radio and tflevision, who can expose daficiancies and 

perform a task of education in a manner that would, in 

most cases, be unacceptable from colleagues. 

The Size of the Organisation 

Each business organisation, be- it small or large, must start 
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by identifying the external-variables that it deems crueial 
to its continuing existence. These will vary in detail 

according to its size: so, too, will the progranrnes on 
which it can re asonably embark. 

The manager of the small firm will be concerned with his 
local coin, nunity, local pross and dignatories. His firm's 

. reputation for employee relations will make or mar its 
ability to recruit from the area. Its directors will, or 
should, be considered part of the community scene and may 

-serve on local Councils or Boards of Governors of schools. 

A medium sized firm will affect and be affected by what is 

going on in a wider community and its suppliers and 
customers will probably extend beyond the region. 

A large firm is likely to operate in a 'national environment. 
It may also have a particular relationship with a local 

community if its major location constitutes a large part 
of that community's work force. It therefore has to 

select from the total factors that could affect it those for 

which, either alone or in consort with others, it has some 
special expertise and thus justification for action. For 

exampl&, while any company may claim general manageiPunt 
ability and may be affected by poor government planning 
or, say, the drug problem, the former is more suitably the 

area for experts in systems analysis or management 
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cons Lil týn cy and the latter might best be tackled by a 
pharmaceutical company! 

The International Company 

The international company is affected by the problems affecting 
the relationship between any large organisation and its 
environment but there are also other specific and often 
highly emotivc beliefs that affect its operations. Here 
are a few: 

Ownership and control are resident outside' the 
host country 

Employment of nationals constitutes a disguised 
brain drain 

It is beyond local union control 

6* It manipulates the money market 

It is an agent-for the country where it has its 
base 

It is more powerful than many nation states 

Many of-these comments are untrue some of the time. 
In fact, the international company, just because of its 

position, is morelikely to identify itself with its host 

country, more likely to constitute a stable eq-Apyer and 

a catalyst for top skills, more likely to be a force for 

social usefulness where it operates. But the failure 

is not only in not denouncing. those that have 

! come up to the critic's expectancy'but rather in the lack 

of effort and success in explaining what international 

operations entail and thus assuaging the concern that too 

many, eve, n. if '... 'r-n-ly, 'r-Cl. 
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Private and Piublic Enterprise 

The measurement of efficiency in terms of profit applies 
in the main to the private enterprise. In many cases 
this need not be so but in practice the intarvention of 
political factors has turned potentially profitable, even 
though nationalised industries, into subsidised organi- 
sations. The division of British Steel resources into 
two areas because of the need to relieve unemployment and 
the boosting of. a shipbuilding firm sited where it is no 
longer accessible to the large ships of today may be 

politically and socially questionable but, from the point 
of view of profitability, they were disastrous. 

On the other hand, there may be nationalised services - 
postal, health and education - where the goal is social 

above all else. In*such cases it may only be possible to 
talk in terns of reducing cost by the maximum efficiency, 
at leatt until some acceptable'rD3thod of quantifying the 

social factor is evolved. In both the public and the 
.. 

private sector, the yardstick of service applies. What 

does constitute a positive disservice is to inject a 
political element into a business undertaking without first 

assessing what that injection costs and then whether it is 

worth paying for. The other disservice and social 
irresýponsibility lies in failure to apply exactly the 

same strict criteria Df budgetary and project control 
that would obtain in a well run private business. As 

for management by objectives: well, this is as laughable 

in many public sector organisations as, lamentably, it still 
is in some private firm. 

One of the tendencies is for nationalised industries to be 

confined to the less profitable areas of activity. In. 

many cases they have been naltionalised just because they 

have proved to be commercially non-viable so that 

llovernm-2nt, in effect, is left to tackle unprofitabl-- 

parts of business, pursuing this task by increa'sing 

taxation. 

I 
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One solution that is being offered can be term2d the 
of pairing ýrinciple" (1) whereby the private sector 

* 
%qi II 

continue to operate freely in profitable areas if, at 
the same time, it assurnes responsibility for sonic comple- 

nientary area that is less profitable. In this way the 
best expertise of the private sector can be brouglit to 
bear on that which might othen-iise be added to the 

public sector. 

Responsibility for Products 

The reaction to the plight of the thalidomHe children 
was retrospective. This tragic result was not a factor 

of planning. But there are many exaiiples of products 
being launched which, on reasonable reflection, might 
be realised beforehand to be objectionable. Business 

promotion not only aims to satisfy actual needs: it is 

also engaged in*bringing out or even fostering latent 

needs. 

On the whole the "service" yardstick still applies. If, 

ultimately a business transaction or promotion does not 

satisfy a real, rather than an induced, need, then it is 

likely to boone-rang even if, in the short-term, the 
business gains. 

This is to enter into the field of morals and the whole 
question of how to establish the long term and humane 

goals of society; a question that is explored in the 
final chapter. For the moment let it simply be said 
that suýh matters, underline the importance of including 

the public and social affairs element in the planning process, not 

because it is necessarily more moral, but because 

speciali 
* 
sts in this side of business have learned to weigh 

certain additional factors in the balance. 

One final word in a section on the responsibilities of 
business. What a-business does, and the way tt is 

regarded, is a factor of what is done by all engaged in it. 
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Thd good or bad work of an individual is, in this sense, 
the act of. the business , whether that individual is. a 
leader or not. 

The Role of Organised Labour 

The Role of the Unions 

Organised labour has tended, more than business 

management, to see itself as the custodian of moral 
purpose and standards in business. This may be unjustified 
in the light of an increasing number of business managers 
who feel they are morallý just as committed and the truth 
is probably that it takes all sorts to make a manager's 
or a worker's world. 

Nevertheless, the history of the labour movement stems 
from a past that included unacceptable working conditions , 
exploitation and deprivation together with lack of 
security, all of which were attributed to a relentless 
pursuit of profit. Nor do all these problems belong to 
the past and so the labour movqmýýnt still sees its task 
to be the supply of corrective measures and the plugging of 
gaps that business leaves behind in its apparent efforts 
to remain accountable to the shareholder. This attitude is 

often not without justification since it can fairly be 

asked how often-management has, for example, initiated 

a wage increase or fought for a minimum wage. 

Critics of organilsed *labour, on the other hand, will also 

ask questions. Much of the er6ding effect of inflation 

is attributed to the stand of union me0jers*who do not 

recognise that it is only by raising efficiency and 

productivity that the pool of wealth can be increased. The 

need to find new markets and broaden the base of production 

has not been helped by the resistance of unions to Britain's 

entry into the EEC, nor has the militant defiance of the 

Industrial Relations Act, passed by la-. -i in the Oritish 

Parliament, seen to be other than a disservice to demccracy. 
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All of which Indicates that any distribution of halos A 
foolish.. 'There are shortfalls on all sides. How can th, OY 

. 
be made good? 

ElectedLeadership 

One of the problems of the labour movement is that its 
leadership is elected. This is not a cynical stateinant 
and it anyhoa ignores the highly questionable way in 

which this election takes place. It simply means that, 
like any leadership, it can lead only as far as it is 

a 11 owe d. The need at present is to get the conditions that 

will alloa the responsible trade union leader- to lead 

where he wants to go. He will lead by consultation and the 

participation of members and, if the undue influence of a 
disruptive element is not truly representative, the policy 
of the leadership will be distorted. A first responsibility, 
then, for union members is to raise the degree of responsible 
member participation and thus the standard of con. punication 

within organised labour. 

The Right To Strike 

The organisation of labour stemmed from the basic fact that 
one. employee does not equal one employer in terms of pavier. 
For this reason, the individual seeks the solution to 
individual industrial. problems by acting collectively with 
others. 

. 
Organisation means that there is a channel to resolve 

problems and this can be a stabilising factor to be 

recognised by employers. What it does not, or should not, 
man is that this organisation presupposes a constant state 
of confron-tation. In fact, in a majority of cases this 
does not happen. 

The sanctity of agreements has to be maintained and the final 

right to vialk out is not. to be invoked lightly. Aa society 
becomes more interdependent, one man's right. to Rtri ke 
becomes a threat to another man 's right to viork-. Iii s o,, -., e 

areas, such as. povxr, hospitals and sanitation, the threat 
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extends 
,f 

UrLhe r. The cost of strikes is felt, not only 
by business and labour but by those who, althotigil n*ot directly 
involved, are disadvantaged as a result. Should, therefore, 
all parties directly involved in strilkes be prepared to 
share their cost? Can the moral imperative that apparently 
surrounds son-- strikes have any justification at all when 
the occurrence of the strike invests that action with a 
sanctity that automatically prevents other members of 
the comnunity from exercising their own rights in relation 
to it? Can the*attempts by other members of the community 
to pursue their regular business fall under- the moral 
condemnation of "strike-breaking"? II(xv, 'in short, can 
the rights of the whole community be asserted? The 

assertion of rights is not one way traý-fic. 

A second area to be. examined, therefore, in term of 
labour responsibility is the way in which alternatives to 

adversary positions can be developed; alternatives to 
the dislocating cost of strikes, agreed both by labour and 

management and enforced by law. 

Political Alliances 

The trades unions constitute an important political element 
in both the UK and USA, and this fact constitutes another 
area for examination in terms of social responsibility. 
In Britain the major influence of the unions has been in the 
formation of the Labour Party and in influencing its social 

policies. 

The accountability to those who have elected the union leaders 

and representatives in Parliament can be debated. What is 

the social role of unions? Whom do they represcnt? 
Is it their meri-ibers, the workers as a whole and, if so, as 

producers or consumrs? When a leading unionist states 
that the purpose of his union is not only to obtain better 

conditions for its members but aiso to "overth. raa the capitalist 

system", one can ask whether he reprosents any lin-iful group 

at all. The very fact that unions are strongly organised in 
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areas where bargaining power is greatest could be scon to 
be the protection of the strong against the weak.. 

This is particularly true in the public services. To push 
up wages in the public serviccs to a level cqual to the 

private sector would be at a cost that would either cause 
those services to deteriorate or make them too expensive 
to use. The responsibility that is widely recognised to 
maintain public services must carry its rewards for "good 
behaviour". All parties have* to find ways in which those who 
waivc their right to strike can be rewarded by joining a 
higher quartile of wage earners so that the best behaved 
do not have to be equated with the lowest paid. 

But the social compact must go further. A compact 
that recognises special rights and responsibilities is 

one thing. A compact that represents a special deal 

between two sections of the community such as the Trade Union 

movement and the Labour Party in Britain, often at the 

expense of other sections of the nation is no compact at all. 
Rather is it a sign of a visible and unhealthy trcrd towards 

the shift o. f pot-ter from the elected Parliaii1ent towards the 

non-elected institutions, with as its most obvious example, 
the militant element of the major trades unions. 

A prime social responsibility of the rank and file of the 
I abour movement', as wel 1 as of i ts many moderate 1 eaders , 
must be to refuse to be taken for a ride by the more 

militant elements and to insist that power is exercised 
in the way to which, in Western democracies, we have become 

accus tomed. 

Interdependence in Industrial Units 

From a national point of vie,. -I, thcr. - is a need for unions 

to take part in a phased-and properly considered response 

to chaine. They need to join constructively in issucs 

affecting corporate development and manpoaew planning, 

to help twith a. new design for company law arid to seck a 
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new statutory basis ýor employee and management 
responsibility to all concerned in the business. The 

. essence of participati"on is the sharing of responsibility 
*e is not enough. for consequences. The right to vot 

There is also a need to look beyond the existing parameters 
of operation. The establishment of worker participation is 

just a formula unless unions and management display equal 
forethought. What, for example, are the implications of 
the move towards a distribution society? What. does this 

mean in terms of a shorter working week? What about 

retraining and continuing education? How can a mechanism 
be developed to ensure that obsolescence of skills does 

not lead to redundancy of people? And, nearer today, 

to what extent is anti-social behaviour in the work force 

a protest, not against wage rates, but against the form 

of their environment, against the means of production 

and the disruption of family life through compulsory 

overtime? Surely the lower incidence of strikes in those 

firms that have abolished the production line environment 
is no coincidence? 

The Circles of ResponsibiliLY 

Like m*anagement, labour has its outgoing circles of 

responsibility. The initial need to organise in protest 

against the wrong use of power can, if this purpose is 

itself abused, lead to a new power group with the 

corresponding degree of corruption that all power risks. 

More serious, this leads to the creation of new 'centres 

of powerlessness in our national life. 

The removal of inequities is one step. 

I 

\ 

The development 
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of the social' health of society in partnership with oth6r 
sections-'of the country is another. Perhaps the next 
great step is to evolve ways of auditing the results of 
union action, in the sam. way that there is a move to audit 
the social behaviour of business management so that the rights 
and responsibilities of organised labour go hand in hand. 

The Role of Government 

Government can act in two ways. It can either adopt the 
Imoton, iay' principle, by which the broader parameters of 
societal behaviour are laid down but within'which there 
is freedom of moverwnt, or it can impose the aetailed 

- 
legislation that, in traffic terms, corresponds to one way 
streets, lights, signs and, too often, culs de sac. 

Even the most limited legislations haviever, requires the 
process of Government and no move towards a better degree 

of social responsibility will be complete without 
Government as a partner. 

The classical prescription if an evil arises is to pass a 
law to regulate omissions. But the trouble is that the 

problem is normally far ahead of the legislation. This 

tendency is made worse unless the partnership of go,,, ernrznt 
with other sections of the community is on-going. A 

relationship built on, a pressure and complaint basis is 

unlikely to be profitable. Sensible solutions are not going 
to be found in the rush of matters of high controversial 

content and urgency. All relations have to be kept in good 

repair al*l the time to stand the strain of urgent controversy. 
What is not sense is for everyone to "do their avin thing" 

and then 'expect government to step in and clean up the 

results when they become intolerable. 

Governrtý-*-nt and the 14anageimnt of Change 

Two factors inhibit the successful partnership of governimnt 

in responding to change. The first is the political Hne-up 
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of the trades unions and businessmen. Unless relations*-are 
divorced. from this, the political process will nevqr be 
effective nor mill it ever be able to regulate the 
conflicts between power groups in business. 

The second factor is that government and business do not 
think in the sairie time scale. Long-term thinking for 
a politician tends to be as far out as the next election. 
This is self-defeating and a gro-aing nUmIJer of citizens 
recognise that the problems of tile coming decade or two 
are not amanable to the treatment of political expediency. 
Not only is the credibili , 

ty gap between goVernnLnt of any 
party and the rest widening but the measures taken by 

yolitical government may i-,, cll be out of phase with the 
problem and thus accentuate it. 

We need to find-the mechanism that will allow governments 
to tap the think power of other sections of national life 
and to give government permission to work in the time 
scale that it really requires. The deep social needs 
of the country have to be met by more than the ephemeral 
policies of the party of the day'. 

Tavards an Inconns Policy 

Whatever the failures to maintain a stable rate of economic 
growth, stable prices. and full employment at a macro- 
economic level, no incomes policy is going to work without 
the support of both management and unions and without the 

recognition that only governments can do certain things. 
It is important to recognise in turn that nationally 

. evolved policies cannot be made effective unless they 

are accompanied by the consent and cooperation of labour 

! and manageme-nt at the level of the enterprise. The 

ordinary man has come to see the. need to evolve an incomes 

policy. The power to produce this lies with the three 

groups concerned and to evade this respnn-Ohility is to 

sell out society it large. 
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Government Responsibility and Busincss Representation 

An elected govýrnment has defined degrees of power and is 
accountable for what it does. The same provision for 
labour and management is leý-s defined. If profoundly 
new attitudes are to be developed, perhaps the infra- 
structure of our society and its government needs to 
be considered. What is the role of government in a 
mixed society? Is it responsive, merely providing a 
framework in which society can flourish or is it creative 
in the sense of planning the best type of environment? 
If the latter, how can business management and labour 
be brought into this process and how can it possibly be 
S UCCCS sful if they are not. Would industrial or union 
votes be more or less unfair to society than the 
university ones of an earlier era? Is responsibility 
without power any more moral than power without 
responsibility? What is the acceptable level of 
government intervention? 

These can only be questions. To find the answers we 
have to understand better the proper political roles of 
business and labour in the future. What seems inevitable, 
however, is soine diminution of sovereignty and independence 
for. organised labour and business. A free for all, with a 
choice between a corporate and a bankrupt state is 
unacceptable. Government can no longer be considered in 
the role of a generally unpopular referee. Only a new 
cooperation between all sectors can avert a slow, or not 
so slow, disintegration. 

The Carrot and Stick 

A major role that can only be played by government is 

the provision of rewards as well as penalties for certain 
kinds of behaviour. The present penalty for pollution, 
for example, may make it chpanpr in so7--- cases to pollut,, 

and pay the penalty fcr it t4en to stop pollpting. 
Likewise, it is more rewarding for many not to work thar. tc 
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work. * Tax incentives, at present applied in areas of 
doubtful usefulness, could be granted for retraining 
people in-housd and for other socially responsible 
activities. The pressure of GovernmCnt monopoly 
purchasing power can be directed so that vendors are 
selected from socially responsible firms and those that 
have good labour relations. This presupposes a means 
by which-a social audit can be carried out on such firms 
and a healthy corollary to this would be a willingness for 

government to look at itself; to look at its own 
behaviour, at the accountability of its cjvil service 
and, in short, to lead by example. There is no quicker 
way for government to get business to do its own social audit 
than to have one done on itself - and then to publish the results. 

The Responsibi. lity of the Institutions 

There are, in our society a number of professional institutions 
and other bodies that play an imortant part in national 
Ii fe. Or do they? A few questions will indicate a line of 
thought that the reader can pursue. Has the Institute of 
Personnel Management ever censored a member firm that 
failed to practice good personnel policies? How often did 
the Institute of Public Relations or the professional bodies 
concerned with advertising and promotion ever strike off 
or even threaten to do so, a -firm that was guilty of unethical 
statements or of inducing objectionable demands? Has the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants ever insisted that the 
firms where it has members practice sound accountancy 
procedures? The lamentable failure of sorm well knoan 

companies might not have been had some supervision, and some 
-disclosure of information, other than an annual audit, taken 

place. Has a merchant bank ever made the removal of an 
*incompetent Board member or the promise to invest their money 
where it is most needed a condition of financial support? Perhaps 
they have but it is not published. More probable is the fact that 

non-tritervention has tradiLiUrldlly beeen the practice, -a practice 
that, if ever justifiable, is certainly not no-vi. 

4-i tutio The point is that every inst. n in the country has a responsibility 
to the country to practice and mmaintaln thc 
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highest profo. ssi6nal standards. Whcn organisations thrive 

on incompetence and doubtful practices, it is reasonable 
to ask whethcr, in fact, this responsibility is recognised. 
Self-generating reform followpd by the embodiment of this 

reform in the statutes of the institution, its policies and 
code of conduct; an acceptance by those affected backed 
by accountability for performance and, finally, enforcement 
by some ýormal or informed sanction seems to be a check 
list worth considering by our institutions. 

Responsibility of Higher Education 

Given the profound changes that are taking place in the 

world and, not least, the criticism levelled at existing 
institutions by the academic world, how do the universities 
measure up to their. cran responsýbilities? To what extent 
do they criticise and do nothing or direct their research 
towards helping to suppo rt a new and necessary business 

ethic with a body of theory in the field of social audit and 
social responsibility? To what extent is the academic 
world proving accountable to anything but itself? 

Certainly there are university projects which are concerned 
with Operations Research, Decision Making, Marketing and 
lnýustrial Relations but the integrated approach which 
would examine the whole business system in its relationship 
to the needs of consumers, employees, shareholders and 
the public interest is missing. 

Work in matters of business behaviour lacks the multi- 
disciplinary approach that is prerequisite; it is based 

too often on out of date premises and the practical 
experience of those heading up research projects is often 

minimal. ' The interplay between academics and senior, 

practising business people Is sparse and, on the whole, 

new thinking is left to ihe Business Management schools 
and the Polytechnics, both primarily serving the-interests 

of business. 



The resources required for the kind of research that looks 

at the national, rather than the purely business interest 

is only going to be found in the universities. Uith tile 

inniense disbursements now being made to these institutions, 

it is reasonable to expect that, in return, some constructive 
attention is paid to one of the most pressing problems of 
the time.. 

Some efforts in this direction are indeed being made in the 
USA. Table 1 lists some- of the courses being offered in 
American Business Schools. * :. The strictures in this section 
therefore apply more to Europe. 

A Joint Approach 

There is a general, -if still instinctive, feeling in the 
UK at least that the time for more 'horizontal' thinking 
has come. The vertical lines of division between sections 
of society are unhelpful nor is there any evidence 
that those who are on a particular side of one oF these 
lines are necessarily right. On the other hand, whatt 
has become painfully true is that no one section, no 
particular party, no movement supported by management 
or. labour alone has been right enough to solve the 

problems of society as yet.., The mood that is seeking to 
break out of the confines of social, political and 
other compartments suggests that it is only by sonic new 
and total approach by unions, management and government 
together that we can ensure any real bargaining about the 

way the economy is run so that action in one area does 

not destroy. the quality of life in others. The adage 
that there is one person who knows more than anyone and 
that-is 

' everyone may yet prove a practical guide in national 
life. 

In 1973 



TABLE 1 

Courses on Social Responsibility at 
Graduate Business Schools in the US 

In the Sur, ýncr 1973 edition of Business and Socicty Review, 
an article on US business schools' teaching activity in social 
responsibility listed the Courses on Corporate Social Policy at 
23 Graduate Business Schools, based on information submitted in 
March 1973. The follo-aing are some examples: 

Boston College School of flanager-rent 

Courses 

Problems of Administration in Changing Environments 
Contemporary Issues and 14anagermnt Responsiýility 
Competition and Public Policy 
Legal and Social Issues 
Business Leadership and Urban Problems 

University of California At Berkeley, School of Business 
'ATm7inistration 

Courses 

Political , Social, and Legal Environment of Business 
Seminar on the Modern Corporation 
The Interaction of Business and Governme-nt 

University. of California At Los Angeles, Graduate School of 
FTsi-in-ess Administration 

Courses 

Public Services and Private Functions 
Business and Society 
Business Policy and the Organisational Envi'romment 
The Philosophy of Enterprise Control 
Comprehensive Planning in the Public Sector 

Carnegie Mellon University, Graduate School of Industrial 
Admin' tration 

tourses 

: 1.1anagerial Environment 
Political Process and Social Change 
Seminar on Public Policy 
Law and the Changing Environment 

Columbia University, Graduate School of Business 

Courses 

Conceptual Foundations of Business 
Business and its Urban Environnent 
Comparative Analysis of the Enterprise and Its Environmnnt 
Seminar in Business and Urban Problems 
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Cornell Univcr§_ity, Graduate School of Business and Public 
Administration 

Courses 

Institutions and Values in Contemporary Society 
Business Enterprise and PUblic Policy 
Corporate Behaviour and Public Interest 
Corporation Organisation and American Society 

University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business Administration 

Courses 

Social, Legal and Political Environment 
Ethics and Business 
Business and Society 

Harvard University, Harvard Business School 

Courses 

Environmental Analysis for Management 
Business, Society and the Individual 
Black Power and the Business Community 
Comparative Business and Culture 
Marketing, Management and Public Policy 
Seminar on Poverty, Minorities and Marketing 
Organisational Development in the Inner City 
Research in Social Measurement in the Firm 

University of Michigan, Graduate School of Business Administration 

Courses 

Busi6ess, the Economy and Public Policy 
Business and Government 
Social Problems of Bdsiness 
Development of Minority Enterprise 

Mmi York University, Graduate School of Business Administration 

Courses. 

The Social Setting of Business 
Socioeconomic Accounting 
Social and Philosophical Issues in Manaýcrrent 
National Priorities and Financial Resources 
Poverty, Discrimination and Related Racial Issues 
Marketing and Social Responsibility 
Quantitative Methods in Ecology 
Social Consequences of Information Technology 
Decision-Making in Social Policy Analysis 

University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Businiss 

Courses 

Business and Society 
Environrr. 2ntal Influences on Bus4ness 
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Stanford University, Graduate School of Business 

Courses 

Business and the Changing Environmant 
Economics of Poverty 
Minority Employees in White Organisations 
Women in-tile Labour Force 

Universiý)! of Washington, Graduate School of Business Administration 

Courses 

The Context of the Business System 
Business and Public Policy 
Cultural Change and Modernisation 
Legal Aspects of Business Regulation 

H 
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CASE ll-ýS-'IVRIES 

Public and SCC'i... *; 'l Pffair. r- ; "CtiWitiOS al'(. ' r10"k. jl. 51. theoretical. 
bus-iný, ss, cvm, tthauE-h tentatively, has moved i nto thu "third circIc" 
and is continuing to clo so. The hope is that, as thi., irov, conLAnues, 
a critical mass vdil be achieved and a nc-w norm, of business behavloull 
will be estabiished. 

The follvaing excliniples are nmant to indicate a range, rather than a 
dim=sion of those ne-a activ-s-itics, and are, given iii the full retognition 
that ipuch other iviorik is c6ntinuing on buth sieas of the Atlant -ic, 
a lot of it unpublicised. . 

PLIbliC rind Social AFfairs in tho US 

Business activity in pu5lic and social affairs has increased rapidly 

ever since the Detroit riots in 1968. A whole range of program, -, -.. ýs are 
beinL2 implei-, i2i, toc; at local and national level. Many succeed; so;: -3- 
fail. The exp--rionce is that the ones that fail do so because Liley 
broke one or other of the rules set out in Chapter 5. Motivos have 

been nlixed. For somie companies, involverne-nt in social problei-, -. s 
has been a matt-er of social conscience or a response to ?n ivim--ýdia, Le 
P "^,, 1 Cm. For -1-h-rs, it hats been al'-ruisim. son"o VI-*sh 1-0 . Vý I VL-J%. L, I k. 
attract bright recruits who would oViewlse not join Ithe Csmpaný,. 

Until 1974, only a few companies applied the business case in 

Chapter 4 as their justification for th., proaranai! es. But 11074 sa, 4 a 
marked change in thinPing and a drive tu.., ards the business cas-O. 
This ir*&ns that prograirrnes are more likely to be sustainad and 
in,, I)ruv.:., d, evoii during tough economic timcs. 

The few halw give an idea of the extent and, variety of 
ý'Thircl circle' activities by business in the US. 

rosources t! ctworll, 

Human R('! ', OUrcc!; V*tvicrk, st. prred in 1c)71 b.,, v seven young (triduat. -is 
in Philaj2lphia' is Z: non-prol'it eduecatiunfl corporation whose 
Chart. -r Purpose i-I to Collect ane dilsse,, i1n, jmport. rit in 'o i i, tioa 

MuOUt PI-CSSi. 19 SUClial ir-SU, tS. Its filst Urblý W-as to Co. -; ",. )ile a 

national compendium of corporate social involvement and, after 
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responses from IC6. corporations , banks and insurance companies 

pub I is hed in 1972 a most useful reference text entitled 
"Profiles of TnvolvenLnt" (1) which lists over 500 social action 

progremri, nes'. An updated version, with over 150C) such programmecs, 

was published in 1975, after completion of this core thesis. 

In its analysis of research findings, the authors of "Profiles 

of Involvement" point to the fact that "the sponsoring companies 
initiated about half of the programiros. The other half were 
responses to com-munity requests or a joint initiation bet%-ie(,. n 
the coi-aparnies and the con-, muni ties. Some conipanies joined tog:? ther 

with other companies in bQth initiated and resp3nsive progranz, "es. 
A small number of prograwwres were started as a result of recent 

changes in the lavi. " 

Most of the programes researched had been started the two years 
previously. 

4 

The analysis also gave the following. breakda-in of the issucs to 
which corporate action was directed: 

Ceneral community affairs 
Consumer programmes 
Drug abuse 

Environment' 
Housing 
Employment opportunities 
Job training 
Minority-enterprise 
Health 
Safdty 
Urban development 
Volunteerism 

Youth 
The Arts 
IAN, -, cel I aneous 

29 
11 
17 
85 
47 
26 
18 
72 
53 
21 
12 
13 
11 

62 
14 

17 ýI 

I 



In my view, ''Profiles of Involvement'' is required reading. 
for any a rganisation contunplaLing a programma of public and social 
affairs. The detailed-case histories of hundreds of programnms 
make it a unique potential contribution to a finld Where there has 
been much talk but little action. 

There follow now some brief examples of work, all of which it should 
be remembcred, have been researched and monitored in detail. 

A. General Community Affairs 

ty n. 1 Conirruni- 1% ations Coinalitter-, of Salem, Anchor HockiLig Lrou2 

Measures to involve large numbers of citizens in idcnti ling 
and solving problems contained in racial tensions. Industrialists 

- used to train others in conference and problem solving techniques. 
Result: despite riots in ndighbouring areas, no civil disturbances 
in the location chosen. %\ 

1 2. COMMUnity Developnent Corporation 

A wholly owned subsidiary of Citizens and Southern National 
Bank founded to proVide business loans and mortgages for lo,,. /- 
incomc families and housing. Results: 210 busincsses financed 

-and 300 mortgages provided. 

3. Urban Eco,. -lorilc Analysis 

Studies on urban. and economic affairs published by First 
National City Bank. * Result: recent policy changes in housing, 

education and economic development have been consistent with 
the reco. ma,, 3ndations in these studies. 

4. SK and F Information Set-vices Centre - Smith Klinc and Fronch 
L? boratorics 

Set up to en. -able 
tk e3 - ^rrýmt -4+" 4- ^k"I*. IL 

he ....., unstj to lielp atself, thus r(jaking iL 

possible for resideritts to develop I. -heir own sense of direction. 
Services and information providad to 2000 qrca rcsid, ýnts. 



Co. i*s unn r. P rog rannns' 

I. Si pial Financo Group 

A Consumer Credit Cou 
, 
nselling'Service to restore self-reliance, 

and family well-being to those involved in unfortunate financial 

circumstances. Result: in 28 months 3,600 clicnts have been 
helped to find relief from pressures on emotions and family life. 

Drug Abuse 

Coannunity Drug rogramme 
I 

A comprehensive programme from Clairol inc for four tuans. 
Nlau supported by local government, Youth and private citizens. 

Last Minute to Choose 

A programme to curb the increase in drug abuse by young people 
and heighten JILIblic awareness of the problem. Television 

programmes sponsored by The Fidelity Bank. Result: a flow of 
requests for the film by all concerned agencies arid organisations. 

D. Education 

. 
yl vani a 1. *Bell 

of Penns 

A Co-operative Work Study to give High School pupils exposure 

to the world of work. Students who have taken part are more 

readily placed in work on lcaving school. 

. 
2. One-'to-One Program-me - Central Penn National Bank, 

To improve reading levels" and arithnt! tic skills of children 
-tention and new cYperic. iccs in city's schools. Individual at 

have brought ncw relationships between children end tutors. 

3. Gpncral Notors Imstitute 

To recruit black high school sttidents for, engiril-cring educaltion -nd 
a -ist applicants to G, 1.11 ..., ho have no education. (V s., 128 ,,. incriý,, 

studcnts cnrollcd: 122. ul-3triculatod b. 1972-, 



Faculty Loan Prouzurnnic 1131.1 Corporation 

tance at 13 To loan serviccs of IBM cmployces for teaching a5sisk. 
Glack collegCS. Quality education providcd; promising students. 

attracted and funds from private sources attracted. 

5. Project Units - Nationwide Tnsurance 

To unite the resources of the school syst -cm and crxmimmity to solve 
problems facing schools in seven areas - education prograirmes, 
finance, buildings, st4ff rosources, urban problcms, communications 
and organisation. Ove-r 1900 volunteers involved and 26,000 man 
hours expended. 

E. Environment 

American Motors Conservation Awards Programme 

To encourage preservation or natural re!, ourccs through aiviards. 
Widely recognised as a prestige programme. 

2. Learn to Live - llarine_llidiand Bank - Ilestern 

Designed to evolve workablc solutions to enviroriaiental problem's. 
Information disseminated through seminars, filin fcstival, cash 
awards,. yduth forum, displays, TV documcntary, matching grants, 
surveys. Good attendance at events and requcsts for information. 

F. Housing 

ý1. 
Middicton Giant Step Inc. Armco Steel Corporatio n 

A programm,, e to develop with oth. er corporations . 
improved housing 

for loa-income citizens. 11--Ip in qualifying for grants and loans 

for building and improvement. 

New. pj)p2_rLuLi-ýljtX, House Loan', - Bank of' A, -nrica 

To make inon cy available for housing in low-incol, -ý2 arcas and promote 
iý 1,00 P.! i 11 i cn how:! c,.,., ncrship in minority corm,,, uniltics. By iiiid--1971 over 

loans to 6100 families. 



Cainden Ilousip ! 1«. lellý_fM cts - C. flýjý! t)bL, 1 1 g. Un Co 

, 
Again, to provide housing and hon-ie c,, wic., rship possible ror 
low-income families. Vacant or abandoncd proj)-2rt! cs brought 

' of the, city populaLion rPhOLJS'Cd; up to standard. Result: so far 2. 
400 houses reconstructed; the blight of deprivation arrested. 

Urban Lct-i-inconic Housing - Gcncral Motors Corporation 

- organisations Interest-free loans provided to two non-profit 
to acquire land for laivi-income housing. Business expcrience 

contractors and emplpyjý.,, cnt created. Above provided for black 

average housing for hundreds of minority. labourers. 

G. EniplQymcnt Opportunities 

1. Capitol Operations - Control Data Corporation 

To bring employment to city's minority and disadvantaged 

progranann3s. Manufacturing plant establ-Ishcd in 14ashington DC 

ghetto. Nati focal point for so:,,,:! of Control Data's public 

authority contracts. 

H. Job Training 

_ýu2 
1. Jobs '70 -, Boise Cascade_Er 

To provide meaningful employment to uncirployed or Vnd-ý! ramplpycd 
persons including orientation, counselling, job-i-elated educatioll 
and on the job training. 

2. Business. Experience Training - Chase 11iinhattan Bank 

A'. work study project for high school students to givp exposure 
to the working world. Through 1971,277 trainees joinad of Whom 
195 finished high school and 57 went to College. 

16 
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3. On Site Trainibq for Inniatos, of Penal InstiNtion --c--onaral nN, ný, iic 

Training for those still under sentenco end penal rohabilitaLion 
prograimes involving 600 inmates. Costs provided partly by public 
funds. 

I. Minority Enter, rise 

- 1. Aid to Minority Interpriscs - Aluminium Companyof 
_[-.: 

-, -, nrica 

lion-sectarian businesses employing under 500 di Aadvantag2d 
people ara assisted by purchasing programmes and business 
di recti on. 

2. Economic Development Division - Chase 1--lanhattan Banl, 
_ 

To help minoritY businesses develop through financial aid. 
A diverse portfolio includes restaurants, trucking, bus 

companies, dcsigners, etc. 

3. The Travellers Insurance Co - Urban National Inc 

To make venture capital loans and give technical assistance 

to minority owned businesse3. $500,000 invested, 

4. Fightori -*Xerox Corporation 

A people's manufacturing enterprise, operated by a black 

militant coinnunity 
i 

group producing metal sta. mpings and 

electrical transformers. Xerox assists training and gUarantees 
to bLy a portion of output. 

J. Heal th 

Mobile Dental Care Unit - Citizens and Soothern llitional bankc 

To bring dental care to disadvantaged children. 2500 children 
treated. 



t CC) 2.. NUtrition Counselling Programme - Vc-shinot in C. - tiqh 

To teach faýmilies with laa incomes to pi-cpare low cost 

nutritious ri,, eals. Hundre'ds of requosts for help and advice. 

K. Urban Dcvej. 2pmýnt 

1. Opportunity Park Urban Renewal -BF Goodrich Co 

To revitalise 404 acres, before with shobby Stores and 

abandoned buildings and now taking on tho locOO, of a new 

communi ty. 

2. Project Pride - National Bank, of DetrOit 

To clean up a 55 block ghetto area. Refuse removod: 
lawns and fencing renovated: rat extermination. Other 

sections of Detroit copying. 

L. Youth 

Living Witnesses - BethIchem Steel Corporation 

To convince young people of the need to complete high 

school education. 

2. TLýLotiýLg, PrLqramrrP c L: 1 et P Cal CLk a )! Lq 

To allua 14P personnel time off with pay to sci-vc as teaching 

assistants at local high schools. 

3. Fircýighters Involving Teenagers - Xerox Corporation 

33 teenagers helping to dispel inner city anfiusity in 

Rochester. 

Voluntoerism 

Colangse Volunteer Pool - Celanese Corporation 

120 emplcyeer, volunteering to bring profcssional skills to 

convivnity social agencie. -, 



Arts 

Now York Philharmonic Concerts Joseph Schlitz Bre. wing Co 

To make the orchcstra more widely kna-in. Free concerts have 
brought audiences of over 100,000. 

Public and Social Affairs in the IJK 

I give three examples, each involving a large number of companies, 

which I helped to launch and which 
' 
indicate that in 1974 there 

was an awakening sense of total responsibility on this side of 
the Atlantic as well. 

Trident Trust 

The Trident Trust is an educational charity registered with the 
Departw2nt of Education and Science. It was conceived at a Ditchley 
Park Educational Conference in late 1970. In looking at what is 

called 'the problem, of youth' it was felt that tile real problem was 
that of an urban society in which the pri. -,,,, a asset of the country, 
namely, its people, was not being d2veloped. This -aas som:? th, nq in 

which all sectors of the community had a stake. 

The first Trident projec"t was set up in Haimpshire under the County 
Education Authority and with an industrial coordinator seconded 
from a local industry. Its purpose was to provide young pe6ple, 
betwuen the ages of 15 and '16 with personal experience during 

school term which would help develop their maturity and, at th3 

same time, to persuade employers and sncieCy at large to value skills, 
experience and personal qualities not me-asurable by standards of 

academic attainment. 

Specifically, as the namea Trident implies, tthere werc three prongs of 
such experience. They were self development, with the aim of fostering 
i nd! v idual talent be -it througft an Outward Cound course or through -sc.. -.: n 
acadvnic or artistic achi-evemont; a knc. flcdgc of the co. mmunity, often 

social service, and an exr., crience cf the viorld of work --f-4--d through 

gained through wurking in school term irt' a FacLory, orl'ice or shop 
for three %.., caks. 



After the initial success in Hampshire, a Trust was founded in 1972 
to foster: thc expansion of this concept in other and more difficult 

parts of the coUntry. With a head office in London and generous 

support from the Dulverton Trust as well as industrý, there are no,.. / 
(in late 1974) *rridcnt operations in Leeds/lIest Rtiding, Thurrock in 

Essex, Cheshire, Crawley in Sussex and DarlingLon. More are to come. 
In each case the Director of Education controls the project, as well 

as providi. ng an office and secretary. In each case, too, a full tima 

coordinator is provided by local industry with the task of matching 
the requirer.: 2nts of students and outlets in th 

'q 
three experience areas. 

Several thousand pupils have now had Trident training; several 
hundred firms around the country are offering over 2500 work 

opportunities; there has 6een a special Bill through Parliament to 

allavi the young people at work to be indem. nifled and a nation wide 

interest has been aroused. 

Exar. 1ples of Activities in 1973 i 

200 young people were sponsored by the Trust to take part in 

courses at the Loch Eil Centre, with Outward Bound, Brathay and 

schooner training, with the Calshott (Hants) Activities Centre 

and other places 

nearly 200 pupils to City Challengc, residential courses fdr 

. 
handicapped children, hospitals, environprntal projects 
(archeology, bird ringing, red doer count) and social surveys 

800 jobs identified in banks, shops, factories, laboratories, 

farins, airports, TV studios, garages, gas and electricity boards, 

offices, printeri and other work environmants. 

From. the point of view of this book, the criteria that have been 

follmed are these: 

The project, though it involved. -industry, started With a community 

need rather than that of a business organisaWn 

-rho problcm was defined by and the project is controlled by the 

competent professional dopartmnnt. that is, the Education Authori 



Scvcral partn(2rs, including local governm2rit, busini! ns, the 

unions-,. schools and voluntary organisations are involved tog'2ther 
in a projoct which, singly, they could not undertake. III 

particular, business provides an extension arvi to education. 

The benefit accrues to society; thereroru to business as a who1c, 
being part of society; therefore to individual fi. rji*, s 

Quo Lcs I 

pupi Is 

"The projects that were assigned to us made more confident of 
myself and I found it was possiblO there to try skills that I little 

realised existed in me". 

"I ain navi more keen to get my V. levels". 

"At home somebody asked me if it had been depressing working with 
handicapped students. I cannot see ho-a it could be depressing 

watching people of the samc age trying to do lots of different 

activities, nor caring about the effort involved and accepting 
holp and guidance without indilference. There was no distress 
involved and altogether we were a happy, although mixed, bunch". 

Parents 

"It increased her self-confidence. It was a valuable experience of 
dealing with people different froin herself. She developed an ability 
to stick-it out in difficult and unfamiliar situations". 

"Beneficial to the boy because you learn more by practical experience 
than talk in a classroom". 

"It wiped away any worry that she may have had about going to wtork". 

He ads, 

-e noi,, -- aclult "'I'lliell thcy Call.; b., ck from vinir wrorl, ox-pcrionce they 
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and rýasonablc. Thcy wcre morc scl f-confi (lent and considerate". 

"Truancy has Vopped to a measurable dep-ce since their llork experi once". 

Emp 1 oyr: rs 

"He grow, visibly in self-confidence". 

"She went from shy to eager in three weeks. I-le hope the Project 

will be permanent". 

The future of Trident is llavi being looked at in Wo agencies. 
The first is to see how the TI-USt can expand its activities in other 

-interested counties. The second is to carry for-ward the principles 

of Trident to the "year between" and an experimental group, who 
will spend a full year on the three facets of Trident experience, 

will be at work during 1975. 

Those interested in further details should cc)ntact the 
Trident Trust at Albany Buildings, 39 Victoria Street, London Sl-! l. 
(Tel. 01-222-7402). 

Action Resource Centre 
0 

The Action Resource Centre (ARC) might be defined as a 
Istepbrothe. r" to Trident. It is a continuation of the 

philosophy that certain societal problems are of a scale 
and co! nplcxity that demand the resources of more than one 
section of the community. 

ARC was established in late 1973 to act as a clearing house 

for matching business skills to ccm. munity needs. People 
'th projects are provided on secondment from business to help w. 

that have been defined by ministerial departmants, local authcrities, 

or voluntary organi-lations. 

c 



It is a 'rogis to red. Cheri ty with a Bo a rd of Di rectors 

representing different areas of national life and an 

executive staff. It is supported both financially vpd with. 

mnnpo-. ýicr by busiress organiwtions as well as, in certain 

spccific projects, by charitable tru-, ts. The first two 

years or so were in experimental mode in order to establish 

tho criteria an, ] methoduloUy for joint projects. Then it could 
be seen whoLver som-a larger and more permanent contre, 
perhaps a Hational Resource Centre, noeds to be incorporated 
in the national life of the UK. (1) 

The secundir-m-its fall into -a nUnber of categories. 

part or full time release of professionals to 

existing community projects 

2. joint projects between business and local authorities 

new proiccts, mieting "gap" situations, that require 
research and coordination 

Examples of this work follow. 

Part and full time release 

An accountant to spend one afternoon a fortnight with 
British Association of Settlerr3nts helping with Budget 

and Project control and their whole financial accounting 
system 

Auditing the 1973 accounts of the National C-yjsy 

Education Council 

Part-time Treasurer for the Ha=erssmith Cyrenians 

A chartered surveyor and architects to advise, cost and 

pl an on Ifichal I ol ") treet Aid Ihe ,; t! LL itig Up Uf d 
leisure and education centre in a vacarit Covent Garden 

building 

a sol i ci Cor's arti clod c1c)-k to assist at 'Llic ',!. -, s trAns tti), 
S-qlclll C12hIS COUrt 



an adviser from a training board to suporvise building 

work* for the Patchwork Communi ty 

a Business School studcnt to plan the financial 

programim and costing of cooperatives to be set tip 
in West London 

a business manager on secondment to Liverpool University 

Settlement for 18 months started cooppratives to 

provide scilf-supporting and self-financing occupations 
for local groups of young unemployed 

a manager to assist tfic Camden Council for Conmunity 
Relations in promoting equal opportunity program:,, -.. s 
in industry 

a training coordinator', attached for 6 months to tile 
"In Kind" project of the St Mungo Trust, to help get 
spare material resources transferred from industry to 

social agencies 

There are many other examples. Part time work, allows a 

valuable professional service to be suppliedi with miniiiial 

eflort, to a non-business organisation. It broadens the F 

outlook of the employee and is a source of satisfaction to 

the sponsoring firm. 

Sometim. cs projpcts require longer secondmonts. 2, oth 
Business Schools and. Corporations see this project work as 

a way of offering a dimension of training*that is not easily 
found in a purely business environment. In soma cases, too, 

it is a way of letting senior managers move into retiremont 

through a period or corm-iiunity work. 

Joint Projects 

In areas where the employees of a single firn, constitute a 
large part of the local work force, there is a particular 

opportunity for business to work with local authorities for 

COHICIL111i ty needs. ARC has been acting as a 'catallyst in five 

areas of the country to bring together local authorities, 
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cirployees and voluntary agencies in joint projects. in onn 
area near Mandester, a firm has taken a manager off all other 

work for three months in order to spcnd his tim; Oploring 

NO local organisations how they and this firm MQL work 
together. 

"Gap" 
-p-rojects 

Many v., orthlahile projects fail because the local authorities, 
voluntary and statutory agencies, industry and comm. 3rce all 
run dot-in different tracks, doing their own thing. Othor 

problems fall betvicen the clear lines of. responsibility 
delineated for different organisations. 

In Manchester, ARC was approached by the Chorlton Village 
Residcnts Association which was having diflicul-,, y in persuading 
the City Corporation that it would be better to improve, 

rather than demolish, over a hundred terraced cottages. 
Destruction would have meant the loss of long friendships, 

corn-ii-, unity links and an environrj-,, ent enjoyed over- thu years by 

scores of people. A firm of architects was asked by ARC to 

survey and plan every home. Working closely with the Corporati 
' 
on 

and Residents Association, the firm drew tip a schodule for an 
alternate plan and, subsequenttly, the Corporation withdrew 4Ch a 
compulsory de 

' 
inolition order. The architects are now overseeing 

the actual *improvenients. 

In Lewisham, South London, the problem of unqualific-d, jobless, 
drifting black teenagers is as bad as anywhere in Britain. 
ARC has worked with the Lewisham Way Centre, tile North 

Lewisham Project, Lewisham Borough Council, Lewishom Council 

for Corffnunity Relations and the Department of Employment to 
'launch a training project for an experimental period. 

. 
A bUSilleSS coordinator has been found thrr)uc,,,. Ii ARC whose main 

responsibility is to pull together the different elements in 

the projects. Five craftsn: cn will teach. and supervise skills, 

such as -notor machanics and bricklaying to younn people, who 

't17 ZS U. ough the., will be paid by funds from Connunity IlIdUS L -1 wcro ill' 

normal employmcnt. When the schome is revalvatc-d, it is hopod 

-ed t that the idcas and mathodolojy can t; iuil be to 

other parts oF the UK. 



Broa(Icni! i1gýlLe 13ase 

ARC, at the timý of completing the core thesis was less than a year old. 
Those running it were feeling their way and testing theory. Manpower 
lending, a new concept in community help, was becoming a reality 
and, %-., ith ov. -r one hundred firms already involved. The objcctivc of 
getting this involvement to be accepted as a norcr, in busincss be'llaviour 

was a step nearer fulfilment. (1) 
.. 

National Westmfilster Enterprises 

The National Ilestminster Bank is an orCldnisation thaL is 

conscious of its responsibilities in the fields of community 
and social welfare. Like other large Clearing Banks it has a 
wide range of skills at its disposal and, like -Ehem, it sees 
periods of fluctuation in its appointment and promotion patterns. 

To combine satisfying the manpower and promotional prospects of its 

awn pOople with the fulfili-,; cnt of its cori-m. unity obligations, At-, 11 c. 
Bank has iniroduced a -new concept by seconding =-inbers of its staff 
to local authorities, charities and other orclanisations for medium 
or long-term projects. 

National -Westminster Enterprises, as it is knawn, grc,. -! out of t,..., o 
is tance. The first, requests forhuman, rather than financial, ass 

-rative at the request of the National Gallery, was for adi-Tinist. 

assistance during the Titian Appeal. The soccnd . -,, &s for mana9cmant 
help in connection with the re-settleirent or Ugý.: idan Asi, -ns. 

Ili p. 4 A a, d, 
Ll .. 

1%. 
"I t' jý %ý ý. 4 V 6.1 _#It. $1UIV 

administrators, organisers, fund-raisers, troa5urars. co-ordi. nators, 

offico managers- and secretarics to assist in s,. jt, v(! y.;, rl 
liaison, miniunity service, rlUblishinq, traiiii, iq and a rzý..: qc 

of other projects wkn-o Lhe ski I is OF be! Ik0 1' 1' i W. 0 , 'I il I",! r.; ý!. -Id 
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assistants (06 prysent donposition of those Niing part, with most 
of them in . their early 

I 
fiftics) can be used. 

While doing this work, all staff retain thnir status 'and pension 

rights, and their salaries arc paid by the Bank. 

A review of the experiences to date sho-as that, for the community, 
there has been an infusion of skills and organising ability without 

. cost znd, for tho Bank stafF, all opportuniLy for service in new 
and satisfying fields. Othcr business organisations are imi 
approaching the Bank to see whether they, too, call naa initiate 

similar schemes. 

Interi-lational Business Coinnittee for EuLqpoýn 
Architcctural 11critage Year 
At the t' ime of completing the core thesis, I became involved in 
a new public and social affairs project, starting at both 

national and European level. It was one of the first to involve 

a range of companies at international level. 

Starting in 1974, and building up its momntum in 1975, the 
European Architectural Heritage Year was initiated by the 
Council of Europe to awaken interest in and preserve and enhance 
the conmon architectural heritage. 

An overall planning function was located in Strasbourg and national 

comenittees have been s. ot up throughout Europe. In addition to the 

range of governmant and non-governmant orgailisations already 
involved, an Internat. ional Business Coni-nittee was also set up. 
Its task is to coordinate the role of business and commerce in 

the ENV campaign; to promote EMY within business and to develop 

prograiames for business involvement. I was asked to write its terms of 
reference and help design its programme. 

The many projects that were considered included a newsletter, 

a speech file, an. international conference, a fund for local 

authority exchang. - prograirklies, a charter for "business responsibility 

practice" and a Foundation to continue work af4., -, r 
1975. 

- R;, Iy e Certain clearly. dcfined projects in the of 
terr. -i. -d "social arcli-itecture" were also being considered and 

these concentrated in areas where specific business skills 

vin b, -, brouO. It to bear within the ovcrall cotanxt of' thn cmals 
(I --", --, (71 
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To many, tile call to divert resources to such ventures at' a time 

of economic constraint may seem iniprobable. The fact is that firr,,. s 
are beginning to recegnise that, unless somcthing is done 11cla, 
of all timcs, to work on these constraints, the situation will become 

more hopeless. But this recognition comeas for three reasons. 
The first is that, even at a time of struggle for short-term survival , 
investm-, nt in the future cannot cease. Tile second is that the signs 
of a drifting apart of business from the rest of society are too 

ominous to ignore. The third is that the inýcstment of rescurces in 
this way is within the mainstream of normal business activity and 
is not pcripheral to it. An acceptable face of capitalism is both a social 
inperativc and a business necessity. 



Notes 

As discussed in Section 1,, the Action Resource Centre, which 
derived directly from the "Third Circle" theory, is now well 
established and successful, with branches all over the country. 
With hundreds of firms involved, it provides the best example in 

Britain of public and social affairs In action. 

(2) Business involvement In EAHY was considerable, particularly in the 

UK. The British Committee did not disband after Heritage Year was 

over but has remained as an Environment Committee with continuing 

commitment to the principles behind EAHY. 


